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HARMFUL NON-INDIGENOUS SPECIES IN THE
UNITED STATES

FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 1994

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs.

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Akaka pre-

siding.

Presenc: Senator Akaka.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR AKAKA
Senator Akaka. The Committee on Governmental Affairs will be

in order. Welcome to our guest witnesses here today. We welcome
all of you to this hearing. Aloha £ind good morning!
Today's hearing will focus on the problems that alien species

pose to our Nation's agriculture, environment, and economy.
The United States is being subjected to a slow, silent invasion of

alien pests. These invaders hitchhike aboard planes, lurk in old

tires, hide in household goods, and swim in the ballast of ships.

We have a pie chart ^ that helps us illustrate this point. Using
Hawaii as an example, we can see that alien species use every con-

ceivable mode of transportation to invade our State.

Developing loss estimates due to alien species is inherently dif-

ficult. Studies place annual losses to U.S. agriculture, forests,

rangeland, and fisheries in excess of $100 million. During high-im-
pact years, losses increase to several billion dollars.

Alien pests represent a serious threat to many, many areas of

economic activity. Agriculture must contend with an array of alien

weeds, insects, and pathogens. A significant portion of the $7 bil-

lion that farmers spend guinugdly on pest control is applied to con-

tain alien species.

Some weeds do not directly harm agriculture, but serve as hosts
for agricultural pests instead. For example, crested wheatgrass,
which was once planted for soil conservation, harbors the Russian
wheat aphid. This pest caused $170 million in losses during 1988
alone.

Chestnut blight, which arrived on diseased plantings from China,
killed over a billion chestnut trees during the early part of the cen-
tury. Another forest threat, the gypsy moth, was responsible for

$760 million in losses during peak years.

1 See page 138.
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Hydrilla is the scourge of Eastern waterways. This aquatic weed
blocks irrigation and drainage canals, promotes sedimentation in
flood control reservoirs, impedes navigation, and suppresses fish-

eries. $100 million is spent annually to control this and other
aquatic pests. Aquatic nuisances such as zebra mussels and Asiem
clams regularly clog municipal water lines and irrigation pipes.

But nowhere are the effects of alien species more dramatic than
in Hawaii. The September 1993 Office of Technology Assessment
report concluded that few economic or non-economic activities in
Hawaii are unaffected by the influx of alien pests. The Aloha State
is a case study of what happens when alien pests run wild.

Hawaii receives an average of 18 new pests annually. This is

more than a million times the natural rate and more than twice
the number absorbed each year on the mainland. The lack of a win-
ter frost means that these uninvited guests multiply all year long.

Hawaii has no aloha for these noxious pests.

Faced with a steady invasion of alien pests, it is no wonder that
the State's environment has been overwhelmed. Ten percent of Ha-
waii's plant species are already extinct, and about 30 percent of

those that remgiin are threatened or endangered.
Hawaii has become a magnet for the world's noxious pests. Be-

cause of intentional and accidental introductions, alien pests such
as banana poka, fire tree, army worm, five species of fruit fly, and
a host of feral animals impose a tremendous burden on our econ-

omy and our environment. The list goes on and on.

I recently received a letter ^ fi*om Hawaii's Outdoor Circle asking
that I investigate a new threat, the ivy gourd. According to their

letter, this pest is growing out of control on the windward side of

Oahu. The list of Hawaii's alien species seems to get longer each
day.
We also have a healthy fear of pests that have yet to reach our

shores. The arrival of the brown tree snake would be an obituary

for Hawaii's native forest birds.

Alien pests do not just compete with native species; they dra-

matic£illy alter the landscape and change the rules of the game by
which native species live. As a result, we are rapidly losing our liv-

ing heritage of plants and animals that constitute the foundation
of biological diversity.

Due to the explosive growth in commerce, tourism, and travel,

the army of invading pests is on the rise. Hawaii is a good example
of this trend. A 50 percent increase in air traffic during the 1980's
made Honolulu the 15th busiest airport in the Nation. Pests arrive

as stowaways in transportation equipment and cargo. Plants and
animals are brought in, intentionally or unintentionally, by the in-

creasing numbers of travelers.

Even our own residents are to blame. In February 1992, the Ha-
waii Department of Agriculture sponsored a 1-week amnesty pro-

gram for residents to turn in illegal animals. The campaign netted
53 animals, including various snakes, reptiles, and amphibians, as

well as harvester ants, hamsters, and birds.

Experience in Hawaii and elsewhere demonstrates that we have
no effective national policy to combat the threats of alien pests.

1 See page 139.



Federal and State initiatives simply are not keeping pace with new
and spreading alien species. The recent OTA report echoes this
concern. It found that our country has no real national policy for
controlling harmful alien species. The current system is piecemeal,
lacking adequate rigor and comprehensiveness.
The charts ^ on display (here on your right and my left) illustrate

these points. The first is a list of Federal agencies with alien spe-
cies responsibihty. It shows that 24 Federal agencies are respon-
sible for some aspect of research, prevention, control, or use of alien
species. The list, as you can see, is very long.
The second chart shows the interrelationship among all the

major interests—Federal, State, industry, academia, and the gen-
eral public—that affect alien species policy.
The question for Congress to consider is how to achieve a more

stringent and comprehensive national policy on harmful alien
pests. I hope today's witnesses will offer their recommendations on
how to improve on the current system.

I ask that the witnesses limit their testimony to 5 minutes to
provider greater time for discussion. Your written statements will
be entered into the record in their entirety, and there is no need
to read from a prepared text. The hearing record will remain open
until the close of business April 11, 1994, to receive comments from
individuals and organizations not present today.
At this time I am delighted to have a panel of experts. First is

Dr. Dewey Caron, Department of Entomology and Applied Ecology,
University of Delaware; Mr. Don Schmitz, Wetland and Upland
Forest Alien Plant Coordinator, Florida Department of Environ-
mental Protection: Mr. Howard Singletary, Director, Plant Industry
Division, North Carolina Department of Agriculture; and Dr.
James Carlton, Director, Maritime Studies Program, Williams Col-
lege-Mystic Seaport.
We are delighted to have you here and look forward to your testi-

mony. Let me call on Dr. Caron first.

TESTIMONY OF DEWEY M. CARON, PH.D.,2 PROFESSOR OF EN-
TOMOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY AND APPLIED
ECOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Mr. Caron. Thank you, Senator, and good morning.
I would like to talk a little bit this morning on Africanized bees.

Africanized bees are a very special circumstance of a non-indige-
nous population of organisms, insects, that have spread naturally
into the United States. They are currently occupying three of our
Southern States: Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. But it also rep-
resents an alien species that there is a continuing need for inter-
cept activities, and, in fact, that activity is ongoing, above and be-
yond where the population is existing and spreading naturally. We
do not know the eventual final distribution of what that population
will be within the United States of Africanized bees. We believe it

will be considerable.
Coping with that population now, we have a large conglomerate,

all of the agencies or nearly all of the agencies that you have listed

^See pages 140 and 141.
2 The prepared statement of Mr. Caron appears on page 69.



in your opening comments, plus State agencies as well. We had a

situation with this particular population with the lead Feder^

agency of perhaps not making up its mind as to what role it would

play in a population both spreading naturally into the Southern

Um^ted States and a need for an intercept. And for that reason,

there was a bit of some difficulty at the beginmng as the popu-

lation moved into the United States.
, j ..u 4. „.^ r.ff^r-

On page 7, I off'er some considerations. You asked that we otter

some of OUT comments as to what the future may be. I would hke

'^'^SoftCia^^^^^^^ problem^ with the Africanized bees

we need Federal involvement beyond the current level There is a

nun^ber of the agencies that are hsted, as you indicated in your

opemng comments, that are now involved, and of course, there is

a need for better coordination. There is the need for both research

extension activities, and educational efforts with the Africanized

bee As I indicated, all of these need to be expanded

The target audience includes both our industry beekeepers and

those that benefit from our industry, those crop producers that

need pollination services, but also the State, county and mumcipal

authorities, both elected and non-elected, that must dea^^ with this

alien introduced species, and, of course, the general Public that

must now face accidental encounters with the defensive behav-

ir^Td that is the stinsfing—of Africanized bees.

A Wgh priority as^^ s^ee it, for dealing with Mricanized bees is

to reduce the man-assisted movement of the Afncamzed bee ge-

netic material while protecting the availability of honeybee colomes

for pomnation of crops and allowing beekeepers a reasonable oppor-

tum^ty to pursue their business or hobby interests This does, in-

deed represent a formidable challenge m contradiction to how the

sftuation Sthe parasitic bee mites and tracheal mites and mtro-

duction ofTther alien insect species, some of which you mentioned

in vour opening statement, have functioned.

Possible porti of entry and isolated geographical enclaves such as

the Islands of Hawaii and Pueri:o Rico need continued interdiction

efforts and continued destruction of accidental invaders. This has

se^ed a useful purpose in the past, and we need to have this con-

tf^ed Shice the population of Africanized bees is both external to

our shores'and als'o 'currently >^thin the three States
^^^^^^^^^

and likelv to continue to spread into additional U.b territory, tne

possibilities of man-assisted spread of the genetic matenal-mdeed

thf whole population-has expanded, therefore making the task

"^
WeS Federal assistance in our efforts to help monitor the

spread of the Africanized bee population within th^U.S There are

a number of agencies that are currently doing that. We have a

problem with this population in ID; that is identification of the

bee USDA ARS assists in Africanized bee identification and per-

forms a service of ID intercepts of the APHIS intercepts. As I indi-

cated earlie? USDA APHIS initially assisted with trapping swarms

af monitoring stations in south Texas-they established a f^rb;

lengthy line of stations at 1-mile ^^^tervals-but has now^th
drawn It is unclear, at least to many of us outside of the l^ederal

Gov^mmeS, Xt role APHIS would assume after the Afncamzed



bee population reached the U.S. This in part hampered other gov-

ernmental and non-governmental agencies for establishing their

territories as part of the solution puzzle, due to this major player

holding a stage it eventually has seemingly abandoned. Assistance

in the form of a cooperative trapping program or, as a minimum,
I suggest, purchasing of traps and pheromone lures making them
available to others that will do the trapping mainly by State de-

partments of agriculture are recommended.
The next two recommendations are those that speak to research

and education. I have adready mentioned those. Let me skip to the

next one on the ninth page of my prepared text.

The mechanism that seems to be most effective in reducing man-
assisted movement of Africanized bees is establishment of a regu-

lated zone. So far this has been done only in Texas which had in

place an action plan to deal with the Africanized bee before its ar-

rival. Now with multi-state distribution, we need more Federal in-

volvement. A national conference cosponsored with USDA and
NASDA in 1991 was directed toward development of a national cer-

tification and regulation. How are we going to deal with this popu-

lation, a plan of that nature? Now seems an appropriate time to,

again, get aJl segments of our industry together with governmental

and research agencies, both those that are directly involved with

bees and those not, to listen to what is working in Texas and de-

velop a workable, effective national action plan for Africanized

bees.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these comments.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Dr. Caron. Because there

is a vote in progress, I am going to ask that we break for about

10 minutes. The Committee will be in recess subject to the call of

the Chair.
[Recess.]

Senator Akaka. The Committee will be in order.

I have a statement from Senator Lieberman which I ask to be

printed in the record. We certainly appreciate his contribution to

the hearing, and other Senators may have statements as well. If

they do, we will include them in the record.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR LIEBERMAN

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know the general subject of endangered species and
the specific subject of nonindigenous species is one that you've taken great care

with, and I appreciate your leadership and your efforts to elevate the debate on

these matters.
I regret that prior scheduling commitments will prevent me from staying to hear

the full testimony of today's witnesses, because I, too, care deeply about this topic.

The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee on which I serve will begin

the process this year to reauthorize the Endangered Species Act. The issue of

nonindigenous or exotic species should be addressed then, as well.

I'm particularly glad to welcome Dr. James T. Carleton today. Dr. Carleton's work
at the Mystic Seaport will benefit not only Long Island Sound, but all our coastal

waters.
Dr. Carleton will talk later about the zebra mussel invasion and its cost to the

Great Lakes Region and the Hudson River. I won't belabor our concern that it may
yet reach Long Island Sound. But there are two examples specific to Connecticut
that I think of when I think of invasive species.

The first is fragmites. It looks pretty, when seen from a passing car on 1-95, wav-
ing cat-tail like, over a tidal pona. In truth, it's an invader, choking the coastal tidal

wetlands along Long Island Sound, driving out native species, preventing those wet-

lands from delivering their full functional value—as filters for pollution, as nurs-



eries for shellfish and finfish, as critical habiut for migratory waterfowl and endan-

^'^'eSnl- is a terrestrial example O- SUte DePfme"'^^^^^^^^

cation tells me *at Connecticut s forests have been assau^w^ oy
^ ^^,^^

array of exotic organisms over *c 'a't WO yea^s I ma « ^
, j .^„^ „f the

recently fi-om Enc Thomas one of the State^^^^ ^.^^^. ^^^ ^,,.

src'heitit";,^nt^|^^t-.^;c^^^

Sch%'„-M^sMe SSSrva"^^^^^^^^^
exJ:;ic*raJet^rwe«t^ISs rs^P^^^i^rdli^s
sity. I'm always struck by this ^^^n reading joumals o^ luu ye s,

.^ ^^^^
the landscape looked then, how

fllff^J^^^^^^^^^^^ also of our natural ties

wav our lives our diminished by that loss—ot diversity, ^'"^/;=" "
THnnk vou

to history Hook forward to studying the testimony presented today. Thank you.

Senator Akaka. At this time. I would like to call on Mr. Don

Schmitz for his testimony.

S Sp^rJ^Roi^NTil PROTECTION, TALLAHASSEE, FL

Mr Schmitz Thank you, Senator, and good morning.

TW to Walize with me for a few moments that umque eco-

svlt7m in south Florida Siown as the Everglades. Picture in your

mfndTtsyrge expanses of native sawgrass, its beautiful tree island

S^immocks fts s!ow vast southern sheet flow of water its rare and

tn the citizens of southern Florida who depend on its water
YJ^l'

SS ori^forTts natural resources but for 't^ 'W'?^^':^ ^=en des-
the orime tourist destinations m all the world. It has been aes

i^ated a world heritage site, international biosphere reserve, and

wetland of international importance.
. ^ ,„ if „„,, ^^ii a fleet

mfMmmm
""The* AusSian melaleuca tree was first imported around the

tu^ofr^^"ry'in gonda a^^^^^^^^^

drying capabilities. In 1990, the &oum ^a"^^"",/'^
,

.°
f 5q

iThe prepared statement of Mr. Schmitz appears on page 73.



we know that it is not linear. The growth rate is exponential. There
is a complete displacement of native vegetation when melaleuca in-

vades into an area, and that results in a catastrophic loss of wild-
life diversity. It uses four times the amount of water that native
sawgrass communities use, and the melaleuca populations that are
expanding in the Everglades threaten the Biscayne aquifer, which
is the sole underground drinking water source for millions of people
who live in south Florida.

If we do not do something about this melaleuca invasion in Flor-

ida, the melaleuca populations will destroy what Marjorie
Stoneman Douglas called "the river of grass," despite past and
present efforts to preserve it for future generations.
More than 900 species of alien plants have become established

within Florida's habitats. The majority of them are found in Flor-

ida's wetland and upland forests. One-half were imported as land-
scape ornamentals, contaminants of agricultural practices, or as fu-

ture sources of timber, fiber, and forage. In the early part of this

century, even Federal agencies helped spread these invasive alien

plant species around. Present estimates indicate that more than
2.5 million acres of Florida's remaining natural environment has
become infested or infected with alien plant species. These inva-

sions can alter ecosystems from once highly diverse biological sys-

tems to bland, monospecific structures.

Most Floridians, as is the case with most Americans, are un-
aware of the severe ecological damage that these invasive alien

species are doing in Florida's remaining natural areas. Alien trees

are destroying what little remains of our fragile beach dune com-
munities, with negative repercussions on endangered and threat-

ened sea turtles. They cannot nest because of the dense root sys-

tems that some of these plant species produce out into the surf
area. Hydrilla, which you mentioned in your opening speech, clogs

at least 75,000 acres of our waterways. Besides these species, there
is another additional 27 exotic plant species that have been identi-

fied as being destructive or invasive into Florida's environment.
Because of a lack of funding, we are only capable of managing

one-half of the melaleuca populations found in the Everglades. Fed-
eral land management agencies in Florida do not have a dedicated
funding source to go out and manage these destructive species, nor
can they adequately fund long-term solutions such as biological

control research.
The State of Florida applauds the efforts by the State of Hawaii

to protect their island State from alien species invasions. However,
this is not an exclusive problem for just Hawaii and Florida. Purple
loosestrife, the contaminant of European ship ballast, has ruined
milhons of acres of wetlands in the northern United States. Of
course, I think all of us have heard of kudzu that has spread
throughout the South. The net result is that there is a drastic de-
cline in biodiversity when these invasions occur.

Now, what can the Federal Government do about this problem?
First, we need to turn off the spigot of new invasive alien plant and
animal species. It does not make a heck of a lot of biological or eco-
nomic sense to go out and manage these species when you have
new ones that are being introduced. We need to screen all potential
introductions for their invasiveness, whether they are plant or ani-
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mal species. Presently, the way the Federal Noxious Weeds Act is

applied is ineffective. For example, it took us 10 years to get

melaleuca listed as a Federal noxious weed, and the USDA refused

for a number of reasons, despite that we had the entire Florida

congressional delegation and the Governor of Florida who re-

quested the USDA to list this species as a Federal noxious weed.
If it was not for Congressman Clay Shaw from Fort Lauderdale, I

am sure melaleuca would never have been listed.

Secondly, no one is in charge. We need a lead Federal agency. In
Florida, we have coordinated our efforts rather well. We have co-

ordinated between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National
Park Service, and State Eind county land management agencies,

and we have coordinated very well. But in our experience, if no one
has the responsibility for this, the work just ultimately does not get
done.

Thirdly, the State of Florida endorses the proposed chamges to

the Federal Noxious Weeds Act that have been put forth by the
Weed Science Society of America and the Natural Resources De-
fense Council.

In conclusion, billions of dollars have been spent in the United
States to buy environmentally sensitive areas to protect them from
pollution and development, yet the biological heritage to be pre-

served for future generations is being overrun and lost to non-in-
digenous species. This is especially true in Florida.

Thank you.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Schmitz, for your tes-

timony.
I would like to call on Howard Singletary for your testimony at

this time.

TESTIMONY OF HOWARD M. SDSTGLETARY, JR.,* DIRECTOR,
PLANT INDUSTRY DIVISION, NORTH CAROLINA DEPART-
MENT OF AGRICULTURE, RALEIGH, NC
Mr. Singletary. Thank you, Senator Akaka.
Before I get started, I had a phone call from Dr. Lyle Wong of

the Hawaii Department of Agriculture yesterday, and I told him
that I was going to be appearing here today. He had indicated that
they had sent testimony to be included in the record and asked me
to extend his greeting to you, sir.

Senator Akaka. Thank you very much.
Mr. Singletary. I would like to thank you for the opportunity

to appear here before you and testify about the significant impact
of the introduction of non-indigenous species, both plants and ani-

mals, to the United States and directly as it relates to North Caro-
lina. My comments today will represent the State of North Caro-
lina, the Weed Science Society of America of which I have been
chairman of the Federal Noxious Weeds Committee, the Inter-

mountain Noxious Weed Advisory Council, and the National Plant
Board. The Intermountain Noxious Weed Advisory Council is a vol-

untary organization with membership from public and private sec-

tors mainly representing Western States here in this country,
whose function is to serve as a liaison between States, Congress,

^The prepared statement of Mr. Singletary appears on page 74.



Federal agencies, and trade associations on issues regarding nox-

ious weeds. The national Plant Board is the organization of plant

pest regulatory agencies from the 50 States and the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico. That is the background from which I would

like to speak to you today.

There are at least 4,500 species of foreign origin that have estab-

lished populations in this country. Many of these non-indigenous

species, including wheat, soybeans, and cattle, have played a sig-

nificant role in the development of U.S. agriculture. Indeed, much
of the economic and food and fiber production in this country is

based on introduced species. However—and this is an important

however—approximately 15 percent of the non-indigenous species

have been documented to cause harm here in this country. That is

information fi-om the OTA report.

The economic, health, and environmental costs due to the pres-

ence of plant pests are staggering. I would Uke to highlight for you

just a few examples with emphasis on weeds and insect pests in

agriculture and forestry.

Weeds compete directly with agricultural crops by reducing

quantity and quality and increasing overall weed management
costs. And if you had to look at the most costly factor in agricul-

tural production today, weed control is that factor, and where more
chemicals are used. According to the estimates derived from the

Weed Science Society of America, "Crop Losses Due to Weeds"—
this is a publication that they produce, and I am quoting from the

1992 edition—losses directly attributable to non-indigenous weeds

are estimated to range ft-om $3.6 billion to $5.4 biUion annually.

This calculation does not include environmental, health, regulatory,

or other indirect costs associated with non-indigenous species, and

that is projected to be approximately $1 billion annually.

Now, let me move to a couple of examples, and some of these

have been alluded to already, and I will cut short those parts of

the references. Witchweed, Striga asiatica, is a semiparasitic plant

that attacks corns, sorghum, and sugarcane, reducing yields, and

because of its presence, restricts the movement of commodities to

other areas in this country and the world. This was a non-indige-

nous species identified in the 1950's on approximately 430,000

acres in North and South Carolina. There has already been spent

in excess of $150 miUion of Federal funding to eradicate this pest.

Fortunately, I can report to you that that acreage is down to

38,000, and we can see the Ught at the end of the tunnel in terms

of the potential elimination of this non-indigenous species. That is

just one example of a weed.
You have already mentioned fruit flies in your opening com-

ments. Senator, and Hawaii and California are all well aware of

that impact. I will go on.

You also mentioned the European gypsy moth in your opening

comments, but I would like to raise a new threat posed by the

gypsy moth, and that is the Asian gypsy moth, which is a strain

of gypsy moth present in Russia and now parts of Europe. The
alarming fact about this particular pest is the fact that the females

fly, which means that it has a whole new means of dispersal. The
present European gypsy moth established in this country does not

fly. Females of the Asian gypsy moth can fly up to 25 miles, docu-
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merited. So in terms of spread impacts on forests and urban areas,

this is a whole new threat.

I could say that in North Carolina we have been blessed by a re-

cent introduction of this. You understand how I mean **blessed," be-

lieve me. It was introduced on munitions brought in by the military

at the Sunny Point Ocean Terminal near Wilmington, North Caro-

lina. To eradicate this introduction, it will cost approximately $9.45

million over 3 years.

The Secretary last week, the Secretary of Agriculture, issued an
emergency declaration, and we have got that project underway.
That is just the tip of the iceberg in what a typical introduction can

cost and cause.

On a national level, laws and regulations addressing non-indige-

nous species are disjointed, and you have mentioned that in terms

of 24 agencies here in your chart. I think 21 of those agencies actu-

ally have regulatory oversight as it relates to non-indigenous spe-

cies. In the current scheme, one specific agency may have respon-

sibility for control or eradication programs while others address

movement into the United States or interstate movement. This

patchwork of agency involvement has prevented, in many cases, a

prompt and timely reaction to the introduction of non-indigenous

species, thus allowing a prime opportunity for their full establish-

ment and subsequent spread. A good example is the Africanized

bee, which has been referred to in terms of action and who has re-

sponsibility.

In order to address problems of non-indigenous species, there

must be a coordinated effort at the Federal level to identify pest

problems at an early stage and prevent their entry. I think there

needs to be definitely a more cohesive, organized relationship

among these agencies and functions. I am not sure that a lead

agency is the complete answer, but there needs to be definitely

more of a coordination and emphasis on this function.

One of the things that is paramount to being able to do anything

as it relates to this is a solid base of funding, and that is the very

first thing that slows an effort when we have a new introduction

that needs an effort. You have to go hunt money. There is never

a resource there to effectively deal with these situations.

For example, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

has a contingency fund of $3 million. Well, Senator, you are famil-

iar with what just one introduction of Medfly costs. One introduc-

tion of Medfly here will drain that fund right there. There needs

to be a stronger funding base and an emergency fund of large

enough significance so that it can be drawn on, possibly that needs

to have multi-agency access. I do not know exactly the best way to

organize that, but that is a major drawback.
Policy issues as outlined in the recently released OTA report and

by the USDA PPQ Weed Policy Steering Group in their depart-

mental recommendations represent a shift to a more holistic ap-

proach in reacting to the introduction of non-indigenous plant and

animal species in the United States. One area that cries out is the

issue of funding, particularly in the area of noxious weeds, and

that is where I would like to place my emphasis today.

Considering the full impacts of non-indigenous species, weeds

have far more impact from an economic perspective, which I have
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already mentioned, on agricultural and natural ecosystems. Pres-
ently, they receive less attention because they do not creep, crawl,
or fly, and in msmy cases they take longer to establish. Their initial

appearance is less dramatic, but when they begin to proliferate, be-
heve me, they have the most significant economic impact.

In the near future, I hope there will be cooperation in Congress
to revise the Federal noxious weed law, granting full authority to
react promptly to the introduction of non-indigenous weed species.
Without careftil and deliberate attention, I feel that the rich plant
and animal diversity so much a part of our natural habitats will
be lost to non-indigenous species. I urge you as Members of Con-
gress to review these issues and take appropriate actions, and I

certainly think that the OTA report provided to you. Senator, has
an excellent blueprint in where to start and specific good policy op-
tions, I think, that are well founded and have been well thought
out and are generally supported.
Just to summarize in terms of recommendations that I would

make, again, emergency funding options; emphasis on exclusion
and early detection; prompt intervention channels. And I think
that investments in these, plus an emergency response fund of
some type will save money in the long run. In other words, I think
if you make a sizable investment now, that will indeed save money
in the long run for the citizens of this country. I think that would
lead to an improvement of quality of life and protect the environ-
ment here in this country.
We have been working from the weed science perspective in the

other agencies that I represent in terms of getting a rewritten ver-

sion of the Federal noxious weed law introduced in the Congress.
Representative Charlie Rose from my home State of North Carolina
has agreed to make that introduction on the House side. We have
been working during the last year with Senator Dorgan from North
Dakota, and hopefully through efforts of his staff it will be intro-

duced on the Senate side. And I would urge your support in this,

and I can assure that the State of Hawaii, the Department of Agri-
culture supports the rewritten version that we plan to have intro-

duced for your consideration through these channels.
Thank you very much^for the opportunity to offer these com-

ments. Senator.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Singletary.

I would now like to hear from Dr. Carlton, and want you to know
that Chairman Glenn of this Committee is very interested in your
testimony. Senator Glenn has been responsible for legislation ad-
dressing zebra mussels and other aquatic pests, and wanted you to

know of his interest. May we hear from you now. Dr. Carlton.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES T. CARLTON, PH.D.,i DIRECTOR, MARI-
TIME STUDIES PROGRAM, WILLIAMS COLLEGE-MYSTIC SEA-
PORT, MYSTIC, CT
Mr, Carlton. Thank you. Senator. Good morning and thank you

for inviting me.
On September 8, 1993, a coal vessel (a collier) arrived in Chesa-

peake Bay a few miles from this room, having sailed from Israel

1 The prepared statement of Mr. Carlton appears on page 76.
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2 weeks earlier. Our research team boarded this vessel and opened
up a hatch to the cargo hold, which was filled with ballast water
from the Mediterranean. A school of 50 fish swam by. The fish was
called a jack, and it turned out to be a species which had invaded
the Mediterranean from the Red Sea through the Suez Canal. This
ship released all of these fish, and many more, into Chesapeake
Bay.
On September 15, 1993, a bulk cargo vessel from Liverpool ar-

rived in Chesape£ike Bay. In her hold was another fish known as
a sprat, and here, too, a school of 50 fish were seen swimming in
the ballast water. All of these fish, and many more, were released
into the bay.

Had someone proposed to intentionally introduce these fish, for

whatever reason, many trees would be needed to produce enough
paper for the required environmental impact statement. Having
been written, the proposal would have been rejected anyway, and
yet these fish were released in Chesapeake Bay because they were
in a ballast tank and not in a fish tank.

Our aquatic communities—our rivers, our lakes, estuaries, bays,

ports, salt marshes—are now being invaded by a host of exotic or-

ganisms in a biological game of ecological roulette. No State in the
United States is immune to future invasions—invasions that in-

clude predators, competitors, and diseases. These same regions
support important fisheries, navigation, and recreational resources
that are clearly worth billions of dollars.

In most cases, exotic species do not come to our attention because
they appear to have no immediate and profound human impact.
But this means that the mechanisms that bring these species to us
continue unabated, and with every hourly spin of the exotic species
roulette wheel, a non-indigenous animal or plant with a vast poten-
tial for altering our society could be released.

Our world changed dramatically on June 1, 1988, when the zebra
mussel was discovered in the Great Lakes. The mussel came from
the Black Sea in ballast water. This was a discovery of such signifi-

cance that much of our activity in non-indigenous species can be
dated as BZM or AZM, before or after zebra mussels.
The year is now 6 AZM, and this mussel has become the watch

animal of American waters under the assumption that no new in-

vasion will eclipse it. Thanks to the Non-Indigenous Species Act,

we are now regulating the ballast being released in the Great
Lakes. Most of our great rivers and all of our coasts remain vulner-

able this morning.
Ships today are one of the greatest transporters of the world's

aquatic life, carrying tens of millions of gallons of ballast water and
within them an immense diversity of life. Thousands of species are

in motion around the world, and hundreds and hundreds of species

are headed as we speak to the United States.

In 1990, an aggressive omnivorous European green crab ap-

peared in San Francisco Bay where it now occurs by the tens of

thousands. The green crab's diet includes commercially important

clams, other crabs, including perhaps the native Dungeness crab,

and a vast number of other species. It would be hard to find, if we
had searched the world, a more potentially devastating species.
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One of the most spectacular invasions of all is now occurring in

the Black Sea, courtesy of an American species of comb jellyfish,

transpori;ed by ballast water. It is the revenge of the zebra mussel.

Blooms of hundreds of millions of tons of the comb jellyfish have
led to a nearly complete decimation of the anchovy fishery in the

Black and Azov Seas. One single species has managed to com-
pletely alter the food web of one of the world's greatest inland seas.

This was, of course, in a country far away, but it teaches us what
could happen tomorrow in the Chesapeake Bay or Puget Sound.
Every 60 minutes almost 2 million gallons of aquatic life in bal-

last water from foreign parts are released in U.S. waters. Will a
new invasion occur in the United States in the next few weeks or

few months? Absolutely. Will the next invasion be a problem, a ca-

tastrophe? Again, it is a spin of the wheel. It may be a small fish.

It may be an innocuous worm. It may be another zebra mussel. I

urge your careful attention.

Thank you.

Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Dr. Carlton.

I now have some questions for the witnesses. Dr. Caron, you
mentioned an apparent shortage of bee colonies may prevent cur-

rent and future pollination needs. To what extent is this problem
caused by harmful alien pests, and how will this affect the agricul-

tural and horticultural sectors of our economy?
Mr. Caron. Thank you. Yes, the introduction of the alien mite

pest—there are two involved; I mentioned both of them, the veroa

and the tracheal mite—is indeed a very serious threat to our indus-

try. These are imports that came accidentally in the middle 1980's

and now have caused an apparent shortage in availability of bee

colonies for pollination purposes. Coupled with the arrival of the

Africanized bee, we expect disruption in the availability of bee colo-

nies to a number of our major crops.

We could live without honey. We could live without the other

products from bee colonies. We have alternative sugar sources. But
we cannot live with the pollination services of honeybees and our

many native species of bees that assist.

We rely on our honeybees that we can move. We can put them
on trucks and move them into the pollination situations, and for

this reason we need and must maintain a healthy, sufficient popu-
lation of bees for this pollination service.

The three factors of the mites, the two mites and the Africanized

bees, indeed have resulted in a shortage, and we expect that it will

impact by altering the types of crops that we may grow or the

areas in which we may grow them.
Of immediate concern, of course, are the areas of the Rio Grande

Valley with signific£uit pollination of crops in that area, and the

population moving into the California agricultural scene, eventu-
ally into the Florida agricultural scene where we have the produc-
tion of crops that serve throughout the States for the majority of

the year. It is indeed a significant factor.

Senator Akaka. APHIS failed to promptly respond to the 1987
Florida infestation of veroa mites in honeybee colonies, only to see
the pests spread to 30 States by 1991. Wliat are some of the mis-
takes that were made in the case of the veroa mite infestation, and
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what are the economic consequences of this problem if this problem
continues?
Mr. Caron. The problem of the veroa mite is one where there

was an attempt made to slow the invasion of this alien species, and
as you indicated, it was not successful. The consequence is that we
have this shortage of bee colonies to meet our current pollination
needs and a great hardship to many individuals within the commu-
nity who depend upon the products and the services of pollination
of the honeybee.
A number of factors that could have perhaps reduced this very

rapid spread of the alien introduced veroa mites involved a better
coordinated effort of APHIS working with the State agencies to do
that, to try to come up with a program of cooperation of working
in terms of this particular introduced species. The very same points
that I was tr5dng to relate to in Africanized bees, of so many play-
ers on the scene that we do need some sort of coordination that will
be more effective to try to reduce the spread.

Senator Akaka. The African honeybee is a public threat as well
as a threat to U.S. agriculture. APHIS is responsible for developing
a response to the agricultural threat, but does not address the
human health issues. Does this arbitrary division of responsibility
make sense given the fact that we are talking about a single pest
that represents a threat to humans and agriculture?
Mr. Caron. Perhaps in some respects it does not make sense, but

is the reality of how agencies must work and deal with something
that does represent such a broad spectrum of potentisd threats,
both to agriculture, to our beekeeping industry, maintenance of
colonies for pollination services by our growers of those crops re-

quiring pollination, and, of course, then the general public.
' V/e need to have bite-size portions of that particular—instead of
an agency tr5dng to deal across the spectrum, have bite-size por-
tions. So, in part, the fragmentation, yes, does make sense and
does make it better able for the various agencies to focus.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Schmitz, some non-indigenous plant species
pose problems depending upon how the species is used. Purple
loosestrife, for example, is viewed by horticulturists as a desirable
plant because of its color and form. But to managers of natural
areas, it is highly damaging because it grows prolifically, displaces
indigenous plants, and provides lower quality habitat and food for

wild Euiimals.

Do we have to take sides when a single species is a weed in some
instances and a desirable species in home gardens or other con-
trolled settings? Should we adopt a "better safe theui sorry" ap-
proach?
Mr. Schmitz. Absolutely, and I will tell you the reason why.

There are hundreds of plant species that are available to home gar-
dens and for landscape ornamentals. But how m£uiy of our wet-
lands are remaining in our Nation? Many of them have already
been lost through development and agriculture, and we want to

preserve what is left. And an invader like purple loosestrife or
melaleuca in the Everglades is going to steal what remains of our
Nation's biological heritage. So I guess you could say I am biased,
but I feel very strongly that we have to make some choices. And
I do not think this is going to seriously impact gardeners or for
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landscape ornamental use because, as I said, there are hundreds
of species that are available to them.
One thing I want to make perfectly clear is that not all exotic

plants are bad, and I do not want that impression going out that
we are looking at—that there is some environmental purity here.
Most exotics are not invasive in the natural environment. But the
ones that are invasive, they are eating our lunch, especially, in
Florida, and we need to do something about it. We need to screen
them, screen some of these in the future for their potential
invasiveness.
Senator Akaka. Dr. Singletary, do you have a comment?
Mr. Singletary. Yes, sir, and thank you. You mentioned specifi-

cally purple loosestrife. I would like to cite for you the example of
what is being done in North Carolina relative to that species. We
do not have populations of it to the extent that a lot of our North-
em neighbors do, but it is established in North Carolina, and we
have undertaken an eradication program because it is of a limited
acreage in the State. We have had very good cooperation from the
nursery industry and garden clubs and the home-owning public
once the facts are laid out. Sure, there is some resistance, but
through educational efforts we have been able to move forward
with this approach.
These are some of the kinds of things that have to be done with

these kinds of species, and what I am saying is it can be done if

it is approached in the right fashion, and particularly where you
have got limited populations of something, like the example I give
you in North Carolina.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Schmitz, your testimony stressed that the
unrestricted spread of alien species would destroy our country's
rich biodiversity and that most Americans are unaware of the re-

sultant ecological damage. You just mentioned the possibility of re-

viewing some of these tropical introductions for possible damages
to our environment.

I will also mention that many are unable to equate alien species
invasion with a change in their lifestyle, to which you also referred.

My question to you is: How can we draw attention of this issue to

the citizens of this country?
Mr. Schmitz. That is a good question. I think the OTA report

has certainly brought it together, at least for a lot of resource man-
agers. This problem is not even well known or has not been well
known even by resource managers. We have run into resistance by
people who should know. However, the word is getting out.

It is only during the past 10 to 12 years that scientists have
identified the problems caused by invasions of alien plant and ani-

m£d species and how they are changing, and in many cases det-

rimentally changing the ecosystems.
I think the problem basically is the concept of an ecosystem. I

think most of the public is not aware of what an ecosystem is, so
they cannot recognize ecosystem damage. I will even give you an
example.

I guess it was 9 years ago I was down in Miami, and we were
regulating the aquarium plant stores down there. We were trying
to prevent the introduction of a new species, like another hydrilla,

into Florida's waterways. Now, I have a master's of science degree
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in biology and am familiar with the concept of ecosystems. And as
I was driving down the road, there was acre upon acre of melaleuca
forests on both sides, and I was not aware of the problem until I

went to a symposium in 1988 held by an Exotic Pest Plant Council.
Now here I am a biologist, and I was not even aware of the prob-

lem or could not identify the problem. But once I heard the sci-

entists talk about the changes that were occurring in these
ecosystems and how diversity just crashed as melaleuca invaded
these once highly diverse wetland systems, then a light bulb went
on in my mind and went, "Uh-oh, there is something out that we
are not dealing with."

I came back, and I tried to convince my agency that we needed
to take a look at this problem a lot more seriously than we had in

the past, and basically there was a lot of resistance because they
did not really understand it until I brought the scientists up from
south Florida and we had a seminar in TallEihassee.

So I think the problem is a kind of a hard sell, in a way, because
if you think about it, environmental issues are divided resdly into

two arenas in this country. One, you have the environmental issues
that directly affect humankind—clean air, clean water, exposure to

hazardous waste, et cetera. But in wildlife areas, people are less fa-

miliar with that because to them they perceive that it has abso-
lutely no importance or has no direct relevancy to their everyday
lives.

I guess you can divide it up that people vote and wildlife does
not vote, and so we have to be their voices, in a way, or be stew-
ards of what is in their best interest. And most ecosystems, or what
remains of them in this country, are remnants of these once for-

merly large contiguous ecosystems that went from coast to coast.

Now essentially what we have is island-like habitats surrounded by
a sea of agr.culture or urbanization. Like your State of Hawaii,
they are showing the same propensity to being invaded by exotics.

So Hawaii, even though you are an island State, you are not
unique in the sense of what we have left in Florida because we
have island-like habitats also.

Senator Akaka. One possibility is television exposure. People
could easily view the program and have a better understanding of

the problem.
Mr. SCHMITZ. I have been successful. We have been on "Good

Morning, America" and "ABC Evening News," but I still think the
environmental community in this country needs to take a stronger
stand with it. I will give you an example. They are spending $400
or $500 million to clean up the water coming off agricultural areas
south of Lake Okeechobee that is going to flow into the Everglades.
If they do not deal with the melaleuca invasion out there, what you
are going to end up with is very nice clear water flowing into a
melaleuca forest, and not resembling anything like the Everglades.

Exotics in this country, the invasive ones, they are like environ-
mental cancers, and if you do not slow or excise them or manage
them, they are eventually going to kill the patient, meaning the
ecosystem.
Senator Akaka. Florida's Exotic Plant Pest Council is developing

an extensive prioritized list of harmful alien species. Are there
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some initiatives developed by the Florida Exotic Plant Pest Council

that you would recommend to Federal pest agencies?

Mr. SCHMITZ. Yes. As a matter of fact, the reason why the Flor-

ida Exotic Pest Plant Council has been successful is because it is

basically comprised of mid-level managers. We are not dealing with
territorialities. Basically people are coming together who under-
stand really what is at stake, and we have been successful.

But, unfortunately, coordination only goes so far in dealing with
this problem. Funding is essential, as Howard was saying before.

Fun(hng is essential. We do not have the money to go out and effec-

tively manage the exotics that we have right now.
Another problem is we really need someone to take the lead in

this issue. I disagree a little bit with Howard, but I really think
a Federal agency needs to be appointed to have the responsibility.

Because what we are finding in Florida is that since no one has
the responsibility, there is still a fragmentated approach.
Let me give you an example. From the turn of the century

through the 1960's, water hyacinth control was fragmented. There
were various State and Federal agencies that were every now and
then dabbling into water hyacinth management. During the 1950's

and early 1960's, we had 126,000 acres of water hyacinths that

clogged our waterways. It was not until the early 1970's when the

State of Florida, the legislature, established a comprehensive
aquatic plant control program in the State.

What happened was that since there was now a lead or a des-

ignated agency, we coordinated the efforts. And instead, duplica-

tion of efforts were eliminated. We funded money for research to

find long-term solutions to water hyacinths, and today I am
pleased to report that we have now about a thousand acres of

water hyacinths in the State of Florida. That is a result of inte-

grated plant management, a combination of herbicides and bio-con-

trol agents, and the concept of maintenance control, maintaining

an invasive exotic plant species at their lowest population level so

that you minimize the amount of pesticides that go out in the envi-

ronment and you minimize the cost to the taxpayers most of all,

from my perspective, you minimize the negative environmental im-

pacts that these exotics cause in the environment.
Senator Akaka. In your statement you proposed the need of a

lead agency. I hope that whatever pests there are, we might be

able to designate lead agencies to deal with them, and in some
cases on an emergency basis before the problem gets out-of-hand.

Mr. Singletary, dedicated Federal data bases, such as the Animal
Welfare Information Center at the National Agricultural Library,

have been established to provide State and Federal agency users

with ready access to the latest techniques in their discipline or in-

dustry. Would an agricultural data base on the biology, control, and
eradication techniques of alien plant and animal species be a useful

tool?

Mr. Singletary. Most definitely, Senator, and I would hke to po-

tentially add to what that data base might contain in terms of look-

ing at plant and animal species worldwide, with emphasis on po-

tential noxious qu£ilities and invasiveness. If we had access to that

kind of information plus the elements contained in your question,
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I think we would have a much more sound basis for making initial

judgments as it relates to this.

However, I would point out that even the best of data bases con-
taining these characteristics, when you are dealing with a species
out of its natural environment, it is not always known what the po-

tential invasiveness or deleterious qualities that a species might
have are until it moves into a new environment. But certainly a
data base with these qualities outlined I think would be a very use-
ful primary means of defense in terms of making the initial judg-
ments.

Senator Akaka. The Asian tiger mosquito was apparently im-
ported in shipments of used tires. This pest is an aggressive biter

and prolific breeder. It is also known as a carrier of dengue fever

and two forms of encephalitis, one of which has a 30 percent mor-
tality rate in humans.

In your testimony, you mentioned that human health costs due
to the presence of plant pests are staggering. In what other ways
do alien pests have damaging effects on human health?
Mr. SiNGLETARY, I wiU try to outline my concept of what some

of these potential other human health factors could be. Let's take
toxic plants, for example. Giant hogweed, a federally listed noxious
weed, has sap that causes irritating reactions to the skin. Poison
ivy is an introduced species in this country. Also, there are plants
that can kill livestock or cause adverse reactions in livestock.

Let's take invasive plants in water systems, for example. By clog-

ging water systems, you decrease the water quality, water holding
capacity in impoundments, and you create breeding grounds for

mosquitoes by not having moving water in rivers and streams.
You also have a factor, although it may be more indirect, and

that is the displacement of native species whereby some of these
plants have medicinal purposes. Then you have the direct impact
from impacts of mosquitoes, let's say. We have heard the example
of the Africanized bee, the direct impact on public health, stinging.

Also, the imported fire ant, allergenic reactions and that kind of

thing, similar to what you have fi'om bee-stinging incidents.

And I would like to go back and just cite you one example related

to livestock, and that is tropical soda apple in Florida. This is a
newly introduced species in Florida. It is a pest in pasture situa-

tions, and livestock will not graze on it. What happens is you have
less area available for forage for livestock because it just creates

dense thickets. There are thorns on the stems and leaves. You
could consider that a human health aspect in terms of potentially

reducing a supply of food for this country.
But to go on with the example, livestock inadvertently spread

this pest because they will feed on the fruit in the fall, and the
seeds go through the animal. If that animal is sold in commerce,
then that is indeed a means that this pest artificially moves this

noxious weed.
So there are some examples and some specifics regarding your

question.
Senator Akaka. Theink you, Mr. Singletary.

Dr. Carlton, you gave some impressive testimony about the dan-
gers of ballast water and the aquatic pests carried in that water.
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Of course, such pests have also invaded the bays and lakes of Ha-
waii.

What implications does ballast water have for island ecosystems

such as Hawaii?
Mr. Carlton. We do not know very much so far about ballast

water release in island ecosystems. There have been cases of exotic

species introduced into ports and harbors, such as in Hawaii, and
we think that a good deal of the marine Ufe, for example, in Pearl

Harbor and Kaneohe Bay and Coconut Island area and the Ala Wai
Canal and so forth, really are composed of a great many exotic spe-

cies carried into, for example, the Hawaiian Islands by shipping

traffic over the past several decades.

In fact, however, the attention on many islands has been almost

entirely on the terrestrial species, the land-dwelling animals and
plants, and so we have a really very poor data base on understand-

ing about some of these marine invasions and what they have done

on many islands. There is no question, though, that a lot of ballast

water is being released in ports and harbors. We have some data

on that for Hawaii already, and it is of concern in the same general

sense that we are concerned with other locations, and that is that

we really cannot predict very well when the next release will result

in a major invasion.

Senator Akaka. Zebra mussels. Dr. Carlton, are an ever-expand-

ing threat to the Midwest. I understand they are beginning to mi-

grate into the Mid-Atlantic region. I am not sure that anyone has

seriously considered the impact of these pests in the West. If you

consider the number of Federal, municipal, and private dams,

aqueducts, and water projects located throughout the West, the

thought of a zebra mussel infestation is frightening.

Would you speculate on the risks associated with zebra mussels

migrating to the Western lakes, rivers, and water projects? De-

scribe the economic and environmental consequences that such an
infestation could have on the region?

Mr. Carlton. You are certainly right. Senator, in the potential

for zebra mussels to gain access to the Western United States. Last

November the California Department of Agriculture intercepted a

boat that had come out of Michigan, and in the intake of that boat,

the engine water intake, were zebra mussels coming across the

California border at Needles. In this case, those mussels were dead,

but it shows that such a transport event is very likely and is in

many ways inevitable. In a sense, then, we really cannot stop this

invasion.
What we know about the zebra mussel comes from 150 years' ex-

perience in Europe and for the past half decade or more now in

North America. The impact on industrial and other water systems

in the West will be vast. It is daunting to consider what will hap-

pen when the zebra mussel gets to the California water systems,

for example.
There is no question that we are looking at hundreds of millions

of dollars of retrofitting, of maintenance, of removal of zebra mus-
sels once they hit the West. That is an immediate, obvious impact
in terms of an economic industrial threat. Biologically and eco-

logically, the zebra mussel will also take a tremendous toll. Zebra
mussels extract a huge amount of food from the ecosystem, from
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the water column. Clearly to support hundreds of millions and bil-

lions of zebra mussels requires some energy. That energy is being
transferred to zebra mussels, and much of that energy may have
gone elsewhere, for example, to native species. Thus, the potential
to alter the ecosystem, the trophic web of the ecosystem, it is just
absolutely fundamental. We are learning about that potential right
now.

In terms of other ecological impacts, we have already seen the
disappearance of some native mussels in parts of the Great Lakes.
There is a great fear now that a number of our endangered species
of native mussels may, in fact, become extinct. The zebra mussel
is really the final straw.

I think that there is no question that education activities will be
extremely important at slowing the spread of the zebra mussel
from the East to the West, and from the North to other parts of
the South. Right now, actually yesterday, the fourth international
zebra mussel conference just concluded, and over 500 people met
in Madison, Wisconsin, to address these issues.

Senator Akaka. Most introductions of game fish have sought to

improve sport fishing, an industry largely dependent on stocking
and introductions. Federal and State fish resource agencies often

manage resources with fishing in mind, not necessarily for fish or

fish habitat. Such releases have rarely had any positive biological

impact on receiving habitats and ecosystems. I say this as a sport

fisherman concerned about protecting fish communities.
Can we meet the needs of the sport fishing industry at the same

time we protect native fish populations?
Mr. Carlton. Senator, I am not a fisheries biologist, but I can

speak to some of the more general principles involved with that
land of a concept.

The sport fishing industry all over the world really is a balance
between on the one hand the economic and the biological £uid the
aesthetic benefits of sport fishing and food fisheries and biological

control and on the other hand the impacts on the natural eco-

system.
In many ways, the needs of the sport fishing industry have been

fairly well served over these past many decades. The movements
of large-mouth bass, brown trout, sunfish, rainbow trout, other

salmonid fishes, have been extensive across the face of North
America, and many of those movements continue.

I think the real critical issue is to make sure that these kinds
of activities no longer impact existing populations of native fish,

but particularly the native fish that are now restricted and that

have been decimated by human activities in terms of decreasing
their range and decreasing their population size.

Another critical balance will be that the activities of those who
would like to expand or enhance or maintain sport fishing indus-

tries do not inadvertently impact some of the remnants of our na-

tive fish populations.
Senator Akaka. In 1990, the EPA convened a workshop on intro-

duced aquatic nuisance species. One result of this workshop was a
recommendation that the United States aim for no new introduc-

tions of non-indigenous aquatic nuisances.
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Do you agree with this recommendation, and do you think a zero

tolerance pohcy is a desirable objective?

Mr. Carlton. A zero tolerance policy for nuisance species is ex-

actly what we need.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Carlton. I thank the

entire panel for their testimony. This will be certainly helpful to

our Committee, as well as to the country. At this point I would like

to move on to the next panel. If time permits, I will ask the mem-
bers of the Panel 1 to return to the witness table so that I can di-

rect some questions to the entire group.

Thank you again.

Senator Akaka. For the next panel, we have Dr. Faith Campbell
from the Natural Resources Defense Council, and Dr. Deborah Jen-

sen of The Nature Conservancy.
We are glad to have you here. We look forward to your state-

ments. Dr. Campbell?

TESTIMONY OF FAITH THOMPSON CAMPBELL, PH.D.,i

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC.

Ms. Campbell. Thank you. It is my pleasure to be here on behalf

of Natural Resources Defense Council to talk about the impacts of

invasive alien species. Some of us call it biological pollution.

Biological pollution costs Americans money. There is at least $2
billion lost in timber revenues as a result of invasive alien pests.

Gypsy moth-infested areas suffer a 20 percent reduction in rec-

reational use. Cities and towns throughout the country are spend-

ing approximately $100 million per year to remove dead and dying

elm trees. And nursery owners in the Northwest lost an estimated

$1 million in 1950's dollars—so that is probably five times that

much in today's money—due to the spread of the root disease on

Port-Orford-cedar. Christmas tree sales are restricted in various

parts of the country because of exotic pests established on the

trees.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture alone is currently spending

about $30 million per year to maintain harvest levels of tree spe-

cies which have not already been virtually eliminated by exotic

pest trees. Most of these funds go to one species: suppressing the

gypsy moth. NRDC believes that there is inadequate attention to

other exotic pests which threaten the extinction of certain tree spe-

cies or severe ecological disruption.

We hear very much nowadays about ecosystem management, a

direction that we applaud. Biological pollution is the greatest

threat to forest ecosystems of all. The chestnut was 25 percent of

the standing volume of the Eastern deciduous forest in 1900. It is

now, for all practical purposes, gone.

What has happened to the wildlife of the Eastern forests that ate

the nuts from the chestnut, the butternut, the berries from the dog-

wood, all of which are now gone from all or large portions of their

range, and also nuts from populations of oak and American beech,

which are also being reduced by exotic pests?

The Eastern hemlock, I believe you have a hemlock branch up
there, with attached the egg cases of the hemlock woolly adelgid.

* The prepared statement of Ms. Campbell appears on page 78.
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Eradication of the hemlock could harm trout streams throughout
the Appalachians and up into New England by raising stream tem-
peratures and siltation loads.

Out West, 80 to 90 percent of the white bark pine trees in Gla-
cier national Park and Bob Marshall Wilderness are infected with
white pine blister rust. The large seeds of the whitebark pine are
a major food source for grizzly bears and several other species of
wildlife of these mountain areas.

It is difficult to know how to address problems as widespread as
these. The maps that I have here indicate tree species in seven
cases that are heavily impacted—those with the red circles are vir-

tually eliminated—as well as two pests, the gypsy moth and the
larger pine shoot beetle.

The most efficient method, widely recognized and already rec-

ommended by previous panelists, is to eliminate introduction in the
first place. As you have noted, this task belongs primarily to

APHIS. Quarantines often delay rather than prevent introduction,

but that delay is very valuable because it defers damages, it defers
the costs of dealing with those damages, and it allows scientists

time to develop more effective controls. But, of course, that third
point is valid only if the scientists are working on developing con-

trols during that time period.

To be more effective, APHIS must first ensure that it does not
weaken existing regulations on importation of nursery stock, which
is a very major source of introductions of exotic pests of trees that
I am dealing with and, of course, of other pests, including some of

the plants themselves. APHIS must also adopt stringent regula-
tions governing imports of logs and other unprocessed wood.

In looking at its regulations, which are now out for public com-
ment, I believe APHIS should give greater attention to fungi and
other disease pathogens which appear to pose a greater threat than
the insects to which APHIS automatically gives its attention.

NRDC is also concerned about the prevalence of bark-inhabiting in-

sects on debarked logs, pests transported on dunnage, crates, or

pallets, and undeclared raw wood imports in full conteiiner loads
that are hardly ever opened by inspectors.

The U.S. Forest Service also has an obligation to do more re-

search and mitigation efforts aimed at the forest pests that are al-

ready established and especially to go beyond the gypsy moth, al-

though the Forest Service is better on that than APHIS is.

The Forest Service also needs to find a way to become more flexi-

ble. The concept of an emergency fund is important there as well

because the long budget process does not allow it to respond
promptly to newly discovered outbreaks.

Increased funding and personnel are necessary. That is difficult

to say at this time, but it is true. So is improved integration with
other experts and concerned interests. Several States have very ac-

tive programs, many academic scientists are experts. A lot could be
done with better integration of knowledge.
Alien pests of North American trees have caused significant

losses: monetary, ecological, and aesthetic. Through your leader-

ship, I hope that we can develop a comprehensive program which
could restore the health of our forests and the other ecosystems
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which the other panehsts have addressed from the threat of exotic

pests.

As I mentioned, these maps illustrate a number of species that
have been hard hit already by exotic pests, and I did give you the
sample of the hemlock. Please do not go out and grab a hemlock
immediately after touching that. Wash your hands first.

Thank you.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Dr. Campbell.
Dr. Jensen?

TESTIMONY OF DEBORAH B. JENSEN, PH.D.,i THE NATURE
CONSERVANCY, ARLINGTON, VA

Ms. Jensen. Good morning. Thank you for the opportunity to be
here to testify about the threats posed by non-native species.

I work for The Nature Conservancy which, as you know. Senator,
is £in international nonprofit conservation organization dedicated to

the preservation of biological diversity through the protection of

threatened species and their ecosystems.
We own and manage 1,300 preserves nationally. We have a pres-

ence in all 50 States. This morning I would like to talk about the

problems we struggle with as land managers; problems that are

posed by invasive exotic species.

Other panelists have already spoken eloquently about many of

the threats posed by invasive plant and animal species. My written

testimony contains other examples. What I would like to focus on
this morning are some of the challenges of trying to manage and
control these indigenous species and point out that it is neither

easy nor inexpensive, and then make some recommendations about
changes that could be made to help us get ahead of the problem.

As you mentioned in your opening remarks, there is a silent in-

vasion going on of non-indigenous species into natural areas of the

country, and it is best thought of, as Dr. Campbell has stated, as

biological pollution or environmental contamination.
The consequences can be diverse, wide-reaching, and often se-

vere. And at times, these species change the nature of the eco-

system that they have invaded.
Because these species threaten biodiversity on our preserves, our

land managers must control and manage them to protect the re-

sources for which we bought these lands. I would like to tell you
about one case study where we are struggling to control invasive

non-indigenous plants and give you a sense of how hard it is to suc-

ceed at this task and how hard we try.

The case is the Blowing Rocks Preserve in Florida. It is a 73-acre

site along a barrier island in southeast Florida. There is about a
mile of shoreline there. Now, this preserve is the nesting site for

the endangered leatherback turtle, for the threatened loggerhead
turtle, and for the green sea turtle. We acquired the site in 1968.

At the time, it was already dominated in the dune ecosystem by
non-native plants. There was a particular problem posed by the

Australian pine, Casuarina equisetifolia. The pine had changed the

nature of the dune ecosystem, both the shape of the dunes and

*The prepared statement of Ms. Jensen appears on page 87.
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their movement patterns. We believe these changes could have
harmful consequences for the sea turtle.

We were particularly concerned because the pines shade the
dunes and their roots obstruct sea turtles from trying to lay eggs
on the dunes.
Because we know that sea turtle eggs are very sensitive to the

temperature of sand during incubation, scientists hypothesize that
shading the dunes may be changing the temperature of the sand,

and as a consequence changing the sex ratio of the sea turtles

hatching from the nests. Making the sand cooler creates more male
turtles and fewer female turtles. This is not advantageous to spe-

cies that are already endangered, where we would prefer an equal
sex ratio over an increase in males. We need the females to maxi-
mize reproduction.

In the mid-1980's, we decided to take an aggressive approach to

the restoration of this preserve. Staff and volunteers used chain
saws, heavy equipment and herbicides to clear the dunes of exotics.

We then planted natives to begin restoration of the ecosystem. As
others have mentioned, you cannot simply remove the exotics and
expect restoration to occur. You also have to replace the natives to

reestablish the ecosystem and its associated functions.

Between 1985 and 1988, we cleared and restored 14 acres. Not
a very large area, but it took quite a lot of work. We have contin-

ued these activities since 1988, and the cost to date, including the

value of the donated labor, exceeds $34,000 per acre.

Now, I mention this because while this case is extreme case, it

is not unique. These figures provide some insight into both the fi-

nancial costs and the human energy required to manage non-native

species and restore native species.

I would like to make a few remarks about changes I think we
could make to address the problems faced by invasive non-natives.

They are similar to many of the comments we have already heard
today.
The OTA report has done an excellent job at identifying the prob-

lems and suggesting policy remedies. I would like to underscore
three recommendations.

Prevention is the most important. We must prevent the release

of new harmful invasive species. The current regulatory efforts

have focused primarily on preventing the release of plants and ani-

mals that pose a threat to agriculture. Insufficient attention is paid

to those species which have adverse impacts on naturad areas. We
would like to see more attention paid to preventing the release of

invasive species as a means of protecting biological diversity and
natural areas.

Secondly, as many have stated, we must encourage cooperation

among the many agencies that are involved in managing these

problems, both increasing the ability of these agencies to screen

and prevent the introduction of new attacks and coordinating ac-

tivities to manage and solve the problems where they already exist.

As you are well aware, there is an unusual problem in Hawaii.

Particular attention has to be paid to coordination in Hawaii.

Progress is being made, in part because of your Alien Species Pre-

vention and Control Act, however, much remains to be done. We
need a better rapid response strategy and we need better manage-
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ment of problems on the ground as they occur, not simply on the
prevention side.

Finally, we need more money for research into technologies to
control the existing problems, and more resources to manage Fed-
eral lands where there are numerous invasive species problems
that are not being adequately addressed. The agencies themselves
do not have either the financial or staff resources to tackle the
problems they face.

In conclusion, invasive non-indigenous species pose a serious
threat to the integrity of biological diversity in the United States.
We see that there are three components of a solution: prevention,
improved control through cooperation, and more financial and
human resources dedicated to research and development of tech-
nologies and management approaches to solving problems on public
lands.
The Nature Conservancy is committed to working with you, the

Congress, and public and private entities to help solve the prob-
lems caused by invasive species. We are grateful that the Commit-
tee is taking the time to explore these problems and develop policy
solutions. Thank you for inviting me, as a representative of The
Nature Conservancy, to testify on this topic.

Senator Akaka. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Dr. Campbell, you paint a bleak picture of the threat to forests,

but mention that a comprehensive program could restore many of
our tree species. With limited funding, how would you balance pre-

vention on the one hand, with disease eradication and forest res-

toration on the other? Which deserves greater emphasis?
Ms, Campbell. I am going to straddle that one. Senator. Sorry.

Partly, I think I have the luxury to do that because they are two
different agencies, and I recognize the funding limitations. Both
agencies need to do more. APHIS really needs to focus on the wood
imports, and as I also indicated, it needs to do a better job than
it has so far on the horticultural imports, which have been a major
source of pests.

APHIS does not have adequate staff to do a complete inspection

of everything. I think APHIS should explore user fees. Other coun-
tries use them. New Zealand uses them. It is time that the im-
porter pay something for the risk that is associated with the bene-
fits that importer is going to enjoy.

As to the existing forest pests, I think that the Forest Service

has shifted some money into this area, I am happy to say, and I

think that there is a lot that could be done with cooperation. There
are a number of states that are quite active in this. There are a
number of academic experts. So while I think some more money
would be useful, I think in the Forest Service case particularly a
better means of exchanging information, setting up networks that
focus on the individuals who are knowledgeable about particular

pests or particular tree species could go a long way to identifying

the most promising techniques and trjdng to apply them. It is time
in some cases to put out some seedlings, for example, into the
woods and see if they are going to survive. In other cases, we are
not quite to that stage.

But I think that even with the limited funding and agreeing with
Dr. Singletary on the importance of weeds as well, there is a lot
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that can be done if the agencies would move. And I would just take
advantage of this opportunity to say that APHIS is one of the most
recalcitrant agencies that I have ever dealt with, and I would en-

courage you and the other members of this Committee to lean on
them as hard as you can. They are not going to deal with the for-

ests or the weeds unless somebody tells them explicitly that they
must and keeps on their tail about it.

Senator Akaka. Thank you, Dr. Campbell.
Dr. Jensen, The Nature Conservancy is well known. In Hawaii,

they are very active. The people of Hawaii appreciate the commit-
ment of your organization to habitat species conservation in our
State.

In a 1987 survey, the National Park Service asked its park su-

perintendents to identify the problems which most threaten the
well-being of our parks. Park superintendents were allowed to rank
problems of all kinds: crime, vandalism, shortages of resources, and
so forth.

The response of park superintendents was overwhelming. They
rated alien pests as the most common threat to park natursd re-

sources.

As a private land manager. Dr. Jensen, would you agree with the
priority that park superintendents have given this problem?
Ms. Jensen. Yes, Senator, I would. In fact, one of our staff mem-

bers, Dr. John Randall, has conducted a similar survey of land
managers in our 50 State programs. He asked if invasive plant spe-

cies were a management problem for them. All of the land man-
agers responding to the survey said that invasive plant species
were a serious management problem on their preserves. Sixty per-

cent said they were one of the top 10 management problems they
face, and 13 percent said it was the number one management prob-
lem on their preserve.

The programs reporting the worst problems were Hawaii, Cali-

fornia, and Florida, but it is certainly a very high priority issue for

our organization.

Senator Akaka. The September report of the Office of Technology
Assessment has a full chapter devoted to a detailed case study of
the threat that alien species pose to native ecosystems in Hawaii.
The report described Hawaii as the State most in need of a com-
prehensive policy to address non-indigenous species, and rec-

ommended that Hawaii, because of its geographic isolation, was in

need of a separate national policy with its own programs and re-

sources.

The Nature Conservancy has one of the largest programs in Ha-
waii. Do you agree with this OTA proposal?
Ms. Jensen. While I agree with the findings of the OTA that Ha-

waii needs special attention, I would hope we could create a na-
tional policy that would work outside of Hawaii as well as in Ha-
waii. As we have heard today, there are problems in all the States
of the country. The problems are due to the lack of a comprehen-
sive national policy which addresses aquatic and marine
ecosystems as well as the terrestrial ecosystems.
So I would hope we could make Hawadi the exemplar and use it

as a place to learn how to make a national policy work.
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Senator Akaka. At this time I will ask some general questions
to be answered by all of you, including those in the first panel. Will
the first panel please return. The second panel may remain at the
table.

The fundamental question for Congress to consider is whether we
need a more stringent and comprehensive national policy on the in-
troduction and management of harmful alien species. The next
question is whether current laws can be modified to achieve a com-
prehensive scheme to prevent the introduction or spread of these
noxious weeds and pests.
While the answer to the first question—Do we need a more com-

prehensive policy?—may seem obvious, the answer to the second
question—Do we tinker with the existing laws or start fi-om
scratch?—is a more challenge inquiry.

I would like to ask Dr. Campbell to respond to these questions,
and others on the panel can State their views following hers Dr
Campbell?
Ms. Campbell. Thank you, Senator, for giving me the hot potato.

I have come to the reluctant conclusion that tinkering with existing
laws is probably going to be more effective. I am reluctant about
saying that because it is a Nationwide problem that crosses all
boundaries of agency jurisdiction, political jurisdiction, type of spe-
cies jurisdiction. But I think we have had several experiences over
the last 2 decades of trying to move the Forest Service to the Inte-
rior Department, move the marine species system into—put all liv-
ing organisms under the same Secretary. None of these has ever
gone anywhere. And I am reluctant to wait while we try to restruc-
ture the Federal Government.
So I think that we should build on existing statutes. The Federal

Noxious Weeds Act, there are detailed proposals for amendment
that would go a long way, although not all the way, to answering
these problems. In some other areas that I work on, for example,
the tree pest problem, I do not think it is a statutory problem. I
think it is an agency will problem, and I think that is something
that oversight hearings and expressions of interest from here on
the Hill can help out with.
There are very definitely some national issues that must be faced

by anybody who is trying to deal with this problem, and I would
say that the first one is one you have already identified, the lack
of awareness. And I would hope that with greater attention to eco-
system management, with the formation of the National biological
survey, with the Forest Service doing its own attempt to define eco-
system management, and probably similar things going on in the
marine agencies that I am unaware of, now is the time for the Fed-
eral agencies to use their access to media publications of their own
and to the press generally to educate people about ecosystems and
the damages caused to them by various factors, including explicitly
exotic species.

The other major issue which we have danced around so far
today, really, is the fact that there are economic interests that ben-
efit from these introductions, and they are no doubt poised to fight
efforts to control them. And we are going to have to gather our
strengths and our arguments and go out and start negotiating with
these folks if we hope to make progress.
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In those two areas, in educating the public and in negotiating

with the beneficiaries of introduced species, I think probably that
is better handled—it is easier to make your case if you do that

across the board. Since CEQ has been abolished, I am not sure
which agency should take the lead on it. It is not obvious anymore.
If they still existed, I would say they should do it. I guess that
bucks the job to the Office of Environmental Policy at the White
House, and I would hope they would pick it up.

Senator Akaka. Any other views? Mr. Singletary, you mentioned
in your testimony that there should be a revision of Federal nox-

ious weeds laws, and that would likely entail tinkering with the
present laws.
Mr. Singletary. Yes, sir. I often preach to the people that work

with us: Do you know how you make progress? And my classic re-

sponse in my lecture is: One step at a time. And I look at the issue

that we face holistically here today in that there are only a limited

amount of resources ultimately that can probably be put to this.

And creating a super-agency and that kind of thing and trying to

pull all of these things together, number one, I am afraid from a
cost perspective that that might be prohibitive. And when you get

so deeply engrossed in agency policies and politics about shifting

and that kind of thing, there are natural roadblocks that even Con-
gress would face in terms of doing that kind of thing. That is why
I favor a more coordinated approach and a tighter control over the
coordination function as it relates to that.

Again, I will go back to the OTA report and say that that is an
excellent blueprint. It makes a number of—it lays out a number of
specific policy options that would accommodate it in the kind of ap-
proach that I have espoused to you, sir.

Senator Akaka. Any other views to express on comprehensive
policy or tinkering with the laws?
Mr. SCHMITZ. Yes, I have a comment.
Senator Akaka. Mr. Schmitz?
Mr. Schmitz, I think the States need to take more responsibility.

Florida has taken responsibility. We are in the process of evaluat-
ing and we are going to make recommendations to our legislature

on a comprehensive program to become established that will man-
age research and control invasive alien plant and animal species in
public lands. But the most important thing that we really need is

Federal money. The Federal Government played a role in helping
to spread a lot of the exotics that presently plague Florida's envi-

ronment, and it would be nice if at least we could get matching
funds freed up or something like that, where the State puts up 50
percent and the Federal Government puts up 50 percent, at least

in terms of finding long-term solutions such as bio-control research.
We have a hodgepodge of agencies from Federal, State, and coun-

ty right now that are funding bio-control research for melaleuca,
and if any one of those agencies pulls their fiinds out, it threatens
the entire program. Many times in the course of the last several
years we have come close to losing bio-control research. The USDA
just wanted to fold up and leave, essentially because they were just
tired of trjdng to get money out of the various Government agen-
cies.
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So I think it is important. When I say a lead Government agen-

cy, I am not expecting someone who is going to have tremendous
authority over everything that is done in this country to manage
invasive alien plant and animal species, but someone at least you
can go to who can be a depository for information and can tell you
what the best management practices are, can give advice to States,

and also where States can apply for funding to go out and manage
invasive exotics.

I understand, with the many agencies that we have there, that

certainly none of them will want to surrender responsibilities from
the lands that they manage. But it would be nice if there were at

least some central area that we can go to, from the State of Florida

perspective, that we could maybe get funding or something from
them to go out and manage or conduct long-term research.

Mr. Carlton. I might just comment for a moment. Senator.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Carlton?
Mr. Carlton. I think that we certainly do not—I will agree with

the rest of the panel that we do not have to start from scratch, but

what we probably need is far more than just tinkering with what
we have, starting with a different philosophical foundation. We do

have a great amount of regulatory frameworks available, but what
they lack is a philosophical foundation, which would make a lot of

people seriously care about those regulations.

Senator Akaka. Dr. Jensen?
Ms. Jensen. As we have already learned, many resource man-

agers in our Federal agencies are not yet aware of the problem.

Some of the education effort has to be directed at state and Federal

agencies as well.

While we have the beginning of a framework for a national pol-

icy, we do not have a coherent approach. There are a lot of dif-

ferent approaches that need to be taken, and we will not be able

to create—I would not support creating—a single entity or a single

approach because of the diversity of ecosystems and organisms we
are facing. I think that there are many steps that, together, can

create a policy that will work for all of us.

Senator Akaka. Federal laws and regulations have been charac-

terized as "patchwork" and "disjointed". If we return to the chart

listing Federal agencies with alien species responsibility, perhaps

we can better understand why this is so. It is a very long list, and
it is easy to see why coordination—as several of you have men-
tioned, including Mr. Schmitz—among agencies is difficult, but

needed.
In your opinion, should one Federal agency have the lead respon-

sibility for alien species control and eradication, or can this prob-

lem be managed through tighter coordination among agencies?

Mr. Schmitz, do you propose a lead agency?
Mr. Schmitz. Well, I think my last answer kind of gave an over-

view that we are not looking for an agency that is going to have

total jurisdiction over all the other agencies. What I am looking at

is something similar to like the Centers for Disease Control where
people can, maybe called Center for Exotic Pest Plant and Animal
Control, where people can go for information, where funds and
grants will be available to universities to conduct research into

what is the best way to manage these species at the lowest cost to

77-812 0-94-2
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the taxpayer, and produce management techniques that are envi-

ronmentally palatable.

So if I am saying a lead agency, at least there is someone you
can go to and ask for at least information, what is the current rate

of spread, maybe conduct surveys, and pull all the information to-

gether out of the various Government agencies.

Before the OTA report was published, it was impossible to find

out what Federal land management agencies were doing. What I

am looking for is something similar to like the Centers for Disease

Control for dealing with exotics.

Senator Akaka.. Any other views? Dr. Campbell?
Ms. Campbell. I tlunk it is possible to pull together teams aimed

at particular groups of pests. Certainly on terrestrial plants we're

dealing with, actually, probably most of those agencies. But there

is a clear agency with legal responsibility for the imports; that is

APHIS. And then there is an interagency team of the Federal land

managers that is developing policy, and I am not sure they have
chosen a lead agency. I have some thoughts on which one would
make sense. I think the National Park Service, but other people

may not agree.

In fresh water aquatic systems, the most logical agency is the

Fish and Wildlife Service because althoug:h it has, to some extent,

limited jurisdiction, it at least has jurisdiction across the country

on fresh water. Once you get into the estuaries and bays, then you
have a little complexity between them and NMFS, because out in

the ocean it is the Commerce Department, National Marine and
Fisheries Services. And it is the Coast Guard, of course, for the bal-

last water.
But I think that for specific kinds of problems—well, I think we

can divide this problem up into maybe 10 types of situations and
find logical lead agencies for each of those 10. The problem would
be, other than what Don Schmitz suggested of an overall informa-

tion source, which I think would be a good idea, to try to address

everything across the board I think would be too time consuming
to try to construct, even if we could get everybody to agree on juris-

diction.

Senator Akaka. Any further views on this? Many citizens are re-

luctant to accept the reality of an alien species invasion. They see

the abundance, the diversity, and aesthetic value of our indigenous

species and cannot seem to grasp the threat as being real. Why is

this public perception so different fi'om scientific resQity? How can
we best educate people about the dangers of non-indigenous spe-

cies? Dr. Carlton?
Mr. Carlton. When you ask that, my first reaction is that the

public perception about virtually every environmental issue is dif-

ferent from scientific reality, so that this is nothing unique in

terms of invasions. There is always a major gap between what the
public perceives about what is going on in the environment and
what scientists believe is going on in that same environment.

Certadnly, and directly, it is because many people do not know,
do not recognize, and do not understand the history of what is

around them. Environmental history is not taught generally in any
curriculum, and so what people perceive as natural is usually rel-

ative to what they grew up with. An aboriginal State of nature for
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almost everyone is their childhood. And a return to that aboriginal

State is often couched in terms of, *Tou should have seen it when
I was a child."

That means that if you grew up with certain species around you,

you may simply not even know that the environment was remark-
ably and radically different in the absence of some of these inva-

sions.

Other invasions can come in, and my colleagues on the panel

here can comment on them, which are remarkably abundant and
people just do not notice because of a lack of awareness of what is

going on in the environment around them, again.

Also, there is a confusion between species that are native and
species that are so-called naturalized, and a certain number of peo-

ple might believe that if a species has been in the environment for

some length of time, although it originated elsewhere, that it has
somehow become an integral part of the community, that it has be-

come naturalized. In fact, a species, if it originates somewhere else,

can never be native to that environment, and naturalization is an
extremely difficult concept in terms of ecological and biological is-

sues.

How long it takes a species to become completely integrated with

a new environment is simply unknown. And to assume that a spe-

cies that has been present for 100 or 200 years or 300 years has
become naturalized when other species have been present for hun-

dreds of thousands or millions of years probably would reveal some
ignorance of how species fit into the ecosystems.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Singletary?

Mr. Singletary. Senator, this is an extreme difficult issue to

deal with, and in my experience in dealing with this—I have talked

with you briefly about purple loosestrife in response to one of your
questions a while ago. When there is a specific target in terms of

a pest and a specific community to deal with, you can make
progress in terms of educational efforts because there is a targeted

audience and that kind of thing.

I will give you another example relative to that. This Asian

gypsy moth introduction that we are dealing with, we have had in

excess of 50 public meetings in New Hanover and Brunswick coun-

ties in North Carolina where this eradication project will be under-

taken. And I think we have a high level of public understanding

through the media and that kind of thing in that area as it relates

to the specific introduction problem and what ultimately may need

to be done.
Again, that is a targeted audience, a targeted environment, and

that kind of thing. But when you look at this thing holistically and
you realize that, let's say, in suburbia where we have—and I do not

want to pick on a city, but let's use New York City as an example.

People living in an inner-city neighborhood and so forth, how many
of those people re£Jly have an exposure that they have a real con-

cept of what a natural environment is?

So it is a massive situation to deal with, and I think you can

make progress in specific situations where there are specific things

that you need to deal with. But attacking this thing holistically, I

do not have a good answer. It is a part of basic education, and I
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think it is something we will struggle with, with a lot of problems
that we face in this Nation today.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Schmitz?
Mr. Schmitz. When I was interviewed by the National media,

they asked me—after I gave them a tour of the melaleuca-infested
landscape and the Everglades, and they asked me, "Why should we
care?" And I gave them the standard biologist's answer about the
inherent value and beauty of this ecosystem and its complexity,
and their eyes kind of glazed over, and they looked at me and said,

"Why should we care?" And I thought for a few minutes, and I said,

"Well, it is a real estate issue." And they looked at me and said,

"Why is it a real estate issue?" I said, "Well, in many cases that
we have bought, purchased these environmentally sensitive lands,

not for their mountains." In Florida we do not have any mountains.
What we bought our lands for to preserve them for future genera-
tions was the biological characteristics of the landscape. And the
exotics coming in are displacing—I mean, it is ruining what we
bought this land for in the first place. And I said it is devaluing
the taxpayer's dollar that was paid on these lands.

So I thought it was kind of a real estate problem, and they liked

it.

Senator Akaka. Dr. Jensen?
Ms. Jensen. I thank you for that comment. We think it is a real

estate problem, too.

I think one of the challenges for the public to understand it is

that there are many problems and they are diverse. It is easier to

get the public to understand a single species in their area that is

causing a problem. It is harder to get the public to understand the
impact of the invasive exotic species on the whole ecosystem. It is

hard to teach people about a zebra mussel changing the food web
in the lakes. It is hard to teach the public about the changes that
the pine may cause by changing the temperature of the sand, or

the alteration of the water table that may be caused by introduced
Tamarix in desert oases. Those problems are not evident to the eye.

They need to be measured. It will take public education to teach
people to think about ecosystems and to understand that the way
ecosystems function is part of the health of the ecosystems we are
trying to protect.

Senator Akaka. Dr. Campbell?
Ms. Campbell. In the case of the forest pests, it should be easier.

It just has not really been done. There are photographs of what
chestnut forests used to look like. It was not so long ago that we
had them. There are, for example, other photographs of gypsy moth
damage. There are photographs of other kinds of pests or plants
such as the dogwood, which everyone loves, and we can have pic-

tures of live healthy ones and pictures of dead ones.
I think that it is, again, a challenge to everybody—my organiza-

tion, all environmental organizations. Federal and State agencies
that have authority over these issues—to start making the point.

None of us has been doing it consistently. It is a relatively new
issue. It is getting more media attention. We just have to keep it

up and always, every time somebody mentions ecosystem manage-
ment, put this in, never leave it out.
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Senator Akaka. Dr. Carlton mentioned that no State is immune
to the effects of these species. Therefore let me ask you one ques-

tion. Would a strengthened Lacey Act be a partial improvement on
the current system of combatting these pests? Dr. Carlton?
Mr. Carlton. No question about it. The Lacey Act is one of the

tools, but at the moment it is highly selective. I can speak toward
marine issues better and aquatic issues better than terrestrial is-

sues. The Lacey Act identifies specifically only a very few species

that we actually have direct control over, and so that everything
else goes down to the State level. The State level has such a com-
plex array of regulations which have little enforcement in many
arenas that that is the point where we lose control. So I would cer-

tainly say a strengthened Lacey Act in a number of directions

would be the way to go.

Senator Akaka. The Lacey Act has also been criticized for not

providing comprehensive regulation of interstate transport of feder-

ally listed species and for not being clear regarding its application

to hybrid and feral animals. Programs to control or eradicate alien

fish and wildlife are piecemeal and lack emergency measures and
have no proactive components to catch problems early. That has

been the criticism of the Lacey Act, and thus the reason for my
questions on whether or not the Act should be strengthened to im-

prove upon our current system.

Are there further comments on that question? Dr. Campbell?
Ms. Campbell. I think it is analogous to the Federal Noxious

Weeds Act that there should definitely be a ban on interstate ship-

ment of anything that does get put on the Federal list, whether it

is the Lacey Act list or the Federal Noxious Weeds Act. It makes
no sense to ban the import and spend money on trying to control

the spread if you are going to continue to allow these plants and
animals to be shipped around the country unregulated. That would
be the most obvious and the lowest cost step that could be taken

in both cases. It will run up against political opposition, but it is

definitely needed.
Senator Akaka. If there are no more questions or responses, let

me close with a few observations. First I want to say thank you

very much for your testimony. I also want to thank our staffers,

Mickey Prosser and Kerry Taylor, for their preparation and work
in organizing this hearing.

It is abundantly clear that invasive alien plant and animal spe-

cies cause great harm to our country, both economically and bio-

logically. We have seen that human migration and population

growth, increasing trade and travel, and even global climate can in-

fluence a species' movements. The enormous changes to existing

native species occurring now, as well as the potential impact on fu-

ture generations, demand a thoughtful but comprehensive ap-

proach at the highest levels of Government.
Both the OTA report and today's testimony describe an uncoordi-

nated patchwork of laws, regulations, policies, and programs. Sig-

nificant gaps exist for the entry of alien fish, wildlife, weeds, and
for vectors of human diseases. Management poHcies are inconsist-

ent or inadequate and often in conflict with one another.

I believe we have a choice about the kind of world in which we
hve, and legislation may well be part of that choice. The Congress
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and the administration must consider comprehensive actions to
hEilt the flow of invasive and threatening species.
We must encourage interagency coordination and cooperation at

the State and Federal levels. Federal agencies should work cre-

atively to solve jurisdictional problems. We should provide the fi-

nancial resources both for research and for land management agen-
cy operations, and we must institute education and enforcement ef-

forts equal to the task. Your testimonies have helped in these re-

spects and will certainly be helpful to the Committee.
Today's testimony has been useful and productive. Next Tuesday,

March 15th, I will chair the second hearing on harmful non-indige-
nous species in the United States. We shall have the opportunity
to hear from OTA as well as several of the Federal agencies respon-
sible for the care of our natural resources. I encourage you all to

attend.
I thank all of our witnesses again for the excellent testimony, es-

pecially your recommendations and observations. We will have
some questions for the record, and I will appreciate your coopera-
tion in responding.
The Committee will keep the record open for 30 working days to

receive additional written testimony.
If there are no further questions or comments, this concludes to-

day's hearing, and the Committee will stand in recess subject to

the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:39 p.m., the Committee was adjourned subject

to the call of the Chair.]



HARMFUL NON-INDIGENOUS SPECIES IN THE
UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1994

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affaire,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:10 p.m. in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Akaka
presiding.

Present: Senators Akaka and Glenn.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR AKAKA
Senator Akaka. The Committee on Governmental Affairs hearing

on Harmful Non-Indigenous Species will come to order.

Alien pests represent a serious threat to our Nation's agriculture,

environment and economy. While they often fail to receive the at-

tention they deserve, 4,500 foreign species inhabit our land, air and
waters. A significant number of these species cause serious eco-

nomic harm. No region of the country can escape the slow, silent

invasion of this destructive force.

Toda/s hearing is the second I have chaired on harmful non-in-

digenous species. Last Friday, witnesses from the scientific and

conservation communities gave their recommendations about how
to address this problem. We will now hear from the Federal agen-

cies responsible for research, prevention, control and eradication of

alien species. We will also receive testimony from the Office of

Technology Assessment, which recently issued a comprehensive re-

port on the subject.

According to the OTA, we have no real national policy to combat

harmful ahen species. The current system is piecemeal, lacking

rigor and comprehensiveness. Federal and State initiatives simply

cannot keep pace with new and spreading pests.

Non-indigenous species attack our economy on all fronts. Accord-

ing to APHIS, American farmers suffer crop losses of $2 to $3 bil-

lion each year due to non-indigenous weeds. Losses would be far

higher if farmers did not spend more than $7 biUion annually for

pest control.

During the early 1980's, the utility industry spent $4.5 billion to

clear water lines and correct other fouling problems caused by

Asian clams. American consumers paid the bill for this massive ret-

rofit. An additional $100 million is spent annually to control zebra

mussels, hydrilla, and other aquatic pests.

A recent Federal study of the risks associated with Siberian tim-

ber imports estimated that losses of $35 to $50 biUion could occur

(35)
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from the introduction of two pests, the Asian gypsy moth and the

nun moth.
According to the U.S. Fish and Wildhfe Service, non-indigenous

species have been a contributing factor, or the major factor in the

hsting of one-quarter of all threatened and endangered species. A
number of species have already become extinct as a result of alien

pests. There is no way to place a dollar value on the loss of these

resources.

Alien pests don't just compete with native species. They chsuige

the rules of the game by which native species live. As a result, we
are rapidly losing our living heritage of plants and animals that

constitute the foundation of biological diversity.

Both the OTA report and the witnesses at last Friday's hearing
described an uncoordinated patchwork of laws, regulations, policies

and programs which, in theory, are designed to protect us from
damaging infestation. Yet, significant gaps permit the entry of

harmful alien fish, wildlife and weeds—as well as vectors of humein
disease. Management policies are inconsistent or inadequate, and
often in conflict with one £uiother.

Hawaii is a perfect example of inconsistent Federal policies. All

passengers, cargo and mail bound for the mainland from Hawaii
are subject to inspection by APHIS. Only Hawaii faces this require-

ment. Yet, the Federal Government has been unable or unwilling

to protect Hawaii from pests arriving from the mainland Eind for-

eign sources. We receive an average of 18 new pests annually

—

twice as many as any other State—but we cannot get equal treat-

ment fi'om Washington.
When it comes to addressing Hawaii's needs, the Federal Govern-

ment maintains a double standard. Despite enactment of the Alien

Species Protection and Enforcement Act, a bill requiring APHIS
and the Postal Service to operate a program to protect Hawaii from
arriving pests, no inspection program has been established. A
steady stream of pests continue to infest our State, destroying our
environment and ruining our crops.

APHIS is not the only agency in charge of alien pest control. I

want to return to a chart prepared for last week's hearing which
lists the 24 Federal agencies responsible for some aspect of re-

search, prevention, control, or use of alien species. I wanted to in-

vite all of these agencies to testify, but we couldn't find a table long

enough.
Twenty-four Federal agencies enforce more than a dozen major

laws, and a host of minor ones, governing non-indigenous species.

With so many statutes and so many agencies. Federal alien species

policy resembles Swiss cheese, and alien pests continue to stream
through the holes in policy and enforcement.
The question for Congress and the Clinton administration to con-

sider is how to achieve a comprehensive national policy to guard
against harmful alien pests. I hope today's hearing will provide rec-

ommendations on how to improve the current system.

So that we have greater time for questions and discussion, I ask
the witnesses to limit their testimony to 5 minutes. Your written

statements will be printed in the record in their entirety, so there

is no need to read from a prepared text. The hearing record will
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remain open until April 15, 1994, to receive comments and state-

ments from individu^s not present today.
Today, we have our distinguished Chairman of the Governmental

Affairs Committee, Senator Glenn, to make some statements in

this hearing.
Senator Glenn?

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLENN
Chairman Glenn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank

my distinguished friend and colleague, Senator Akaka, for holding
this important hearing today on the impacts of exotic species on
our Nation's environment and economy. It is an important hearing.
Sometimes, people joke about these things, but they are no joke for

those places that are being infested.

You wouldn't think that Lake Erie, the whole Great Lakes re-

gion, Hawaii and Florida would have a whole lot in common be-

sides some beautiful beaches, maybe, but we all share a real vul-

nerability to the irreparable damage which can be caused by exotic

species.

I want to take just a short time to talk about my special concern
with aquatic nuisance species and describe the good work done by
the Great Lakes Task Force, which helped to secure the passage
of the Non-Indigenous Aquatic Species Prevention and Control Act
of 1990.
Unique features of our water resources and coastal zones have,

over the millennia, fostered intricate and longstanding species as-

sociations. Together, these associations comprise the web of life

which supports our economy and our culture. In the Great Lakes
region, like other coastal regions, the web of life is unique, it is di-

verse, and it is productive. But exotic species can change all that
in a very short time; historically, almost in the blink of an eye.

While aquatic organisms enter the Great Lakes through many
avenues, perhaps the greatest threat is by discharge of ballast

water from commercial vessels. The impact of this ballast discharge
has been especially dramatized by the zebra mussel infestation

which now plagues the ecology and industrial infrastructure of our
region.

Already, rare native clams have come extinct in zebra mussel-
infested portions of the basin. Users of raw water, such as power

f)lants, sewage systems and factories, have spent millions £uid mil-

ions in extra maintenance costs for zebra mussel removal. I have
been up along Ohio's shoreline and visited some of those places. I

have seen the encrustations, 8, 10 inches thick; in some places a
foot thick. It is almost unbelievable what has happened with these

growths.
We have real concerns that the zebra mussel or one of the many

other non-native species that have been unintentionally introduced

in our waters may ultimately destroy our lucrative commercial and
sport fishing industry. Folks used to chuckle some when we men-
tioned the very name of our uninvited guest, the zebra mussel. I

still remember when they first brought this subject up to me and
said we want to talk to you about zebra mussels. Allegra Cangelosi,
who is on our Great Lakes Task Force, and whom some of you
know, brought a bottle of these little critters into my office. I
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couldn't believe that these things were going to be the huge danger
that some people were pointing out they might be. Yet, we went
to work on it and went up and talked to the people up by Lsike Erie
and we were able in 1990 to get the legislation through.
There is nothing pretty about zebra mussels, despite their name,

and it is no longer any laughing matter. Nor is the appearance of

a fish called the European river ruffe, which is rapidly growing in

numbers in the western end of Lake Superior. The cold water wa-
ters of Lake Superior are not the optimal habitat for this rather
aggressive bottom dweller and the temperature helps slow its

spread, but if it gets transplanted into Lake Erie it could well

thrive and decimate our native perch supplies there. For those who
prize catching perch for a living or just for pleasure, it could have
devastating results.

Now, in 1990, we began addressing the hazards which exotic spe-

cies pose for the economy and natural systems of the U.S. The
presence in our waters of the zebra mussel, the river ruffe, and
other 100 non-indigenous species attested to a major gap in our
Nation's environmental policies, a gap that could seriously com-
promise all of our other efforts at preserving biodiversity.

It was also apparent that while we as a Nation will invest almost
$200 million in fiscal year 1995 to protect our agricultural re-

sources from newly-introduced species of crop pests, and another
$100 million to control these pests which are gdready here, we
haven't been doing much to protect our water-dependent industries

from similar threats borne by sea.

So we were able to work hard and gain passage of the Non-Indig-
enous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990, which
established a national program to prevent and control uninten-
tional introductions of foreign aquatic species. In addition, the Act
created a ballast management requirement for ships entering the
Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system. These vessels must
now exchange badlast at sea or otherwise manage their ballast

water to effectively reduce the probability of transfer of foreign or-

ganisms.
The law also set up an Interagency Aquatic Nuisance Task

Force, led by NOAA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration and the Fish and Wildlife Service, to develop and im-
plement a national program to prevent and control aquatic nui-

sance species. Though this multi-agency approach has been difficult

to coordinate at times, it really is the only way to achieve any suc-

cess.

Look at the agencies involved. The Fish and Wildlife Service spe-

cializes in the mamagement of inland resources. NOAA addresses
near-coastal areas. The Coast Guard enforces shipping require-

ments to reduce new introductions. The Army Corps of Engineers
develops the engineering solutions to zebra mussel removal, and
EPA, the Environmental Protection Agency, assesses the environ-
mental impacts of proposed species control measures.
The track record of this task force so far has been encouraging,

considering the limitations and funding constraints under which it

operates. Although its authorization level is around $12 million per
year, it gets about one-sixth of that, $2 million, primarily from the
Fish and Wildlife Service. Compared to the $200 million-plus na-
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tional price tag for crop pest prevention and abatement, what we
get out of the task force is a real bargain.

We as a Nation need to do more to prevent and manage the im-

pacts of destructive aquatic species from foreign lands. Yet, the

budgets of key agencies assigned to spearhead this effort really do

not reflect a commitment to get the job done. In particular, NOAA
has never allocated funds to ftilfiU its obligation to develop and im-

plement a nationsQ aquatic nuisance program even though it is a

co-chair of the Interagency Aquatic Nuisance Task Force. Instead,

the agency seeks to reprogram the limited funds that Congress has
provided for Great Lakes-related provisions of the Act to address

its national concerns. This approach is a dead-end street. It will

only spread the already inadequate resources so thin that nothing

will get done.

So I would urge NOAA and the other agencies involved to get se-

rious about this environmental program and commit new resources

to a solid national effort. If there ever was a situation in which an
ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure, this is it.

In closing, I want to emphasize the importance of this hearing

in raising the awareness of those in other coastal areas to the

threat exotic species pose to their industries and their environ-

ment. I should point out, when our original legislation was intro-

duced it would have created a ballast management and discharge

requirement protecting all of our coasts. But without an infestation

comparable to the zebra mussel, there was not much awareness of,

or support for, this provision in other regions of the country.

I want the record to be clear that we in the Great Lakes region

were not being selfish or insular in the approach we have under-

taken. I do hope when we seek reauthorization of this legislation

that many of my colleagues on this Committee will seek to include

their States in a prevention program similar to what we have now
in the Great Lakes.

I would also call attention to another bill I have introduced, the

Innovative Ballast Management Act, which would help develop

technological solutions to ballast transfers of exotic species. I am
honored to have Senator Akaka's support for this initiative.

So, again, I want to thank Senator Akaka for his leadership and

interest. It has been a growing problem, one he is addressing

across the board. I express our appreciation to our witnesses today,

many of whom have helped to get the 1990 Non-indigenous species

program off to a fairly positive start. We appreciate your work on

that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GLENN

Good Afternoon. I want to thank my distinguished friend and colleague, Senator

Akaka, for holding this important hearing today on the impacts of exotic species on

our Nation's environment and economy.
Now you wouldn't think that the Great Lakes region, Hawaii, and Florida would

have much in common—besides, of course, our beautiful beaches—but we all share

a real vulnerability to the irreparable damage which can be caused by exotic species.

I would like to take a few minutes to talk about my special concern with aquatic

nuisance species, and describe the good work done by the Great Lakes Task Force,

which helped to secure the passage of the Non-indigenous Aquatic Species Preven-

tion and Control Act (PL 101-646) of 1990.
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Unique features of our water resources and coastal zones have, over the millen-
nia, fostered intricate and long-standing species associations. Together, these asso-

ciations comprise the web of life which supports our economy and our culture. In
the Great Lakes region, like other coastal regions, the web of life is unique, diverse,

and productive. But exotic species can change all this in the blink of an eye.

While aquatic organisms enter the Great Lakes through many avenues, perhaps
the greatest threat is by discharge of ballast water from commercial vessels. The
impact of this ballast discharge has been especially dramatized by the zebra mussel
infestation which now plagues the ecology and industrial infrastructure of our re-

gion. Already, rare native clams have become extinct in zebra mussel infested por-

tions of the basin, and users of raw water (such as power plants, sewage systems,
and factories) have spent millions in extra maintenance costs for zebra mussel re-

moval. We have real concerns that the zebra mussel, or one of the many other non-
native species that have been unintentionally introduced into our waters, may ulti-

mately destroy our lucrative commercial and sport fishing industry.

Folks used to chuckle when I mentioned the very name of our uninvited guest,

the "zebra mussel". Despite its name, there's nothing pretty about it. But now, it's

no longer a laughing matter. Nor is the appeau-ance of a fish called the European
River Ruffe, which is rapidly growing in numbers in the western end of Lake Supe-
rior. Fortunately, the very cold waters of Lake Superior are not the optimal habitat

for this rather aggressive bottom dweller and help to slow its spread. But if this

fish gets transplanted to Lake Erie, it could well thrive and decimate our beloved
native perch themselves. For those who prize catching the perch for a Uving or just

for pleasure, this could have devastating effects.

In 1990, we were finally able to begin addressing the hazards which exotic species

pose for the economy and natural systems of the United States. The presence in our
waters of the zebra mussel, the River Ruffe, and over 100 other non-indigenous spe-

cies attested to a major gap in our Nation's environmental policies—a gap that could

seriously compromise all our other efforts at preserving biodiversity.

It was also apparent that, while we as a Nation invest over $200 million annually
(fiscal year 1995) to protect our agricultural resources from newly-introduced species

of crop pests, and another $100 million-plus to control those pests which are already

here, we hadn't been doing much to protect our water dependent industries from
similar threats borne by sea. So we were able to work hard and gain passage of the
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990, which estab-

lished a national program to prevent and control unintentional introductions of for-

eign aquatic species.

In addition, this Act created a ballast management requirement for ships entering
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system. These vessels must now ex-

change ballast at sea, or otherwise manage their ballast water to effectively reduce
the probability of transfer of foreign organisms. The law also set up an interagency
Aquatic Nuisance Task Force, led by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA) and the Fish and Wildlife Service, to develop and implement a na-
tional program to prevent and control aquatic nuisance species.

Though this multi-agency approach has been difficult to coordinate at times, it

really is the only way to achieve any success. Look at the agencies involved: the
Fish and Wildlife Service specializes in the management of inland resources; NOAA
addresses near-coastal areas; the Coast Guard enforces shipping requirements to re-

duce new introductions; the Army Corps of Engineers develops the engineering solu-

tions to zebra mussel removal; and, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as-

sesses the environmental impacts of proposed species control measures.
The track record of this Task Force so far has been encouraging, considering the

limitations and funding constraints under which it operates. Although its authoriza-

tion level is around $12 million per year, it gets about one-sixth of that ($2 million),

primarily from the Fish and WildUfe Service. Compared to the $200 million-olus na-
tional price tag for crop pest prevention and abatement, what we get out of the Task
Force is a real bargain.
We as a Nation need to do more to prevent and manage the impacts of destructive

aquatic species from foreign lands. Yet the budgets of key agencies assigned to

spearhead this effort really do not reflect a commitment to get the job done. In par-

ticular, NOAA has never allocated fimds to fulfill its obligation to develop and im-
plement a national aquatic nuisance program, even though it is a Co-Chair of the
interagency Acquatic Nuisance Task Force. Instead, the agency seeks to reprogram
the limited funds that Congress has provided for Great Lakes-related provisions of
the Act to address its national concerns. This approach is a dead-end street; it will

only spread already inadequate resources so thin that nothing will get done. So I

would urge NOAA and the other agencies involved to get serious about this environ-
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mental program and commit new resources to a solid national effort. If ever there
was a situation in which an ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure, this is it.

In closing, I would like to emphasize the importance of this hearing in raising the
awareness of those in other coastal areas to the threats exotic species pose to their
industries and their environment. I should point out that when our original legisla-
tion was introduced, it would have created a ballast management and discharge re-
quirement protecting all of our coasts. But without an infestation comparable to the
zebra mussel, there was not as much awareness of—-or support for—this provision
in other regions of the country. So I want the record to be cfear that we in the Great
Lakes region were not being selfish or insular in the approach we have undertaken.

I do hope that when we seek reauthorization of this legislation, many of my col-
leagues on this Committee will seek to include their states in a prevention program
similar to what we now have in the Great Lakes. I would also call to your attention
a bill I have introduced, the Innovative Ballast Management Act (S. 1648), which
would help develop technological solutions to ballast transfers of exotic species. I am
proud to have the support ofSenator Akaka for this initiative.
Again, my thanks to you, Senator Akaka, for your leadership on this issue, and

also express my appreciation to our witnesses today, many of whom have helped to
get the 1990 Non-indigenous species program off to a fairly positive start.

Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for your statement.
At this time, we would Uke to begin with our witnesses. On the

first panel we have Dr. Windle, and with her is Dr. Chornesky.
Both worked on the study produced by the Office of Technology As-
sessment.
We are happy to have you and we await your testimony.

TESTIMONY OF PHYLLIS N. WINDLE,^ SENIOR ASSOCIATE, OF-
FICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AC-
COMPANIED BY ELIZABETH CHORNESKY, ANALYST,
Ms. WiNDLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate your ef-

forts in this area and your interest in our particular study.
OTA always hopes for a long shelf life in its reports, perhaps 10

years, even 20 years, and we have every hope that that will be true
of our general analysis of this problem. Unfortunately, in one mat-
ter we are already out of date. If you can see the maps here, we
know that some time between 1992 and last Friday when your wit-
ness announced it, African bees spread to Arizona and New Mexico;
and some time between 1993 when we had our last data and last
week at the International Zebra Mussel Conference in Wisconsin,
zebra mussels reached Oklahoma and there are expected to be ad-
ditional spreads once the full impact of last year's midwestem
floods are known.
On Friday, you heard abundant testimony about the economic

and environmental harm caused by non-indigenous species, so I.,

will not repeat that, but suffice it to say that I can guarantee that
non-indigenous species affect not only Hawaii, but every Member's
State that serves on this Committee. We all pay some of those bil-

lions of dollars in control costs and other expenses.
You asked us specifically to address the adequacy of current pol-

icy. As you noted yourself, it is commonly accepted that the Federal
Government has no national policy on harmful non-indigenous spe-
cies. In some cases, problems are due to missing elements in key
legislation, especially the Lacey Act and the Federal Noxious Weed
Act. For example, Federal laws leave both obvious and subtle gaps
in coverage that States do not adequately fill. This includes some

^ The prepared statement of Ms. Windle appears on page 95.
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categories of harmful non-indigenous species that are not restricted

from entry at all.

There seems to us to be a general consensus now that our basic
legislation needs changing, although that change would not come
without opposition. Such changes could provide, for example, more
adequate authority for listing regulated species more quickly, also

for providing emergency treatment for early infestations. Often,
those are the only hope we have for sta5ring ahead of pests.

But the broadest question is whether we need a stricter national
approach. OTA finds that such an approach is justified if Congress'
goals include, for example, better protection of national parks and
more limited interstate spread of non-indigenous pests. We may
never be able to fully predict the risk of new introductions, but we
know that both intentionsd and accidental introductions of fish and
wildlife in the past have had about equal chances of turning out
badly. That suggests a history of not only poor decisionmaking, but
as well the inherent unpredictability of introductions.

For some species, keeping them out is clearly the best strategy.

For others, control is easier than interception at ports of entry. So
we feel that aiming for a standard of zero entry is both unrealistic

and undesirable, especially if stronger exclusion efforts come at the
expense of control of those organisms that enter or are already
here.

But without better goal-setting, data gathering, and especially

evaluations by the Federal agencies, we cannot unquestionably tell

whether pre-introduction screening and post-introduction quar-
antine and enforcement are adequate. We have indirect evidence,
however, that our system fails with some regularity. One response
to these problems could be stricter screening for invasiveness in
federally-funded efforts, especially for plants and fish and wildlife.

Once harmful non-indigenous species enter the U.S., there is no
coordinated effort to prevent their spread for large categories of or-

ganisms. At least five plants on the Federal Noxious Act list of pro-
hibited importations were legally sold in interstate commerce as of
1990. Compliance with the limited Federal and State laws that
limit interstate distribution of noxious weeds is, in effect, largely
voluntary.
Amendments to the Lacey Act in 1981 allowed the Fish and

Wildlife Service to enforce State-restricted injurious fish and wild-
life, but we could find so such interceptions listed among the agen-
cy's 1990 accomplishments, suggesting that this enforcement is not
a high priority either.

Generally there is insufficient authority and impetus for the Fed-
eral agencies to impose emergency quarantines on non-agricultural
pests. The Federal role is far larger for excluding, managing and
limiting agricultural pests than the corresponding activities for

pests of natural areas, for fish and wildlife, and for their diseases.

For example, neither the Agricultural Research Service nor the
Soil Conservation Service systematically evaluates plants'

invasiveness before they are released for horticulture or for soil

conservation. According to one of our experts, at least 7 of the 22
cultivars released by the Soil Conservation Service between 1980
and 1990 could become weeds of natural areas.
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Weeds as a group receive little attention from APHIS, and weed
control programs throughout the Federal agencies are generally

small and underfunded. Recognition of these sorts of problems in

natural areas is relatively new and it is one of OTA's major find-

ings. A broader interpretation of current legislation could ensure
that weeds of natural areas are better addressed. Also, it seems
clear to us that this is one area in which more funding will be
needed, especially for weed management on public lands and re-

source management generally for national parks and other pro-

tected areas.

As Mr. Glenn noted, the 1990 Non-Indigenous Aquatic Nuisance
Prevention and Control Act is among our most recent efforts to en-

sure interagency coordination. As such, it provides a case study in

the pluses and minuses of interagency efforts. Its successes include

the internal discussion it prompted within the Fish and Wildlife

Service. The successes also include the intentional introductions

policy review and how it aims to improve risk assessments for pro-

posed introductions.

However, the Act did set out a number of assignments that have
completion dates that were considerably delayed from those origi-

nally set by Congress, and there are two important concerns that

remain. The task force chose to interpret the Act as not addressing

aquatic non-indigenous species that escape from aquaculture facili-

ties, and States remain concerned that the draft program as the

task force developed it lacks mechanisms to disburse funds for

emergency control.

We feel that the 1990 law and the task force could have a signifi-

cant role in preventing unintentional entry and dissemination of

harmful aquatic species, but in a number of areas regulations are

not underway or planned. OTA concluded that the rocky start of

the task force makes its potential in the future uncertain. It is

clear to us that Congress' assignment of new responsibilities with-

out funds does not work, and that has affected the task force.

It is also clear that those who are the source of non-indigenous

species problems seldom bear their cost. Therefore, OTA suggested

that Congress might consider further questions of funding and ac-

countability for harmfiil introductions. These could include addi-

tional entrance or user fees, higher fines for illegal imports, bond-

ing, insurance surcharges, taxes, and a variety of other possibili-

ties.

As you know, harmful non-indigenous species have hit Hawaii

and Florida particularly hard. Increasingly, State and FederaT

agencies, non-governmental organizations, university scientists and

agricultural interests see non-indigenous species as a unifying

threat, and public education as one important tool to alleviate it.

Therefore, OTA is in good company in suggesting that Congress

might significantly expand environmental education.

These are Asian clams in this bowl. They were unknown in the

United States before they were first detected in California before

1940. By 1986, as you can see on our map, they had spread to 30

States, including 6 of the 14 states that the Committee represents.

This bowl-full came from only a few square yards of Potomac River

shoreline at Great Falls last autumn, 3,000 miles away from where
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they first entered, and we each helped cover those billions of dol-
lars of losses you mentioned in your opening statement.
With harmfiil species capable of such spread and such cost, many

feel that time is running out. Yes, Federal and State agencies have
many efforts underway already and, yes, a number are also moving
quickly to improve their work, and I am sure that you will hear
about these activities today. They are important and it is gratifying
that some have been responsive to our work.
But the vision of Jimmy Carter's 1977 executive order haunts us.

It could have had far-reaching effects. It could have given us a 15-

year head start, but it has yet to be formalized in regulations or
fully implemented. Therefore, the Federal agencies need to provide
more than reassurance that efforts are underway and that all will

be well. Instead, it is crucial that they be specific about what they
intend to accomplish, why, and by what date. Anything less jeop-
ardizes nationgd resources and compromises the future of this Na-
tion's rich biological heritage.
Thank you.
Senator Akaka. Before we begin the questions, let me congratu-

late Dr. Windle and OTA on their landmark study on non-indige-
nous species.

Ms. Windle. Thank you.
Senator Akaka. This document is a blueprint for Federal and

State response to the alien species threat.

Your testimony covered a wide range of concerns. One, I guess,
boils down to Federal agencies really ignoring some of the Acts that
have been passed to control these species.

Dr. Windle, New Zealand is a small island Nation with alien spe-
cies problems as severe as those in Hawaii. Yet, New Zealand is

often cited as a country that most effectively addresses alien spe-
cies. Would you highlight for me and for the Committee the tactics

that New Zealand employs to combat this threat?
Ms. Windle. New Zealand is particularly interesting because

they recently consolidated their laws and regulations that relate to

agriculture. I think that was 12 major acts and hundreds of related
regulations. Their intent was to be comprehensive, to be forward-
looking, to be fair to importers, but also to ensure that they were
protecting the country from the possible harm of introductions.
Now, all potentially harmful imports will be regulated through

an appointed hazards commission with different groups responsible
for advocating introductions and those responsible for cautioning
about their potential dangers. They expect that scrutiny for dif-

ferent introductions will vary depending upon the level of risk and
eventually any decision about introductions or stopping the intro-

ductions will require a careful balance between both the benefits
and the potential harms, as defined very widely.
Senator Akaka, Of the successful policies that have been proven

in New Zealand as you know them, what can be used to improve
the U.S. response to this problem?
Ms. Windle. Some of the methods are things that New Zealand

has done in the past. Others are new with this new consolidation
of legislation, so we are not sure which of the new ones will ulti-

mately be successful. But it does seem to us that it is clear that
their emphasis on agency performance standards and their user
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pays approach to inspections, risk assessments and violations
would be appropriate here, and both are already starting to be im-
plemented by APHIS.

It seems that a number of the other ways that they approach the
problem are possibilities, but are more Hkely to engender signifi-
cant disagreement m this country. For example, they have detailed
national standards for the introduction of animals, and they also
provide for bonding for having funds on hand in case those animals
escape and cause harm. In this country, the States are far more re-
sponsible for fish and wildlife and such animal introductions than
the Federal Government, so that might not be appropriate.
New Zealand also intensively inspects arriving passengers and

cargo and baggage and conducts random checks to see how effec-
tively they are detecting things. I know that that is a subject that
is often considered here, and there is concern that we would be
slowing the arrival of passengers and slowing trade unacceptably
if we were to pursue that area as aggressively as New Zealand.
Senator Akaka. The OTA report contains case studies on alien

pest problems in Hawaii and Florida. Both of these States have de-
veloped novel responses in an effort to combat exotic pests. In your
report on page 223, you State that the efforts of Hawaii and Flor-
ida are worthy of attention because they provide lessons for other
parts of the United States. Would you please highlight some of
these lessons?
Ms. WiNDLE. Well, they certainly illustrate that what we lose

due to non-indigenous species is ofl;en uniqueness. Whether it is
the Florida Everglades or whether it is the unusual plant and ani-
mal hfe in Hawaii and nowhere else in the country, we lose things
that are unusual, unique and not available elsewhere.
We have also seen in those states that the greatest threats are

to natural areas and that any place that is a transportation hub
and a tourist destination provides a major route for entry of orga-
nisms and a way that they can spread further within the country.
The policy options that OTA suggested in many ways also reflect

the lessons that we have learned in those States. That includes the
need to coordinate Federal and State approaches, to make those
who are responsible for harm more likely to pay for it, and making
sure that agricultural and natural areas are better protected. Pub-
lic education, of course, has been a major effort in Hawaii and Flor-
ida, and we see some of the benefits of that that could be applied
elsewhere.
Senator Akaka. APHIS is proposing comprehensive regulations

governing the introduction of non-indigenous plant pests. The agen-
cy will also propose to consolidate and streamline plant and animal
quarantine laws. After these changes are accomplished, what gaps
will remain that allow the entry of economically or environmentally
harmful non-indigenous species?
Ms. WiNDLE. We have seen their proposed consolidation of a cou-

ple of years ago, but I haven't seen the most recent proposal, so I

can't be very specific. My concern, as we have expressed it in our
report, would be that there might be gaps that relate to areas in
which APHIS has not been very interested in pursuing efforts in
the past. These are the problems in natural arsas, places where ag-
ricultural pests are also human health pests, and it would behoove
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us to keep an eye on some of those areas to ensure that they are
included in any such consolidation.

Dr. Chomesky may have something to add about that.

Ms. Chornesky. I would just add to PhyUis' hst the noxious
weed issue, too. Again, I haven't seen their proposed consolidation,

so I don't know how effective it would be.

Senator Akaka. Perhaps the most significant lessons identified in

the OTA report are that Federal and State approaches for combat-
ting alien pest problems need to be better coordinated. Based on
OTA's investigation, how much coordination tgikes place today?
Ms. WiNDLE. We find that a fair amount of coordination takes

place in the agriculturgd arena, although the States still have com-
plaints about how well the Federal Government listens to them
and these relate to when Federal agencies decide to start and stop

programs and how responsive APHIS is to local concerns and sees

them as potential national problems.
We found it more difficult to determine how much coordination

goes on between the Federal and State governments regarding fish

and wildlife. We know that the Federal Government provides funds
for States to introduce non-indigenous species, usually those that

are non-indigenous from one part of the U.S. to another, but we
couldn't determine how much cooperation there is to assess the ul-

timate impact of those species.

We did make a careful analysis of State laws and found that we
cannot rely on the States to step in where there are Federal gaps
in a uniform fashion. But it would be very instructive to have the

States talking to each other along with the Federal agencies to

compare some of the very interesting approaches that States have
determined that are unlike anything the Federal Government has
attempted.

Senator Akaka. Well, I thank you. Are there any fiirther com-
ments or questions?

[No response.]
Senator Akaka. If not, I want to thank you again, Dr. Windle

and Dr. Chornesky, for appearing here. Your testimony will be
helpful, and agEiin I want to commend you for that report.

Ms. Windle. Thank you.

Senator Akaka. I would like to have the next panel move for-

ward: Robert Davison, Department of the Interior, Deputy Assist-

ant Secretary of Fish, Wildlife and Parks; Katharine Kimball, Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere; B. Glen Lee, Department of

Agriculture, Deputy Administrator, Plant Protection and Quar-
antine; and William McCleese, Department of Agriculture, Acting
Associate Deputy Chief for the National Forest System.

I welcome all of you here today at this hearing. I would like to

begin with Dr. Davison and ask for your statement.
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT DAVISON,i DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR FISH, WILDLIFE AND PARKS, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF THE INTERIOR
Mr. Davison. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for

holding this hearing today and for your interest in this subject.
Also, before I start, I just want to indicate that I have Gary Ed-
wards who is with me, who is the Assistant Director of the Fish
and Wildlife Service for Fisheries and the co-chair of the Aquatic
Nuisance Species Task Force.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to provide the Commit-
tee with a summary of the efforts, poHcies and concerns of the De-
partment of the Interior concerning non-indigenous species. The
global transfer of non-indigenous organisms is one of the most per-
vasive and perhaps least recognized effects that we humans have
on the ecosystems of the world.

It is important to realize that once a species is introduced into
an open ecosystem, it is often virtually impossible to remove it. For
all intents and purposes, introduction is like extinction; it is for-
ever. Thus, the most important strategy appears to us to be to pre-
vent the introduction and consequent spread of harmful non-indige-
nous species.

The Department of the Interior manages many programs dealing
with non-indigenous species. The National Biological Survey has
established a research and monitoring program to determine the
ecological effects of non-indigenous species, to develop methods
which can be used to prevent their introduction, to develop environ-
mentally safe control measures, and to monitor their distribution
and spread. Activities range from evaluating the effectiveness of
fences and controlling feral animals in the Hawaii Volcanoes Na-
tional Park to determining the response of black bears to gypsy
moth induced mortality of trees.
The National Biological Survey has recently joined an inter-

agency effort to develop a coordinated approach to contain invasive
non-indigenous weeds. In partnership with other Federal and State
agencies, the Biological Survey also conducts research on the chem-
ical and biological control of sea lampreys in the Great Lakes.
Additional non-native species research activities being conducted

by the National Biological Survey include cooperative efforts by the
Alaska and Madison Centers on a study of the role of non-native
birds as competitors and vectors of pathogens to native Hawaiian
forest birds.

Beyond these activities of the National Biological Survey, the De-
partment is also coordinating with other Federal, State, tribal and
local governments to implement the Non-Indigenous Aquatic Nui-
sance Prevention and Control Act of 1990. The Aquatic Nuisance
Species Task Force established by the Act has proven to be an ex-
cellent mechanism for interagency coordination.
As co-chairs of the task force, the Fish and Wildlife Service and

NOAA are jointly responsible for implementing most provisions of
the Act in consultation and cooperation with other members of the
task force. The Fish and Wildlife Service provides staff support to

1 The prepared statement of Mr. Davison appears on page 100.
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the task force and, with the National Biological Survey, chairs a
number of task force committees.
The cornerstone of the Act and the major responsibility of the

task force is the development of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Pro-
gram. This program has undergone public review and will be sent
to Congress this spring following administration clearance. The pri-

mary objectives of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Program are to

prevent the introduction and dispersal of aquatic nuisance species;

to monitor, control and study aquatic nuisance species; and to dis-

seminate related information.
The Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park Service, in

cooperation with State and local governments, have developed a
zebra mussel response program to prevent the spread of the zebra
mussel into the St. Croix National Scenic River. The St. Croix
River, a tributary of the Mississippi River, supports several native
species of endangered mussels. The Fish and Wildlife Service and
the Bureau of Reclamation are working together to determine the
feasibility of stopping or slowing the spread of zebra mussels west
of the Continental Divide, where they may impact large reservoirs,

dams and irrigation systems.
Monitoring of non-indigenous species is necessary to detect new

introductions, track their dispersal, and document their effects on
aquatic ecosystems. The Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force has
established a detection and monitoring committee to coordinate
monitoring activities and develop an information system to collect

and distribute this information. This committee, chaired by the Na-
tional Biological Survey, has proposed to use a geographic informa-
tion system developed by the Survey for documenting the occur-

rence and distribution of non-indigenous aquatic species and their

rate of spread.
The control element of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Program

outlines a risk assessment and management process to ensure
prompt and systematic evaluation of proposed control measures. In
response to a control proposal submitted by the Great Lakes Fish-
ery Commission, the task force developed a control program to slow
or stop the spread of the ruffe from Lake Superior. In addition to

serving as chair of the task force's Ruffe Control Committee, the
Fish and Wildlife Service is conducting population studies, surveil-

lance programs, and information and education programs.
Research is an important element of the Aquatic Nuisance Spe-

cies Program. The Act directed the task force to develop a research
protocol to ensure that, "research activities carried out under the
Act do not result in the introduction of aquatic nuisance species to

waters of the United States."

The Research Protocol Committee, chaired by the National Bio-
logical Survey, developed a protocol that consists of a risk assess-
ment and a set of guidelines outlining preventative containment
and confinement procedures that must be followed if research is

conducted under the Act.

The National Biological Survey has conducted considerable re-

search to support management of problems related to aquatic nui-

sance species. Largely in response to the zebra mussel invasion,

about three-quarters of the National Biological Survey's fiscal year
1994 budget on all non-indigenous species, $3.5 million, is directed
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at aquatic species, especially the zebra mussel. The National Bio-
logical Survey is currently preparing a 5-year plan for Congress on
prevention, containment and control of non-indigenous aquatic nui-
sance species.

Finally, I want to say a few things about our efforts to imple-
ment other key portions of the Non-Indigenous Act. Section 1102
of the Act requires the completion of three studies on the introduc-
tion of aquatic nuisance species. One of these studies, the biological
study, is intended to determine whether aquatic nuisance species
threaten the ecological characteristics and economic uses of U.S.
waters, other than the Great Lakes.
The task force will address this study on a case study basis, ex-

amining specific geographic areas where aquatic nuisance species
have historically been or may potentially be a problem. In fiscal

year 1993, the Fish and Wildlife Service initiated the first two such
case studies to examine the ecological and economic effects of bio-

logical invasions in the San Francisco Bay and the State of Florida.

The case study in Florida is being conducted by the National Bio-

logical Survey's Gainesville Center. A case study of the Chesapeake
Bay area will also be funded by the Fish and Wildlife Service and
is anticipated to begin later this year.

Section 1209 of the Act required the task force to develop and
undertake a program to control the brown tree snake. The task
force established a Brown Tree Snake Control Committee com-
prised of representatives of appropriate Federal, State and terri-

torial agencies. A brown tree snake control program is under devel-

opment.
The National Biological Survey's Patuxent Center is currently

conducting research on brown tree snake populations on the Pacific

IslEinds, evaluating the design and feasibility of snake barriers and
traps, creation of snake-free areas, methods of detection, and bio-

logical and chemical control methods.
The task force has also undertaken an effort to identify and

evaluate approaches for reducing the risk of adverse consequences

associated with intentional introductions of aquatic organisms. A
report to Congress on the findings, conclusions and recommenda-
tions of that review has undergone extensive public scrutiny and
will be submitted to Congress this spring following administration

clearance.

The Department of the Interior is committed to carrying out its

responsibilities under the Non-Indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Pre-

vention and Control Act and other authorities to ensure that we
protect our fish and wildlife resources from all non-indigenous nui-

sance species and that we prevent the introduction of new harmful
species.

The Aquatic Nuisance Species Program, we believe, could serve

as a model for developing a comprehensive national strategy to ad-

dress the introduction of all harmful non-indigenous species. The
completion of the Intentional Introductions Policy Review and the

Aquatic Nuisance Species Program, as well as the progress on the

research protocol, brown tree snake control 8ind the studies re-

quired by the Act, demonstrate the effectiveness of the task force

as a forum for cooperation and reflects a shared commitment and
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dedication among Federal agencies in addressing non-indigenous
species problems.
Thank you. That concludes my remarks.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much.
May we hear now from Katharine Kimball?

TESTIMONY OF KATHARINE W. KIMBALL,i DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE, NATIONAL
OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Ms. Kimball. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Kate Kimball,

Deputy Assistant Secretary at NCAA within the Department of
Commerce. I am also co-chair of the Interagency Aquatic Nuisance
Species Task Force which was established under the Non-Indige-
nous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990. I ap-
preciate this opportunity to discuss the risks presented by both un-
intentional and intentional introductions of non-indigenous species.

Recognizing that the Committee has heard from other witnesses
touching on fresh water introduction, I will emphasize salt water
aspects of this issue in my testimony.
The Act was designed to mitigate the overall problem of aquatic

nuisance species by establishing an interagency task force to de-

velop Federal policies that would prevent and mitigate the prob-
lems associated with introductions of non-indigenous species. Al-

though the majority of funds originally authorized under the Act
have not been appropriated, the task force has made an effort to

fulfill its responsibilities under the Act.

There are examples of species introductions into marine environ-
ments that have had negative impacts, although none as great as
the impact of the introduction of zebra mussels. The introduced
green algae was first considered to be a nuisance in the area of
Long Island in the early 1970s. The species has now spread as far

south as South Carolina, and there is concern that if it spreads far-

ther it could affect coral reefs by blocking the sunlight on which
they are dependent.
Whenever they occur, there are a number of potential risks asso-

ciated with both unintentional and intentional introductions. An in-

troduced species may cause the decline of native species in a num-
ber of different ways. Indigenous species may be affected by direct

predation, competition for key habitat or other resources, or hybrid-
ization. Serious pathogens or parasites also may accompany a spe-
cies when it is introduced.
For example, edthough of uncertain origin, one only need consider

the impact of MSX and dermocystidium on oyster production in the
Chesapeake Bay to see the potential problem. MSX and dermo-
cystidium have reduced oyster harvests in the Chesapeake Bay
from 3 million bushels a year to less than 100,000 bushels per
year.

Pathogens also have a serious impact on a number of economi-
cally important species. They have been transferred with salmon
and shrimp. The State of Hawaii, for example, has among the most
stringent screening requirements for diseases in large part because

^ The prepared statement of Ms. Kimball appears on page 103.
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the introduced shrimp virus, IHHNV, was responsible for major ag-
ricultural losses.

The problem of zebra mussel infestation, as has been referred to,
galvanized demand for Federal legislation. A number of Federal
agencies have provided funding for research on methods to control
zebra mussels. To prevent further ballast water introductions into
the Great Lakes, the Act mandated that the Coast Guard issue reg-
ulations on management of ballast water in the region. Those regu-
lations became effective on May 10, 1993.
As part of the National Ballast Water Control Program, the task

force is mandated to conduct ballast water exchange, biological,
and shipping studies. Through joint cooperation, the task force has
initiated the ballast exchange study, which will assess the environ-
mental effects of ballast water and identify areas, if any, where
such exchange does not pose a threat. This project was initiated
through a grant from EPA's Office of Research and Development
and will be conducted by and administered through NOAA's Great
Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory. Additional fiinds from
NOAA and the Fish and Wildlife Service will allow completion of
the study by June 1995.

Dr. Davison has already referred to the biological and shipping
studies and I won't repeat that testimony here. In addition, I want
to discuss briefly the Aquatic Nuisance Species Program which was
required under the Act. The program will be sent to Congress after
administration clearance and is trying to build on the efforts of
Federal agencies, States, tribes, local governments and non-govern-
mental activities so we have a comprehensive approach to this
problem.
We also have the task force's Risk Assessment and Management

Committee developing a pathway identification risk assessment
process to prevent unintentional introductions of non-indigenous
species. The committee is currently modifying a process developed
by the Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health In-
spection Service for evaluating non-indigenous plant pests to de-
velop the risk assessment portion of this element.
A species-specific control process is outlined in the program. The

task force has already implemented this process in the case of the
unintentional introduction of the ruffe, which has been mentioned
previously. In addition, the National Marine Fisheries Service mon-
itors the presence of pathogens in imported seafood through a
memorandum of understanding with the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration. NMFS has also provided technical advice to the State of
Hawaii and serves on the Hawaii State panel that reviews pro-
posed introductions of aquatic species. NMFS is also fulfilling an
integral role in coordinating the Congressionally mandated inten-
tional introduction review which is currently being reviewed by the
task force.

In addition, NOAA's National Sea Grant College Program admin-
isters aquatic nuisance species research grants. The Sea Grant
zebra mussel program is concentrating on the effects of zebra mus-
sels on infrastructure and the environment and on the development
and evaluation of potential control methods. The Great Lakes Envi-
ronmental Research Laboratory has set up a non-indigenous spe-
cies coordinated research program. Under this program, research-
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ers have set up a monitoring program in Saginaw Bay and Lake
Huron. The National Sea Grant College Program also provides edu-
cation and technical assistance to its Sea Grant offices £ind marine
advisory service program.
The waters of the United States are a resource of immeasurable

environmental, economic and aesthetic value. Although the task
force did start slowly, we believe we have picked up the pace and
by working closely together we are well on the way to establishing
a comprehensive program to deal with the risks presented by non-
indigenous species. Further recommendations are likely to emerge
as a result of some of the studies that have been mentioned. Al-

though it is not possible to prevent all species introductions—in-

deed, there have been some beneficial introductions—we should be
able to reduce the risks posed by non-indigenous aquatic species.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify and I will

be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much.
Now, we will hear from B. Glen Lee.

TESTIMONY OF B. GLEN LEE,i DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
PLANT PROTECTION AND QUARANTINE, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
Mr. Lee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to be here

today to discuss the OTA report that is the subject of discussion on
harmful non-indigenous species in the U.S. The efforts of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service to prevent and control the spread of non-indigenous species
were reviewed in detail within that report.

With me today are several of my colleagues to assist me with
questions, should that need arise: Dr. George Winegar, who is the
Assistant Deputy Administrator of our veterinary services staff;

Mr. Don Hawthorne, the Associate Deputy Administrator of the
Animal Damage Control Programs; Mr. Bill Wallace, who is the Di-

rector of our Policy and Program Development staff, and also a
member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force.
USDA appreciates the tremendous effort that went into the OTA

report, creating such a comprehensive document for our consider-

ation and discussion, and believes that the report generated valu-

able insight into approaches for handling such difficult issues.

As the report indicates, the negative effects of certain non-indige-
nous species have created economic losses into the billions of dol-

lars, and you cited some of those in your introductory comments.
The OTA report concludes that a dynamic national agenda is need-
ed to effectively address non-indigenous species in the U.S., and we
in the Department agree with that conclusion.

APHIS, in particular, has significant experience and expertise in

monitoring and evaluating dangers of non-indigenous species and
in developing cooperative programs for the exclusion, the control
and eradication of certain non-indigenous plant and amimal dis-

eases and pests.

We have traditionally in the Department been charged with pro-
tecting agriculture in the U.S. fi"om plant and animal pests and

' The prepared statement of Mr. Lee appears on page 107.
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diseases and noxious weeds. Generally, we concentrate our efforts
on excluding the exotic agricultural diseases and pests and, where
feasible and cost-effective, we do institute control or eradication
programs such as those involving the screw worm, Mediterranean
fruit flies, other exotic fruit flies and the boll weevil. On occasions
where the disease and pest become established, APHIS may imple-
ment programs to manage and prevent their further spread.
The OTA report identified a number of modified or new services

that APHIS or another agency could provide for effective protection
against harmful non-indigenous species. For example, any proposed
introduction, importation, interstate movement, release into the en-
vironment, and so forth, of a non-indigenous organism should be
examined more closely. The agency is currently developing com-
prehensive regulations governing the introduction of non-indige-
nous organisms that may be plant pests. The regulations would
provide a means for screening proposed introductions of non-indige-
nous organisms to determine the potential plant pest risks and
evaluation of environmental effects of authorizing the introduction
of the non-indigenous organism. That is required under NEPA.
Another area that has been highlighted as a problem is noxious

weeds, and there were testimonies last week at this hearing on
that subject. The report accurately states that APHIS currently
regulates only the interstate transportation of noxious weeds if a
quarantine is in place and imposes the quarantine only if an eradi-
cation or control program is in place. Now, this practice is in ac-
cordance with the legislative history of the Federal Noxious Weed
Act of 1974.
APHIS has drafted new legislation that would consolidate and

streamline the plant quarantine laws that we currently follow. This
draft legislation would expand the agency's role in regulating nox-
ious weeds and would eliminate the requirement that the agency
initiate a control and eradication program and impose a quarantine
prior to regulating the interstate movement of the noxious weeds.
APHIS has also developed a comprehensive weed policy that will
form the basis for broader management and control of weeds.
APHIS is a member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force

which is, in part, developing risk assessment and risk management
processes to evaluate environmental pests, as well as pests causing
more traditional economic damage. Other members of the panel al-
ready have addressed that issue.

In addressing the problems associated with non-indigenous spe-
cies in Hawaii, OTA suggests that a greater Federal role might be
warranted. OTA also recognized, however, that increased Federal
involvement in domestic arrival inspections in Hawaii would re-
quire a change in APHIS' mandate, as well as increased staffing
and other resources to the agency to carry out that mandate.
APHIS is currently working on implementing a program for inspec-
tion of first-class mail from the mainland into Hawaii, which was
authorized by the Alien Species Prevention and Enforcement Act of
1992.
The OTA also noted that APHIS does not consistently prevent re-

peated importation of pest species that are already estabhshed in
the U.S. "New, different strains of some species potentially may be
imported that would worsen the effects and spread into areas
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where the pest is not yet well estabUshed," quoting specifically
from the OTA report.
We do not currently attempt to prevent introduction of all pest

species that are already established here, for a number of reasons.
Our exclusion policies and decisions must comply with existing
internationsd trade agreements, and also must be in accord with
science-based risk information.
OTA acknowledges that complete exclusion of pests from the U.S

by our agency probably is infeasible. However, the report also as-
serts that the overall success of APHIS' efforts to exclude pests is

difficult to evaluate, in part, because the agency lacks adequate
performance measures. That problem is being addressed specifi-

cally and hopefully is to be corrected through one of the pilot

projects of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993.
The goal of the project is to enable APHIS to better articulate de-
sired AQI program outcomes and to measure whether those desired
outcomes are, in fact, being achieved.
We are also responding to the identified need for improvement

in the U.S. system of monitoring agricultural diseases and pests
through the National Animal Health Monitoring System and the
Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey Program which we have in
place.

The OTA notes that biological control agents that are not mi-
crobes are exempt from FIFRA and fall under APHIS' jurisdiction.
APHIS has not yet promulgated regulations specifically for such
agents and instead imposes a permitting requirement developed for
plant pests under the existing authority. APHIS is reviewing bio-
logical control organisms that are non-indigenous on the basis of
their potential for plant pest risk. We intend to have permitting re-

quirements commensurate with the level of risk presented by the
organism of interest.

The OTA report points out several perceived weaknesses in the
APHIS risk assessment and analysis process. APHIS has sought
and continues to work to modify these procedures. With respect to
APHIS' requirement for demonstrated risks before preventing im-
ports, APHIS, as a matter of principle, does not require regulations
unless a justification can be demonstrated.
Although we applaud and value the OTA study, there are several

items that we believe should be brought to the Committee's atten-
tion. The study did not cover organisms such as those causing ani-
mal diseases, especially those including transmissible diseases from
animals to humans. In response, APHIS would like to make clear
that control and exclusion of these organisms have constituted
major technical, scientific and regulatory successes of this century.
APHIS' Veterinary Services Program that produced these successes
could offer working models, expertise, suggestions and hard-earned
lessons on quarantine, inspection and testing procedures.
We also are concerned about comparing genetically-engineered

organisms with non-indigenous species. The act of genetic modifica-
tion with modern molecular techniques does not by itself render an
organism non-indigenous.
When developing and implementing programs to protect agri-

culture and our natural resources, funding and resources, person-
nel, and so forth, are usually big questions relative to that. Public
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education programs certainly could be used to raise awareness of
the economic loss and the environmental harm that can result if
prohibited plants, injurious animals, pests and diseases enter our
country.
The Department has been and will continue to be closely in-

volved with activities to protect against harmful non-indigenous
species. With the U.S. Forest Service, APHIS has worked together
to resolve issues related to the importation of unmanufactured
wood products, and continues to work together in the control of the
Asian gypsy moth which is a recent introduction into the U.S.
As noted earlier, APHIS is a member of the Aquatic Nuisance

Species Task Force, and we will continue to work with the Depart-
ment of the Interior and the Department of Commerce, the co-
chairs of that task force. Other members of the task force are EPA,
Coast Guard, Department of State, Army Corps of Engineers. Our
Animal Damage Control Unit of APHIS cooperates with the De-
partment of Defense and with the government of Guam and the
Department of the Interior to control the brown tree snake in
Guam.
These are but a few examples, and the Department is very will-

ing to cooperate with the various agencies in developing a com-
prehensive strategy to impede the movement and invasion of harm-
ful non-indigenous species into our country.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear before

the Committee and are open to questions that you might have.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Lee.
Now, we will hear from Wilham McCleese, Department of Agri-

culture.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM L. McCLEESE,i ACTING ASSOCIATE
DEPUTY CHIEF, FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AG-
RICULTURE
Mr. McCleese. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are very pleased

to be here to offer our views on this most important subject. I am
accompanied here today by Dr. Jerry Sesco, the Forest Service Dep-
uty Chief for Research.
Non-indigenous plant and animal species are a very serious

threat to the integrity of our forests and rangeland ecosystems.
Chestnut blight, white pine blister rust, Dutch elm disease and
leafy spurge are the more commonly known introduced pests in the
United States. They are examples of exotic pests that completely
changed our forest and rangeland ecosystems by eliminating sig-
nificant species such as the American Chestnut, the Eastern White
Pine and American Elm over much of their range.
Not only did they change our forests, but they resulted in serious

economic losses as well. The costs of trying to control these pests,
the cost of research, the loss of forest products and wildlife habitat,
and the dcunage to local economies have been in the billions of dol-
lars.

There have been over 200 forest insect pests, 20 major diseases,
and over 100 exotic plant species introduced into this country over
the past two centuries. The rate of introduction is increasing be-

^ The prepared statement of Mr. McCleese appears on page 109.
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cause of increasing tourism and commerce among Nations. To

counter this continuing increase in the rate of introduction, we

must expand our appHcation of our regulatory authorities and de-

velop a greater capacity to respond to new introductions. We must

also develop improved methods for controlUng these exotic pests

that have become established and threaten our native ecosystems.

In addition to economic losses, these exotic pests severely attect

the forest ecosystem. Wildhfe that is dependent upon a declining

native species for food or habitat is adversely affected. Species com-

position and structure of the forests change because species that

are immune to the exotic pest replace the susceptible species, in

some areas, the Forest Service has identified this changing of spe-

cies composition and the invasion of exotic plants as the greatest

threat to our forest and rangeland ecosystems, including our wil-

derness areas. ,

Our rangelands are being severely impacted, also. It is estimatea

that exotic plants have infested over 14 miUion acres of Western

rangelands, Federal lands. Some of the most invasive species in-

clude several species of thistles and knapweeds, leafy spurge, dal-

matian toadflax and St. Johnswort. Without their natural checks

and balances, these exotic species can freely invade healthy

ecosystems, regardless of disturbance, and, once established, create

monocultures that severely reduce species diversity and become im-

possible to control with current methods. The results are severely

degraded ecosystems that no longer provide quality wildlife habi-

tat, forage for both wild and domestic animals, or quality rec-

reational experiences.

Some threatened and endangered plant species are at consider-

able risk, since they cannot compete with these exotic species. In

Hawaii, exotic plants such as gorse, banana poka, fire-vveed and

strawberry guava are invading and severely damaging native forest

and rangelands. They are also preventing the reclamation of those

ecosystems that have been damaged by hurricanes and past man-

agement practices.

The Forest Service has always been an active participant in coop-

erative programs to prevent and control non-indigenous plants and

animals. We are working with scientists from other countries to

identify plants, fungi, insects and other organisms that could be

pests and to reduce the risk of their entry into the United States.

Our coordination efforts with other Federal agencies include

working with APHIS to develop a list of exotic pests and potential

entry points into the United States. We are also cooperating with

APHIS by providing assessments on the risks of importing logs and

other unmanufactured wood products from Russia, Chile and New
Zealand. , . j r v

In 1993, the Forest Service participated in organizing and facili-

tating the Department of Agriculture's Noxious Weed Coordination

Group. The group's role is to improve coordination between the De-

partment's agencies with weed responsibilities. The Forest Service

is also a member of the team which developed the proposal to es-

tabhsh an interdepartmental team to coordinate Federal agency ef-

forts for noxious weed control. Later this year, a memorandum of

understanding will be signed by the agencies within the Depart-

ments of Agriculture, Interior, Defense and Transportation estab-
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lishing the Federal Interdepartmental Committee on Management
of Noxious and Exotic Weeds. The Forest Service will serve as co-
chair of this committee.
The Forest Service has been effective in implementing both pre-

vention and control programs for noxious weeds on national forest
system lands. We emphasize preventing the introduction of a nox-
ious weed as the most important action. The most effective preven-
tion programs are cooperative efforts with State and county weed
organizations, and surveys for invading noxious weeds conducted
cooperatively by the Forest Service and Uvestock permitees.

In wilderness and back-country areas, we are working with out-
fitters, guides, volunteers and recreationists. In addition, noxious
weed information for the public is provided at ranger district offices
arid recreation trailheads. A new prevention program developed for
the national forests in Colorado and Wyoming will require all hay
brought on to national forest system lands to be certified as weed-
free.

If prevention efforts fail, operations to control the noxious weed
must be conducted. The most effective control operations are coop-
erative efforts between Federal, State, county and private land
owners. The control programs are usually designed to eradicate a
noxious weed within an entire watershed so that we can prevent
a reestablishment by water or animals after the control operation.
To encourage these cooperative efforts, the Forest Service has

helped to estabUsh the Western Weed Coordinating Committee
which focuses on coordinating noxious weed programs among all
land owners. Other coordination actions include the sharing of
equipment and personnel, combined training and biological and
chemical controls.

When a new exotic pest is discovered in the United States, a se-
ries of immediate research activities must be conducted. These in-
clude research on how to survey and determine the extent of the
infestation, how to prevent the spread of the pest, how to eradicate
it, and what, if any, damage it will do. Because introductions of ex-
otic pests cannot be anticipated, it is difficult for us to build fiind-
ing for this research into our regular program. We are working to
solve this problem because we believe that this research is some of
the most cost-effective research we can do.

In response to the exotic plant problem in Hawaii, the Forest
Service is working with the Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Hawaii State Department of Agriculture, the State for-
ester and the University of Hawaii in a biological control program.
We are working to develop biological controls and we have been
successful in securing release of insects that have been very effec-
tive against gorse.
A similar problem exists on national forest system lands. Many

species of exotic plants are invading these lands. The Department
of Agriculture's Agricultural Research Service is conducting much
of the research that is being done on these exotic plants, but there
is still much research that needs to be done. To initiate efforts on
these forest and rangeland ecosystem noxious weeds, the Forest
Service is currently evaluating a proposal to co-locate a biological
control unit at Bozeman, Montana, with ARS and with Montana
State University.
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Exotic pests are a major threat to our native forest and range-

land ecosystems, but the Forest Service, along with other agencies

in the Department of Agriculture, will continue to work toward de-

veloping more effective and coordinated responses to prevent the
introduction of these pests and to control them if they do get estab-

lished.

Th£ink you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. McCleese.
Mr. Davison, one of the criticisms of the Lacey Act is that regula-

tion and enforcement hinge on a short and non-comprehensive list

of injurious wildlife. Adding species to this list, whether adminis-
tratively or by statute, is time-consuming. The Lacey Act has also

been criticized for not providing comprehensive regulation of inter-

state transport of federally-listed species and for not being clear re-

garding its application to hybrid and feral animals.
Programs to control or eradicate alien fish and wildlife are piece-

meal, lacking emergency measures, and have no proactive compo-
nents to catch problems early. Options for correcting these prob-

lems range from lengthening the list of injurious wildlife, speeding
the process of adding species to the Lacey Act list, and authorizing
emergency measures to deal with new introductions.

My question to you is would a strengthened Lacey Act, based on
some of the modifications I have just suggested, be a partial im-
provement on the current system of combatting these pests?

Dr. Davison. I think the answer to that is possibly yes, and I

think the Department would certainly support an effort to look at

some of those questions and to ensure that the consequences of
some of those changes would help improve our abilities to control

undesirable non-indigenous species.

I think, in particular, one of the things that may merit further
examination is to look at some kind of ability for pre-listing of spe-

cies under the Lacey Act on a temporary basis to allow the service

to put a species on the list, on a so-called 'dirty list', if you will,

while it examines potential risks, and so forth. That may be some-
thing that warrants consideration, and we would support such an
effort to look at that.

Senator Akaka. Should the Fish and Wildlife Service assist in
the enforcement of State injurious wildlife lists?

Dr. Davison. The Lacey Act was primarily intended to assist

States in taking enforcement actions against individuals who vio-

lated the laws of that State and then no longer were within the ju-
risdiction of that State. In situations where someone has violated
the wildlife law of the State and is still within the jurisdiction of
that State, our normal course would be to say that that is an action
that is more appropriate for the State to take. But, certainly, in
those situations, in which States ask us to help them enforce their
injurious wildlife laws or laws that prohibit import to a State of
certain wildlife, we would be amenable to providing assistance.

Senator Akaka. In a December 1993 letter to one of my constitu-
ents, the Deputy Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service, Mr.
Richard Smith, stated that the Service supports a stringent inspec-
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tion requirement for wildlife and plants entering Hawaii. I will
place a copy of the letter in the hearing record, i

Senator Akaka. Would you explain in detail why you support an
inspection program to protect wildlife and plants in Hawaii?
Dr Davison Hawaii has a very rich flora and fauna which is

tound only in Hawau, in large part because it is an island. Those
native endemic species are very vulnerable to introduction of non-
indigenous species and a strong inspection program is, I think, an
effective way, as New Zealand has found, to prevent those introduc-
tions.

Senator Akaka. Have you, Mr. Davison, raised the issue of insti-

-.J^^^tFt^^F^™ ^ protect Hawaiian plants and wildlife directly
with APHIS? "^

Dr. Davison. Yes, we have had those discussions. That is in

1 qWo
^^^' ^^' ^^^™^an, due to the legislation that you passed in

5®Sr^jv^^^^^- ^^- S"^i**^'s letter goes on to state that the Fish
and Wildlife Service supports providing more general authority toUbDA to inspect for any biological entity, not just agricultural
pests. Please describe on the additional authority that is needed to
inspect for any biological substance.

Dr. Davison. Certainly our interest here is in strengthening in-
spection. One option there would be to extend APHIS' authority to
inspect not only for agricultural pests but for any biological entity
but I would defer to APHIS for their views about that. There may
be other options as well to strengthen inspection.
Senator Akaka. Hawaii is very serious about the potential threat

of browTi tree snakes mentioned here today. These pests have deci-
mated Guam's bird population. Twenty years ago, Guam's forests
were hlled with sounds of native birds, but today there is only si-
lence. Six brown tree snakes have arrived in Hawaii on military
and commercial aircraft. If the brown tree snake became estab-
lished in Hawaii, it would mean the demise of Hawaii's endangered
forest birds.

Will the Department of the Interior develop an emergency re-
sponse plan to be implemented in the event that a brown tree
snake infestation is discovered in Hawaii?

Dr. Davison. The answer to that is yes. We have currently a
brown tree snake network. We would work very closely with the
Department of Agriculture's animal damage control program, the
Department of Defense, and others. In addition, as I mentioned in
my testimony, the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force has a com-
mittee now on brown tree snake that has developed a program for
brown tree snake control if that becomes necessary. That program
is nearly complete and ready to be put into place.
Senator Akaka. In your testimony, the Non-Indigenous Aquatic

Nuisance Prevention and Control Act is discussed at great length.
You State that this program could serve as a model for developing
a comprehensive national strategy to address the introduction of all
harmful non-indigenous species.
Have you discussed this proposal with other Federal agencies?

Do any of the other Federal witnesses consider the Non-Indigenous

^ See page 192.
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Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act to be a good model
for interagency cooperation on a broad scale?

Dr. Davison. We have had some discussions. I probably ought to

let them speak for themselves, but I don't think it is the only
model. I do think we are all learning valuable lessons about how
we might extend such a program. Currently, the task force serves
to coordinate actions by agencies, but the actions are actually taken
and funded through individual agencies. Certainly, one option that
I know the task force has considered is whether the actions
couldn't be taken more by a group of agencies and funded that way,
but I will let them speak for themselves.

Senator Akaka. I ask the other Federal witnesses to consider the
Non-Indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act as a
good model for interagency cooperation on a broad scale. Do other
witnesses have any comments to make on that? I know some of you
have mentioned your support for the Act and are using it now.
Ms. Kimball. Mr. Chairman, we would strongly support using

the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force as a model. We think it

enhances cooperation and provides for more effective use of the
public money.
Senator Akaka. Mr. Lee?
Mr. Lee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I defer to my colleague,

Mr. Wallace, who serves on that committee, with a response?
Senator Akaka. Mr. Wallace?
Mr. Wallace. Mr. Chairman, I would agree with the comments

by Mr. Davison and Ms. Kimball that it is a good model. I would
also agree with Senator Glenn's assessment that we are off to a
fairly positive start in the coordination of Federal activities in

these areas.

Senator Akaka. Thsink you for your statement.
Mr. McCleese?
Mr. McCleese. The Forest Service hasn't had a great deal of in-

volvement yet, but anything we can do to increase Federal coordi-

nation, we are in favor of that.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Davison, how is the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice engaged in preventing the interstate spread of harmful non-
indigenous species?

Dr. Davison. It is primarily again through the Lacey Act, subject
to the limitations that we have already discussed.

Senator Akaka. Are steps underway to ensure a more consistent
policy on harmful non-indigenous species within the agencies, bu-
reaus and services of the Department?

Dr. Davison. Yes, they are. Certainly one thing that has had
that effect has been the 1990 Non-Indigenous Act. Another has
been the 1992 law, but there is also an effort within the Depart-
ment generally for more consistent management, more emphasis on
native species management. So I think that effort is well under-
way.
Senator Akaka. Ms. Kimball, at Friday's hearing reference was

made to a recent discovery of zebra mussels in the ballast of a mer-
chant ship docked in San Francisco. Fortunately, all the mussels
were dead. What prevention strategies are now in place to avert
the introduction of zebra mussels into the interconnected water
systems of the West?

i
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Ms. Kimball. I think as Dr. Davison testified earlier, the Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Reclamation are looking to

control the spread of zebra mussels to the West. In addition, the

New York Sea Grant Zebra Mussel Clearinghouse and the task

force's monitoring committee collects information and tries to pro-

vide early warning and detection so that we can prevent the spread
of zebra mussels.
Senator Akaka. Perhaps the greatest unforeseen consequence of

the great flood of 1993 is the spread of zebra mussels. According
to the March 4th issue of Science, the flood washed great numbers
of these destructive mollusks down river to the coi5luence of the
Illinois and Mississippi Rivers. Until now, zebra mussel infesta-

tions have been confined to the Great Lakes. I will place a copy of

this article in the hearing record. ^

Senator Akaka. Now that these aquatic pests will soon invade
the Mississippi River, which Federal agency will be responsible for

slowing their spread?
Ms. Kimball. I think what we found with the flood is that while

zebra mussels had spread down the Mississippi, the flood is spread-

ing them into smaller and smaller tributaries. As far as Federal re-

sponse is concerned, the Army Corps of Engineers has the lead in

trying to identify and control zebra mussels in public facilities.

Senator Akaka. Ballast water exchange is never "complete". It is

impossible to release all water from a ship before refilling ballast

tanks. Thus, vessels from foreign salt water ports bound for the

U.S. will continue to discharge some of their original water, as well

as any alien plants and animals contained therein.

The recently completed "shipping study", mandated under Public

Law 101-646, demonstrated alternative ballast water management
technologies which could limit the spread of aquatic alien species.

How does NOAA plan to implement, in conjunction with the U.S.
Coast Guard, these new ballast water management technologies?

Ms. Kimball. I should clarify, Mr. Chairman, that the shipping
study was prepared for the Department of Transportation which is

still reviewing the shipping study, so it has not been publicly re-

leased. But in furtherance of the concern about ballast water man-
agement, NOAA and other agencies are considering funding a Nat-
ural Research Council proposed study on ballast water manage-
ment evaluation which can look at these technologies and assess
their effectiveness.

Senator Akaka. Containment of non-indigenous fish and large
aquatic invertebrates is difficult. Once released, they spread easily

within river systems, and their larval, sub-adult and adult forms
may each be disruptive. Attempts at eradication are often a waste
of time and money, and often produce only temporary gains.

Do efforts to control aquatic pests such as the zebra mussel in

the Great Lakes have any realistic hope of success?
Ms. Kimball. I believe they do, Mr. Chairman. I think the key

question is keeping the presence of the species below a certain
threshold level. Zebra mussels have been introduced for some time.
The question is do they become established successfully, and if we

1 See pages 194-195.
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can stay below the critical mass of those species I think we do have
a good chance of success.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Lee, in a November letter to Dr. Sidicki of
the California Department of Agriculture, you State that the
present program of inspection of Hawaii mail bound for the main-
land has substantially reduced the number of pests contained in
parcels being mailed. I will place a copy of the letter in the hearing
record. 1

Senator Akaka. Do you see any reason why a program carried
out in Hawaii to inspect arriving mainland mail would not have
similar benefits for Hawaii?
Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, the inspection process would be equally

as effective on mail into Hawaii as on mail out of Hawaii. There
is a different set of legal questions to be resolved, however, but the
inspection process, per se, would be equally as effective either way.
Senator Akaka. In my opening statement, I pointed out the in-

consistency of Federal policies. Passengers, cargo and mail bound
for the mainland from Hawaii is subject to inspection by APHIS.
Yet, the Federal Government has failed to institute an inspection
program to protect Hawaii from mainland and foreign pests. We
view this is a double standard.

Despite enactment of the Alien Species Protection and Enforce-
ment Act, a biU requiring APHIS and the Postal Service to operate
a program to protect Hawaii from arriving pests, no inspection pro-

gram has yet been established. Is there any realistic hope that an
inspection program will be instituted in the near future?
Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, I believe that there is a realistic hope

of instituting a program. Perhaps you are aware that we have been
meeting regularly with the State Department of Ag, with the post
office personnel and the Fish and Wildlife Service on trying to re-

solve, or more specifically identify the question of authorities, and
also to resolve the legal issue relative to securing Federal warrants
for species that are covered under the State law but not covered
under Federal law. If those specific issues might be resolved, then
I think there is a very good chance of implementing an inspection

program.
Senator Akaka. Mr. Lee, in your testimony you State that

APHIS believes it must supplement its current regulations to bet-

ter meet the problems posed by invading non-indigenous orga-

nisms. In response, APHIS is developing comprehensive regula-

tions governing the introduction of alien pests. Will these regula-

tions govern intentional and accidental introductions or reintroduc-

tion of alien species to States where they are not currently present?
Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, as currently drafted, it deals with the

introduction of new species, non-indigenous species. It does not at

the moment deal with the unintentional introduction, just the in-

tentional because of permitting and review requirements. However,
it further, though, in the draft language does include the interstate

movement after a species has been brought into a certain part of

the U.S and then subsequent movement from that initial introduc-

tion. So it is a yes and a slight yes in response to your question,

yes to the part on the intentional part, and then a slight yes to the

I See page 112.
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question about subsequent movement. It has no provisions, as
drafted, for unintentional movement.
Senator Akaka. What new legislation would be required in order

for APHIS to respond to new infestations of plants, animals and
pathogens that are not currently subject to quarantine status?
Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, I am not prepared to answer that ques-

tion today. I would be happy to submit for the record a response.
It requires review by the OGC.
Senator Akaka. Please do that.
Senator Akaka. Would APHIS oppose legislation that permits

your agency to cooperatively enforce State laws designed to exclude
harmful non-indigenous species?
Mr. Lee. The USDA would be very wiUing to work with the Com-

mittee and review any proposal that would affect the Department.
Senator Akaka. In your testimony, Mr. Lee, you State that exclu-

sion decisions must comply with existing international trade agree-
ments, and must be in accord with science-based risk information.
It strikes me that by the time adequate risk information is devel-
oped and determinations can be made about compliance with inter-
national trade agreements, alien species may have already become
estabHshed.
Would you support emergency authority to prevent entry of po-

tentially threatening species until you can complete your risk and
trade analysis?
Mr. Lee. I believe the Secretary would use any authority pro-

vided him to the fullest value while analyses are being prepared to
make those determinations.

Senator Akaka. As the experience in Guam indicates, the brown
tree snake has had a devastating effect, as I mentioned, on birds,
including chickens. Yet, APHIS has not classified this nuisance as
an agricultural pest. What new legislation would APHIS require to
respond to pests that are not strictly speaking agricultural pests?
Mr. Lee. Our current authorities take into account the economic

impact of both animal and plant pests on commercial agricultural
commodities. APHIS' role to control non-agricultural pests would
entail an expansion of the duties required of the agency. However,
I would like to point out as I did in my testimony that APHIS is
currently developing comprehensive regulations governing the in-
troduction of non-indigenous organisms and both the intentional
and then subsequent movement of those non-indigenous organisms.
We are very willing to work with the Congress to develop necessary
legislation to respond to pests that are not now covered by our au-
thority.

Senator Akaka. The Hawaii inspection program has been of con-
cern to us. What are the impediments that prevent APHIS from in-
stitutmg the Hawaii inspection program, and how do we overcome
these problems?
Mr. Lee. There are three major impediments, Mr. Chairman, as

we see them. One is the question of authorities. One is the legal
question. The third is a resource question. I think working with the
Committee, we can resolve the third of the three. Working with the
agencies, I believe, can resolve the other two. I think those impedi-
ments can be resolved.
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Senator Akaka. Mr. McCleese, in a 1987 survey the National
Park Service asked its park superintendents to identify the prob-
lems which most threaten the well-being of our parks. Park super-
intendents were allowed to rank problems of all kinds—crime, van-
dalism, shortages of resources, and so forth. The response of the
park superintendents was overwhelming. They rated alien pests as
the most common threat to park natural resources.
As a land manager responsible for Federal forest lands, would

you agree with the priority that the park superintendents have
given this problem?
Mr. McCleese. Well, we have many high priorities, but I would

certainly rank these pests as among the highest, yes. It is a serious
problem. On the national forests, we have over 6 million acres that
are infested with noxious weeds, so just that alone is a major issue.
Senator Akaka. Funding for the biological control program in

Hawaii has continued to plummet, from $426,000 in 1990 to

$150,000 today. According to a September 1993 Forest Service re-

port, this amount is completely inadequate for operating an effec-

tive biological control research program in our State. Does this
mean that the State of Hawaii will be inadequately protected from
the continued onslaught of alien pests?
Mr. McCleese. Maybe I could refer that answer to Dr. Sesco

from the Research Branch.
Mr. Sesco. Mr. Akaka, we have currently, I believe, about

$250,000 invested in our biological control program in Hawaii.
However, to adequately address the biological control of weeds, it

would take about a minimum of $1 million in our program in Ha-
waii. I think we are currently addressing maybe three of the weed
pests and I think the estimates are around 20 pests in Hawaii. So
our program is certainly not well funded in view of the needs.
Senator Akaka. Yes, and our feeling is that because of inad-

equate funding, we will be inadequately protected. Are you inves-
tigating other means to continue work on this problem?
Mr. Sesco. Well, as Mr. McCleese said, it is certainly a high pri-

ority for us. We will continue to give it priority, but there are lim-
ited resources that we now have to deal with. One of the things
that we need to do is perhaps develop more partnerships with the
Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the State agencies and
the universities.

Senator Akaka, I now propose questions for all witnesses to an-
swer. I believe that education may be the most cost-effective tool

to slow the introduction and spread of harmful species. Federal
agencies involved with non-indigenous species responsibility could
develop broadly based environmental education programs to in-

crease public awareness of problems caused by damaging or unpre-
dictable alien pests. Airlines, port authorities and importers could
intensify their public education efforts regarding harmful NIS.
The question is, given the hundreds of millions of dollars that

APHIS and other Federsd agencies spend on quarantine, control

and eradication, do you believe that such an education progrsim
would have cost-effective results?
Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, APHIS does believe that to be a fact.

Because of our involvement in your State relative to the regulatory
movement of materials to the mainland, we conducted an in-depth
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assessment of the knowledge of our citizens there. After conducting

an intense educational program, the knowledge level improved con-

siderably. Along with that, the number of packages moving through

the mails intercepted was reduced considerably. So I view that as

a very positive approach.
Senator Akaka. Ms. Kimball?
Ms. Kimball. Mr. Chairman, I would agree. Education has been

a central part of all the work that we have done. It is important

in Sea Grant. The Aquatic Nuisance Species Program itself and the

ruffe control program contain elements of education, which we
think is very effective if properly done and funded.

Senator Akaka. Mr. Davison?
Dr. Davison. I would just add to that that I agree that education

is a cost-effective means of prevention. It is also, in addition to

what Ms. Kimball said, a part of the intentional introductions pol-

icy review being done by the task force.

Senator Akaka. Mr. McCleese?
Mr. McCleese. Mr. Chairman, we certainly agree with the need

for education. These pests know no political boundaries, so it is

very important that everyone understand what the threat is and
everyone be aware of what can and should be done about them.

Senator Akaka. One of the problems that we have with that kind
of education is to convince, for instance, the pet enthusiast that the

exotic bird or fish would constitute a serious environmental threat

if released from captivity. How would you convince them? Ms.
Kimball?
Ms. Kimball. One suggestion that has been made is to distribute

literature at the point of sale so that when people purchase these

kinds of animals they will know the impacts of uncontrolled re-

leases.

Dr. Davison. Gary Edwards has a specific example that he want-
ed to share with you.

Mr. Edwards. Mr. Chairman, one example of that is in the

aquarium trade. People purchase pet goldfish, and when they get

ready to move they w£int to know what to do with that goldfish.

One of the easy answers is to t£ike it out and dump it into your
local stream, which is not good. We have even published a little

brochure i and distributed them to aquarium stores to show that if

you take that goldfish, and put it in the freezer of your ice box, it

quietly goes to sleep. Those are the kinds of things we can distrib-

ute to the public to show them how best to dispose of these types

of unwanted pets.

Senator Akaka. Thank you very much, Mr. Edwards. I have
often wondered what one should do about aquatic species. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator Akaka. How would you compare the cost to control and
eradicate alien species with the cost of preventing their introduc-

tion in the first place? Is it more cost-effective to prevent harmful
introduction through education and enforcement than it is to eradi-

cate these pests, or live with the economic harm they inflict?

Ms. Kimball. Without question, prevention is far more cost-effec-

tive than control after the fact.

1 See pages 196-197.
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Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't say the USDA's view is ex-
actly the same, but it is much more cost-effective to prevent than
to control or eradicate or to live with it.

Dr. Davison. We share that view.
Senator Akaka. Mr. Davison agrees.

Dr. Davison. Right.

Senator Akaka. Let me ask Mr. Lee to respond and then the
other witnesses can comment as well. APHIS is proposing com-
prehensive regulations governing the introduction of non-indige-
nous plant pests. The agency will also propose to consolidate and
streamline plant and animal quarantine law.
Mr. Lee, after these changes are accomplished, what gaps will re-

main that allow the entry of economically or environmentally
harmful non-indigenous species?
Mr. Lee. The consolidation of our present authorities will give,

we believe, greater authority, expanded authority. It will correct

some of the inadequacies that were pointed out by the first panel
this afternoon, especially in the area of noxious weeds. We have
recognized the deficiencies over the years with those authorities.

The consolidated statute thus would broaden the authority, but I

should tell the Committee that it still will be related to pests and
diseases of agricultural commodities. So there would be a gap be-

tween what we currently do now with plsmt pests, animal (hseases
and plant diseases and what is desired by the Congress on non-ag-
ricultural pests and diseases.

The correction, we believe, will be advantageous because it has
a spillover or bleed-over effect into non-agricultural settings, so it

does have value that way, but the intent is the agriculture-related

activities.

Senator Akaka. Are there further comments?
[No response.]

Senator Akaka. I would like to ask everyone to respond to this

question again. After the changes that APHIS has identified are ac-

complished, what gaps will remain that allow the entry of economi-
cally or environmentally harmful non-indigenous species?

Dr. Davison. Well, Mr. Chairman, there are certainly the gaps
that we have discussed previously this afternoon about the Lacey
Act.

Senator Akaka. Well, let me continue. In its September report
the OTA concluded that the total number of harmful alien species

and their cumulative impacts are creating a growing economic and
environmental burden for our country. I ask you to look back over
the experience of the agencies in dealing with alien pests. The ex-

plosive growth in commerce, tourism, and travel seems to continue
with no end in sight.

Do you agree with OTA's conclusion that alien species are a
growing economic and environmental burden for our Nation?

Dr. Davison. Yes, I agree that the ecological effects and economic
effects are becoming increasingly severe.

Senator Akaka. Ms. Kimball?
Ms. Kimball. I would agree with that and add that it is also a

problem internationally and we are trying to deal with that now.
Senator Akaka. Mr. Lee?
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Mr. Lee. Yes, sir very much so. We believe, over the information

that has been provided, that it would be nothing other than a very

burdensome load for us to continue to carry.

Senator Akaka. Mr. McCleese?
Mr. McCleese. Yes, we certainly agree to that.

Senator Akaka. You have been wonderful with your responses.

If there are no more questions, let me bring the hearing to a close.

Today's hearing confirms the need for a more comprehensive na-

tional policy to guard against the introduction of harmful alien

pests. Invasive alien plants and animals cause great economic and
ecological harm to our country, as you have all agreed. The enor-

mous change to native ecosystems, as well as potential future im-

pacts, demands a thoughtftil, comprehensive approach from the

highest levels of government.
Current Federal and State legislation is piecemeal, at best. De-

spite the efforts of numerous Federal and State agencies, invasive

non-indigenous species continue to enter and spread, causing eco-

nomic and environmental harm.
We need to embark on a strategic plan, one that will unify the

efforts of Federal and State agencies, non-governmental organiza-

tions, agricultural interests and universities to combat these

threats on a common front. The Federal witnesses testifying today

have spoken of their efforts to improve cooperation and to coordi-

nate alien species initiatives. The steps they have taken are mean-
ingful. Given the magnitude of this problem, however, a giant leap

forward will be necessary if we are to achieve meaningful progress

against the endless tide of new pests.

Congress and the administration must promote stronger inter-

agency coordination and cooperation at the State and Federal level.

From your statements, there are indications that you are doing just

that. Federal agencies should work creatively to solve jurisdictional

problems. Adequate fiinds should be provided for research, and to

fund the agencies that safeguard our natural resources. And we
must institute education programs that will enlighten the public

about our collective responsibility to prevent the introduction and
spread of alien species. New laws will be needed, priorities must
be rearranged, and the public must be educated about the dangers
of new infestations.

I thank all the witnesses for their testimony and recommenda-
tions. We will have some questions for the record and I will appre-

ciate your cooperation in responding.
Senator Akaka. The Committee will keep the record open for 30

days to receive additional written testimony. I also have some ma-
terial to be included in the record. ^

Senator Akaka. If there are no further questions or comments,
this concludes the hearing, and I conclude it v^dth much apprecia-

tion to all of you for your help to this Committee.
The Committee stands in recess, subject to the call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]

'Seepages 198-201.





APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. DEWEY M. CARON

It is with great pleasure that I offer these views on the Africanized bee, an intro-

duced non-indigenous alien insect species now occupying three U.S. States. I began
studying this bee in 1982 as it invaded Panama and am continuing mv studies to

the present time. As president of the Eastern Branch, Entomological Society of

America and Board Chairman of the Eastern Apicultural Society, as well as an ac-

tive research/extension/teaching professor in the field of Entomology and Apiculture,

I am fully prepared to assist in your consideration of this important legislation.

The population of this ahen honey bee commonly called African or Africanized by
my colfea^es, or as killer bee by some of the general public and media, represents

a contradiction and a challenge for those of us that conduct research and seek to

extend scientific knowledge to the public^ress and to our distinguished elected offi-

cials at local. State and national levels. Tnis bee, whatever we may call it, is a con-

tradiction in its biology and behavior, aspects many eminent scientists have inves-

tigated the past 20+ years. It is also a contradiction for the media, for the general

public and a contradiction to you and your colleagues in elected and non-elected gov-

ernmental positions that must develop policies to deal with it. Let me provide some
background and then express my views, as scientist and extension entomologist,

about how public policy might interface with Africanized honey bees.

Some background on Africanized bees

I will refer to this honey bee as Africanized. It is not native to the U.S. but then
no species of honey bee is. The Africanized bee is a population that is highly vari-

able. The population originated from queens carried from Eastern Africa, where it

is recognized as a distinct geographical race with certain behavioral and morphologi-

cal characteristics, to southern Brazil. The intent of this iniportation into Brazil was
to improve the honey bees of the tropical area of that South American country.

Brazil, like the U.S., had earlier imported honey bees from temperate climates. This
worked fine in the U.S. with a pronounced seasonal temperature and day length

cycle but tropical areas have a different seasonality, primarily based on wet and dry
weather patterns.
This race of bees from Africa was known for defensiveness and its migratory tend-

ency. It stings rapidly when disturbed and continues nest defense for a longer time
and distance at the homesite and it migrates or absconds when climate or food re-

sources become less favorable. Both features are not desirable for beekeeping or

management by beekeepers accustomed to the European bee races previously im-

ported into the Americas.
The objective of the importation was to incorporate genetic material into the popu-

lation of bees in Brazil and to breed a bee more suited to the tropics. Before this

was accomplished, the bee accidentally escaped as bee swarms. Biology would tell

us that the genetic material of this import should have been hybridized out of exist-

ence as only a few bee colonies were being released into a much larger population

of honey bees not having the same gene pool. One of the contradictions of this bee

is that this didn't occur.

Instead, the honey hse population of southern Brazil was changed over to a gene
pattern very similar to the bees carried to Brazil from Africa. Additionally, in con-

tradiction to what was expected, the population began to spread and with more
breeding it continued to convert more and more bees of temperate genetic character-

istics to what it was—it was after all a bee that through centuries of evolution was
well suited to the tropical season. The European race bees it was breeding with had
had only a couple of hundred years of adjustment to the American tropics.

This population first drew the attention of U.S. scientists in the late 60s. It was
not investigated by U.S. scientists imtil a 1972 NSF sponsored tour of Brazil by a

(69)
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dozen of my colleagues. The bee population reached the isthmus of Panama in 1982
where I first began my studies and the U.S. border near Brownsville in South Texas
in 1990. The population now occupies all of the Americas except southern Argentina,
Chile and the altiplanno of the Andes. In the U.S. it occurs m three States. It has
expanded its range slowly northward along the Gulf of Mexico but more rapidly
westward to New Mexico and Arizona.
The ultimate distribution of this population within the U.S. is a subject of consid-

erable debate. Based on my studies I oelieve it will eventually inhabit and predomi-
nate, at least in feral or non-managed colonies, in a distribution pattern resembling
a "smile"—upward along both coasts (California or higher on the west and Delmarva
with adjacent Piedmont or higher on the East Coast) and then across the Southern
States from Coast to Coast. Other colleagues believe it will spread more completely
within the U.S. and mix more readily with the managed bee hives of beekeepers.
Another of the contradictions of this bee, as you can see, is we don't know how ex-

tensively the bee will spread in the U.S. Tms leads to challenges in what should
or can be done about this alien invader.

Introduction of Africanized bee genetic material into the U.S. does not fit the
same pattern as invasions of other non-indigenous pest species such as Asian gypsy
moth, khapra beetle, Mediterranean ftniit flies ana a whole host of fruit and orna-

mental plant pests we currently seek to keep out. The Africanized bee is a popu-
lation 01 honey bees which moved naturally from Brazil into the southern U.S. The
bee is an ecotype that has proved to be better suited for the climatic conditions of

the Americas than other honey bees earlier imported for beekeeping.
It is clear in my opinion, that Africanized bees will continue to spread and eventu-

ally inhabit a wider range of the U.S. because it will outcompete in the natural se-

lection "game", asserting its genetic makeup over other honey bee ecotypes. We can
do little to slow its natural spread, nor eliminate the population as we have done
with some pests like screwworm flies, but we must continue efforts to minimize
man-assisted spread of this bee much like the program we currently conduct for fire

ant control.

What has been done to prevent introduction into the U.S.

As the Africanized bee population spread in South America, we in the U.S. be-

came more aware of its undesirable characteristic of defensiveness. People and ani-

mals were stung and some who were allergic, or too old, or too informed, or who
made poor decisions (such as to attempt to hide not flee) died from receiving too

many stings. One instance of a human death has already occurred in the U.S. Many
of these stinging "accidents" get reported in the press, not entirely inappropriate for

a general public who are entomophobic—scared of insects and relatives like spiders.

In the late 70*8, scientists such as Orley Taylor and a number of his graduate stu-

dents of the University of Kansas and scientists of the USDA, ARS began studies

on this bee and its reproductive and defensive behaviors. We began to investigate

what makes a tropical bee different from a temperate bee. Studies have continued
as the bee expanded northward and have increased in number as the distance has
shortened between the population and our own border. The potential negative im-

pact has helped make more funding available for research and extension projects.

We know a lot about the Africanized bee but the contradictions of still not being
able to better predict what impact it will have on U.S. agriculture, including bee-

keeping, or the general public, still remains.
Little was done to prevent the population of Africanized bees from reaching the

U.S. border—but then there was little that could be done. There were some unreal-

istic suggestions for trying to stop or slow the population at the isthmus of Panama,
since our military forces still largely controlled the terrain alongside the Panama
Canal. In cooperation with SARH, the Mexican Department of Agriculture, our own
USDA attempted to create a zone of high concentration of European race managed
colonies coupled with intensive swarm removal at the Gulf of Tehuantepec in that

narrowing of central America but rugged terrain, a late start and failure to obtain

complete beekeeper cooperation proved to be drawbacks.
A very successful interdiction effort was maintained at U.S. ports of entry.

Swarms of bees, some Africanized, were discovered and destroyed at many east/west

coast and Great Lakes ports. This effort continues today. Since the Africanized bee
arrived in the U.S., 18 bee captures, in which the bees were identified as

Africanized, mostly in East coast ports, have occurred. A population of Africanized

bees accidently transported into the Lost Hills area of California was destroyed after

an extensive and expensive eradication campaign that cost over $1 million dollars

in that State in 1985. Today Federal USDA, APHIS and virtually all States with
ocean ports have a program of interdiction. In my own State of Delaware for exam-
ple, University, State Department of Agriculture and USDA, have a coordinated pro-
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gram at the Port of Wilmington and at the major boat anchorage in the Delaware

Bay to attract swarms and destroy such possible alien bee entries before they escape

and breed.
, , .

,
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It should be noted, human nature what it is, that there was widespread apathy

here in the U.S., disbelief of the potential threat and a U.S. beekeeping industry

totally consummed with dealing with serious problems of parasitic mites introduced

into the U.S. in the mid 80s during this time. A standard "assumption all along

has been—"that is their problem, not ours" and the coroUary—'Ve will deal with

it if or when it arrives." Many have assumed it would not arrive or if it did it would

not be a problem.

What is currently being done

A number of efforts are currently underway to deal with the introduction of

Africanized honey bees into the U.S. Texas, the first State invaded and one of the

most diversified in the beekeeping industry, has had the most experience with the

bee The Texas Department of Agriculture is responsible for the bee program.

USDA APHIS originally had a presence in south Texas but now it is doing less.

A USDA, ARS lab just dedicated in Westlaco provides technical support but it is

hampered in that it isn't yet at full strength. Significant training programs and an

educational effort is underway by Texas A & M and the Texas Cooperative Exten-

sion system. Beekeepers and the beekeeping industry are fully mvolved and sup-

portive in all aspects of the program.
. , , ox ^ t-. -i.

Arizona and New Mexico are less prepared for the Afi-icanized bee. State Depart-

ment of Agriculture officials will be responsible for the majority of the program. An
educational program in the school system and on Indian reservations, although in-

adequately funded, includes Federal, State and industry efforts to reach school chil-

dren. One new wrinkle in erradication of feral swarms and colonies now manifest

in these drier localities is the tendency of the Africanized bee to proliferate in cities

and towns where water is more readily accessible while remaining scare in more

arid rural sites. Utility containers such as those for telephone and particularly

water service boxes are proving to be very desirable nest sites for this bee—such

sites are generally too small for European-race bees.

In California, individual counties will be responsible for Africanized bee programs.

Imperial and San Diego Counties have action plans for dealing with the bee and

will likely soon be faced with that reality. Other States, some counties and a few

municipalities have an Africanized bee action plan, most patterned after the Texas

State plan and a national plan developed by scientists, government officials and in-

dustry from a series of national meetings. National organizations such as the Apiap^

Inspectors of America, which are the State government officials dealing most di-

rectly with beekeepers, national and regional industry associations, such as the

Eastern Apicultural Society that I serve as Chairmaii of the Board, and State and

local beekeeping and entomological organizations have offered educational proOTams

and training for beekeepers, tarmers and the general public regarding this bee. I

have presented my views and recommendations to countless bee, commodity and

civic organizations at every level since my direct involvement with Africanized bees.

Action plans involve removal of swarms and feral colonies where they might cause

problems, a quarantine system that permits movement of beekeeper maintained

colonies only under certain circumstances and education of the general public about

the bee. Training for responsible public officials is available such as African bee ID

from USDA, ARS, as are a variety of governmental and commercial training aids.

More assistance is needed to permit purchase of and maintenance of bait hives so

states/counties/municipalities can more accurately determine the spread of this bee

population in areas where it does not yet exist. Additional funding for training and

training materials is also needed.

The Texas Department of Agriculture quarantine plan seeks to reduce man-as-

sisted movement of Afi-icanized bee genetic material while assuring beekeepers the

opportunity to pursue their liveUhood or hobbyist interests. Less than 5 percent of

the 100+ stinging incidents in south Texas reported since arrival of the Africanized

bee in 1990 have involved beekeeper hives yet used bee equipment is odor-charged

and highly attractive to bee swarms. To date, no beekeeper movement of Africanized

bee genetic material to other locations in the U.S. has occurred.

Past experience with industry/regulatory attempts to reduce the spread of para-

sitic bee mites suggest the effort to reduce man-assisted movement of Afi-icanized

bees will be an up-hill battle. Our industry is highly mobile and an apparent short-

age of bee colonies of adequate strength to meet current pollination needs will mean
continuation of this mobility. No State or region is self-sufficient to meet pollination

needs or to raise queens/package bees to offset heavy colony losses due to mites and

pesticides. Pollination is often perceived of as a "free" service of the bee. Countless
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economic analyses demonstrate that not to be the case and beekeepers who operate
only as crop pollinators lose money—more money the more colonies rented. Our
challenge is to reduce man-assisted movement of this bee while protecting the avail-

ability of bees to meet crop pollination needs.

Suggestions for future actions

Federal involvement beyond the current level is needed for the Africanized bee.

USDA, ARS in coniunction with USDA, ES (extension) and CSRS (Cooperative State
research) has conducted and continues to perform excellent research, training and
educational efforts with the Africanized bee. There is need for expansion of all of

these functions. Target audiences include beekeepers and the bee industry, State,

county and municipal authorities (elected and non-elected that now or in the future
will have to deal with this alien introduced species) and the general public that may
face accidental encounters with defensive behaviors of Africanized bees.

A high priority for dealing with Africanized bees is to reduce man-assisted move-
ment of Africanized bee genetic material while protecting the availability of honey
bee colonies for pollination of crops and allowing beekeepers a reasonable oppor-
tunity to pursue their business or nobbyist interests. This is a formidable challenge
and a contradiction to how parasitic bee mites and introductions of other alien in-

sect species programs have functioned.

Possible ports of entry and isolated geographical enclaves such as the Islands of

Hawaii and Puerto Rico need continued interdiction efforts and continued destruc-

tion of accidental invaders. Since the population of Africanized bees is both external

to our shores and also currently within three States (and likely to continue to ex-

pand its range into additional U.S. territory), the possibilities of man-assisted
spread has expanded making the task more difficult.

Federal assistance is needed to help monitor the spread of Africanized bees within

the U.S. Currently, USDA, ARS assists in training on Africanized bee ID and in ID
confirmations for APHIS intercepts. USDA, APHIS initially assisted with trapping
swarms at monitoring stations in south Texas but has now withdrawn. It was un-

clear, at least to many of us outside of the Federal Government, what role APHIS
would assume after the Africanized bee population reached the U.S. This in part

hampered other governmental and non-govemmental agencies for establishing their

territories as part of the solution puzzle, due to this major player holding a stage

it eventually has seemingly abandoned. Assistance in the form of a cooperative trap-

ping program or, as a minimum, purchasing of traps and pheromone lures for State
deplojrment is recommended.
USDA, ARS, ES and CSRS all have training and educational programs but their

outreach is limited. One program need is to reach youngsters to teach them about
the need for bees and avoid having bees become part of the mindset that "the only

good bug is a dead bug." Recently the American Association of Professional

Apiculturists (AAPA), of which I am a member, has assisted with a contribution to

Arizona for a public school and native American bee education program. Kits are

available for further distribution but funds are needed to expand this worthwhile
effort.

I have pointed out that research is still needed to provide answers. The lead

USDA, ARS bee lab for Africanized bee studies is short two scientists. There has
been a shift of funding from research to implementation in the U.S. resulting in less

funds to find solutions. State and industry sources are not adequate although they

help. Just this year, my group, the Eastern Apicultural Society established a foun-

dation, primarily from member contributions, to fund honey bee research to help fill

the gap. Producers of crops that rely on honey bees for pollination have been sup-

portive and have funded bee studies.

The mechanism that seems to be most effective in reducing man-assisted move-
ment of Africanized bees is establishment of a quarantine zone. So far this has been
done only in Texas which had in place an action plan to deal with the Africanized

bee before its arrival. Now with multistate distrioution we need Federal involve-

ment. A national conference of USDA-NASDA (National Association of State De-
partments of Agriculture) sponsorship held in 1991 was directed toward develop-

ment of a national certification plan. Now seems an appropriate time to again get

all segments of the industry together with governmental and research agencies to

listen to what is working in Texas and develop a workable, effective national action

plan for Africanized bees.

Finally this recommendation—although the Africanized bee is not your standard

non-indigenous species, it represents a significant danger, as does the invasion of

many other alien plant and animal species. Only with a strong effort by dedicated

employees in the trenches and enlightened supervision at field and top administra-

tion levels, can we spend our tax dollars wisely. Money spent now to keep an alien
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species out or to reduce further distribution of a natural non-native population once

established, such as the case in the Africanized honey bee, saves money in the long

run and reduces the possibility of greater environmental contamination while better

protecting the health of the general population.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DON C. SCHMITZ

Senator Akaka and Members of the Committee: Thank you for the opportunity to

appear before you to make a statement concerning the Florida Department of Envi-

ronmental Protection's views on Federal policies governing the introduction of non-

indigenous plant and animal species.

T^ to visualize with me for a few moments that unique ecosystem in south Flor-

ida known as the "Everglades." Picture in your mind its large expanses of native

sawgrass, its beautiful tree island hammocks, its slow, vast southern sheet flow of

water, its rare and endangered wildlife—the snail kite, the Florida panther, and the

American crocodile. Visualize the millions of birds that call this ecosystem home.

Try to understand the importance of this ecosvstem with its bio-diversity, not only

to the fish and wildlife, but to the citizens of southern Florida who depend upon

its water for life. Without it, the magnificent Florida Bay becomes an aquatic desert,

too salty to be a nursery for millions of marine organisms that are so vital as a food

source for both wildlife and humankind. And finally, try to visualize the economic

importance of this unique place, not only for its natural resources, but for its impor-

tance as one of the prime tourist destinations in all of the world. It has been des-

ignated a world heritage site, international biosphere reserve, and wetland of inter-

national importance. .„ « ^ r •
.l- u n

Now with this picture firmly in mind, picture if you will a fleet of gigantic bull-

dozers slowly crawUng their way across the vast expanses of the Everglades. As

they move, they destroy everything in their paths—the wetlands are filled in, the

waters are drained, the birds and animals are driven out, and their food sources

are forever lost. Imagine if you can, this slow and certain armada completely de-

stroying the Everglades in the course of a few short years. This scenario is the

equivalent of what is happening in the Everglades at this very moment as a result

of the invasion by the alien melaleuca trees.
j j

The Australian melaleuca tree {Melaleuca quinquenervia), first introduced into

southern Florida for its "swamp-drying abilities" around the turn of the century, is

rapidly invading what remains of the Everglades wetland system at an estimated

rate of 50 acres per day. Dense melaleuca forests almost totally displace native

vegetation and its associated wildlife, resulting in a catastrophic loss of biological

diversity in these areas. Worse, the melaleuca tree is a thirsty tree using four tirnes

more water than the native grasses it displaces in the Everglades. Water is vital

to the Everglades, and the loss of valuable water resources will only increase as

melaleuca continues its relentless spread. This will threaten not only the ability of

the Everglades and Florida Bay to survive, but also the ability of the Biscayne aqui-

fer (which underlies an area of 3,200 sauare miles in Dade, Broward, and Palm

Beach Counties) to recharge. It is the sole source of fi-esh-water along this highly

populated coast. Left unchecked, the melaleuca invasion in the Everglades will de-

stroy this "river of grass," despite past and present efforts to preserve it for future

generations.
t-.i j

More than 900 species of alien plants have become established in Florida, the ma-

jority of which are found in the State's wetland and upland forest ecosystems. Al-

most one half of these alien plants were intentionally imported as landscape

ornamentals, contaminants of agricultural practices, or as potential sources of food,

timber, fiber, and forage. Many of these biological pollutants were imported, pro-

moted, and released into Florida's environment by Federal agencies. The United

States Soil Conservation Service, the United States Army Corps of Engineers, and

the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) played pivotal roles m intro-

ducing and helping to spread many of the invasive alien plants that presently

plague Florida's natural areas. Present estimates indicate that more than 2y2 mil-

lion acres of Florida's remaining natural areas have become infested with non-native

plants. These alien plant and animal invasions can alter the very fabric of native

ecosystems. It can change them from once highly diverse biological systems to bland,

monospecific structures.

Most Floridians, as is the case with most Americans, are unaware of the severe

ecological damage that invasive alien plant and animal species are causing in the

natural environment. Additional invasive alien plant species are invading Florida's

waterways and what remains of its natural coastal areas. Hydrilla (Hydrilla

verticillata), a submersed vine-like plant from Ceylon, is fouling, clogging, and de-
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Btroying 75,000 acres of Florida's lakes, rivers, and streams. It continues to spread
and to infest new water bodies. Along the coastlines of southern and central Florida,
Australian pine trees {Casuarina spp.) heavily infest both the east and west coasts
of the undeveloped portions of barrier islands. Besides totally displacing native
beach plant communities, the dense shallow root systems of Australian pine trees
interfere with the ability of endangered and threatened sea turtles to excavate suit-

able nesting cavities.

Since invasive alien species don't respect jurisdictional boundary lines, good co-

ordination is essential in managing these destructive species. The Florida Exotic
Pest Plant Council, a non-profit organization, was established in 1984 and has
helped coordinate what meager funding resources have been available in Florida to

combat this menace in wetland and upland forests on both State and Federal lands.
However, there is a desperate need for funds to manage and to find long-term solu-

tions to the environmental problems caused by these species. For example, we are
only capable of managing one half of the melaleuca populations in the Everglades
because of lack of funding. The U.S. Fish and Wilolire Service has no dedicated
funding source to manage its vast melaleuca populations (20,000 acres) in the
Loxahatchee National Wildlife Preserve, the northern headwaters of the Everglades.
Everglades National Park needs an additional $325,000 to establish an alien plant
control program within the park, and to continue support of a regional multi-agency
management and biocontrol effort. Funding for a long-term solution, such as finding
biological control agents to stop the spread of melaleuca, has been tenuous at best.

The State of Florida applauds the efforts by the State of Hawaii in attempting
to protect their island State from the introduction of invasive alien plant and animal
species. However, this is not an exclusive environmental problem found only in Flor-

iaa and Hawaii. Large expanses of wetlands in the northeastern United States,
southeastern Canada, the midwest, and in scattered locations of the western United
States have been overrun and lost to a contaminant of European ship ballast, the
purple loosestrife plant (Lythrum salicaria). In the south, the oriental kudzu vine
IPueraria lobata), which was spread by the United States Soil Conservation Service
in the 19308 (government incentives were as much as $8 an acre for farmers to plant
it), has drastically decreased biological diversity in millions of acres of forested land.

Now, what can the Federal Government do about this ecological catastrophe that
is slowly engulfing our Nation's remaining natural areas? Although the State of

Florida acknowledges its own responsibility to deal with this problem (a study was
recently initiated by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection that will

make recommendations to Florida's legislature for the establishment of a com-
prehensive program for the research into and control of alien plants and animals
that are invasive to public lands), there are things only the Federal Government can
do. It is imperative that we "turn off the spigot" of new invasive alien plant species.

Presently, there is no screening of plant or animal species by the USDA for their

{)otential invasiveness in our Nation's natural areas. For example, unless they are
isted as Federal Noxious Weeds, foreign plants can easily be introduced. At least

750 weeds meeting the Act's definition remain unlisted. If it wasn't for the valiant
efforts by Congressman E. Clay Shaw fi-om Ft. Lauderdale, melaleuca would have
never been listed as a Federal Noxious Weed by the USDA. Secondly, no one is in

charge. It is imperative that a lead Federal agency be designated to identify problem
areas, and to provide general oversight and funding help in the development of
State and Federal management programs. The Florida Department of Environ-
mental Protection endorses the proposed changes to the Federal Noxious Weed Act
that have been made by the Weed Science Society of America, the National Plant
Board, and the Natural Resources Defense Council.

Billions of dollars have been spent in the United States to buy environmentally
sensitive areas to protect them from pollution and development, yet the biological

heritage to be preserved for future generations is being overrun and lost to non-in-

digenous species. This is especially true in Florida.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOWARD M. SINGLETARY, JR.

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you and testify

about the significant impact of the introduction of non-indigenous plant and animal
species to the United States and directly to North Carolina. Since the major focus
of my 30 year career has been spent working in the area of plant pest exclusion
and regulatory agriculture, I possess a unique perspective that will hopefully be of
benefit to vou in your deliberations. My comments represent the views of the State
of North Carolina, the Weed Science Society of America (WSSA) of which I am a
member and have recently served as Chairman of the Federal Noxious and Invasive
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Weeds Committee, the Intermountain Noxious Weed Advisory Council (INWAC) and
the National Plant Board (NPB). The WSSA is composed of weed scientists in the
academic community, private industry, regulatory and public service industry and
private practitioners with a membership of approximately 2,300 members. INWAC
is a voluntary organization with membership from public and private sectors mainly
representing western States, whose function is to serve as a liaison between States,
Congress, Federal agencies and trade associations on issues regarding noxious
weeds. The NPB is composed of State plant pest regulatory officials from all 50
States and Puerto Rico.

According to the U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment on Harmful Non-
Indigenous Species in the United States, there are at least 4,500 species of foreign
origin that have established populations in this country. Many of these non-indige-
nous species including wheat, soybeans and cattle have played a significant role in
U.S. agriculture as we know it today. However, approximately 15 percent of all non-
indigenous species have been documented to cause severe harm. In many cases, spe-
cies have been introduced from distant geographical areas into the United States.
When these species are placed into new areas lacking environmental and biological
restraints of previous habitats, their aggressive behavior may allow them to become
serious pests in agricultural, rangeland, wetland or aquatic systems.
The economic, health, and environmental costs due to the presence of plant pests

are staggering. I would hke to highlight examples of weed and insect pests in agri-
culture, forestry and natural areas which serve as indicators of the problems we are
experiencing today.
Weeds compete directly with agricultural crops by reducing quantity and quality

and increasing overall weed management costs. According to the estimates derived
from the Weed Science Society of America Crop Losses Due to Weeds—1992, losses
directly attributable to non-indigenous weeds are estimated to range from $3.6 bil-

lion to $5.4 billion dollars annually. This calculation does not include environ-
mental, human health, regulatory and other indirect costs associated with non-in-
digenous species estimated to be an additional $1 billion dollars annually.
Witchweed IStriga asiatica) is a semiparasitic plant that attacks com, sorghum, and
sugarcane reducing yields and restricting movement of commodities to other areas.
This non-indigenous species was detected on more than 430,000 acres in the States
of North and South Carolina in the late 1950's. Without direct intervention, this
pest represented a direct threat to com growing areas of the United States. A coop-
erative eradication project initiated by the USDA-APHIS, PPQ, North Carolina De-
partment of Agriculture and the South Carolina Department of Plant Industry has
been successftil in reducing the infested acreage to 38,000 acres. Direct costs associ-
a^ed with this weed to date have exceeded $150 miUion dollars.
There are numerous examples of introduced insect pests causing serious threats

to agricultural production. The Mediterranean fruit fly {Ceratitis capitata) is consid-
ered one of the most destructive pests of citrus and other tropical and subtropical
finiits. Once established, this insect is capable of interrupting trade from the United
Stats to citrus growing areas in other parts of the world. Annual losses of up to
$897 million in damaged produce, control, and reduced export revenues have been
documented in several outbreaks in California alone.
The European Gypsy Moth (Lymantria dispar) (EGM) was accidently released in

Massachusetts in 1869. Since then the gypsy moth has spread throughout New Eng-
land, south to Virginia and northeastern North Carolina and west to Michigan. The
Asian Gypsy Moth (AGM) was first detected in North America in British Columbia
(Canada) and the States of Oregon and Washington (U.S.) in 1991. During 1993, the
Asian Gypsy Moth was again introduced to the United States into eastern North
Carolina from Germany on shipments of military munitions. This strain is actually
a hybrid strain with DNA characteristics of both the AGM and the EGM. The intro-
duction of this insect into North Carolina represents a threat to forests and urban
areas of the State by causing tree death, alteration of species composition in natural
ecosystems and directly impacting the landscape. An eradication effort is planned
for this pest in North Carolina with program costs projected to be $9.4 million over
a 3 year period.

On a national level, laws and regulations addressing non-indigenous species are
disjointed with responsibility for administration, implementation, control and regu-
latory functions spread over 21 agencies. In the current scheme, one specific agency
may have responsibility for control or eradication programs while others address
movement into the United States or interstate movement. This patchwork of agency
involvement has prevented, in many cases, a prompt and timely reaction to the in-
troduction of non-indigenous species thus allowing a prime opportunity for their full
establishment and subsequent spread.
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In order to address the problem of non-indigenous species, there must be a coordi-

nated effort at the Federal level to identify pest problems at an early stage and pre-

vent their entry. In order to locate infestations at this level, Federal agencies must
improve current survey and detection techniques. Intentional and accidental intro-

ductions must be monitored extensively at ports of entry by properly trained and
technical personnel. At this small scale, there is a possibility or eradicating the pop-
ulation prior to the time it escapes thus eliminating the need for additional or ex-

tensive pesticide applications. To accomplish the objective of early intervention and
prevention, adequate and stable funding must be established enabling Federal agen-
cies to address non-indigenous species on an emergency basis.

Policy issues as outlined in the recently released OTA Report and by the USDA-
APHIS, PPQ Weed Policy Steering Group in their departmental recommendations
represent a shift to a more holistic approach in reacting to the introduction of non-
indigenous plant and animal species in the United States. One strea that cries out,

in my opinion, for more attention and funding is the area of noxious weed introduc-

tions. Considering the full impacts of non-indigenous species, weeds have far more
impact from an economic perspective on agricultural and natural ecosystems than
any other pests. Presently, they receive less attention because they do not creep,

crawl, or fly and in many cases take longer to establish and begin to proliferate.

In the near future, I hope there will be cooperation in Congress to revise the Fed-
eral Noxious Weed Law granting full authority to react promptly to the introduction

of non-indigenous weed species. Without careful and deliberate attention, I feel the

rich plant and animal diversity so much a part of our natural habitats will be lost

to non-indigenous species. I urge you as Members of Congress to review these issues

and take appropriate actions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES T. CARLTON

Our coastal waters—our estuaries, bays, ports, harbors, rocky shores, salt

marshes, sandy beaches, sounds, and many other habitats—are now the honie of

hundreds of species of exotic marine, brackish-water, and freshwater organisms.

These invasions continue into 1994 in a biological "game" of ecological roulette:

• In the Pacific Northwest, where once were vast areas of critical open habitat

on upper intertidal bay shores, are now equally vast meadows of the Japanese
eelgrass, Zostera japonica. Open flats are now rooted vegetation, a profound
change that can dramatically alter the distribution of native animals and
plants, the accumulation of sediments, and potentially soil chemistry.

The Japanese eelgrass was accidentally introduced in the 1940s or 1950s with
shipments of Japanese commercial oysters.

• In many parts of San Francisco Bay it is now difficult if not impossible to find

native species. Over 200 species of exotic animals and plants are now found
from the Golden Gate to the shipping channels of Sacramento, and from the

marshes of Vallejo to the lagoons of San Jose. In some parts of San Francisco
Bay, guidebooks to the marine life of Japan and to the marine life of New Eng-
land are all one needs to identify the common species.

Sea anemones, snails, sea squirts, sponges, seaweeds, and a vast variety of

other organisms were brought to San Francisco Bay on the bottoms of Gold
Rush ships in the 1850s, and these invasions continue today in the ballast

water of global ships in the 1990s. Many other species were inadvertently

transported to the Bay with Atlantic and Japanese oysters. How the Bay
"works"—everything from the food webs and the energy flow to the geology

of the bay shores—has been profoundly changed by these invasions.

• A boat mooring—a long piece of V2" nylon line, for example—hauled up in Long
Island Sound is covered with luxuriant growths of 6"-long brown seasquirts and
12"-long mats of thick green seaweed. Sprinkled here and there are large or-

ange patches of another seasquirt, and little orange-striped sea anemones poke
out from within this fouling matrix. A third type of opaque white seasquirt is

squeezed in every possible crack.

The brown seasquirts are Styela clava, the introduced Asian species that may
have displaced many populations of our native mussel Mytilus edulis. It

reached our shores on boat bottoms from Europe in the early 1970s. The or-

ange seasquirts are Botrylloides diegensis, inadvertently introduced from Cali-

fornia by an experimental scientist; it too arrived in the early 19703. The
green seaweed is the Asian algae Codium fragile tomentosoides—first found
at Montauk Point, New York, in 1957, and now found from Maine to North
Carolina. The sea anemones are the Japanese Haliplanella lineata—an older
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introduction from the 1890s. And the opaque white seasquirt is the latest ad-
dition—the European Ascidiella aspersa, which seems to have newly appeared
in the mid- to late-19808. The Asian species arrived on our Atlantic seaboard

f)re8umably on boat bottoms—but the new European seasquirt may be a bal-

ast water introduction. Scientists are not immune to moving species around,
and the orange California seasquirt appears to represent such an example in

our marine waters. It is probable that sampling this community a few years
from now—or tomorrow—would reveal another new invasion. These massive
populations of seaweeds and sea squirts coating marine installations can have
an extensive economic impact—and can alter dramatically the abundance of
native species.

No coastal State or possession in the United States is now free from invasions

—

nor is any region immune to future invasions. The long legacy of maritime com-
merce and other activities has left us with often extensive accumulations of exotic

species from around the world. The pace of these invasions appears to have in-

creased dramatically at the end of the 20th century. The lessons of past invasions

dictate that as long as a transport corridor for non-indigenous species is in place,

the potential for future invasions is high—invasions that include predators, competi-

tors, diseases, and pathogens.
In many cases, these exotic species do not come to the attention of public or politi-

cal arenas. Such species are the interests and concerns of scientists—but since many
of these species appear to have no immediate, direct, and profound human impact,

they remain of relatively little concern outside the world of scientists. In turn, this

means that the mechanisms that brought these species to our shores continue

unabated, and with every new spin of the exotic species roulette wheel a non-indige-

nous animal and plant with vast potential for altering human society could be re-

leased. The wheel spins every hour, 24 hours a day, for our aquatic communities.
Research in my laboratory on ballast water and sediments indicates that, without

controls, there will be new invasions into United States waters—waters that sup-

port important fisheries, navigation, and recreation—of exotic aquatic animals and
plants from Europe, Asian, and other countries, equal to or exceeding the impact
of the zebra mussel.
Under current U.S. law, ballast water must be exchanged before entering the

Great Lakes. That is, ballast water from a foreign port must be deballasted and the

ship reballasted on the high seas. Thus, water released into the Great Lakes would
have a vastly reduced probability of leading to invasions by freshwater organisms.

Additional law soon extends this provision to the Hudson River. When a vessel is

bound for freshwater ports of the U.S., this exchange process has the added advan-
tage of the ocean salt water killing any freshwater organisms that may remain in

the ballast tanks after the exchange process.

At the present time U.S. law does not require vessels from foreign ports to ex-

change their water if bound for ports other than in the Great Lakes (or Hudson
River). The current absence of Federal law has led and is now leading a number
of States to determine what actions can be taken at a regional level. However, even
if such laws were in place—and it is critical that we look in that direction—we also

now know that ballast exchange is only the first preliminary step in the prevention

of exotic aquatic invasions of harmful species.

Ballast exchange is almost always only partially achieved—it is most often inipos-

sible to release all water from a ship before needing to reballast. Thus, vessels from
foreign saltwater ports bound for U.S. saltwater ports which have in fact atternpted

ballast exchange will thus almost certainly continue to release some of their original

water (and animals and plants therein) anyway—and in these cases the process of

reballasting with high seas saltwater will of course not kill the remaining saltwater

organisms. We believe this is a serious hole in ballast water control—because of the

potential shortfalls in saltwater-to-saltwater port transport, all of our coastal ports

are clearly at great risk from invasions, even if ballast exchange were in place for

our coasts.

In addition, many vessels cannot and would not exchange their water during

storm conditions—conditions that can prevail on the open ocean for perhaps half the

year or more.
These and other considerations mean that while ballast water exchange is a good

first step, "real" control efforts will mean studying other ballast water management
scenarios, demonstrating and implementing ballast water management technologies

in order to insure "environmentally sound" ships of the future. The recently com-
pleted "Shipping Study", mandated under Public Law 101-646, through the U.S.

Coast Guard, has outlined many of these options, which now need to be critically

examined for potential implementation.
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I am hopeful that with progress in ballast technologies, and with the cooperation
of shipping and allied industries that have already expressed great concern about
exotic invasions, we can very significantly reduce the threat of future invasions of
exotic organisms by ballast water.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FAITH THOMPSON CAMPBELL, PH.D.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation to testify here today on the impacts
of alien or non-indigenous species in the United States. The Natural Resources De-
fense Council (NRDC) is a public interest environmental organization of 170,000
members and supporters. We have studied and carried out policy advocacy regard-
ing efforts to curtail the impacts of alien species since 1987.
Because of the expertise of some of the other members of this panel, I will focus

my statement on losses caused by alien or exotic pests of North American trees.
These losses have been significant in monetary, ecological, and aesthetic terms. For
a more detailed description of these introduced pests and their impacts, see the at-
tached report. Fading Forests.

It is most important to remember, however, that a comprehensive program could
restore many of our tree species—and with them the health of our forests and the
beauty of our city streets, parks, and yards. The NRDC thanks the Committee on
Governmental Affairs for its leadership on this important but under appreciated
issue, and looks forward to working with you to bring about an effective National
program to counter all invasive alien organisms.

TIMBER LOSSES

About $2 billion in timber revenues has been lost to tree mortality or morbidity
caused by alien pests (Pimentel 1986). Trees virtually eliminated as timber supplies
include ch-jstnut {Castanea dentata), American elm (Ulmus americana), butternut or
white walnut iJuglans cinera), and Port-Orford-cedar (Chamaecyparts lawsoniana).
In 1989, Port-Orford-cedar brought an average price of over $2,600 per thousand
board feet (compared to $530 per thousand board feet for Douglas-fir). The value
of POC logs exported 1980-1990 was over $195 million (Warren 1990).
Expensive pest control, tree improvement breeding, silvicultural controls, and

other programs have been needed to maintain harvest levels of red pine Pinus
resinosa, white pines (Pinus, subgenus Strobus), and the oaks (Quercus spp.). Penn-
sylvania lost $40 million in trees to gJTJsy moth (Lymantria dispar) infestations be-
tween 1972 and 1980 (Virginia).

Potential losses are far higher A risk assessment team estimated impacts of be-
tween $25 million and $58 billion to commercial timber in the west if alien pests
were to be introduced on logs from Siberia (USDA Forest Service 1991b). A second
team put timber losses associated with introductions of pests from New Zealand at
between $52 and $364 million (USDA Forest Service 1992). Neither of these esti-

mates includes costs associated with loss of jobs, recreational amenities, or ecologi-
cal values.

RECREATION

Gypsy moth-infested areas experience up to a 20 percent reduction in recreational
use (Goebl 1987). The beauty of many of the same woods in the spring is now dimin-
ished by the devastating impact of Dogwood anthracnose {Discula destructiva) on
the flowering dogwoods iComus florida). Dogwood anthracnose has killed over 80
percent of the trees in some areas of its extensive range (U.S. Forest Service 1991a).
From Pennsylvania to New England, millions travel to the mountains to view the
sugar maples changing to crimson. Defoliation by the pear thrips (Taeniothrips
inconsequens) discourages such visits. An estimated $25 billion was spent by Au-
tumn tourists in Vermont alone in 1992 (Guertin).

ORNAMENTALS AND OTHER PRODUCTS

The American elm was once the primary ornamental tree in eastern and mid-
western cities. Within 50 years, Dutch elm disease, caused by an introduced fungus
Ophiostoma {= Ceratocystis) ulmi, had killed 75% percent of the elms in the North-
east by 1979 (USDA Forest Service 1991b). Cities with large elm populations have
suffered more than an aesthetic loss. The removal of dead and dying elms has cost
up to an estimated $100 million per year nationwide (Mazzone and Peacock 1985).

Before the spread of the root disease caused by the fungus Phytophthora lateralis,

Port-Orford-cedar was also widely used in ornamental plantings (Kliejunas &
Adams, 1981). This use was largely abandoned by 1960 (Roth et al. 1972). Direct
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losses to nursery owners in the 1950s approached $1 million, not including loss of

future sales (Zobel et al. 1985).

Dogwoods and hemlocks are extensively planted. Well-maintained landscape

plants can usually survive attack by the alien pest, but the homeowner or park

manager may have to pay for pesticide applications. More importantly, the genetic

base for continuing horticultural developments is severely eroded.

Fraser fir is increasingly popular as a Christmas tree. This species, along with

balsam fir and Douglas-fu-, make up about thirty-five percent of national market—
which sold more than 35 miUion trees in 1993 (Grimsley).

Americans spend nearly $35 million annually on maple syrup which is made from

the sap of the sugar maple (Anonymous).

mTIGATION COSTS

Efforts to eradicate or suppress exotic pests vary fi-om year to year, in response

to perceived emergencies. Thus, in fiscal year 1992 The Animal and Plant Health

Inspection Service (APHIS) alone spent $20 million on efforts to eradicate the Asian

gypsy moth near Pacific coast port cities (McGovem, personal communication). In

fiscal year 1993 total expenditures by agencies of the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture did not quite reach $19 million. Of this total, the Forest Service spent $14.5

million (Lorimer, personal communication; Smith, personal communication; and Mil-

ler, personal communication). APHIS spent $2.25 million (McGovem, personal com-

munication). The Agricultural Research Service spent $350,000 on research on dog-

wood anthracnose and $1.9 million on gypsy moth research (Faust). Over two-thirds

of all USDA tree pest control funds in FY1993 were aimed at suppression or eradi-

cation of the European gypsy moth.
While I have not completed analysis of FY94 fiscal data, the distribution is prob-

ably about the same. NRDC believes that this skewed funding has resulted in inad-

equate attention to other pests which threaten to cause the extinction of certain spe-

cies or severe ecological disruption.

In fiscal year 1994, the Forest Service' Forest Insect and Disease Research pro-

gram increased its spending on exotic pest research significantly—^fi-om $1-23 mil-

lion to $6,966 million (Smith). The Administration has proposed spending $7,136

million in fiscal year 1995. For Forest Pest Management in fiscal year 1995, the Ad-

ministration has proposed spending a total of $15 million on gypsy moth suppres-

sion and eradication; and up to $2.3 million on a combination of pests which in-

cludes all other exotic pests as well as some native pests (Jones).

Over time, these expenses add up. In an effort to curtail the spread of white pine

blister rust, $100 miUion dollars were spent pulling out gooseberry {Ribes spp.)

bushes or spraying them with herbicides (USDA Forest Service 1991b). However,

these efforts failed to stop the spread of the disease in the West. This approach has

proved more successful in eastern North America (Ostrofsky et al. 1958).

ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS

According to Ledlig (1992), "Introduction of exotic diseases, insects, mammalian
herbivores, and competing vegetation has had the best-documented effects on ge-

netic diversity [of forest ecosystems], reducing both species diversity and

intraspecific diversity." Their impact has been greater than that of other, more

widely recognized, human-caused factors, including forest fi-agmentation, changed

demographic structure, altered habitat, pollution, and favoring of certain "domes-

ticated" species of trees.

More than 60 percent of the 165 million forested acres in the Northeast have been

seriously damaged by introduced insects or pathogens (Burkman, et al.). There has

been little research on the potentially serious effects on wildlife of eastern forests

ft-om the loss of nuts and berries formerly produced by vanishing tree species such

as the chestnut, butternut and—in many areas—dogwood, and reduced populations

of oaks and American beech. The ecological consequences of hemlock eradication

could be profound, especially for stream temperatures and siltation loads.

A high proportion of the remaining "old-growth" forests in the East consists of

steep creek valleys populated heavily by eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)

(Davis)—which is likely to be eliminated from much of its range in the near future

by the hemlock woolly adelgid.

Eighty to ninety percent of the whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis) trees in Glacier

National Park and the Bob Marshall Wilderness are infected by white pine blister

rust (Schmidt 1992). Whitebark pine seeds are a major food source for the grizzly

bear, black bear, red squirrel, and Clark's nutcracker (Kendall and Arno 1989;

Schmidt 1992).
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"The wholesale killing of American chestnut by blight on thin soils on upper
slopes in places in Pennsylvania has in some instances resulted in soil

deterioration . . . and centuries may be required to restore the original value of
the watershed." (Boyce) The dogwood's leaves contain a large amount of calcium and
are important in building rich soils (Hepting 1971). In Oregon and California, Port-
Orford-cedar's leaf litter is less acidic and higher in calcium than that of associated
conifers, thus probably contributing to desirable soil properties, particularly on
ultramafic (serpentine) sites (Zobel et al. 1985).
Some of the most threatened trees form the foundation for unique micro-

ecoystems. The Fra^er fir occupying the highest peaks in the southern Appalachians
Erovides essential habitat for the very rare spruce fir moss spider and several rare
ryophvtes. These species, and probably many more endemic invertebrates, are in

jeopardy of becoming extinct with the fir (Langdon). Port-Orford-cedar forests in

southern Oregon and northern California form ecologically and floristically unique
communities (Zobel et al. 1985).

POTENTIAL FUTURE INTRODUCTIONS

New attention is being directed toward introduced forest pests because of the like-

lihood that American firms will greatly increase imports of logs or rough-cut lumber
in large quantities fi-om other temperate regions to substitute for logs no longer
being cut m our National forests. Such imports pose a real threat of introducing ad-
ditional damaging forest pests. A risk assessment team that examined proposed im-
ports from Siberia estimated losses associated with the possible introduction of just
36 "representative" pests of larch (out of 175 pest species identified), at between
$24.9 million and $58 billion. These figures represented only the potential impacts
to commercial timber species in the western United States; they did not consider
ecosystem damage or impacts to nonconsumptive industries associated with forested
land.

The Siberian team stated further:
Loss of a significant proportion of living trees within stands would trigger

complex changes in food supply and habitat . . . Detrital food chains

—

fueled by dead organic matter—would be favored, while food chains that de-
pend on living trees would collapse unless the system recovered very quick-
ly. . .

." USDA Forest Service 1991b).

The risk assessment authors predicted that mycorrhizal fungi, several species of
voles, flying squirrels, and spotted owls would be seriously harmed Deer and elk
would be further limited by the increased scarcity of closed-canopy forests, which
provide winter forage and shelter. Western yew, accipiter hawks, and salmonid fish

would also decline (USDA Forest Service 1991b).
Potentially damaging pests—either not now present in North America or present

but possibly of different genetic makeup—were also identified in New Zealand and
Chile. These two countries are currently the principal sources of large-scale wood
imports—other than Canada.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For many years, it has been recognized that the most efficient method to elimi-

nate exotic pest infestations is to prevent the organism ft-om entering the country.
That task belongs to the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Quarantines are never completely effective; they often delay rather than com-
ple'ely prevent introductions. Nevertheless, such delay is worthwhile because it "de-

ters damage or costly readjustment to the intruder [and] also because the new dis-

ease can likely be met in the future with a more organized and efficient effort than
is possible now." Quarantines are especially important to forestry because of the
long period before trees reach maturity, thus slowing development of disease-resist-

ant strains (Boyce 1961).

Unfortunately, the evidence is that APHIS' current efforts are not as effective as
thev should be. Sometime before the 1990s, an alien leaf rust which attacks poplars
and conifers {Melampsora larici-populina) was introduced on our West coast
(Chastagner and Newcombe 1993). Black cottonwood Populus trichocarpa and aspen
{Populus tremuloides) and hybrid poplars are commercially important as a potential
source of biomass for conversion to alcohol for fuel and for blending with conifers
in the production of high-grade paper (Abelson; Chastagner and Newcombe 1993).
The common (or larger) pine snoot beetle {Tomicus (= Blastophagus) piniperdia)

was discovered in 1992 near Cleveland, Ohio (Kucera 1992). This pest has attacked
a vfunety of Eurasian and North American pine species. Infestations have been
found ft-om western New York through Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, to Illinois, as
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well as in Michigan. APHIS has quarantined movement of logs, Christmas trees,

and nursery stock of coniferous species from the infested states.

A spruce beetle Ips typographus was discovered in Erie, Pennsylvania in 1993

(Hofacker 1993). "This insect is one of the most destructive pests of spruce in Eu-

rope; one outbreak destroyed an estimated 30 million cubic meters of wood. The bee-

tle also killed millions of trees in Japan." (Smith). APHIS and the Forest Service

are searching to determine whether the beetle has become established in the area

(Hofacker 1993).

Indeed, Forest Service staff have documented over 300 species of exotic pests, in-

sects and diseases, that have been introduced to North American trees, tree nurs-

eries, and wood products (Millers et al. unpublished manuscript and personal com-

munication).
APHIS must not weaken existing regulations on importation of nursery stock (the

apparent or known source of eight introductions—See Appendix B). APHIS must

also move ahead in adopting at least equally stringent regulations governing log and

other unprocessed wood imports. Greater attention should be given to fungi^ and

other pathogens, which appear to pose a greater threat than do insects, APHIS' tra-

ditional emphasis.^
APHIS should ensure that its regulations adequately address two problems high-

lighted in the Chilean risk assessment: the prevalence of bark-inhabiting insects on

"de-barked" logs and the apparent frequency w.th which pests are transported on

dunnage, crates, or pallets (USDA Forest Service 1993).

Furthermore, APHIS and the Forest Service should study virulent diseases and

arthropods in their native countries and apply that knowledge to delay as long as

possible their introduction here and to combat them effectively when they do arrive

(Boyce 1961). For example, APHIS should expand its monitoring of gypsy moth pop-

ulations from Siberia to Europe, where Asian or hybrid gypsy moths are now

present In many cases, such studies will require multi-disciplinary risk assessment

teams similar to those which evaluated possible pest risks associated with wood im-

ports from Siberia, New Zealand, and Chile.

Responsible agencies must be constantly vigilant First, it is often impossibleto

predict in advance which foreign organisms will prove devastating if introduced. The

two Asian fungi that have virtually eliminated the American chestnut and the

American elm from the forest cause relatively minor damage to many of the Asian

chestnuts and elms which are their natural hosts (Lattin; APHIS 1994).

Second, pest organisms can evolve more virulent strains. Since arriving in Amer-

ica, Dutch elm disease has evolved more aggressive strains which now are spreading

in North America (Burkman, et al.) and adding to the threat in Europe as well

(USDA Forest Service 1991b). The European strain of Scleroderris canker {Ascocalyx

abietina = Gremmeniella abietina) has apparently replaced the less virulent "North

American strain" (Skilling). While the outbreak of the 1970s has now subsided with

changes in weather and the killing of the lower branches where infection first oc-

curs, damaging outbreaks may resume in the future.

Insects can vary in their virulence—the Asian and hybrid gypsy moths are both

more mobile and eat a greater variety of trees than do European gypsy moths. In-

sects can also switch hosts. The pear thrips has proved able to shift from fruit

trees—which are in the rose family (Rosaceae)—to the sugar maple Acer

saccharum—in the maple family (Aceraceae).

New Zealand has stringent pest-exclusion programs. Because of documented ille-

gal imports of raw wood in "full container load" shipping containers, New Zealand

adopted the Forest Produce Import and Export Regulations in 1989. This statute re-

quires prior notice to the quarantine officer of estimated time of arrival of any ves-

sel importing forest produce, and provision of a full manifest (including any pallets).

Forest produce is defined to include timber and dunnage; dunnage does not include

packing cases or pallets. If a quarantine inspector were to suspect infestation, he

or she may require quarantine and treatment according to an appropriate prescrip-

tion. The costs of inspection, excluding dunnage inspection, such as transport to a

quarantine facility, treatment, etc. are paid by the importer (New Zealand).

1 Examples of introduced diseases which have or are now causing serious decline of species

include: Chestnut blight Crypphonectria parasitica (Murrill); "Dutch" elm disease Ceratostomella

ulmi (Buisman); White pine blister rust Cronartium ribicola (Fischer); Scleroderris canker

Acocalyx abietina (Lagerberg); Dogwood anthracnose Discula destructiva (Redlin); beech bark

disease Nectna coccinea var. faginata (Lohman, Watson & Ayers), butternut canker Sirococcus

clavigignentijuglandacearum, Port-Orford-Cedar root rot Phytophthora lateralis (Tucker &
Milbrath). Truly damaging exotic insects do occur; examples include the balsam woolly adelgid,

hemlock woolly adelgid, and probably the Asian strain of gypsy moth.
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The Forest Service should increase efforts to reduce the damaging effects of exotic
forest pests ah-eady present as well as to reduce the likeUhood of importing addi-
tional exotic species. The threat warrants increased funding and personnel. How-
ever, equally important is improved integration to spur creative thinking and avoid
duplication. Forest Service personnel should work collaboratively with state forestry
divisions, private woodlot owners, the academic community—including ento-
mologists, mycologists, tree improvement specialists, ecologists—^wood product users,
the nursery industry, conservation organizations, and citizen organizations such as
the American Chestnut Foundation. It is also important to ensxire greater flexibility

to allow prompt response to emerging or newly discovered outbreaks.
Alien pest control efforts should be based on the goal of maintaining biological di-

versity and ecological integrity of our forests, not just on production-oriented goals.

All who care about the forests will benefit, whatever their views on other aspects
of forest management.
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Appendix A

SUMMARY OF STATUTES (LAWS AND TREATIES)
GOVERNING INTRODUCTIONS OF ALIEN SPECIES
WHICH MAY ATTACK NATIVE TREE SPECIES

APHIS

International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) (1951)

[Article 14 of the Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations]

establishes international system under which inspections and quarantines are implemented

to prevent dissemination of pests affecting plant resources

Federal Plant Pest Act (1957) [7 U.S.C. §§ 150aa -
15()ij]

prohibits knowing importation or interstate transportation (except with a permit issued by

the Secretary of Agriculture) of any plant 'pest'; "pest' is defined as any living stage of

invertebrates, bacteria, fungi, parasitic plants, viruses, infectious substances, etc., "which

can directly or indirectly injure or cause disease or damage in any plants or parts thereof,

or any processed, manufactured, or other products of plants." [emphasis added]

Organic Act (1944) [7 U.S.C §§ 147a - 147e]

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, alone or in cooperation with the states or local

jurisdictions, farmers' associations, governments of Western Hemisphere countries, and

international organizations, to detect, eradicate, control, or retard the spread of plant

"pests'. (See definition of "pest" under the Federal Plant Pest Act, above.)

Plant Quarantine Act (1912) [7 U.S.C. 5§ 151 - 164a, 167]

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to regulate imports or interstate shipments of

nursery stock or other plants and plant parts and propagules when necessary to prevent

introduction of injurious plant diseases and insect pests;

Agricultural Quarantine Enforcement Act (1989)

prohibits the shipping of any plant, fruit, vegetable or other matter quarantined by the

Department of Agriculture via first-class mail; search warrants required to open packages
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Forest & Rangeland Renewable Resources Research Act (1978) [16 U.S.C. § 1642]
authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct research and experiments to obtain,
analyze, develop, demonstrate, and disseminate scientific information about protecting and
managing forests for a multitude of purposes; § 1642(a)(3) specifies protecting vegeution,
forest, and rangeland resources from insects, diseases, noxious plants, animals, air

pollutants, and other agents

§ 1642(b) requires the Secretary to maintain a current comprehensive survey of the
"present and prospective conditions of and requirements for renewable resources of the
forests and rangelands . . . and means needed to balance the demand for and supply of
these renewable resources, benefits, and uses in meeting the needs of the people of the
United States

"

Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act (1978) [16 U.S.C §§ 2101, 2102, 2104]

§ 2101(a) recognizes that "efforts to prevent and control . . . insects and diseases often
require coordinated action by both Federal and non-Federal land managers;-. .

."

§ 2102(b) authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance to state foresters to

develop and distribute genetically improved tree seeds and to improve management
techniques aimed at increasing production of a variety of forest products, including wildlife

habitat and water

§ 2104 authorizes the Secretary to protect from insects and diseases trees and wood
products in use on National forests or, in cooperation with others, on other lands in the
U.S.; such assistance may include surveys and determination and organization of control
methods. Programs on non-federal lands can be instituted only with the consent of; and
with a contribution of resources from, the owner. The Secretary may also prescribe other
conditions for such cooperative efforts.

Executive Order 11987 (1977)

directs federal agencies to restrict the introduction of exotic species into natural

ecosystems under their jurisdiction and to encourage states to do the same; directs the
Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture to restrict the introduction into any natural system
of animals or plants designated as injurious or noxious under the Lacey Act and Federal
Noxious Weed Act
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APPENDIX B
EXOTIC PESTS OF TREES PROBABLY INTRODUCED ON

NURSERY STOCK

larch casebearer
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. DEBORAH B. JENSEN
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Deborah Jensen, and I

am the Director of Conservation Science and Stewardship for The Nature Conser-
vancy.
The Nature Conservancy is an international non-profit, land conservation organi-

zation dedicated to the preservation of biological diversity through the protection of

threatened species and their ecosystems. Our membership includes more than
730,000 individuals and over 1,100 Corporate Associates.
For the past 40 years. The Nature Conservancy has preserved biological diversity

through habitat conservation. In fact, many people know us as the organization that
"buys land". Using a scientifically based selection process, The Nature Conservancy
identifies and preserves critical habitat. Typically, the land we acquire becomes a
part of our own preserve system that is managed for threatened and endangered
species. However, in some cases it is transferred to government, a university or pri-

vate entity dedicated to conserving the special nature of the property.

In our efforts to secure land for the protection of biodiversity, we have worked in

partnership with other conservation organizations, businesses, individuals, and
local. State, and Federal Government agencies. Through these partnerships we have
helped protect more than 7.9 million acres of land in the United States, habitat for

literally thousands of species. We have also provided technical assistance in the
management of many millions of acres of land in this country and increasingly

abroad.
The Nature Conservancy owns and manages 1,300 preserves nationally, with a

presence in all fifty States. Although our land acquisition statistics are impressive,

the science that drives our organization shows that to protect biological diversity we
must do more than merely acquire habitat. We must help conserve and manage the

ecological processes that are critical to the survival of rare plants and animals. Our
work shows that one of the biggest threats to maintaining biological diversity re-

sults fi-om the establishment and proliferation of non-indigenous invasive plants and
animals. The problems created by invasive species affect not only Nature Conser-

vancy preserves, but impact millions of acres of public land as well. The problem
is so severe, that at some locations the native biological diversity is severely threat-

ened.
There are three points I want to make in my testimony today. First, The Nature

Conservancy views the current damage and the potential for damage created by
invasive species as a very serious threat to biological diversity. Second, we are ag-

gressively working on our own and in partnership with others to manage and con-

trol exotic species—and it is not cheap nor easy. Finally, there are some straight-

forward changes that should be made in Federal policy to help get ahead of the

problem.

The CuRRE^fT Damage and Potential for Damage Caused by Invasive Species

IS A Very Serious Threat to Biological Diversity

The problems associated with invasive species affect our preserves in all parts of

the country. Dr. John Randall, Invasive Weed Specialist for The Nature Conser-

vancy, surveyed land managers throughout our preserve system to determine the

extent of invasive plant problems on our own land. Ninety-three land managers
from 46 States completed the survey. Invasive plant problems were reported from

all 46 States but managers from California, Florida and Hawaii reported the great-

est number of invasive plant occurrences. Thirteen percent of the land managers re-

ported that weeds were their worst problem while 59 percent ranked it among their

top ten management concerns.

The land managers reported a total of 197 non-native plant species. A few species

included in this catego^ are native to North America but are now invading beyond

their original ranges. The pests cited include ferns, gymnosperms and flowering

plants ranging from annual, biennial and perennial herbs, floating, emergent and

submersed aquatics, vines, shrubs, understory trees and canopv dominants.

The threats posed by invasive plant species can be far reaching and devastating.

Invasive species can alter water tables, change fire regimes, suppress reproduction

in native species and therefore change the structure of the ecological community,

out-compete native species for space, change the habitat for native animal species,

and provide habitat for undesirable non-native animals. For example, several pre-

serves in the Southwestern United States have trouble with Tamarix spp an intro-

duced riparian tree. Preserve managers reported that Tamarix has lowered water

tables which has reduced or eUminated surface water habitats required by native

plants and animals.
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A recent report entitled The Conservation of Biological Diversity in the Great
Lakes Ecosystem: Issues and Opportunities, produced by The Nature Conservancy's
Great Lakes Program, documents that invasive fish and invertebrate species, such
as the sea lamprey (petromyzon marinus), the alewife (Alosa psuedoharengus), the
Eurasion river ruffe (Gymnocephalus cernus) and zebra mussel {Dreissena
polymorphs) pose a significant problem to the Great Lakes ecosystem. The report
states that these species have the insidious impact of causing a dramatic change in

the community structvu-e of the Great Lakes. The zebra mussel for example, is caus-
ing some shift;s in phytoplankton composition (microscopic plant communities),
which, in conjunction with increased grazing and predation from introduced
zooplankton and higher fishes, is causing shifts in the entire lake food web.

In some cases, introduced animals and plants combine to reinforce a bad situa-

tion. In Hawaii for example, feral pigs {Sus scrofa) consume the fruit of introduced
common guava and strawberry guava (Psidium guajava and P. cattleianum) and
disperse the seeds throughout their range. The feral pigs contribute to the success-
ful propagation of the plants by disturbing soil and providing a location for exotic
plant establishment. The exotic plants exclude native vegetation from their original

habitat. This interaction contributes significantly to the decline of threatened and
endangered native plants.

The Conservancy is concerned about the eventual impact of invasive species in

areas where they are not yet present. In Oregon, concern over the spread of leafy

spurge {Euphorbia esula) from Montana and Idaho (where it has had a major nega-
tive impact on the quality of rangeland) has stimulated discussion and preparation
for quick response when it first appears in the State. Control of invasive plants, in

general, is at the top of the Oregon Chapter's Stewardship Strategic Plan.
The Nature Conservancy's problem with exotics is small when compared to the

problem on other public and private land. The Forest Service has identified invasive

Slant problems on 6.5 million acres of land it manages. Eighty-eight National Parks
ave recognized invasive alien plants as a significant threat. Some reports have sug-

gested that invasive plants are spreading at a rate of 2,000 acres per day, with a
significant portion of the impact concentrated in the Intermountain West. Clearly,
this "biological wildfire" impacts everyone.

II. The Nature Conservancy is Working On Its Own and in Partnership with
Others to Manage Invasive Species

The Nature Conservancy is working aggressively to manage exotic species on our
own land. It is extremely difficult to document the financial resources The Nature
Conservancy dedicates exclusively to the management of invasive species. In most
cases, management involves significant inputs of both professional and volunteer
labor to physically or mechanically remove or manage exotic species. The Conser-
vancy has used a variety of management control techniques in its arsenal of weap-
ons. For example, at our Pine Butte Swamp Preserve in Montana we have used her-

bicides to control a serious and growing problem with leafy spurge {Euphorbia
esula). Chemical control has not been effective in stopping leafy spurge from spread-
ing and we are now exploring the release of a biocontrol agent {Apthona nigriscutis)

to manage the problem.

Blowing Rocks Preserve, Florida—A Case Study

The efforts of our Florida Chapter to restore the Blowing Rocks Preserve are a
good illustration of our institutional commitment to controlling exotic species. This
case study documents a worst case example of the effort and resources required to

restore an area besieged by invasive plants. Although most areas of the country do
not require this level of intense involvement it is important to note that three
states—California, Hawaii and Florida—are extremely vulnerable to invasions of

non-natives. Since these States possess high levels of biological diversity, we are
particularly active in our efforts to control invasive species in those States.

The Blowing Rocks Preserve is a 73 acre site on a barrier island in Sc itheast

Florida with a mile of shoreline on the Atlantic Ocean and the Indian River Lagoon.
It is an important nesting site for the federally endangered leatherback sea turtle

{Dermochlys coriacea), as well as the federally threatened loggerhead {Caretta
caretta) and green {Chelonia mydas) sea turtles. When The Nature Conservancy ac-

quired the property in 1968 it was dominated by non-native plant species that
threatened the native vegetation. In particular, the Australian pine {Casuarina
eguisetifolia) had severely altered the dynamic dune ecosystem at the beach. Of
grave concern was the possibility that the shading of the trees lowered the beach
temperature which in turn may have altered the sex ratio of incubating sea turtle

eggs buried in the sand (encouraging the production of more males, which is not
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desirable for maximizing reproduction). Also, the exposed roots of the pines trapped
and entangled adult sea turtles when they came ashore to nest.

In 1985, The Nature Conservancy decided to take an aggressive approach to the
restoration of the Blowing Rocks Preserve. From 1985-87 TNC staff, volunteers and
contractors used cham saws, land clearing equipment, herbicides for stump treat-
ments and an on-site incinerator to clear the dune area of exotics and prepare it
for restoration with natives. When completed, fourteen acres of Australian pine and
Brazilian pepper iSchinus terebinthifolius) had been cleared, leaving 35 additional
acres on the western half of the island to be cleared and restored at a later date.
Because of the invasiveness of Australian pine, Brazilian pepper and other exotic

species, cleared areas must quickly be revegetated to prevent re-invasion. This is
an important point to remember for any management activity which seeks to control
invasive species. In 1987, more than 50,000 native plants were installed on the
cleared fourteen acre site to begin the restoration process. The site was monitored
to ensure successful establishment of the native species and quick removal of any
emerging exotics. This level of vigilance was and still is important, since an Aus-
tralian pme can establish quickly, increasing in height by fifteen feet per year and
producing over 10,000 wind-borne seeds annually.
Costs associated with the restoration from 1985-88 were $252,707, which includes

clearing, removal, plantings and irrigation. These figures do not include staff time,
operating expenses or the value of the volunteer labor.

In 1990, the preserve began to document the volunteer hours spent on the restora-
tion effort. According to the Preserve's records, since 1990, 1,810 volunteers have
worked 8,021 hours on the project. The hours contributed to this project by volun-
teers are valued at $114,700 ($14.30/hour based on information from 1,000 Points
of Light Foundation). In addition, the Preserve added a volunteer coordinator and
restoration coordinator in 1991 for an additional cumulative expense to date of
$111,360. A quick synthesis of all this information shows that since 1985 The Con-
servancy has spent approximately $34,198/acre on restoration and management at
the Preserve.
The Florida Chapter is committed to maintaining the biological integrity of the

restored area and to continue the restoration on othe^- parts of the Preserve. The
restoration effort will extend over the next 10 years. To remove Australian pine
while preserving native understory will cost between $10,000 and $20,000/acre de-
pending on the amount of existing native vegetation. Nursery operating costs (ex-
cluding labor) are approximately $10,000/year. Rescuing and transplanting native
trees from development sites or nurseries will cost between $500 and $1000/tree.
These figures provide insight into the financial cost and human energy required to
manage invasive non-native species and restore native species.

Aravaipa Creek, Arizona—
A Partnership to Save Threatened Species

The Nature Conservancy will be unsuccessful in its management efforts if we nar-
rowly focus our attention inside our preserve boundaries. One glaring reality associ-
ated with exotic species is that successful management will depend on coordinated
action. Since plants and animals do not respect property or political boundaries it
is imperative that land managers work together toward common management goals.
Efforts to manage exotic species must engage the human and financial resources of
others and develop a comprehensive strategy for both public and private land.
A good example of the cooperation that is needed to tackle tough management

problems can be found along Aravaipa Creek in Arizona. The Nature Conservancy
owns land along the Creek which brackets a Bureau of Land Management Wilder-
ness Area. The area provides critical habitat for seven native fish; two which are
federally threatened (the loach minnow (Tiaroga cobitis) and spikedace {Meda
fulgida)), and one which is a candidate for listing (the roundtailed chub (Gila
robusta). One of the biggest threats to the fish is the aggressive, non-native red
shiner {Cyprinella lutrensis).

In 1990, the red shiner first appeared in Aravaipa Creek. The Nature Conser-
vancy in cooperation with the Desert Fish Recovery Team, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation and Arizona Fish and
Game decided to initiate intensive monitoring of the Creek to determine the extent
of the problem as well as to learn more about the impact of the red shiner. The Con-
servancy is in the third year of a 5 year cooperative agreement with BLM to provide
a match of up to $10,000 annually to cover the cost of the monitoring effort. In addi-
tion, we are working with our partners *" •-- '^- ^

—

^i-m:^- -^

physical barriers to prevent upstream mc
Hawaii—A Case Example of Cooperation
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No State in the Nation is more vulnerable than Hawaii to the negative impacts
of harmful non-indigenous species. Hawaii's native ecosystems evolved for millions
of years in isolation, and as a consequence, over 90 percent of the native plants and
animals of these islands are unioue life forms found nowhere else on earth. Today,
the combination of Hawaii's mild climate and the State's modem role as a hub of
Pacific trade exposes the islands to a flood of new, harmful pests. Each year, an av-
erage of twenty new invertebrate species become established in the islands. Of
these, an average of five are pests and at least one per year proves to be of major
economic significance. Since 1985, for example, four new insect pests of sugarcane
have been established: of these, the lesser cornstalk borer alone has cost $9 million
to control (this does not include the cost of reduced yields).
The magnitude of the threat posed by the continual introduction of non-indige-

nous species into Hawaii has led to widespread agreement among scientists, farm-
ers, environmental groups and government agencies that stemming the influx of
new pests is among the State's highest priorities.

As a manager of Hawaiian rain forests and other habitats for endangered species
in the islands, The Nature Conservancy of Hawaii (TNCH) has been deeply involved
in efforts to control harmful non-indigenous species, including feral pigs and noxious
weeds. In 1992, the Conservancy teamed up with the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) to identify a process to address this frightening problem. Together,
we produced a report entitled, "The Alien Pest Species Invasion in Hawaii: Back-
ground Study and Recommendations for Interagency Planning" (The Executive
Summary is attached).
The report found that one of the biggest obstacles to more effective prevention and

control of pest species is the lack of coordination and the fi-agmentation of current
management programs. The analysis found that over the past 100 years, twenty
State and Federal agency programs have arisen ad hoc to address the specific con-
cerns of their particular audience. This has resulted in a set of programs that are
generally effective within each individual jurisdiction, but together leave many gap.s
for pest entry and establishment.

All twenty of the State and Federal agencies involved in non-indigenous species
prevention and control in Hawaii agree that a multi-agency planning effort must be
undertaken to move the existing system toward a cohesive and comprehensive pest
prevention and control system. Toward that end the Hawaii Department of Agri-
culture has initiated a multi-agency planning process to prepare an Action Plan
which will set out specific improvements in the critical areas of pre-entry prevention
systems, border inspection, rapid response to new invasions, and control of most de-
structive established pests. We feel this should be followed by a public education
campaign and a Phase II plan for coordinated agency training and research. The
Nature Conservancy intends to keep working with our agency colleagues to help
them improve their capacity to control the non-native species.

III. Changes Should Be Made in Federal Policy to Address the Problem

The Office of Technology Assessment Report, "Harmful Non-indigenous Species in
the United States" did an excellent job of suggesting policy options to address the
problems associated with invasive species. We support many oi the suggestions that
were made in the OTA Report and would like to underscore a few of the rec-

ommendations.
To counteract the problems created by exotics, we as a nation must work together

to do three things. First, we must promulgate proactive policies which will prevent
the release of new invasive species. Second, we must require better inter-agency.
State and Federal cooperation and coordination to resolve jurisdictional issues which
leave current management efforts fi'agmented and inadequate. Finally, we must de-
vote more resources to research and management efforts which address existing
problems.

A. Prevent the Release ofNew, Harmful Invasive Species

The smartest and most cost-effective action to address the problems associated
with invasive species is to prevent their introduction. The old saying, "an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure" is absolutely accurate when it comes to
invasive plants and animals. Imagine the money that would be saved if leafy spurge
had never entered the country, a plant which according to a recent study produced
by North Dakota State University will cost the States of North Dakota, Montana
and Wyoming $144 million annually by 1995.
Current regulatory efforts have focused on preventing the release of animals and

plants which pose a threat to agriculture, while ignoring those non-indigenous spe-
cies which impact natural areas. We would like to see Congress and the Administra-
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tion take action to prevent the release of invasive species which will impact not only
agriculture but biological diversity and natural areas as well

Specifically, we would like to recommend the following:

\. Amend the Federal Noxious Weed Act to include the listing of weeds which
are deleterious to natural areas.

«.'"!f V^^^ Conservancy supports current efforts to amend the Federal Noxious
VVeed Act. The draft amendment will expand the definition of noxious weeds to in-
clude invasive plants which affect natural areas, as well as plants which are foreign
in ongin and currently not present in the United States, but have the potential to
be invasive Expanding the list will help control the importation and interstatemovement of myasive species. The changes would establish a technical committeewhich will assist the Secretary of Agriculture in developing the list of Federal nox-
ious weeds. In addition, it will provide the Secretary with emergency authority to
act quickly in response to the import or release of a potentially threatening non-

2. Congress should encourage the adoption of a model State law which will
provide a framework for controlling non-indigenous species.

States have almost complete control over the release of non-indigenous fish and
wildlite. In some cases. States have comprehensive laws which set-up a thorough re-
view process prior to release of a non-indigenous species. In other States, the review
process is weak. We propose that a comprehensive model law be developed for vol-
untary adoption by the States to provide a fi-amework for the proper review of non-
indigenous species pnor to approval for release. The model law should estabhsh cri-
teria for excluding already established but non-threatening non-indigenous species
criteria for a list of prohibited species and finally a fi-amework for reviewing species
before approval is given for release. The model should also provide a fi-amework for
the quick eradication of new releases that prove to be invasive.
The Federal Government should provide economic incentives to the States to en-

courage adoption of the model law. For example. Federal ftinds should be available
to enable States to review existing laws and develop changes which will bring it into
conformity with the model law. Also, Federal dollars for fish and wildlife activities
should be contingent on the adoption of the model law. Finally, States which have
already established comprehensive State laws should be exempted from adopting
the model as a requirement to receive Federal funds.

3. Implement Executive Order 119867—May 24. 1977—Pertaining to exotic or-
ganisms.

President Carter Issued an Executive Order in 1977 which directs the Executive
Agencies to "restrict the introduction of exotic species into natural ecosystems on
lands and waters which they own, lease, or hold for purposes of administration. "

It encourages other levels of government and private individuals to do the same It
also directs the Executive Agencies to restrict the importation of exotic species. The
hixecutive Order was a good step towards establishing a national policy on non-in-
digenous invasive species. Unfortunately, the Executive Order has never been im-
plemented. We would like to see the current Administration reaffirm this Executive
Order and requu-e the Federal agencies to implement strategies to prevent the intro-
duction of harmful non-indigenous species.

B. Encourage Inter-Agency Coordination and Cooperation at the State and Federal
Level

4. Congress must direct Federal agencies to work cooperatively to develop a na-
tional strategy to control invasive species.

In 1990, amendments to the Federal Noxious Weed Act included in the Farm Bill
directed the Federal land management agencies to control invasive species on Fed-
eral land. In response, several of the land management agencies have developed
management programs. Also, a number of dedicated agency representatives have
tried to spark interagency dialogue and cooperation on the topic of invasive species.
Despite these efforts, the agencies still lack the focus and commitment of resources
requu-ed to do the job. It is time that Congress require the agencies to devote ade-
quate time and attention to the control of invasive species. We would like to see
the establishment of a high-level committee, with representation from each of the
21 agencies mentioned m the OTA Report, convened to estabhsh a coordinated re-
sponse to invasive species.

5. Federal agencies should work creatively with State agencies to solve juris-
dictional problems. Particular attention should be paid to preventing the intro-
duction of non-indigenous species in Hawaii.
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In order to si^ificantly improve our country's management of harmful non-indig-
enous species, State and Federal agencies must coordinate their actions and develop
innovative solutions. The need for cooperation is particularly acute in Hawaii, where
alien species pose the number one threat to the survival of the State's federally list-

ed endangered species.
For example, a multi-agency task force in Hawaii (U.S. Fish and Wildlife, U.S.

Postal Service and the Hawaii Department of Agriculture) has been working for the
past year to implement Senator Akaka's Alien Species Prevention and Control Act

—

specifically, the provisions of that Act that call for a trial inspection program for Ha-
waii-bound mail parcels (pests arriving through the mail account for 20 percent of
Hawaii's pest invasion problem). Although everyone involved is committed to solving
the problern, jurisdictional complications are impeding progress. The Federal and
State agencies should be encouraged to identify jurisdictional problems, define solu-
tions and work creatively to enact those solutions in an expedited manner.

C. Appropriate More Money for Research into the Control of Existing Problems and
Management Activities on Federal Lands.

6. Devote more resources for research to control non-agricultural invasive spe-
cies.

Current research to control exotic species is primarily devoted to species which
have an agricultural impact. We would like to see more attention directed to the
development of management tools which address invasions in natural ecosystems.
Research on a variety of control technologies should be encouraged, such as
biocontrol or the identification of changes in land use practices which can prevent
or manage invasions by exotic species.

However, non-native biological control agents must be rigorously reviewed to en-
sure that the agent itself does not become a problem. Existing review standards £U"e

inconsistent, particularly in relationship to insect releases to control other insects.

The review process should include a thorough assessment of the organism's impact
on natural Eireas. Any biological control effort should be a part of the solution not
a part of the problem .

7. Provide more resources to the land management agencies to tackle invasive
species problems on their own land.

The Federal land management agencies have been woefully underfunded in their
efforts to control exotic species. For example, the U.S. Forest Service has identified
weed problems on 6.5 million acres oi land. The Administration budget rec-

ommendation in fiscal year 1995 for Noxious Weed Control under the Forest Serv-
ice's Range Management Program calls for $2.82 million, a modest increase of
$483,000 over last year. This money will enable the Forest Service to tackle weed
management on only 35,500 acres of land (l/18th of the need).
The inadequate funding at the Forest Service is an example of the problem as it

exists across the Federal land management agencies. The National Park Service,
The Bureau of Land Management and other agencies all suffer from inadequate
funding. In addition, field personnel need more training in the identification and
management of invasive species.

Our experience shows that invasions of some non-indigenous plants start slowly
but without proper attention escalate quickly into significant problems. Therefore,
by not aggressively tackling land management problems now, the Federal lands are
open to explosive, more serious problems in the future.
The Nature Conservancy views exotic species as a serious threat to the integrity

of biological diversity in the United States. We feel there is a need to develop a na-
tional policy to stop the introduction and spread of invasive species. In addition, we
feel the States and Federal agencies must cooperate to solve jurisdictional problems
and coordinate management efforts. Finally, more financial and human resources
must be dedicated to the research and development of control technologies as well
as to manage existing problems on public lands.
The Nature Conservancy is committed to work with Congress, public agencies and

private interests to help solve the problem of invasive species. We are grateful that
the Committee is taking the time to explore policy improvements. Thank you for in-

viting me, as a representative of The Nature Conservancy, to testify on this impor-
tant topic.
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THE ALIEN PEST SPECIES INVASION IN HAWAII i

Background Study and Recommendations for Interagency Planning

executive summary
The silent invasion of Hawaii by pest species—weeds, disease organisms, preda-

tors, insects, etc.—has far-reaching consequences for the State's people, economyand natural environment Pest species ab-eady established in Hawaii are responsible
tor large losses of agricultural and horticultural crops. These pests limit the ship-ment ot local produce to mainland markets, damage native forests, streams and wa-
tersheds, compete with native flora and fauna, and cany diseases that affect native
species, agricultural crops, livestock and humans. The magnitude of the threat
posed by the continual introduction of alien species into the State has led to wide-
spread agreement among scientists, farmers, environmental groups and government
agencies that stopping the influx of new pests is essential to Hawaii's future well-
being.

This report describes and assesses the current systems used in Hawaii to prevent
the introduction of unwanted alien species and to respond to those pests that suc-
ceed in entering the State. It is intended to help focus coordinated, multiafrency
planning to solve the complex alien pest problem.
Hawaii has been actively involved in ahen pest prevention and control for a cen-

tury, loday, at least 20 State, Federal and private organizations and a number of
volunteer groups dedicate a meyor part of their resources to this area.

Prevention

In general, Federal agencies in Hawaii are concerned with preventing the intro-
duction of noxious pests into the U.S. from foreign sources and^preventing pests es-
tab ished in Hawaii from reaching the U.S mainland. Their work is guided by Fed-
eral laws and rules that have evolved with a focus on protecting large-scale main-
land agriculture and enforcing international trade agreements. The U.S Customs
Service, U^. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service, and the U.S. Department of Defense's Military
Customs Inspection Program are the Federal agencies most involved in prevention
flCl/lVlLlCS.

Compared to Federal agencies. State agencies have a larger responsibility for the
prevention of noxious pest introductions that may be damaging to Hawaii State
agencies assume most of the task of preventing U.S.- mainland pests from reaching
Wawaii. Because of Hawau's tropical environment and unique natural history, the
btate 18 vulnerable to far more foreign pests than the typical mainland State. There-
tore btate agencies rely on Federal colleagues to call them in on foreign pest intro-
ductions that pose a threat to Hawaii but may not be prohibited in the U S The
Hawaii Department of Agriculture carries out virtually all of the State's prevention
progranis. Several volunteer task forces and private educational programs have also
been mitiated to bolster public awareness and promote improved prevention sys-

Control

The control of established or newly escaped pests in Hawaii is primarily the re-
sponsibility of State government, although Federal agencies (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
bervice. National Park Service and U.S. Department of Agriculture) carry out pest
control operations on Federal lands, enforce endangered species laws, and carry out
research to improve control methods. The lead State agencies involved in control are
the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Land and Natural Resources
Private organizations including the Hawaii Sugar Planters' Association, Bishop Mu-
seum, The Nature Conservancy of Hawaii, and Hawaii and Maui Humane Societies
are involved in aspects of alien species control as well. While there is some coordina-
tion among these agencies and groups, most focus only on agriculture or human
health, or native ecosystem pest problems.

Problems

Despite the efforts of these organizations, unwanted alien species are entering
Hawaii at an alarming and increasing rate. Since the 1970s, an average of 20 new
alien invertebrates (insects, molluscs, etc.) per year were recorded in Hawaii. This

iQQo^^P^'"®*^ ^^ ^^® Nature Conservancy of Hawaii Natural Resources Defense Council-^uly

77-812 0-94-4
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is an increase from 16 per year between 1937 and 1960. (By comparison, scientists
estimate that before man's arrival, a new invertebrate became established in Hawaii
on a rough average of only once every 10,000 years. The current rate of invasion,
then, is about 200,000 times more rapid than the natural rate.)
Approximately one-half of the immigrant invertebrates established between 1981

and 1991 are regarded as economic pests. One in twenty—or about one per year

—

is a "serious" economic pest. Since 1985, four new insect pests of sugarcane have
become established; of these, the lesser cornstalk borer alone has already cost sugar
planters an estimated $9 million.
While information on how these pests are entering the State is incomplete, inspec-

tors estimate that most are entering via airline passenger flights, first-class mail
and cargo. The mainland U.S. is the leading source of pests, followed closely by
southeast Asia, tropical America and the southwest Pacific.
Meanwhile a number of pest species already established in Hawaii are spreading.

Although concerted efforts have succeeded in Umiting the spread of selected crop
diseases or forest pests, most interisland pest traffic is largely unchecked.
The chief areas of concern identified through interviews, a workshop with agency

staff and other research are as follows:

1. A large proportion of the toteil passengers, cargo and other traffic entering
Hawaii is currently uninspected, including materials known to be significant
sources of new alien species;

2. The effectiveness of inspections is hampered by inadequate sampling strat-

egies;

3. Penalties for illegal introductions are inadequate;
4. Federal quarantine programs do not adequately address Hawaii's special

vulnerability to foreign pests;

5. The current process for determining which species are to be prohibited
from or allowed into the State does not adequately address the full range of
alien pest threats, and does not balance the interests of alien pest control
against horticultural or other plant and animal trades;

6. Response to new infestations is frequently delayed by iurisdictional or orga-
nizational problems, allowing pests to become established and, in some cases,

to spread beyond control;

7. Interisland spread of pests is a major, l£U"gely unregulated problem;
8. Control efforts are not taking full advantage of available technologies; and
9. Agency mandates sometimes call for maintenance of potentially destructive

alien species as resources for sport hunting, crops, aesthetic resources or other
values.

Next Steps

A multiagency planning effort is urgently needed to develop a cohesive and com-
prehensive pest prevention and control system. Over the past 100 years, agency pro-
grams have arisen ad hoc to address specific concerns of a particular audience. The
result today is a set of programs which are generally effective within their own ju-

risdictions but which, together, leave many gaps and leaks for pest entiy and estab-
lishment. A multiagency plan must invest especially in prevention activities because
of their lower cost and greater chances of success when compared to long-term con-
trol operations for an established pest.

Effective systems will also require strong public support and participation, essen-
tially making pest prevention and control a part of everyday island life. Although
public understanding of threats like snakes and other dangerous pests has increased
through recent media exposure, the average citizen remains unaware of the mag-
nitude of the problem. On-going public support, however, depends on a compelling
and practical strategy for long-term prevention and control.

A two-phased planning process is suggested, to begin in the summer of 1992.
Phase 1 should result in:

a) Pre-entry prevention strategy;

b) Port-of-entry sampling and inspection strategy;

c) Statute, policy and rules review to clarify conflicts/gaps and determine a
coordinated approach for resolving them;

d) Rapid response strategy; and
c) Statewide control strategies for selected, established pests.

Phase 2 planning is intended to draw on the products of Phase 1 to produce:

a) Cohesive training strategy;

b) Coordinated data systems;
c) Coordinated research strategy; and
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d) Expanded public awareness campaign.

For both political and technical reasons, this process will be a major undertaking.

To succeed, it should be guided by a simple, clear policy statement identifying the

standard of excellence Hawaii aspires to in this field (e.g., "Hawaii will develop a

pest prevention and control system that is the most effective in the world", or

".
. . that reduces the influx of new pest species into the State to 10 percent of

present levels by the year 2000"). Because of its long history and broad involvement

m this area, the Hawaii Department of Agriculture is the most appropriate agency

to lead such a planning effort.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS N. WINDLE

Unlike you, we at OTA virtually never receive letters from constituents. But last

October, Lawrence Sperandio, of Verona, Missouri, read a newspaper account of

OTA's report and wrote to me:

"I am a 65 year old disabled veteran who has given up on controlling the

worst plant ever imported into the United States, the multiflora rose. Forty

years ago, a neighbor allowed the Missouri Conservation Commission to

plant a Vz mile fence row of multiflora on his farm V2 mile from my farm.

This neighbor allowed the fence to grow uncontrolled and birds spread the

rose seed over miles across two counties. I have spent thousands of dollars

and more than that many hours without slowing its spread. The neighbor

responsible is dead. ... I am physically and financially broke

after . . . battling this pest that leaves land in an unproductive jungle

state. . . . My farm is greatly depreciated by this terrible plant and my el-

derly wife will have no inheritance in her declining years and my heirs may
be saddled with damages assessed by the State of Missouri. I plead for your

assistance."

There is very little that I can do to help Mr. Sperandio. You, however, have many
more options. Today, we shall describe now we got to a place where this farmer

finds his Government derelict. Also, we shall discuss ways to remedy the situation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Dr. Phyllis Windle from the Office of Technology

Assessment. With me today is Elizabeth Chomesky. I directed the OTA study that

we will discuss today; Dr. Chomesky was the senior analyst on that study.

Mr. Sperandio's case is not unusual. I can guarantee that harmful non-indigenous

species (NIS) affect the constituents of every Member of this Committee. If your

State is agricultural, probably 50-75 percent of your weeds are non-indigenous and

your constituents suffered some of the estimated $3.6 to $5.4 biUion in crop losses

and herbicide costs per year nationwide. If your State contains a wildlife refuge, a

National Park, or other protected areas, it is almost certain that it has problems

with harmful NIS and is short of resources to manage them successftilly. If your

constituents own pets, travel overseas, fish, hunt, garden, or engage in interstate

commerce the issues we discuss affect every one of them directly.

WHERE WE ARE TODAY: THE STATUS AND IMPACTS OF HARMFUL NON-INDIGENOUS
SPECIES

Over one-half of the Irees and shrubs on the Capitol grounds are not indigenous

to the United States. They, like almost all our crops, many sport fish, and numerous

biological control agents, provide substantial economic, aesthetic, and other benefits.

Harmful NIS, however, cause substantial damage. In OTA's judgment, these im-

pacts are likely to climb. Troublesome species already in the United States are rare-

ly eliminated while new ones are constantly added. As a result, the combined num-

ber of foreign NIS is steadily and swiftly growing. In the process, problenis multiply

like compound interest. One expert calls this "an explosion in slow motion".

At least 4,500 NIS of foreign origin have established free-living populations in the

United States, a much larger number than was present 100 years ago. Approxi-

mately 15 percent, or several hundred species, trigger severe harm.

The threat of new introductions is ongoing. Just since 1980, some 200 foreign spe-

cies were first introduced or detected here. At least 59 of these are ah-eady, or are

expected to be, harmful.
Most organisms arrive with human help, often as unintended contaminants ot

commodities, packing materials, shipping containers, or ships' ballast. Others were

intentionally imported as crops, ornamental plants, livestock, pets or aouaculture

species—and later escaped confinement. A number of NIS were introduced as seem-

ingly desirable species for soil conservation, fishing and hunting, or biological con-
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trol but later caused unexpected harm. And some enter illegally—via first class mail
or in travellers' baggage.
Because our actions are responsible for the majority of introductions, we have

many opportunities to make improvements. However, continuing changes in pat-
terns of international travel and trade may make this job more difficult.

Almost every part of the Nation faces at least one highly damaging NIS—like the
zebra mussel, gypsy moth, or yellow star thistle. Now, NIS account for 25 percent
of U.S. fish; 17 percent are U.S. species moved outside their natural ranges. In a
number of States, non-indigenous plants account for 10 percent, 20 percent, or 30
percent of all plants. In Hawaii, at least one-half the State's wild plants and ani-

mals are non-indigenous.
Certainly harmful non-indigenous species are in our backyards—^Asian clams are

abundant in the Potomac River. European starlings and English sparrows are daily

companions—and responsible for declines of eastern bluebirds. Five non-indigenous
vines are toppling trees and eliminating wildflowers in Rock Creek Park and along
the C&O Canal and George Washington Parkway. A Maryland suburban nursery
sells several varieties of a wetland weed that, between 1987 and 1991, Minnesota
spent $500,000 to control.

Economic Losses

Unfortunately, Minnesota's expenditures are just the tip of an iceberg. From
1906-1991, just 79 NIS caused documented cumulative losses of $97 billion, mostly
in control costs and direct losses of marketable goods. For example,

• In 1990, leafy spurge caused direct losses of livestock production of $110 million
over 1.5 million acres in the northern Great Plains.

• The European gypsy moth caused $764 million in forest and other losses in

1981, its all-time high.
• Removal of salt cedar along the lower Colorado River and restoration of indige-

nous vegetation is estimated at $45 to $450 million.

Our $97 billion total includes only 14 percent of the species known to be harmful
and excludes one of the most costly groups—agricultural weeds. Thus, it likely rep-

resents only a fi^action of the total costs because so many species and kinds of pri-

mary and secondary impacts are uncounted. For example, economic impacts on in-

dustries other than agriculture, on human health, and on protection of natural
areas are seldom quantified.

However, we can conservatively estimate that harmful NIS annually cause losses

of hundreds of million of dollars for agriculture, fisheries, forest, and rangelands.
Losses can reach several billion dollars or more in high-impact years. A worst case
scenario for 15 high-impact species adds another $134 billion in potential future eco-

nomic losses.

Environmental Impacts

Botany professor Clifford Smith drives the 12 miles to work at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii. His trip fi'om one side of the island to the other takes him
past what Hawaii's visitors see: a lush green paradise. But what Dr. Smith
sees are plants virtually all fi"om elsewhere. Only four native species grow
along that 12-mile stretch, and only one of those is moderately common.

Like 80 many seemingly Hawaiian plants, populations of NIS can spread like

wildfire in new habitats where their former competitors, predators, pathogens, and
parasites no longer keep them in check. Asian clams are believed to have arrived
on the West Coast before 1924. As of 1986, these clams could have come from 6 of

the 14 states that the Committee represents. We each helped pay the estimated $1
billion in losses Asian clams caused the power industry in the early 1980s.

At their worst, harmful NIS cause declines of indigenous species and contribute

to extinctions. The most destructive species also can transform entire ecosystems.
Some, like chestnut blight in eastern forests, radically shift species composition.
Other, like the zebra mussel, drastically modify an ecosystem's basic features.

The popular press and environmentalists frequently stress the role of harmful
NIS in species extinctions but—except for islands—much of the supporting evidence
is anecdotal or equivocal. Over-emphasizing extinctions tends to divert attention
from other significant and unambiguous environmental damage. Biological commu-
nities can be radically and permanently altered without extinctions occurring. The
United States can experience a significant decline in the abundance, diversity, and
aesthetic value of its indigenous species, also without extinctions. Both kinds of
changes are common now:
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• Two non-indigenous grasses now comprise 80 percent of the plant cover in parts

of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park—grasses that have increased the frequency

of brush fires and offset normal ecological processes.

• Mosquitofish have been associated with localized declines in at least 15 indige-

nous fish in desert rivers and springs.

• The Australian melaleuca tree is rapidly replacing the Florida Everglades

sawgrass marshes, forests and other natural habitat with single species stands.

• In the Flathead River-Lake ecosystem, the recent introduction of opossum

shrimp started a series of reactions. Eventually, the areas's fish predators—in-

cluding eagles, otters, coyotes, and bears—were driven away.

The introduction of NIS is, however, closely correlated with the disappearance of

indigenous species in Hawaii and other islands. Biological control agents in Hawaii

have been implicated in the loss of 15 indigenous moth species. In Guam, the brown

tree snake is believed to have caused extinctions of five species or subspecies of

birds and declines of numerous others. If it reaches Hawaii, its effects would prob-

ably be similar.

As of 1991, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service considered NIS a contributmg fac-

tor in listing 160 species as threatened and endangered, or, on average, about 25

percent of all listings. Harmful NIS were considered the major cause for listing 41

of these species, 23 of which are from Hawaii or Puerto Rico. Even indigenous spe-

cies on the U.S. mainland can be pushed dangerously low when harmful NIS com-

bine with other environmental stresses such as pollution or habitat destruction. For

example, the combination of extensive water projects and the introduction of species

better adapted to such altered habitats is considered the major cause of drops m
California's indigenous fish, 76 percent of which are declining, threatened, endan-

gered, or already extinct.

THE ADEQUACY OF CURRENT POLICY

Mr. Sperandio blames the Missouri Conservation Commission and State

law for his predicament. He could more rightly cite the Federal Govern-

ment. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) introduced multiflora

rose and encouraged its use. Thus, there is more than enough responsibiUty

to go around.

It is commonly accepted that the Federal Government has no national poUcy on

non-indigenous species. President Carter issued a far-reaching executive order on

NIS in 1977. In practice, it has been ignored by most Federal agencies. Moreover,

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has yet to implement the order in regula-

tions although specifically directed to do so.
, • j

Instead, the Nation has responded to harmful NIS with a largely uncoordinated

patchwork of laws, regulations, poUcies, and programs. Many only address NIS pe-

ripherally, whereas others address the more narrowly drawn problems of the past.

In general. Federal efforts only partially match the problems at hand.

Exclusion and Enforcement

We may never be able to fully predict the risks of new introductions and, thus,

screen organisms properly. However, past intentional and accidental introductions

of fish and wildlife have had about equal chances of turning out badly. This sug-

gests a history of poor decision-making. For some species—keeping them out is the

best strategy. For others, control is easier than interception at ports of entry. So

aiming for a standard of "zero entry" is unrealistic and undesirable, especially if ex-

clusion comes at the expense of control.

The Federal Government currently plays a much larger role in preventing the

entry of agricultural pests than in excluding other potentially harmful NIS. In fiscal

year 1992, USDA's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) budgeted

at least $100 million for agricultural quarantine and port inspection. This compares

to $3 million for port inspections of fish and wildlife requested by FWS. Likewise,

the Federal Government devotes significant resources to managing and preventing

interstate movement of agricultural pests but little to pests of natural areas or fish

and wildlife.
,

Without better goal setting, data gathering, and evaluations, we cannot tell

whether pre-introduction screening, monitoring, quarantine, and enforcement are

adequate. However, OTA's long list of newly introduced or detected species provides

indirect evidence that the system fails with some regularity. These examples provide

additional proof:
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• In 1988, grass seed contaminated with an Argentinian weed was distributed by
popular retailers such as K-Mart and Walmart. Over 58,000 pounds were sold
in at least five States before the seeds' 1989 recall.

• The Asian Amur maple has become common in woods and fields surrounding
SCS's Lincoln, Missouri plant testing center, fi-om where it apparently escaped.

• In 1985, the Asian tiger mosquito, a vector of several serious viral diseases, was
discovered in Houston, apparently imported in containerized shipments of used
tires. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention rejected a research and
control plan in 1987 and, in 1988, issued regulations requiring that such im-
ports be fi"ee of mosquitoes. According to one expert, attempts to ensure compli-
ance are minimal. As of 1991, mosquitoes had spread to 22 States. Recently,
eastern equine encephalitis, a disease with a 30 percent mortality rate in hu-
mans, was isolated from a Florida tire dump 9 miles from Disney World.

Lapses come about for a wide variety of reasons. Certain categories of harmful
NIS are not restricted from entry at all. Many species' entry is prohibited only after
they have become established or caused damage in the United States. Adding new
organisms to lists of prohibited or regulated species is often difficult and time con-
suming. Also, delays in preventing entry sometimes occur when new pathways
emerge that have no regulatory history, e.g., proposed timber imports from Siberia
and the import of used tires.

No coordinated efforts prevent the spread of large categories of harmful NIS with-
in the country. In fact, at least five plants on the Federal Noxious Weed Act were
legally sold in interstate commerce in 1990. Weeds, as a group, receive little atten-
tion from APHIS, despite clear authorization in the Federal Noxious Weed Act.
Weed control program throughout Federal agencies are generally small and under-
funded.

Insufficient authority or impetus exists for Federal agencies to irnpose emergency
quarantines on pests that do not damage agriculture. Neither USDA's Soil Con-
servation Service (SCS) nor its Agricultural Research Service systematically evalu-
ates plants' invasiveness before release for soil conservation or horticulture. Accord-
ing to one expert, at least 7 of the 22 cultivars released by SCS between 1980 and
1990 could become weeds of natural areas.

Adequacy of enforcement is difficult to assess because solid information is miss-
ing. However, a recent FWS advisory commission noted that the agency's enforce-
ment division was imderstaffled and underfunded. Also, it lacked clear priorities,

adequate staff" supervision, and sufficient technical expertise. Amendments to the
Lacey Act in 1981 allowed FWS to enforce State-restricted injurious fish and wild-
life. No such interceptions were listed among the agency's 1990 accomplishments,
though, suggesting tnat enforcement is not a high priority. Likewise, compliance
with Federal and State laws limiting interstate distribution of federally or State-
listed noxious weeds is, in effect, largely voluntary.

Agency Jurisdiction and Interagency Efforts

Federal laws leave both obvious and subtle gaps that most States do not fill ade-
quately. Significant gaps exist for non-indigenous fish and wildUfe and their dis-

eases, weeds, vectors of human diseases, and NIS in natural areas. Many gaps
applv to genetically engineered organisms as well; they and NIS are commonly regu-
lated under the same laws.
At least 20 Federal agencies research, restrict, regulate, control, or sponsor NIS,

with USDA and the Department of Interior playing the largest roles. Also, Federal
agencies manage about 30 percent of the Nation's lands, many with grim NIS prob-
lems. Yet Federal management policies are often inconsistent within and among
agencies and implementation inadequate. Conflict between agencies is rare, at least

in part because legislative and regulatory gaps prevent much jurisdictional overlap.

'The 1990 Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act created
an interagency task force to deal with harmful aquatic NIS. The Task Force is co-

chaired by FWS and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and
draws additional members from five other Federal agencies.
The Act set out a number of assignments, many with completion dates that have

been considerably delayed. Several factors account for this delay. Little funding was
initially appropriated for new responsibilities or staff. In the absence of clear na-
tional policy, 'Task Force members spent a substantial amount of time reaching con-
sensus goals. Finally, administrative details—such as a charter and a memorandum
of understanding—slowed its progress. On the other hand, FWS' participation in the
Task Force has stimulated a much-needed internal review of agency policies. And
the Task Force's "Intentional Introductions Policy Review" aims to improve risk as-
sessments for proposed introductions.
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The 1990 law and the Task Force could have a significant role in preventing the

unintentional entry and dissemination of harmful aquatic species. For example, the

law provides for Federal grants to States with approved aquatic nuisance manage-
ment plans—grants that have been unfunded since authorization. Also, the Lacey

Act's limited controls on aquatic imports and interstate movement could be supple-

mented as the Task Force develops its "Aquatic Nuisance Species Program." Regula-

tions on import and quarantine of aquatic and wetland weeds could fill gaps in the

Federal Noxious Weed Act, especially those related to weeds of natural areas.

However, regulations are not underway or planned in these areas. The Task Force

chose to interpret the Act as not addressing aquatic NIS that escape from aqua-

culture facilities—excluding significant concerns. Also, States worried that the draft

program lacked mechanisms to disperse funds for emergency control. OTA concluded

that "the rocky start of the [Task Force] makes its future potential imcertain."

Federal and State agencies cooperate on many programs related to agricultural

pests, but their policies can also conflict, e.g., when different agencies manage adja-

cent lands. Federal law preempts State law in some specific cases, more often re-

garding agriculture than fish and wildlife. Conflicts between States also occur, often

without forums for resolving disputes. A widely cited example is North Dakota's ex-

perimental release of the zander, a new sportfish. Both Minnesota and Canada ob-

jected to the release, citing ecological and disease risks.

State laws are relatively complete for agricultural pests, but spotty for inverte-

brate and plant pests of nonagricultural areas. The State role is most critical for

the import and release of fish and wildlife, where there is less Federal presence.

States' fish and wildlife laws use a variety of approaches and vary firom la:: to exact-

ing. Many such laws are weak and inadequately implemented. Others, however,

present exemplary approaches that could serve as important models, e.g.:

• The v.'ay Tennessee funds fish and wildlife management fi-om either NIS permit

fees or its general fund.
• The burden of proof required by Georgia before import and release of NIS.
• Utah's legal and regulatory thoroughness for fish and wildlife.

• The host of educational material prepared by Ohio Sea Grant and the State De-

partment of Natural Resources on the zebra mussel.
• Maine's control of baitfish imports, upheld in a key 1986 Supreme Court deci-

sion.

Harmful NIS have hit Hawaii and Florida particularly hard because of their dis-

tinctive geography, climate, history, and economies. Cooperative efforts have sprung

up in both places. Increasingly, State and Federal agencies, nongovernmental orga-

nizations, agricultural interests, and universities see harmful NIS as a unifying

threat and public education as one important tool to alleviate it.

POTENTIAL AND PROSPECTIVE FEDERAL ACTIONS

Expanding environmental education is just one step Congress could take to im-

prove U.S. management of harmful NIS. Others might include amendments to the

Lacey Act and the Federal Noxious Weed Act to fill gaps and ensure broad interpre-

tation. Federal policy cannot succeed without State help. Model State laws or na-

tional minimum standards are two possible ways to ensure more adequate authority

for States.

In addition, Congress could require stricter screening for invasiveness m federally

funded efforts using NIS. And Congress could provide adequate authority for emer-

gency treatment of early NIS infestations—often the only hope for staying ahead of

enlarging pest populations.

Also, Congress might direct additional funds specifically to weed management on

public lands and to resource management generally in National Parks and other

protected areas. Howevc-r, assigning new responsibilities without money does not

work, as the experience of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force has shown.

Thus, Congress might consider further the questions of liability and accountability.

Congress could, for example, expand the application of entrance or user fees to risk

analysis for new introductions. Additional fees and/or higher fines could decrease in-

centives to import or spread harmful NIS and fund the control necessitated by those

that cause harm.
In some cases, change is underway. In Congress, Representative Studds expects

to introduce legislation on fish and wildlife in the House Merchant Marine and Fish-

eries Committee. Senator Dorgan and Representative Rose are drafting separate

amendments to the Federal Noxious Weed Act. And we are aware of your amend-

ment to the Crime Bill for consolidating enforcement of biological crimes.
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Meanwhile, this initial OTA study has spawned additional research on biological

pest control at OTA. The Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service are
organizing an interagency working group to tackle weed problems on public lands.
They, like other Federal agencies, are responding to requirements in the 1990 Farm
Bill. APHIS is making policy and program changes that respond to OTA's concerns.
For instance, APHIS' pilot project imder the Government Performance and Results
Act will set objectives and standards for pest exclusion for the first time. The Soil

Conservation Service is incorporating OTA's critique in its 5-year resource appraisal
required by the 1977 Soil and Water Resources Conservation Act. And the Aquatic
Nuisance Species Task Force continues its work.
While these initial steps are important and gratifying, OTA identified some other

larger and longer-term issues that only Congress can resolve. These are questions
of national values. Certainly better management of harmful NIS will save money.
It will also help conserve the resources that we are committed by law and treaty
to protect. But there is another, less tangible benefit.

Picture the acres of vast wetlands along the Atlantic coast, the salmon fisheries

of the Pacific Northwest, and the vast canyon lands of the West. Consider the
unique dunes around Lake Michigan and our only tropical lands in Hawaii and
Puerto Rico. Imagine the miles of wheat, com, rice, Douglas fir, and loblolly pine
that stretch from border to border.
Our country possesses a rich, one-of-a-kind inheritance of plants, animals, and mi-

crobes. Failing to limit harmful NIS threatens industries based on beneficial ones
and obscures our Nation's uniqueness. In the process, we risk squandering our coun-
try's natural and agricultural heritage. Ultimately, only Congress can enact a vision

to protect our country's biological legacy. And only Congress can determine what
level of risk we are willing to accept.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT DAVISON

Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Committee with a summary of the
efforts, policies, and concerns of the Department of the Interior regarding the intro-

duction of non-indigenous species.

The global transfer of non-indigenous organisms is one of the most pervasive and
perhaps least recognized effects of humans on the ecosystems of the world. In order
for this issue to be addressed effectively, we must start from an understanding that
any introduced species that survives the transfer will interact with the community
it colonizes.

Human-mediated transport has largely removed the natural barriers to invasion

that are partly responsible for the evolution of distinct ecosystems. This new found
mobility of species has had profound environmental and economic consequences.
As documented in the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report, Harmful

Non-Indigenous Species in the United States, many non-indigenous species have
been transferred unintentionally (ballast water and other means), while others were
intentionally introduced to meet human purposes (landscaping, biological control,

recreational fishing, food production, and the aquarium trade).

It is important to realize that once a species is introduced into an open ecosystem,
it is extremely difficult (often virtually impossible) to remove it—introduction, like

extinction, is forever. Thus, the most important strategy is to prevent the introduc-

tion and consequent spread of harmful non-indigenous species.

Non-indigenous species are neither inherently "good" nor "bad", and some species

produce both good and bad ecological and economic consequences, depending on lo-

cation and society's perceptions. Of the thousands of non-indigenous species in the
United States, many provide enormous benefits, especially in agriculture. However,
15 percent (675) have been identified as having severe, unwanted economic costs.

In the last century, just 79 of these 675 species cost the American public an esti-

mated $97 biUion in damage to natural resources and industrial productivity. Costs
of just 15 existing non-indigenous species in the United States are expected to ex-

ceed $100 billion over the next 50 years. For example, the zebra mussel is expected
to cost about $400 million per year in the Great Lakes Basin alone. The sea lamprey
has cost millions of dollars in losses to recreational and commercial fisheries and
millions of dollars in control programs since its entry into the Great Lakes in the
19208. These figures imply a heavy burden on the American public and institutions,

and do not take into account future introductions.

Some areas have experienced particularly high numbers of introductions. Hawaii,
for example, has more than 3,000 non-indigenous species, many of which have been
cited as factors in the high rate of extinction in the archipelago's largely endemic
biota. In the Great Lakes, at least 139 non-indigenous aquatic organisms have be-
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come established since the 1800s, more than one-third of them during the past 30

years. Several of these species, including the sea lamprey and alewife, contributed

to massive alterations in the Great Lakes fish community.
As the country's principal land management and natural resource agency, the De-

partment of Interior manages many programs dealing with non-indigenous species.

The National Biological Survey (NBS) has established a research and monitoring

program to: 1) determine the effects of non-indigenous species on native flora and

fauna; 2) develop methods which can be used to prevent the introduction of poten-

tially nuisance species into the Nation's ecosystems, 3) develop environmentally safe

measures to control established nuisance species, and 4) monitor the distribution

and potential spread of non-indigenous species in North America. Activities range

from evaluating the effectiveness of fences in controlling feral animals in the Hawaii

Volcanoes National Park to determining the response of black bears to gypsy moth
induced mortality of trees. NBS has recently joined an interagency effort to develop

a coordinated approach to contain invasive, non-indigeno'.-s weeds. In partnership

with other Federal and State agencies, NBS also conducts research on chemical and

biological control of sea lampreys in the Great Lakes.

The Department is also coordinating with other Federal, State, Tribal, and local

governments to implement the Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and

Control Act (Act) ot 1990 (P.L. 101-646) to address non-indigenous aquatic species

at the national level. The Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force (ANS Task Force)

estabUshed by the Act has proven to be an excellent mechanism for interagency co-

ordination. As co-chairs of the ANS Task Force, the Director of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and the Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, Department

of Commerce, are jointly responsible for implementing most provisions of the Act in

consiiltation and cooperation with the other members of the Task Force. The Service

provides staff support to the Task Force and along with NBS, chairs a number of

Task Force Committees.
* xto m r:>

The cornerstone of the Act and the msyor responsibility of the ANS Task FOTce

is the development of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Program (ANS Program). The

Service and NBS took a leadership role in development of the program, which has

undergone public review and will be sent to Congress this spring following Adminis-

tration clearance. Implementation of this comprehensive program will build on ex-

isting non-indigenous activities and be a cooperative effort among Federal ag;encies,

States, Tribes, local governments, nongovernmental entities, and other countries.

The primary objectives of the ANS Program are to: prevent the introduction and

dispersal of aquatic nuisance species; monitor, control and study aquatic nuisance

species; and disseminate related information. Supporting elements of the program

include research, technical assistance, education, and a zebra mussel demonstration

program. ,

The zebra mussel infestation was the catalyst for establishing the Act and much
of our non-indigenous species effort has remained focussed on the zebra mussel

within the Department of Interior. The Service, NBS, National Park Service (NPS)

and the Bureau of Reclamation (BR) are all conducting and coordinating zebra mus-

The Service and the National Park Service, in cooperation with State and local

governments, have developed a "Zebra Mussel Response Program" to prevent the

spread of the zebra mussel into the St. Croix National Scenic River. The St. Croix

River, a tributary of the Mississippi River, supports several species of endangered

mussels. Multi-agency efforts include information/education, boat inspections and

access management, watercraft decontamination, and monitoring.
n. j u

The Service and the Bureau of Reclamation are working together to "head them

off at the pass." The Service conducted a study to determine the feasibility of stop-

ping or slowing the spread of zebra mussels west of the Continental Divide where

they may impact large reservoirs, dams, irrigation systems, etc. An interagency

meeting was sponsored by the Service and BR in February 1994 to develop inter-

agency strategies to address this problem. Activities which will be initiated by the

Service in fiscal year 1994 include preparation of information/education programs

for the general pubUc, performing risk assessments on Service facilities that may
be at risk, and assisting western States in developing containment and prevention

strategies and programs. Additionally, the Service and the Bureau of Reclamation

are developing a Memorandum of Understanding to facilitate cooperative efforts to

prevent, monitor and control zebra mussels and other non-indigenous aquatic nui-

sance species on BR and Service lands.

Research is an important support element of the ANS Program and NBS has con-

ducted considerable research to support management of zebra mussel related prob-

lems. The NBS Great Lakes Center has conducted studies on the biology and life

history of zebra mussel and their effects on native biological communities and habi-
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tats. The NBS LaCrosse Center has conducted research on environmentally safe
strategies for controlling zebra mussels and evaluating the effects of zebra mussels
on riverine biota and aquatic food chains. The NBS Northern Prairie and Patuxent
Centers have cooperated on biological control of zebra mussel by waterfowl.
The Control element of the ANS Program outlines a risk assessment and manage-

ment process to ensure prompt and systematic evaluation of proposed control meas-
ures. In response to a control proposal submitted by the Great Lakes Fishery Com-
mission, the ANS Task Force developed a control program to slow or stop the spread
of the ruflFe (a small fish) from Lake Superior. Proposed ruffe control measures in-

clude range reduction by physical and chemical means, ballast water management
through volimtary guideUnes, population investigation, surveillance, predator eval-
uation, and education. In addition to serving as chair of the ANS Task Force Ruffe
Control Committee, the Service is conducting population investigation studies, sur-
veillance programs and information/education programs. In support of the ruffe con-
trol program, the NBS Great Lakes Center is conducting studies on the biology and
life history of the ruffe and the Lacrosse Center is conducting research on strategies
for chemical control of ruffe. The ruffe control program has been developed coopera-
tively by member agencies of the ANS Task Force and affected State, Tribal and
local resource agencies.
The Act also directed the ANS Task Force to develop a Research Protocol to en-

sure that "research activities carried out under the Act do not result in the introduc-
tion of aquatic nuisance species to waters of the U.S." The Research Protocol Com-
mittee, chaired by NBS, developed a protocol that consists of a risk assessment and
a set of guidelines outlining preventative containment and confinement procedures
that must be followed if reseeu-ch is conducted under the Act. As the Nation's bio-

logical research agency, the NBS is providing leadership for inter-agency efforts to

identify research priorities, develop collaborative and complementary research and
monitoring programs, and provide information transfer. Largely in response to the
zebra mussel invasion, about three-quarters of NBS's fiscal year 1994 budget on
non-indigenous species ($3.5 million) is directed at aquatic nuisance species, espe-
cially the zebra mussel. NBS is currently preparing a Five-Year Plan (fiscal year
1995-fiscal year 1999) for Congress on the prevention, containment and control of
non-indigenous aquatic nuisance species.

Monitoring of non-indigenous species is necessary to detect new introductions,
track their dispersal, and document their effects on aquatic ecosystems. The ANS
Task Force has established a Detection and Monitoring Committee to coordinate
monitoring activities and develop an information system to collect and distribute

this information. This committee, chaired by the NBS, has proposed to use a Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS) developed by the NBS for documenting the occur-
rence and distribution of non-indigenous aquatic species and their rate of spread.
Service regional biologists track the dispersal of the zebra mussel to provide an
early warning to affected industries. Federal, State and local officials. This informa-
tion is incorporated into the GIS and maps displaying zebra mussel dispersal are
developed and distributed on a periodic basis. The GIS currently contains more than
10,000 reports of non-indigenous aquatic species. The NBS Environmental Manage-
ment Technical Center is also conducting monitoring and public education in the
Upper Mississippi River Basin.

Section 1102 of the Act requires the completion of three studies on the introduc-
tion of aquatic nuisance species. One of these studies, the Biological Study was to

determine whether aquatic nuisance species threaten the ecological characteristics
and economic uses oi U.S. waters (otner than the Great Lakes). The ANS Task
Force will address this study on a case study basis, examining specific geographic
areas where aquatic nuisance species have historically been or may potentially be
a problem. In Hscal year 93, the Service initiated two case studies to examine the
ecological and economic effects of biological invasions in the San Francisco Bay and
Delta Region and the State of Florida. The case study in Florida is being conducted
by the NBS Gainesville Center. A case study of the Chesapeake Bay area will also

be funded by the Service and is anticipated to begin later this year.
Section 1209 of the Act required the ANS Task Force to develop and undertake

a program to control the Brown Tree Snake in Guam and other areas where the
species has become established outside of its native range. The ANS Task Force es-
tablished a Brown Tree Snake Control Committee comprised of representatives of
appropriate Federal, State, and Territorial agencies. The objectives of this commit-
tee are to ensure coordination of activities and develop a Brown Tree Snake Control
Program. A draft Brown Tree Snake Control Program has been developed. NBS's
Patuxent Center is currently conducting research on brown tree snake populations
on the Pacific islands, evaluating the design and feasibility of snake barriers and
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traps, creation of snake-free areas, methods of detection and biological and chemical
control methods.
Many of the programs discussed to this point have dealt with unintentional intro-

ductions. The ANS Task Force, established under has also undertaken an effort to

identify and evaluate approaches for reducing the risk of adverse consequences asso-

ciated with the intentional introductions of aquatic organisms. A report to Congress
on the findings, conclusions and recommendations of that review has undergone ex-

tensive public scrutiny and will be submitted to Congress this spring, following Ad-
ministration clearance.

Additional non-native species research activities being conducted by NBS include

cooperative efforts by the Alaska and Madison Centers on a study of the role of non-

native birds as competitors and vectors of pathogens on native Hawaiian forest

birds. NBS also has a major effort on the inventory, monitoring and taxonomy of

non-native and special status plants on Federal lands including developing tech-

niques to control invasive exotic weeds.
The Service has ongoing efforts on National Wildlife Refuges to control non-native

nuisance species in order to protect and maintain populations of native species.

The Department of the Interior is committed to carrying out its responsibilities

under the Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act and other

authorities, and working jointly with the other Federal, State and conservation

agencies to ensure that we protect our fish and wildlife resources from all non-indig-

enous nuisance species and doing everything within our authority to prevent the in-

troduction of new harmful non-indigenous nuisance species. Some or the best Fed-

eral policy strategies for the future to address non-indigenous species are contained

within the Act. The development and establishment of the ANS Program will pro-

vide the Federal agencies with a comprehensive framework with which to address

non-indigenous aquatic species. Implementation of this program will require a

steady commitment and a continuing coordinated effort by the Federal agencies

with responsible for addressing these problems. In addition, the ANS Program could

serve as a model for developing a comprehensive national strategy to address the

introduction of all harmful non-indigenous species.

The completion of the Intentional Introductions Policy Review and the ANS Pro-

gram, as well as the progress on the other studies required by the Act, demonstrate

the effectiveness of ANS Task Force as a forum for cooperation and reflect a shared

commitment and dedication among Federal agencies in addressing non-indigenous

species problem.
This concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to answer any ques-

tions you might have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHARINE W. KIMBALL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am Katharine Kimball, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere,

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), U.S. Department of

Commerce. I am also Co-Chair of the interagency Aquatic Nuisance Species Task

Force (Task Force) created by the Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and

Control Act of 1990 (Act). I appreciate the opportimity to discuss the risks presented

by both unintentional and intentional introductions of non-indigenous species. Rec-

ognizing that the Committee has heard from a number of witnesses touching on

freshwater introductions, I will emphasize saltwater issues in my testimony.

The Act was designed to mitigate the overall problem of aquatic nuisance species.

It established an interagency Task Force to achieve this end. The Task Force is co-

chaired by NOAA and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and includes rep-

resentatives from the Coast Guard, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the

Army Corps of Engineers, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service of the

Department of Agriculture, and the Department of State. In addition, there are

eignt ex officio members appointed to represent non-Federal entities.

Historically the problems associated with introductions of non-indigenous species

were the result of inadequate knowledge and review. Very Uttle attention was given

to the various pathways that unintentionally resulted in movement of species. A
shrinking world has meant increasing mobility, more rapid transportation, and in-

creased demand for foreign products. As we all have become less isolated, the prob-

ability that non-indigenous species will be introduced into new ecosystems has risen.

In the case of intentional introductions, past introductions have taken place without

adequate review of the potential risks involved.

The Non-indigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act provided a se-

ries of tasks to be carried out with the goal of preventing and mitigating the prob-
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lems associated with introductions of non-indigenous species. The Task Force has
made an effort to fulfill its responsibilities under the Act despite having less funding
available than authorized.
Much of the impetus for the Act was the result of concern over the catastrophic

introduction of zebra mussels into the Great Lakes, and a major portion of the Fed-
eral effort has focussed on addressing this problem.

In the marine environment, we are unable to point to major catastrophes caused
by species introductions as catastrophic as the introduction of the zebra mussel into

the Great Lakes. There are two reasons for this. First, as the Office of Technology
(OTA) report pointed out, some ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to species in-

vasions. Marine environments may be relatively less vulnerable to catastrophic in-

vasions. Second, we may simply be unaware of major marine introductions because
we still know less about marine ecosystems than terrestrial or freshwater
ecosystems.

Nevertheless, there are examples of species introductions into marine environ-
ments that have had negative impacts. In April 1993, NOAA sponsored an inter-

national workshop on Non-indigenous Estuarine and Marine Organisms. Partici-

pants in the Workshop concluded that while we were not aware of a catastrophic
mtroduction of zebra mussels that had occurred in the marine environment, such
an occurrence is almost inevitable in the future. Participants also discussed past
problems associated with introductions.

Whenever they occur, there are a number of potential risks associated with both
unintentional and intentional introductions. An introduced species may cause the
decline of native species in a number of different ways. Indigenous species may be
affected by direct predation, competition for key habitat or other resources, or hy-
bridization. Serious pathogens or parasites also may accompany a species when it

is introduced.
Although there has been a tendency to focus on fish and shellfish introductions,

species that can be nuisances may include plants, single celled organisms, inverte-

brates, pathogens, and parasites.

Off the east coast the introduced green alga, Codium fragile, was first considered
to be a nuisance in the area of Long Island m the early 1970s. The species has now
spread as far south as South Carolina, and there is concern that if it spreads far-

ther, it could affect coral reefs by blocking the sunlight on which they are depend-
ent. The saltmarsh cordgrass, Spartina atterniflora, is used for shoreline stabiliza-

tion on the east coast. Ebwever, it has had negative impacts after being introduced
to the west coast. It aggressively invades intertidal oyster habitat and can reduce
oyster productivity. Spsuiiina traps sediments and can transform low mudflats to

higher islands and may adversely affect Dungeness crab larvae that rely on mud
flat habitat.

San Francisco Bay and the delta region feeding into the bay provide examples of

two other types of organisms that can have negative impacts. The Asian clam
Potamocorbula amurensis has colonized the bay and has been found in densities of

more than 20,000 per square meter. Several introduced copepods have displaced the
native copepod Eurytemora affinis which is a preferred prey species for a number
of larval fish. Alterations in prey base may have affected striped bass and other fish

production in the delta area.

Even if a species itself is not a nuisance, it may introduce pathogens and para-

sites. Although of uncertain origin, one only needs to consider the impact of MSX
and dermocystidium on oyster production in the Chesapeake Bay to see the poten-
tial problem. Pathogens have had a serious impact on a number of economically im-
portant species. In addition to oysters and clams, other pathogens have been trans-

ferred with salmon and shrimp. The State of Hawaii has among the most stringent

screening requirements for diseases. This occurred because the introduced shrimp
virus IHHNV was responsible for major losses in the aquaculture industry. Even in-

troductions that have, on the whole, been beneficial have been accompanied by para-
sites. A significant portion of U.S. oyster production is dependent on the Japanese
oyster Crassostrea gigas that was introduced to the west coast. A number of species

were accidentally introduced with the oyster. One, the Manila clam, has itself be-

come a significant commercial species. However, two parasites—the Japanese oyster

drill and the oyster flatworm became established as a result of the oyster introduc-

tion.

In Hawaii, a marine fish introduction may have led to the decline of a native spe-

cies. Near Oahu, the introduced Marquesan mullet has displaced the native mullet
for which a valuable fishery exists.

The United States is not only a recipient of aquatic nuisance species. There are
examples of species from our waters that have impacted other ecosystems. The
Black Sea has been invaded by comb jellies from our waters. Comb jellies prey on
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ph5rtoplankton, and there is concern that phytoplankton levels are so reduced that

the prey base for native fish species has been adversely affected. Although a cause-

and-effect relationship has not been established, there has been a marked reduction

in fisheries production since comb jellies were initially introduced.

Australia is extremely concerned that the toxic dinoflagellates responsible for red

tide blooms in the United States may be introduced in ballast water. The introduc-

tion of a viral disease with hatchery salmon from the United States has had an ad-

verse impact on the native masou salmon in Japan.
As indicated earlier, the problem of zebra mussel infestation galvanized demand

for Federal legislation. Under the Act, a number of Federal agencies have provided

funding for research on methods to control zebra i^iussels. To prevent further ballast

water mtroductions into the Great Lakes, the Act mandated that the Coast Guard
issue regulations on the management of ballast water in the Great Lakes. Those
regulations became effective on May 10, 1993. As part of the National Ballast Water
Control Program (Section 1102 of the Act), the Task Force is mandated to conduct

Ballast Water Exchange, Biological and Shipping Studies.

The Ballast Exchange Study has been initiated and will assess the environmental

effects of ballast water exchange and identify areas, if any, where exchange does not

pose a threat. The project has been initiated through a grant from EPAs Office of

Research and Development and will be conducted at and administered through

NCAA's Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory. Additional funds from

NOAA and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will allow completion of the study by

June 1995. The study will assess the environmental impacts of the release of salt

water in the Great Lakes and other freshwater ports and the survival potential of

open ocean organisms in coastal zones. It also will identify areas where ballast

water may be discharged safely.

The Biological Study mandated by the Act is currently being conducted to deter-

mine whether non-indigenous species threaten the ecological characteristics and eco-

nomic uses of U.S. waters other than the Great Lakes. The study was initiated with

FWS funds and is currently proceeding on a case study basis. Additional funds from

NOAA and EPA will be used to complete the case studies. A study on the environ-

mental impacts of non-indigenous aquatic species in Florida, begun in July 1993 by

FWS, will be completed this year. A similar study on the fresh, brackish, and ma-
rine waters of the San Francisco Bay-Delta region began in September 1993 and

will be completed this year. A case study of the Chesapeake Bay is currently being

developed.
The Shipping Study was conducted by the Coast Guard to determine the need for

controls on vessels entering U.S. waters to prevent the introduction and establish-

ment of aquatic nuisance species. The study has been completed and will be trans-

mitted to the Congress after Administration clearance.'

Although a significant portion of our effort has been directed toward zebra mus-

sels and Ijallast water in the Great Lakes, the Task Force has taken steps to ad-

dress the issue of non-indigenous species introductions in other areas. As I indicated

earlier, NOAA sponsored a workshop on Non-indigenous Estuarine and Marine Or-

ganisms last April. Since that meeting, interest has been expressed in holding a sec-

ond workshop exclusively devoted to ballast water issues. We have approached the

Government of Australia, which has been involved extensively in this field for a

number of years, regarding dual sponsorship of such a workshop.

The central component of the Act is development of a comprehensive Aquatic Nui-

sance Species Program. The proposed program has undergone public review and re-

vision and will be sent to the Congress after administration clearance. The Program

will build on existing non-indigenous activities and involve Federal agencies. States,

Tribes, local governments, and non-governmental entities. The Program consists of

the following elements: prevention, monitoring and detection, control, research, tech-

nical assistance, education, and the Zebra Mussel Demonstration Program.

The Task Force's Risk Identification and Management Committee is developing a

pathway identification risk assessment process to prevent unintentional introduc-

tions of non-indigenous species. The committee has met and is modifying a process

developed by the Department of Agriculture' s Animal and Plant Health Inspection

Service for evaluating non-indigenous plant pests to develop the risk assessment

portion of this element.
i

• i j u u
Detection and monitoring of non-indigenous species will be accomplished through

coordination of existing activities and field studies by the Monitoring Committee

and through a data repository and information management system currently oper-

ating at the National Biological Survey's Fisheries Research Center in Gainesville,

Florida.
• u n

A control risk assessment and management process outUned in the Program will

address control of aquatic nuisance species. The Task Force has already imple-
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mented this process in the case of the unintentional introduction of the ruffe, a Eu-
ropean perch species, via ballast water into Lake Superior. The Task Force decided
that control of this species was warranted and set up a Ruffe Control Committee.
A proposed control program has been developed, and when the environmental as-
sessment document has been completed, it will be released for public review.
The Act mandated development of a Research Protocol so that research activities

funded under the Act do not themselves result in introductions of aquatic nuisance
species. Last year, the Task Force approved a final protocol developed by the Re-
search Protocol Committee. The protocol establishes a decision tree to assess risks
and contains guidelines outlining preventive containment and confinement proce-
dures that must be followed on any research conducted under the Act.

Section 1204 of the Act provides that individual States mav submit State Aquatic
Nuisance Management Plans to the Task Force for approval. States with approved
Management Plans are eligible for a Federal grant program for projects to prevent
and control aquatic nuisance species. The first plan was submitted by the State of
New York. The Task Force approved the plan on March 1, 1994.
Although the fccus of the Act was on unintentional introductions of aquatic nui-

sance species, Section 1207 requires the Task Force to submit a report to Congress
containing recommendations for reducing the risks associated with intentional intro-

duction of non-indigenous aquatic species. The report is finished and has been sub-
mitted to the full Task Force for approval. We expect to submit the report to Con-
gress this Spring following Administration approval.

In addition to co-chairing the Task Force and those activities mentioned above,
NOAA has been involved with a number of other non-indigenous species activities.

Our involvement dates back to the early 19708 when the agency was created. At
that time, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) established a shellfish dis-

ease research program. In addition to shellfish pathogen and parasite research,
NMFS monitors the presence of pathogens in imported seafood through a Memoran-
dum of Understanding with the Food and Drug Administration. NMFS also has pro-
vided technical advice to the State of Hawaii and serves on the State panel that
reviews proposed introductions of aquatic species.

NOAAs National Sea Grant College Program administers aquatic nuisance spe-
cies research grants. Sea Grant researchers address a variety of aquatic nuisance
species issues, including the brown mussel on the Gulf of Mexico coast, ballast
water studies in the Chesapeake Bay, sea lamprey and watermilfoil (aquatic plant)
in the Great Lakes, and Spartina marshgrass in the Pacific Northwest. The Sea
Grant Zebra Mussel program is concentrating on the effects of zebra, mussels on
infi-astructure and the environment, and on the development and evaluation of po-
tential control methods. The Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory has
set up a Non-indigenous Species Coordinated Research Program. Under this pro-
gram, researchers have set up a monitoring program in Saginaw Bay in Lake
Huron. They monitored the Bay both prior to and following infestation by zebra
mussels. They are also conducting a series of life history studies.

The National Sea Grant College P*rogram also provides education and technical
assistance through its State Sea Grant Offices and Marine Advisory Service pro-
gram. The Zebra Mussel Information Clearinghouse is a project of New York Sea
Grant. The Clearinghouse publishes Dreissena polymorpha Information Review
which summarizes research, meetings, legislation, and sightings of zebra mussels as
means of encouraging and facilitating communication among interested parties. It

provides copies of papers on zebra mussels published in scientific journals. This
project has created a closely integrated network of researchers and extension agents
who are developing control methods and communicating the results to local commu-
nities, affected industries, and management agencies including some inland states
without their own Sea Grant Programs.
NOAA's National Estuarine and Research Reserve System has monitoring pro-

grams to establish baseline parameters on species presence in a variety of coastal
areas. The sites are well integrated with State agencies and nearby academic com-
munities. They can be used as a framework fi-om which to initiate a long-term mon-
itoring program on the occurrence and spread of non-indigenous species. Beginning
in 1995, NERRS will have as a research priority the study of alterations of habitat
utilization by coastal biota and restoration of coastal habitats that have been im-
pacted by non-indigenous species.
The waters of the United States are a resource of immeasurable environmental,

economic and aesthetic value. Although the Task Force started slowly, we have
picked up the pace and are well on the way to establishing a comprehensive pro-
gram to deal with the risks presented by non-indigenous species. Further rec-
ommendations are likely to emerge as a result of some of the studies that I have
mentioned. Although it is not possible to prevent all species introductions—indeed
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there have been some beneficial introductions, we should be able to reduce the risk

of non-indigenous aquatic species with the potential to become nuisance species

from becommg established.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify on this important issue.

I will be pleased to answer any questions that you may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF B. GLENN LEE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to be here today to

discuss with you the report by the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) on Harm-
ful Non-Indigenous Species in the United States. The efforts of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's (USDA) Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) to

prevent and control the spread of non-indigenous species (NIS) were reviewed in the

OTA report.

USDA appreciates the tremendous effort that OTA put into creating such a com-
prehensive document. We understand the problems associated with NIS, and believe

the report generated valuable insight into approaches for handling such difficult is-

sues. As the report indicates, the negative effects of certain non-indigenous species

have created economic losses in the billions of dollars. For example, the annua] crop

losses attributable to non-indigenous weeds is approximately $2 billion to $3 billion.

The OTA report concludes that a dynamic national agenda is needed to effectively

address NIS in the United States. We agree with this conclusion and assert that

USDA should be a major participant in this effort. APHIS, in particular, has signifi-

cant experience and expertise in monitoring and evaluating the dangers of NIS, and
in developing Federal/State cooperative regulatory programs for exclusion, control,

and eradication of non-indigenous plant and animal diseases and pests. We have
also worked with successful models for Federal, State, and industry voluntary pro-

grams to address these issues.

We have traditionally been charged with protecting agriculture in the United
States from plant and animal pests and diseases, and noxious weeds. Generally, we
concentrate our efforts on excluding exotic agricultural diseases and pests. Where
feasible and cost-effective, we institute control or eradication activities such ae those

involving the screwworm, Mediterranean fruit fly, and boll weevil. On those occa-

sions where exotic agricultural diseases and pests become established in the United
States, APHIS may implement programs which prevent their further spread.

The OTA report identified a number of modified or new services that APHIS or

another agency could provide for effective protection against harmful non-indigenous

species. For example, the OTA report recommends that APHIS, as U.S. Agriculture's

"first line of defense," more closely examine any proposed introduction (importation,

interstate movement, or release into the environment) into the United States of a

non-indigenous organism. APHIS believes it must supplement its current regula-

tions to better meet the problems posed by invading non-indigenous organisms. The
Agency is currently developing comprehensive regulations governing the introduc-

tion of non-indigenous organisms that may be plant pests. The regulations would

provide a means of screening proposed introductions of non-indigenous organisms to

determine potential plant pest risks. Of course, this would also entail an evaluation

of environmental effects of authorizing the introduction of non-indigenous organisms

as required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

Another area that has been highlighted as a problem is noxious weeds. The report

accurately states that APHIS currently regulates only interstate transport of nox-

ious weeds if a quarantine is in place, and imposes a quarantine only if a control

or eradication program exists. This practice is in accordance with the legislative his-

tory of the Federal Noxious Weed Act of 1974. APHIS has drafted new legislation

that would consolidate and streamline the plant quarantine laws. This draft legisla-

tion would expand the Agency's role in regulating noxious weeds and would elimi-

nate the requirement that the Agency initiate a control and eradication program

and impose a quarantine prior to regulating interstate movement of noxious weeds.

APHIS has also developed a comprehensive weed policy that will form the basis for

broader management and control of weeds.

The Agency has also drafted legislation to consolidate and streamUne the animal

quarantine laws and allow for regulation of any material that can ceirry an animal

pest or the agent or vectors of disease. Both legislative proposals are currently

under Administration clearance.

OTA contends that "responsibility for studying, regulating, and controlling harm-
ful NIS in non-agricultural areas such as parks and protected areas is a large

enough problem that it needs to be assigned explicitly to some agency or institu-

tion." APHIS is a member of the Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force, which is,
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in part, developing risk assessment and risk management processes to evaluate en-
vironmental pests as well as pests causing more traditional economic damage. This
task force will address NIS in non-agricultural areas as well. APHIS recognizes that
its services can benefit non-agricultural areas. Likewise, APHIS' programs to control

certain types of noxious weeds and vertebrate pests are protecting native

ecosystems. APHIS is willing to work with Congress and other agencies in any way
to determine the necessary resources, and/or priorities to address issues related to

non-indigenous species.

In addressing the problems associated with non-indigenous species in Hawaii,
OTA suggested that a greater Federal role may be warranted. OTA also recognized,

however, that increased Federal involvement in domestic arrival inspections in Ha-
waii would require a change in APHIS' mandate, as well as increased staffing and
other resources for the Agency. As a means of further protecting Hawaii, APHIS is

currently working on implementing a program for inspection of first-class mail ft-om

the mainland to Hawaii which was authorized by the Alien Species Prevention and
Enforcement Act of 1992. APHIS has had several meetings with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Interior, the U.S. Postal Service, and the Hawaii Department of Agriculture

in Honolulu and in Washington. APHIS is working to develop appropriate Memo-
randums of Understanding with the Department of Interior, and other agencies.

The OTA also noted that "APHIS does not consistently prevent repeated importa-

tion of pest species that are already established here. New, different strains of some
species potentially may be imported, worsen effects, and spread into areas where
the pest is not yet well-established." We acknowledge this potential type of danger;

protecting against these tj^jes of pests is not inconsistent with the Agency's mission.

However, we do not currently attempt to prevent introduction of all pest species

that are already established here for a number of reasons. While we have authority

to regulate introductions of plant pests, regardless of whether or not they are al-

ready present in the United States, our exclusion decisions must comply with exist-

ing international trade agreements, and must be in accord with science-based risk

information.
We believe that improvements can be made, and are being made, to current pro-

grams to measure effectiveness and to analyze risk. OTA acknowledges that com-
plete exclusion of pests from the United States by APHIS probably is infeasible.

However, OTA also asserts that the overall success of APHIS' efforts to exclude

pests is difficult to evaluate, in part because the Agency lacks performance meas-
ures to determine the effectiveness of port inspection activities and programs in pest

exclusion. In recognition of the potential value of improved performance measures,
we have initiated a pilot project to develop goals and indicators to measure the re-

sults of the exclusion function, including tne Agricultural Quarantine Inspection

(AQI) program. This project is to be one of the pilot projects of the Government Per-

formance and Results Act of 1993. The goal of the project is to enable APHIS to

better articulate desired program outcomes and to measure whether those desired

outcomes are being achieved.

We are also responding to the identified need for improvement in the U.S. system
of monitoring agricultural diseases and pests. We already conduct the National Ani-

mal Health Monitoring System, which provides scientifically sound and statistically

valid data regarding the incidence, trends, and economic impact of food animal dis-

eases and pathogens. Our Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey (CAPS) provides for

the timely collection, storage, processing, and distribution of significant plant pest

and disease information for Federal agencies and State departments of agriculture.

The OTA notes that biological control agents that are not microbes, are exempt
from the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and fall under

APHIS' jurisdiction. OTA also notes that APHIS has not yet promulgated regula-

tions specifically for such agents; instead APHIS requires researchers and producers

to follow procedures and permitting requirements developed for plant pests under
existing authority. APHIS is reviewing biocontrol organisms that are non-indigenous

on the basis of their potential for plant pest risk. Many biocontrol organisms are

exotic species being introduced for the first time, often to control their pest hosts

which are also non-indigenous. Good biocontrol organisms should have limited po-

tential to cause harm to unintended targets. We intend to have permitting require-

ments commensurate with the level of risk. We are participating in an interagency

group reviewing biological control organisms. As mentioned earlier, we are now de-

veloping regulations to cover the introduction, interstate movement, and release into

the environment of non-indigenous organisms.

The OTA points out several perceived weaknesses with APHIS' risk analysis proc-

ess. In recent years, APHIS has sought to improve and standardize its risk assess-

ment procedures; we will continue to work to modify these procedures, and will con-

tinue well into the future. With respect to APHIS' requirement for demonstrated
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risks before preventing imports, APHIS, as a matter of principle does not require
regulations unless a justification can be demonstrated.
Although we applaud and value the OTA study, there are several items that we

believe should be brought to your attention. The study did not cover organisms such
as those causing animal diseases, including those transmissible from animals to hu-
mans. In response, APHIS would like to make clear that control and exclusion of
these organisms have constituted major technical, scientific, and regulatory suc-
cesses in this century. APHIS' Veterinary Services programs that produced these
successes could offer working models, expertise, and many hard-earned lessons on
quarantine, inspection, and testing procedures. APHIS reviewers believe that the
OTA study may obscure, rather than clarify, key issues related to the assessment
and management of risks associated with genetically engineered organisms (GEOs).
The OTA study fails to make sufficiently clear that if transgenic plants are to be
considered a special case of NIS, it is because they are derived from customary agri-
cultural cultivars that are themselves descended from NIS. The act of genetic modi-
fication with modem molecular techniques does not by itself render an organism
"non-indigenous."
When developing and implementing programs to protect agriculture and our natu-

ral resources, funding and resources eire usually big questions. We currently assess
user fees to fund many exclusion activities. If an expanded role is envisioned for
APHIS, alternatives for funding, including user fees should be considered.

Public education is an avenue toward developing awareness of the economic loss
and/or environmental harm that can result if prohibited plants, injurious animals,
[)ests, and diseases enter our coimtry, or parts of our country. For example, our pub-
ic information program in Hawaii has increased the awareness that it is illegal to
send fresh fruits and vegetables to the mainland, resulting in a decrease in the
number of illegal items being sent to the mainland since the program began in 1989.
The Department has been and will continue to be closely involved with activities

to protect against harmful non-indigenous species. For example, the U.S. Forest
Service and APHIS worked together to resolve issues related to the importation of
unmanufactured wood products and continue to work together in the control of the
Asian Gypsy Moth. As noted earlier, APHIS is a member of the Aquatic Nuisance
Species Task Force and we work with the Department of Interior and the Depart-
ment of Commerce, the co-chairs of the Task Force. Other members of the Task
Force are the Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of
State, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Also, our Animal Damage Control
unit of APHIS cooperates with the Department of Defense, the Government of
Guam, and the Department of Interior to control the brown tree snake in Guam.
These are but a few examples. We are willing to cooperate with these and other
agencies in developing a comprehensive strategy to impede the movement and inva-
sion of harmful non-indigenous species into our country.
We appreciate the Committee's interest and look forward to meeting the chal-

lenges identified in the OTA report. We will be happy to answer any questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM McCLEESE
Thank you for the opportunity to offer our views on non-indigenous plant and ani-

mal species in our Nation's forest and rangeland ecosystems. I am accompanied by
Dr. Jerry Sesco, Deputy Chief for Research.

Background

Non-indigenous plant and animal species are a serious threat to the integrity of
our forest and rangeland ecosystems. The chestnut blight, white pine blister rust,

Dutch elm disease, and leafy spurge are the more commonly known introduced pests
in the United States. They are examples of exotic pests that completely changed our
forest and rangeland ecosystems by eliminating significant species such as the
American Chestnut, Eastern White Pine, and American Elm over much of their
original ranges and in our cities. Not only did they change our forests, but they re-

sulted in serious economic losses as well. The costs of trying to control these pests,
the cost of research, the loss of forest products and wildlife habitat, and the damage
to local economies has been in the billions of dollars.

There have been over 200 forest insect pests, 20 major diseases, and over 100 ex-
otic plant species introduced into this country over the past two centuries. The rate
of introduction is increasing because of increasing tourism and commerce among Na-
tions. To counter this continuing increase in the rate of introduction, we must ex-

pand our application of our regulatory authorities and develop a greater capacity
to respond to new introductions. We must also develop improved methods for con-
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trolling those exotic pests that have become estabUshed and threaten our native
ecosystems.

In addition to economic losses, these exotic pests severely affect the forest eco-

system. Wildlife that is dependent upon a declining native species for food or habitat
is adversely affected. Species composition and structure of the forest change because
species that are immune to the exotic pest replace the susceptible species. Addi-
tional forest changes occur because these immune species are often less adapted to

these sites, and, therefore, are more susceptible to native diseases, insect pests, and
stresses caused by normal changes in weather patterns. In some areas, the Forest
Service has identified this changing of species composition and the invasion of exotic

plants as the greatest threat to our forest and rangeland ecosystems, including our
wilderness areas.

Our rangelands are being severely impacted, and it is estimated these exotic

plants have infested over 14 million acres of western Federal lands, where they are
rapidly displacing the native vegetation. Some of the most invasive species include

several species of thistles and knapweeds, leafy spurge, dalmatian toadflax, and St.

Johnswort. Without their natural checks and balances, these exotic species can free-

ly invade healthy ecosystems, regardless of disturbance, and once established, create

monocultures that severely reduce species diversity and can become impossible to

control with current methods. The results are severely degraded ecosystems that no
longer provide quality wildlife habitat, forage for both wild and domestic ungulates,

or quality recreational experiences. Finally, some threatened and endangered spe-

cies plant species are at considerable risk since they cannot compete with these ex-

otic plants.

The Office of Technology Assessment, in their report "Non-Indigenous Pests," esti-

mates that economic losses due to invading exotic plants are several billion dollars

annually. A 1993 study completed by the University of North Dakota found that the

invasion of leafy spurge alone had a direct economic impact on grazing and
wildlands of $87 million.

In Hawaii, exotic plants, such as gorse, banana poka, fireweed, and strawberry
guava are invading and severely damaging native forest and rangeland ecosystems.

They are also preventing the reclamation of those ecosystems that have been dam-
aged by hurricanes and past practices.

Forest Service Programs for Non-Indigenous Plants and Animals

The Forest Service has been an active participant in cooperative programs to pre-

vent and control non-indigenous plants and animals. I would like to discuss several

programs we have developed in cooperation with other countries and with other

Federal agencies.

We are working with scientists from other coimtries to identify plants, fvmgi, in-

sects, and other organisms that could be pests and to reduce the risk of their entry
into the United States. The value of this international effort was evident when the
Asian Gypsy Moth was discovered in Oregon and Washington in 1991. A Forest
Service research scientist had cooperated with Russian scientists and also studied

the Asian Gypsy Moth in Russia. The information he was able to provide was valu-

able in the eradication efforts conducted by the Department of Agriculture's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) and State agencies. Our Forest Pest
Management staff is also working with the Russians to assist them in controlling

pest outbreaks around their port areas to lessen the chances of exotic pests entering

the United States on cargo from these ports.

Our coordination efforts with other Federal agencies include working with APHIS
to develop a list of exotic pests and potential entry points into the United States.

We are also cooperating with APHIS by providing assessments on the risks of im-

porting logs and other unmanufactured wood products from Russia, Chile, and New
Zealand.

In 1993, the Forest Service participated in organizing and facilitating the Depart-
ment of Agriculture's Noxious Weed Coordination group. The group's role is to im-
prove communications between the Department's agencies with weed responsibil-

ities. The Forest Service is also a member of the team which developed the proposal

to establish an inter-departmental team to coordinate Federal agency efforts for nox-

ious weed control. Later this year, a memorandum of understanding will be signed
by the agencies within the Departments of Agriculture, the Interior, Defense, and
Transportation establishing the Federal Inter-Departmental Committee on Manage-
ment of Noxious and Exotic Weeds. The Forest Service will serve as a co-chair of

this committee.
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Forest Service Activities

The Forest Service has also been active in revising its regulations and cooperative
efforts at the program level for exotic plants and noxious weeds.

In 1993, the Forest Service conducted a field review to evaluate its current policy
relative to noxious weeds. In December 1993, the current policy was published in
the Federal Register to request public comments. The results of the field review and
the public comments will be used to finalize Forest Service policy on noxious weeds
and to incorporate an ecological approach to weed management.
The Forest Service has been effective in implementing both prevention and control

programs for noxious weeds on national Forest System lands. We emphasize pre-
venting the introduction of a noxious weed as the most important action. The most
effective prevention programs are cooperative efforts with State and county weed or-
ganizations and surveys for invading noxious weeds conducted cooperatively by the
Forest Service and livestock permittees on rangelands. In wilderness and
backcountry areas, we are working with outfitters, guides, volunteers, and
recreationists. In addition, noxious weed information for the public is provided at
ranger district offices and recreation trailheads. A new prevention program devel-
oped for national Forests in Colorado and Wyoming will require all hay brought
onto national Forest System lands to be certified as weed-fi-ee.

If prevention efforts fail, operations to control the noxious weed must be con-
ducted. Similar to prevention programs, the most effective control operations are co-
operative efforts between Federal, State, county, and private landowners. The con-
trol programs are usually designed to eradicate a noxious weed within a watershed
to prevent the re-establishment of the noxious weed by water or animals after the
control operation. To encourage these cooperative efforts to prevent and control nox-
ious weeds, the Forest Service has helped to estabUsh the Western Weed Coordinat-
ing Committee which focuses on coordinating noxious weed programs among all
landowners. Other coordination actions include the sharing of equipment and per-
sonnel, combined training, and biological and chemical controls.

Research Efforts

When a new exotic pest is discovered in the United States, a series of immediate
research activities must be conducted. These include research on how to survey and
determine the extent of the infestation, how to prevent the spread of the pest, how
to eradicate it, and what, if any, damage it will do in our ecosystems. Because intro-
ductions of exotic pests cannot be anticipated, it is difficult to build funding for this
research into our program of work. We are working to solve this problem because
this research is some of the most cost effective research we can do. Quickly coming
up with the answers to prevent an exotic pest fi-om becoming established or spread-
ing can save billions of dollars.

In response to the exotic plant problem in Hawaii, the Forest Service is cooperat-
ing with the National Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Hawaii State
Deoartment of Agriculture, the State Forester, and the University of Hawaii in a
biological control program. The Forest Service's contribution to this effort is biologi-
cal control using insects. We have been successful in finding, testing, and securing
approval to release three insects on gorse, a weed that is particularly damaging to
open rangelands in Hawaii.
A similar problem exists on national Forest System lands. As I mentioned earlier,

many species of exotic plants are invading these lands. The Department of Agri-
culture's Agricultural Research Service (ARS) conducts much of the research on
these exotic plants. ARS is presently conducting research on the 10 species that are
of concern on pasture, forage, and rangelands. This means there is still research
that needs to be completed on exotic plants affecting forest ecosystems. To initiate
research efforts on these forest and rangeland ecosystem noxious weeds, the Forest
Service is currently evaluating a proposal to co-locate a biological control research
and development staff in Bozeman, MT, with ARS and Montana State University.

Summary
Exotic pests have changed the composition of our forest and rangeland ecosystems

and have caused billions of dollars in damage to wildlife habitats, local economies,
and forest resources. The costs of trying to control these pests and the cost of re-
search have also been high.
The Forest Service supports the conclusions by the Office of Technology Assess-

ment and others that exotic pests are a major threat to our native forest and range-
land ecosystems.
The Forest Service along with other agencies in the Department of Agriculture

will continue to develop a more effective and coordinated response to prevent the
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introduction of exotic pests and to control these pests where they have been intro-
duced.

This completes my testimony. Dr. Sesco and I will be pleased to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service,

Washington, DC.
Dr. Isi A. SiDDiQui,
Division of Plant Industry, California Department ofFood and Agriculture,
Sacramento, CA.
Dear Dr. Siddiqui: This is in response to your letter of August 19 on mail inspec-

tion in Hawaii. We appreciate your offer of assistance in this program. We are cur-
rently examining ways to improve Hawaii's program, to initiate a program in Puerto
Rico, if possible, and most recently to implement a congressionally mandated pro-
gram to protect Hawaii from pests which may enter that State from other States.
We have been aware of the limitations on Hawaii's program since its inception.

We have examined the very problem you pointed out. It was found that very few
parcels of quarantine interest are mailed from the islands on Fridays and weekends
because postal patrons are aware of the effect of delays on the soft fruits that are
of most concern to us. In addition, the delay problems with the mail and the inabil-
ity to obtain warrants are very real ones.
The postal inspection system in Hawaii was set up after a long period of study

and is operating on a delicate and carefully preserved balance of cooperation among
the Postal Service, the Federal court system and APHIS. Quarantine is an art rely-
ing on many factors for its successful accomplishment, not an absolute science. We
have found that the present program has substantially cut down the number of par-
cels being mailed. We are continuing our public relations efforts in the present fiscal
year. The selected officers involved are most familiar with the mail system and be-
lieve the system now operating is the best presently available.
We will continue our efforts to assure quarantine security. We will strive for max-

imum improvement as we negotiate with the Postal Service, the Hawaii Department
of Agriculture, and the Department of the Interior on mail inspection both in and
out of Hawaii. Mr. Jim Reynolds indicated at the National Plant Board meeting that
we would contact the Postal authorities concerning changes in operational proce-
dures. We have contacted the Postal authorities in Honolulu to request their co-
operation in permitting us to perform inspections on the weekend and hold parcels
until a warrant can be obtained on Monday morning. We have not yet received a
reply. However, they have indicated they are studying the applicable Postal regula-
tions for a more positive interpretation. Should the present interpretation not
change, we will pursue the matter at the national level.
We will continue to encourage legislation to permit mail inspection with a less on-

erous warrant system. At this time, we request only your support for such enabling
legislation.

Sincerely,

B. Glen Lee,
Deputy Administrator, Plant Protection and Quarantine.
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State of Hawaii
Department of Land and Natural Resources

Honolulu, Hawaii, March 9, 1994
Hon. Daniel K. Akaka
720 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-1103

Dear Senator Akaka: This is to provide testimony for the March 11, 1994 hear-
ing before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs regarding Federal poli-
cies governing the introduction of non-indigenous plant and animal species.
We beheve that current actions to prevent the introduction of non-native plants

and animals into Hawaii are very much inadequate, both at the State and Federal
levels. Despite strong laws and regulations and competent professional inspectors
and enforcement officers at ports-of-entry, a myriad of non-native pest plants and
animals have become established in the Islands with devastating adverse impacts
on indigenous flora and fauna and the agricultural economy. To correct current defi-
ciencies in the process of intercepting prohibited species and/or eliminating their in-
cipient populations, a significant increase in funding and manpower is needed with-
in Federal agencies charged with detection and mitigation. The same is true for
equivalent State of Hawaii agencies. In addition, interagency cooperation and inte-
gration of forces at the Federal (civilian and military agencies). State, County, local
and private levels is absolutely essential to alien species prevention and control in
our insular society.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important issue.
Sincerely,

Keith W. Ahue

PREPARED STATEMENT OF YUKIO KITAGAWA
Thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing on Federal policies gov-

erning the introduction of non-indigenous plant and animal species. Today, I would
like to discuss two issues: The Alien Species Prevention and Enforcement Act and
USDA's Risk Assessment Policy.
During the past year, officials with the State of Hawaii, Department of Agri-

culture, have met several times with representatives of the U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Plant Protection and Quar-
antine (USDA-APHIS-PPQ), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Postal
Service to implement the "Alien Species Prevention and Enforcement Act." This Act
was signed into law (P.L. 102-393, 106 Stat. 1774) on October 6, 1992, and required
that, within 90 days of enactment, the U.S. Postal Service and the Secretaries of
Agriculture and the Interior offer to enter into a cooperative agreement with the
State of Hawaii to enforce plant and animal laws within the jurisdiction of these
agencies. This legislation further required USDA-APHIS-PPQ 2 years to expend just
as much effort in Hawaii to inspecting incoming first class mail as outgoing first
class mail to prevent the entry of pests into Hawaii and to survey the extent of the
problem of pest movement in first class mail arriving in Hawaii.
While we acknowledge the efforts of all three Federal agencies in trying to imple-

ment the provisions of this Act, we are certainly not satisfied with the results. To
date, there is still no Federal inspection for incoming first class mail to prevent the
entry of harmful plant pests and diseases and illegal animals into the State of Ha-
waii as provided by the Act. Furthermore, over a year has already lapsed in this
proposed 2-year project.

As we understand it, the following summarizes the situation of each affected State
and Federal agency:

1. State of Hawaii laws and rules treat all plant-feeding insects, arthropods,
invertebrates, and vertebrates of equal importance in that all have the potential
of becoming significant economic pests in our islands. As such, a large number
of plants and all non-domestic animals and microorganisms are regulated and
require permits for entry into the State.

2. U.S Postal Service has ruled that First Class Mail privileges, including the
sanctity of privacy, extends to parcels as well. Therefore, first class mail parcels
cannot be examined without a Federal warrant even if the parcels are clearly
marked as containing live plants or animals.

3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service maintains that provisions of the Lacey Act
can only be invoked afler a violation has been observed. The Lacey Act is need-
ed to allow State of Hawaii violations to become Federal violations. However,
since the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has no inspection authority, the Lacey
Act cannot be invoked to inspect mail parcels.
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4. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Serv-
ice, Plant Protection and Quarantine maintains that their authority to conduct
inspections do not extend beyond their inspection for specific plant pests des-
ignated under USDA's 15 Federal quarantines, many of which are to keep Ha-
waii's pests from leaving the islands. The department also maintains that Fed-
eral magistrates would not issue warrants for pests that are confirmed by detec-
tor dogs because of Hawaii's broad definition of a pest under State law and
rules.

What we have then is a State that would like equal protection from alien species,
a U.S. Postal Service that will allow for inspections through search warrant proce-
dures, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that can invoke State laws only after a viola-
tion occurs, and a U.S. Department of Agriculture, which has inspection authority,
but only for a select number of plant pests that for the most part are of little con-
cern to Hawaii. Since USDA-APHIS-PPQ currently inspects outgoing mail, specific
language must be developed in this Act to give this agency the authority to also in-
spect incoming domestic mail for plant and animal pests as designated under Ha-
waii law.
Our efforts to implement the Alien Species Prevention and Enforcement Act have

been very frustrating to say the least. Each year, new pests are discovered in our
islands causing problems to our growers and citizens. We continually capture or con-
fiscate prohibited animals, many of which have been turned loose or have escaped.
Last fiscal year (July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993) alone, we captured, confiscatecf, or
investigated 42 lizards, 18 snakes, 22 turtles, 13 mammals, 25 oirds, 119 amphib-
ians, and over 5,000 arthropods that were illegal to possess in Hawaii. Many of
these animals probably entered the State under the "protection" of the first class
mail pathway.
The second issue deals with USDA-APHIS-PPQ's Risk Assessment Pohcy and pol-

icy on "quarantine action pests." We understand that USDA-APHIS-PPQ policy re-
quires Federal inspectors to take action only on "quarantine pests" that enter Ha-
waii froni foreign areas. All other pests are referred to state inspectors, if available.
Perhaps it is time to review this pohcy in light of Hawaii's unique situation, it may
be that other States may also have unique situations as Hawaii.

Unlike most other States, Hawaii's (1) heavy reliance on imports; (2) mild climate;
(3) diverse vegetation; and (4) lack of natural enemies result in a larger influx of
pests into the State from foreign areas, and a higher probability of those pests be-
coming established and causing damages. Furthermore, USDA-APHIS-PPO's recent
adoption of a "risk assessment policy on plants grown in media" that is based on
the economic importance of the crop places many of Hawaii's important crops in
jeopardy because of the minor crop status in the U.S. of Hawaii's economically im-
portant crops.

Hawaii's limited island resources place a high demand on imports from abroad.
The ratio of total imports to Hawaii's gross State product is now 60 percent as com-
pared to 10 percent for the total contmental U.S. economy. This heavy reliance on
imports means a ^eater potential of pests being transported to Hawaii fi^om both
foreign and domestic areas.

Establishment is relatively easy once the pest arrives. Our subtropical climate,
further moderated by the Pacific, provides year-round development for pest popu-
lations. Approximately 75 crops are commercially grown in Hawaii. Thousands of
other plant species—collectea from temperate, subtropical, and tropical areas
throughout the world—are used in Hawaii's landscaping, pastures, forests, and con-
servation areas. Insects from abroad would have no difficulty in finding a suitable
host in Hawaii.
Because of our geographical isolation, Hawaii is also relatively devoid of the natu-

ral enemies common to continental areas, further making it easier for a pest to be-
come established, it is well known that the introduction of insects, previously
thought to be innocuous or of minor significance, have had devastating effects on
Hawaii's plant life and economy.
Hawaii can no longer afford to act as a "stepping stone" or "buffer" for pests mov-

ing from the Orient, South Pacific, and Tropical America into the continental U.S.
USDA-APHIS-PPQ needs to give Federal PPQ inspectors broader authority to take
quarantine action on all pests entering Hawaii from foreign areas. Decisions on
what is a quarantine action pest in Hawai—should not be based on a risk assess-
ment that has evolved from knowledge of continental crops and economics—but
rather from one that is based on sound knowledge of local environmental and eco-
nomic factors. For Hawaii and other tropical/subtropical areas, all organisms that
feed on plants, or compete with other plants, should be treated as a potential quar-
antine action pest.
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It is not surprising that when we conducted a study on the possible sources of
pest origin into Hawaii between 1975-1985 that 76 percent of our new pests had
originated from foreign areas. It is also not surprising that 16 percent had also
originated from Tropical America where there was no direct air or sea traffic to Ha-
waii. We have long been concerned about the movement of pests from Central and
South America through international hubs in the continental U.S. into Hawaii. Part
of this problem lies in a policy that takes remedial action only for "known pests"
of "significant risk" to the continental U.S. Case in point is the large number of or-
chids and other tropicals that flow virtually unrestricted into the U.S., ultimately
bringing pest problems to Hawaii.
Many of Hawaii's pests can be attributed to the first class mail pathway and

USDA's risk assessment policy. For example, it takes only one gravid snake to sud-
denly remove "paradise" from Hawaii. And yet, "paradise" is what fuels our primary
industry, tourism. "Paradise" nurtures our native plants and animals. "Paradise" is
what makes Hawaii our home. That is how serious the problem is.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at this hearing.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH Y. KANESHIRO, PH.D.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the impact of non-indigenous
species in the United States, especially in the State of Hawaii. The recent findings
of the Office of Technology Assessment identified Hawaii as one of the two states
(Florida being the other) with particularly severe non-indigenous species problems.
The conservation agencies in Hawaii, including Federal, State, and non-govern-
mental organizations, have set the mitigation of non-indigenous species as the top
priority in order to protect our state's fragile island ecosystem. As Director of the
Center for Conservation Research & Training at the University of Hawaii, I present
some of my thoughts on this issue.

Hawaii's Unique Ecosystem

Hawaii ranks number one in the world for its tally of endemic species, even
though it encompasses less than two-tenths of one percent of the planet s total land
surface. Almost 100 percent of its invertebrate species (estimated to be about 8,000
soecies), 98 percent of its birds (about 100 species) and 93 percent of its flowering
plants (about 1,400 species) occur nowhere else on earth. Minnesota by contrast, has
only one endemic plant.

"The Hawaiian Archipelago, formed in isolation in the mid-Pacific Ocean by a time-
sequence series of volcano formation, is considered by many scientists to be the
world's most outstanding living laboratory for the study of evolutionary biology.
Over the ages, a great variety of life forms developed that were specially adapted
to the conditions in Hawaii's widelv-differing ecological zones. Hawaii's increaible
native flora and fauna, comprising thousands of species unique to the islands, is re-
nowned for its examples botn of nature's creativity and her vulnerability.

Biodiversity

Biologists consider that biological diversity is a crucial part of life systems because
of the interdependencies that link flora and fauna and because variation within spe-
cies allows them to adapt to the challenges of an ever-changing environment. Given
the complex workings of an ecosystem, it is never clear which species, if any, are
expendable.

Studies have shown that the greatest diversity of organisms occur in the tropics.
Between 60 percent and 80 percent of the species on earth are found in tropical for-
ests which encompass less than 7 percent of the planet's surface. While global envi-
ronmental issues have focused on the destruction of huge tracts of tropical
rainforests in Central and South America and in Southeast Asia, we have similar
problems here in the United States especially in Hawaii. The extinction of unique
life-forms in Hawaii, both plants and animals, far exceed that occurring on the con-
tinental United States. Our island ecosystem is extremely fragile and is highly sus-
ceptible to perturbation caused bv human activities. With the planet's greatest toll
of extinct species for a given lancf area, Hawaii also epitomizes the plight of threat-
ened ecosystems worldwide.

Biotechnology

During the last two decades, major breakthroughs in the study of basic biology
have occurred. It is now becoming increasingly possible to explain biological proc-
esses in molecular terms. The very powerful techniques developed by the field of mo-
lecular genetics have become the basis of a new technological revolution called bio-
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technology. With this technology, it has become possible for man to intervene in the

processes of natural evolution for producing useful products.
Natural genetic diversity in the tropical flora and fauna of the world represents

a storehouse of genetic information most of which we know very little about. The
University of Hawaii's Biotechnology Program intends to take full advantage of the

genetic resources available in our native ecosystem. Genes that are specifically

adapted to our tropical environment can be engineered into agricultural crops for

improving them. For instance, genes isolated from salt-tolerant, drought-tolerant or

disease- and pest-tolerant native plants can be isolated and transferred to commer-
cial crops for making them resistant to these factors. New strains of nitrogen fixing

bacteria that are specifically effective in the acidic soils of the tropics can be devel-

oped. Useful genes from tropical fresh water and salt water fishes can be isolated

and used to improve aquaculture. The fresh water and marine tropical environment
of Hawaii contains thousands of unexplored species of algae and seaweeds poten-

tially rich in unknown natural products beneficial to man. The genes encoding these

compounds can be isolated and made use of for man's benefit. Therefore, it is of the

utmost importance to preserve Hawaii's native species, not only for the study of nat-

ural evolution, but also for the economic opportunities they offer through bio-

technology.

Impacts ofNon-Indigenous Species

Almost the whole of the native Hawaiian flora and fauna—98 percent—is endemic
to these islands, found nowhere else in the world. Discovery and occupation by hu-
mans, first Polynesians and then Europeans, led to gross disturbance of the natural

environment through habitat loss, the introduction of alien browsers, predators,

birds and plants. The native plants and animals that had evolved in an era without
browsing or predatory mammals, faced the onslaught of tens of thousands of goats,

pigs and deer, and many pest plants spreading through the forests and other

ecosystems.
These disturbances have resulted in the loss of ecosystems, the extinction of nu-

merous plants, birds, insects and other animal life and drastic population reductions

in many more plant and animal species. Hawaiian plants and animals currently ac-

count for 2*7 percent of our Nation s rare and endangered species. More than 70 per-

cent of the extinctions recorded in the U.S. in the past two decades were of plants

and animals once found only in Hawaii.
New pest species continue to become established in Hawaii and there is a great

f)otential for even more harmful ones to be introduced. The introduced animal prob-

ems include:

Pigs: disturbing the forest floor vegetation; preventing regeneration of plants,

both rare and common; causing water deterioration.

Goats: eating plants of the forest floor and lower forest undergrowth; killing

trees by barkstripping;

Rats: preying on the nests of rare birds, on rare snails, and probably other

fauna; destroying the seeds of rare plants.

Mongooses: preying on rare birds.

Feral cats: preying on rare birds.

Mosquitoes: infecting native birds with malaria.

New alien insects have been introduced, accidentally and deliberately, in a steady

stream. Even today, with modem surveillance at the ports, airports and postal serv-

ices, 23 new insects were recorded as becoming established in 1991. As many as

2,500 alien arthropod species may now live here. These insects can attack and eradi-

cate "keystone" species that others depend upon. A simple example is the ants that

attack the native bee that pollinates the beautiful Haleakala silversword, so indi-

rectly threatening the silversword's continued existence.

Hawaii is an excellent growing climate for the many trees, shrubs, garden plants,

grasses and weeds that humans have introduced, whether purposely or accidentally.

There are now more than 800 alien plants established in the wild.

An introduced vine, the banana poka of the passionfruit family, smothers pristine

native forest, cutting out the light from the tree crowns and shading the forest floor

so much that some plants can no longer grow there. Kahili ginger, introduced for

its flowers, takes over the floor of the forest and crowds out the native plants. When
the current overstory of trees die in their natural cycle, will there be any native

plants to replace them? These are but two of the many plant pest species seriously

degrading Hawaii's natural environment.
Promising work is being done on the biological control of several of the worst

weeds but biological control research is expensive. With present resources, nothing
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can be done about the dozens of other serious weed problems. The most cost-effec-
tive way of deaUng with unwanted pest species is to prevent them from ever enter-
ing the State.

The Extinction of Hawaii's Native Plants and Animals
With only 0.2 percent of the land area of the United Sates, Hawaii has 75 percent

of the Nation's known extinctions. Of 140 Hawaiian birds, 70 have gone extinct
since the arrival of humans. Of the 70 forest birds still in existence, 30 are threat-
ened or endangered. For many of these birds, we know very little about their biology
and even less of the specific causes—is it loss of habitat? Introduced disease? Preda-
tion of the nests?

Plants have fared no better. As of June, 1992, 85 Hawaiian plants were listed by
the US Fish & Wildlife Service as endangered and more than 103 species are sched-
uled to be added in the near future. About a dozen plant species have been reduced
to a single individual.
The Hawaii Conservation Biology Initiative (HCBI) report "Immediate Research

Needs of Hawaiian Natural Area Managers", which was prepared in 1992 by a
group consisting mainly of management-oriented people, identified the alien plant
problem as the highest priority for research on natural resource management prob-
lems in Hawaii. The report identified the problem of the impact of feral pigs on na-
tive ecosystems as another of the highest priorities.

Following on from that report, an HCBI workshop on research priorities for forest
birds identified introduced diseases of birds, and predation by introduced rats, mon-
gooses and feral cats as being critical factors in the decline of bird numbers. A sec-
ond workshop to identify the priorities for research on alien plants, gave the highest
priority to preventing plants that are potential invasive weeds from entering the
State and becoming established. The report of the workshop concluded

"Not enough is being done, to prevent the entry and establishment of harm-
ful plants in Hawaii. Inasmuch as new legislation needs to be passed or ex-
isting laws need to be enforced, the solutions to this problem are partly po-
litical."

Economic Impact

The economic crops grown in the Hawaiian islands have also been seriously im-
pacted by introduced pest species. It has been estimated that the alien fruit fly spe-
cies, the Mediterranean, Oriental, and melon flies, cost Hawaii $300 million annu-
ally in lost markets for locally grown produce. These same species are also threats
to California's multi-billion dollar fhiit and vegetable industry. Nearly a million dol-
lars a year are expended by State of Hawaii for research to control or eliminate im-
pact of alien species on agricultural commodities.
The Formosan subterranean termite, another alien species to our islands since the

early 1900's, cause millions of dollars of damage each year to residential and indus-
try structures. In 1985, a conservative estimate to prevent infestation, to undertake
remedial control, and to repair damage caused by this species in Hawaii was $50
million per year.

The tourist trade, on which the State's economy depends, could be impacted in
the future. If the mosquito that carries human malaria were to be introduced to Ha-
waii, it could pick up the malarial parasite from visitors from some parts of the
world and start the human malaria cycle in Hawaii. If future intending visitors to
Hawaii need to dose themselves with anti-malarial drugs before they leave home
and worry about the brown tree snake biting their babies while they sleep (as hap-
pens in Guam) the impact on the tourist trade could be disastrous. If (when) the
snake and/or human malaria are found to be established in Hawaii it is predictable
that many costly emergency actions will be taken—but it will be too late.
As well as its impact on the native bird life and its nuisance value to humans,

the brown tree snake causes millions of dollars worth of damage in electrical out-
ages on Guam. There is no reason to think the economic impact on Hawaii would
not be proportionally equivalent.

The Quarantine Problem
The liberalization of world trade through the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade and the North American Free Trade Agreement, which will bring about an
increased flow of goods between countries, can only exacerbate the transfer of orga-
nisms from country to country. These developments should be accompanied by the
trading partners making a renewed commitment to slowing the international spread
of pests and diseases through the setting and poUcing of more stringent quarantine
and surveillance policies.
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Part of the problem for Hawaii is that although it is unique and its ecosystems
are totally different froni any on the continental USA, it is legally a State of the
United btates and therefore international quarantine treaties do not apply for visi-
tors and goods from the mainland to Hawaii. Federal laws and rules aim to protect
large-scale mainland agriculture by preventing pests established in Hawaii from en-
tering the mainland, but this protection is not reciprocal: the same kinds of pre-
cautions are not taken with goods moving from the mainland to Hawaii. The con-
tinental U.S.A. IS estimated to be one of the main sources of new pest organisms

1 nnn"^^^"^
around 26 percent of those that became estabhshed between 1981 and

1990 Decreasing the introductions from that source would not solve all of Hawaii's
problems but it would certainly help. Ideally, the law should recognize Hawaii's vul-
nerability and enable the mainland U.S.A. to be treated as a "foreign" country for
the purposes of quarantine in Hawaii.
An alien species that has been intercepted at Hawaii but has not to our knowl-

edge become established here is the brown tree snake, which has caused the extinc-
tion of nine of Guam's eleven forest birds. So many of Hawaii's birds are already
rare that the establishment of the snake would be a disaster of major proportions
I believe it is of the utmost importance that detection measures be improved that
an effective fumigant be identified for killing the snake where it is known or sus-
pected to be in cargo, and that a means of luring/poisoning it be develoried It is
essential that such means of combatting the snake be developed without delay.

Hawaii's natuj-al environment has been badly damaged by events of the past but
there is still a tremendous amoimt remaining that is of scientific, aesthetic, and cul-
tural value that needs to be protected. It is simply inviting disaster to fail to take
effective action to prevent the entry of these and other pest species.

Drastic international and national advances in setting and maintaining standards
are needed if the laws and regulations and the agencies that administer them are
to prevent further degradation of the ecosystems, plants and animals that belong
only in the Hawaiian islands. The time for urgency is now.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER R. COURTENAY, JR., PH.D.

At least 70 fish species, imported from beyond the borders of the United States,
and well over 160 native species transplanted beyond their historical ranges of dis-
tribution are now established as reproducing populations in novel habitats in waters

p u i^oc ^*^*®^- '^^^ figure of 160 native species represents about 20 percent
of the U.S. fish fauna, and is probably an underestimate, as stated in my report
derived from published literature; in fact, on February 20, 1994, I was advised by
a researcher with the National Biological Survey that their new investigations indi-
cate that closer to 50 percent of our native fishes have been moved by humans be-
yond native ranges.
How did fishes get moved? Early introductions were made to "improve" a mostly

unknown native fish fauna for food and sport purposes, but most intentional intro-
ductions withm the present century were made only to provide for sport fishing.
Other fishes were introduced for aquaculture or for biological control uses, and a
few endemic species were moved to protect them from almost certain extinction in
their native habitats. Fish culture, or aquaculture of fishes, usually is accompanied
by escapes. Other fishes were released by hobbyists, some (like the zebra mussel)
from foreign ballast water releases, and through canals or other waterways built to
connect drainage basins. A major source of fish transfers within the U.S. has been
anglers releasing bait fishes netted from other drainage systems or bought from
bait shops" (fishes cultured in other States from other parts of the U.S. or of for-
eign origin).

Were any of the intentional introductions made after research on their possible
negative impacts, or released only because of some perceived need that might be
met by their introduction? No and yes, in that order.
Have any of the introductions been beneficial? Yes, a very few, but not without

their own problems to indigenous fishes in various locales. Sport fishing is largely
dependent on stocking and introductions, and rarely have such releases had any
positive biological impact to receiving habitats and ecosystems. I say this as a sport
angler who is also concerned with protecting fish communities. Moreover, introduc-
tions have often made managing fisheries more difficult in several instances because
introduction urges surpassed ecological concerns.
Have any of the introductions been detrimental? Yes, many, including some that

have caused extinctions. In a 1989 hsting of fishes of North America considered en-
dangered, threatened, or of special concern, 41 percent of those fishes were cited as
having been negatively impacted by non indigenous fish introductions.
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What have been the costs? Substantial over time, but primarily with the sea lam-
prey in the Great Lakes. GAO says that about $10 million per year is spent on lam-
prey control, an equal amount in stocking fishes in the Great Lakes, an admitted
drop in the bucket of Federal spending, but to not do so could cost $500 million an-
nually in lost values. The recently (about 1986) introduced rufFe, a fish from Europe,
could cost $90 million per year in lost revenue as a result of its future potential

damage to Great Lakes fisheries and related businesses. Some State and Federal
agencies are now trying to eradicate previously transplanted native fishes to assure
survival of equally economically important native fishes. Nevertheless, dollar values
cannot be placed on any one or all species within a biological community, and is

a patently unjust way to judge their worth. The health of aquatic resources is in

its biodiversity, water quality, and the inner workings of ecological interactions of

each species with its environment—unmeasurable in economic terms. Only when, by
human error (including introductions), habitats or parts of ecosystems collapse do
we begin to feel an economic impact at the time it effects some species that we de-

pend on. Our value system seems to lack a sense of recognition that everything can-
not be measured in dollars, and pays little attention to necessary stewardship for

our biological resources, whether or not they are consumable.
How did this situation come about? It happened because fi"om the start, fisheries

resource agencies, Federal and State, were created to provide the public with
catchable fishes, for commercial or recreational purposes. None of these agencies
was established to be a conservation agency, although that is how most of the public

views them. Thus, those agencies have often opted to manage for fishing—not nec-

essarily for fishes. The Federal Government set the example, and the other entities

followed. States inherited most of this task because the Constitution allowed them
to do so.

Where do we go from here? First, the Federal Government must set a new exam-
ple to be followed by creating a policy on introductions that recognizes the non-eco-
nomic values of biological entities and requires extensive research and peer review
on potential impacts before (or if) introductions are permitted to be made. Without
that leadership, this mission will fail. Secondly, States need to be cooperating on
an ecosystem basis rather than doing what each one feels best for its own interests

(= fishes do not recognize political boundaries) with introductions. The weapon to

make certain that these things happen is financial aid to States, under control of
the Federal Government.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE E. COBLENTZ

Non-indigenous species (hereafter called exotics) are those species not native to

a particular biotic community that have been introduced via human activity. Exotics

that undergo rapid population growth and range extension from their point of intro-

duction are generally referred to as being invasive.

Exotics, and especially invasive exotics, are substantially different from other
forms of ecological disturbance. Whereas the environmental effects of pollution,

overharvesting, poor grazing practices, and even strip-mining can be expected to di-

minish over time after the offending activity is halted, exotic organisms, once estab-
lished in a community, are usually permanent. Thus, if we are having a severe ef-

fect on the biota of a river by allowing some pollutant to enter, that effect will pro-

gressively diminish once the source of the pollution is terminated. Conversely, if a
handful of zebra mussels {Dreissena) are put into the same river, the effects of those
mussels and their multitudinous descendants will probably be permanent. Although
the zebra mussel example is perhaps the most discussed recent exotic species night-
mare, and projected costs associated with it are over $4 billion over the decade of
the 90*8, it is far from being the most calamitous introduction into North America,
even when considering that the $4 billion estimate does not begin to account for loss

of productivity of native species or even extinctions of native species due to usurped
space or nutrient resources.

In 1492, Columbus and his party landed on the island of Hispanola in the Carib-
bean. There may have been over one million indigenous people living there at the
time of first contact. When Columbus again landed on Hispanola only 2 years later,

the majority of the indigenous people had perished due to smallpox {Variola), a
virus not native to the new world. In fact, smallpox was not even native to the Eu-
rope that it so thoroughly infected for several centuries. Its origin was apparently
in East Asia, having been brought by traders first to the middle east: from there
it travelled on to Europe with the returning crusaders. Considering that after Euro-
pean contact, more indigenous North and South American humans died fi"om small-
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pox than from any other cause, this surely must have been the most devastating
exotic from the human perspective.

Disease organisms (and parasites) are among the most completely devastating
exotics when one considers their potential to completely eliminate a susceptable spe-
cies. Thus, important tree species such as American chestnut (Castanea dentata)
and American elm iUlmus americana) of the eastern deciduous forest biome have
been essentially eliminated, and may well be faced with extinction. Additionally,
flowering and Pacific dogwoods {Cornus florida and Cornus nuttalli respectively)
and butternut {Juglans cinerea) are currently in precipitous decline due to exotic
diseases of uncertain origin.

Of even greater current concern are those tree species that provide the majority
of lumber for construction. Although numerous diseases and parasitic organisms (in-

cluding insects) have already become established, few at present seem destined to
eliminate any commercially valuable conifer species. However, that soon may
change. Ill-advised and ecologically irresponsible plans to import raw logs for milling
in this country carry only a single certainty with them, that they will surely intro-
duce insect or disease pests that will have a net negative economic and biological
effect.

The United States is currently the world's largest producer of industrial
roundwood by a wide margin (U.N.F.A.O. 1993. Forest Products Yearbook, 1991.
Rome). We produce 26 percent of the world's supply in a Nation of well less than
5 percent of the global population. To propose importation of additional logs that
have the potential to jeopardise the viability of the world's largest wood p/oducts
industry is at best naive, short-sighted, and perhaps unthinkably mercenary. In
common language it is exceedingly stupid. There are other, more insidious ways
that exotic organisms impact species and communities. In general, there is only so
much space, food, or other resources in any environment. Thus, in a given forest
there is only so much space where frees can grow. They are limited by the nutrients
in the soil, and the availability of sunlight in the canopy. Any space on the ground
or in the canopy that is usurped by an exotic species equates to a commensurate
loss of biomass of one or more members of the native flora.

Although in general a natural forest community will not be invaded by an exotic
tree, there are ways in which it can happen. Most of the exotic trees of concern (ex.

Chinese Tree-of-Heaven, Ailanthus altissima) exploit disturbed sites. They colonize
areas by spreading along road corridors, and generally produce large numbers of
easily dispersed seeds which settle throughout undisturbed habitat. As long as there
is no disturbance the exotic is not likely to be a concern: however, forest commu-
nities have a background level of predictable disturbance from windthrow, lightning
strike, ice-storms, and other natural causes such as old-age mortality of individual
trees. When there is a large seed source "waiting" for any such disturbance, dis-

turbed sites are often quickly colonized by aggressive invaders. Although such an
invasion is rapid in ecological time, it may appear imperceptably slow to a human
observer who generally has a lifespan considerably less than the period required for
significant forest community conversion. The end product of such a scenario may
well be a forest dominated by a valueless invasive exotic tree species, and if that
exotic is of little value to native fauna, an impoverished animal community.
Aquatic communities are affected in ways similsu" to forest communities in that

a body of water essentially has a relatively finite capacity to produce, for example,
fish. If an invasive fish species is introduced into an aquatic community, and it in-

creases in number and biomass, there will be a roughly commensurate decrease in

the native fish. With the introduction of carp {Cyprinnus carpio) in North America,
their rapid continental invasion resulted in a permanent foregone production of
more desirable native species roughly equal to carp biomass, and that amount of
fish is a substantial portion of the total North American fish biomass. Perhaps the
best North American example of this phenomenon is the introduction of the ruff"e

(Gymnocephalus cernus) into Duluth Harbor in Lake Superior in the 1980'8. Pre-
sumably carried from Europe in ballast water, it was first collected in 1986. By Sep-
tember 1992 it had replaced 50 percent of the fish biomass in the area sampled in

Duluth Harbor, and only a year later the biomass replacement level reached 99 per-
cent. We might speculate that the 1 percent of remaining native fish biomass does
not represent populations with a secure future. If the ruffe spreads throughout the
Great Lakes, the loss of native fish biomass will be extraordinary.
There is little hope for controlling invasive exotics like the ruffe; eradication is

a mere pipe-dream. Like it or not, such exotic species, once introduced, are part of
a new North American biota, and usually a new biota a significantly less value, use,
or esthetic appeal. Such biota are degraded and in many ways we are poorer for
it; often native species are eliminated or severely reduced.
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Control or eradication are often too expensive to consider or just plain impossible;
in many instances the only action that has a reasonable chance of success is preven-
tion. Prevention, too, is difficult, but unlike after-the-fact measures it may oe gen-
erally achievable. The problem with prevention is that there are always special in-
terests that either want exemptions, or individuals that disagree with such policies
and unilaterally circumvent them. The professions of wildlife and fisheries manage-
ment have often elevated species introductions to the level of a cottage industry.
Some of the most serious exotic pests have been deliberately introduced by such pro-
fessionals. Some State and Federal agencies have reached a level where they per-
ceive the problems associated with exotics, some clearly have not. The horticulture
industry profits from the sale of non-native plants, many of which naturalize and
can be invasive. Without strict and uniform laws preventing introductions and the
ability to block introductions, they will continue unabated as long as the public re-
mains uneducated about the negative effects of exotics.
An educated public is unlikely. Even a public in agreement about any environ-

mental or natural resource issue is unhkely. Perhaps a better target for education
is all the elected and appointed officials in Washington, D.C.; they have the capacity
to act on their knowledge, and Congress has already demonstrated its lack of under-
standing of the ecological implications of exotic organisms by the passage of Public
Law 92-195, The Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act of 1971. PL 92-195
directs that feral equids be considered "an integral part of the natural system of
public lands." Feral equids in North America are not natural. They were introduced
by Europeans and have had about 500,000 years of separate evolution from the
North American equids that went extinct at the close of the Pleistocene. One can
only presume that Congress was declaring invalid a half million years of separate
evolution, and was furthermore invalidating the extinction of North American
equids. Besides being ecologically irresponsible, it was a rather arrogant usurping
of powers that mortals simply do not have. Why not also declare the carp to be an
integral part of the natural system of public lands?
The point of the above discussion is that for exotic organisms there are oft;en two

perspectives. Ecologically there can be no room for compromise. Invasive species are
detrimental to natural ecosystems. In one sense they are like time-bombs in that
one may not know if or how long it takes for an exotic species to generate a major
negative effect. In another sense they are like tickets in a lottery. Less than one
ticket in a million is a lottery winner; exotic organisms probably have a similar
chance of being of benefit to indigenous biotic communities. Similar to lotteries each
chance costs very little making it attractive to keep trying. The difference is that
with exotic organisms, each "losing ticket" affects the subsequent ability of all play-
ers to afford to olay the game. The costs of exotic organisms are a toll exacted on
all the players. It is a wonder that any exotic species are ever seriously considered
for introduction: it is a wonder that we haven't been protecting our biota and our-
selves from this menace.

In summary, invasive exotic organisms carry a high probability of causing severe
economic damage to valuable biotic natural resources, reductions in biodiversity up
to and including species extinctions, foregone production and biomass of native
biota, and in some instances severe economic costs due to damage in human domi-
nated environments. This latter category includes a diversity of problems from dikes
and levees collapsing because of tunneling by nutria {Myocastor coypu) to clogging
intake pipes by zebra mussels. Since the costs associated with established exotics
are essentially forever, the costs associated with preventing their introduction
should logically be considerably less by comparison. Clearly, the preferred action
when dealing with exotics should be prevention, with control or eradication a sepa-
rate and secondary program to be employed where judged both essential and achiev-
able.

Lastly, laws pertaining to exotic organisms must be Federal. Although various
State land and natural resource agencies have different opinions concerning exotics,
the organisms have little awareness or regard for jurisdictional boundaries. Again,
an ounce of prevention is preferable to a regularly applied, ad infinitum pound of
cure.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DUCKS UNLIMITED, INC.

Ducks Unlimited (DU) is the largest wetland habitat conservation organization in
North America. Since 1937, DU has conserved or restored 6.2 million acres of wet-
lands or associated upland habitats. This restoration effort has largely been accom-
plished by emulating natural hydrological cycles in modified wetland complexes and
restoring native wetland plant communities. In addition, DU has been extensively
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involved in research projects seeking to find improved ways of restoring natural
wetland functions and values.
During the last century, approximately 4,500 non-native species of plants and ani-

nrials have been introduced to the U.S. This invasion of species has created competi-
tion with native organisms that can be problematic and costly to control. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service annually spends hundreds of thousands of scarce operat-
ing dollars attempting to control exotic wetland plants within the National Wildlife
Refuge System. For example, control of purple loosestrife (Lythrum alicaria) in wet-
lands of the Upper Midwest and carp {Cyprinus carpio) within floodplain wetlands
of the Mississippi Valley has become an annual battle for State and Federal biolo-
gists. In some States, particularly Hawaii, non-native plants and animals pose
threats to endangered indigenous species. In addition, the U.S. Office of Technology
Assessment has released a report suggesting that non-native species may cause as
much as $97 million in damages to U.S. agriculture.

Purple Loosestrife

Purple loosestrife is an aggressive, exotic perennial that displaces many natural
wetland plants and degrades wetland functions and values throughout the temper-
ate region of North America. The spread of this species has been enhanced by the
absence of natural enemies and disturbance of wetland systems by humans. The
plant now occurs in dense stands throughout the northeastern U.S., the Midwest,
and in scattered locations in the western U.S. and Canada. Newly created irrigation

systems in many western States have facilitated further establishment and spread
of purple loosestrife.

The competitive advantage of purple loosestrife over other wetland plants is high-
lighted by such attributes as high annual seed production (greater than 2M seeds/
mature plant), good seed viability (almost 100 percent germination; 80 percent after
2-3 years submergence), high seedling densities (10,000-20,000/sq. meter) and rapid
growth (1 cm/day). Mature plants often have 30 or more shoots arising from the
rootstock. These can reach 6-7 feet in height, forming dense canopies which severely
restrict the amount of light available to plants beneath. Such stands also offer little

in the way of food or cover for most forms of wetland wildlife including waterfowl.
The negative impacts on aquatic ecosystems caused by invasions of purple

loosestrife far outweigh any of its attributes. The species forms large monotypic
stands that reduce the biotic diversity of wetland systems by replacing diverse, pro-

ductive emergent and submergent plant communities with a single species. Invasion
of wetlands by loosestrife negatively impacts fish spawning sites, nutrient cycling,

and invertebrate productivity and drastically reduces vertebrate species use.

Strategies for controlling purple loosestrife have included physical removal of

plants, mowing, burning, water level manipulation, and the use of plant competitors
and chemicals. None have proven effective over a broad range of conditions. Addi-
tionally, each methodology is costly and requires continuous treatment. Recently, bi-

ological controls using natural "enemies" (insects, pathogens, etc.) of purple
loosestrife have shown promise. Such biological control offers the greatest potential

as a long-term, safe, economical, and effective control technique and should be sup-
ported.

Common Carp

After initial introduction in the late 1800s, common carp are now a wide spread
exotic pest in aquatic ecosystems across North America. Tney are most common in

the Mississippi and Missouri River systems and have expanded northward to 60 de-

gree July isotherm.
The profound impact carp have had on the ecological productivity and diversity

of riverine, lacustrine, and palystrine wetland systems is well documented. Over-
abundant populations of carp can consume large quantities of submerged aquatic
wetland plants, thereby directly affecting both plant and waterfowl productivity. In
addition, the characteristic bottom feeding habits of carp increases turbidity of wa-
ters and disturbs and impacts aquatic plant growth and reproduction.

Control of carp has taxed the ingenuity and finances of conservation agencies for

more than 80 years. Increasing restrictions in the use of piscicides and other similar
piscicultural techniques have reduced the ability of fish and wildlife managers to

address carp infestation problems. In many instances, the only management option
to restoring functioning wetlands is to completely impound wetlands and, through
water-level manipulations, exclude carp from them.

In response to the 1993 flood, recent planning efforts by the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service for National Wildlife Refuges along major rivers in the Midwest calls

for eliminating impoundments or reducing impoundment management for wildlife
on refuge lands. This action would reduce biological diversity of the refuge system
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by exposing managed herbaceous wetland complexes (a threatened plant community
type m river floodplains) to the negative impacts of carp, siltation, woody plant inva-
sion, and unnatural flooding episodes. We would urge the Federal Government to
consider the possible impact of carp on Federal lands that would be converted from
managed impoundments to nonstructural management.

Exotics in Hawaii
Although the incidence of non-native plants is great in California, Texas, and

Florida, m no State is it more obvious than Hawaii. Estimates suggest that five to
eight new exotic species of vegetation arrive in this State each year despite control
efforts by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. DU's program in Hawaii has empha-
sized restoration of quality habitat for North American and Asian waterfowl species,
which winter on the islands, and for four federally endangered waterbirds. Our cur-
rent projects include work with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Oahu and
Kauai, a cooperative effort with the Parker Ranch, Hawaii Department of Forestry
and Wildlife (DOFAW), the Fish and Wildlife Service on Big Island, and work on
Hamakua Canal wetland with Kaneohe Ranch and DOFAW.
Threats to the four endangered waterbirds come from a host of non-native species

which include plants, feral mallards, and introduced mongoose (Herpestes
auropunctaus). Exotic plant species, such as California grass {Brachiaria mutica),
water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes), pickleweed (Batis maritima), and red man-
grove (Rhiszophora mangle) all present serious problems in many wetlands by elimi-
nating interspersion of open water and vegetation and by outcompeting more desir-
able native vegetation. Where the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service eradicated Cahfor-
nia grass and other exotic plant species on James Campbell NWR on Oahu and
Hanalei NWR on Kauai, and then replicated shallow seasonal flooding, response by
native and migrant waterbirds was substantial. At Hanalei NWR alone, clearing of
exotic vegetation on two 40-acre impoundments in the late 1980s resulted in the
habitat use by more endangered Hawaiian duck (Anas wyvukkuaba) than were
thought to exist on the entire islands.

Introductions of exotic mammahan predators have negatively affected waterbird
populations across the Pacific Islands, and Hawaii has not escaped this catastrophe
The mongoose was first introduced to Maui, Molokai, and Oahu to control rats in
sugarcane fields. Unfortunately, rats are nocturnal and mongoose are diurnal, so
they rarely interact. Mongoose has been implicated as a very serious predator on
native waterbirds and their nests. Feral cats and dogs also may prey on waterbirds
on marginal habitats, as quality waterbird habitat has been reduced on the islands.
Federal and State dollars are needed to improve the quality of existing wetlands
and restore certain key wetland complexes. An example of such a success is the use
of coastal wetland dollars by DOFAW, USFWS, and DU to enhance the Hamakua
Canal Wetland.

Feral mallards, distinct from migrants that enter the State, have become a para-
mount problem for the Hawaiian duck (or Koloa). Recent evidence suggests that
feral mallards on Oahu, the west coast of Big Island, and Kauai interbreed with the
native Hawaiian duck. Recent genetic studies have shown that a high percentage
of Oahu 8 Hawaiian ducks are hybrids. The Federal Endangered Species Act pro-
vides no protective status for hybrids. Feral mallards on Kauai and Big Island are
mostly concentrated in urban or hotel ponds. A ban on mallard importation to Ha-
wau and the eradication of existing feral mallards are necessary.
We encourage Federal and State agencies to address problems with exotic mam-

malian populations on all islands. We especially urge these agencies to monitor
Kauai so that mongoose do not enter the island. An interagency workshop for State
and Federal biologists on wetland and waterbird management would be most timely
for Hawaii. ''

Summary
Millions of dollars have been expended by conservation organizations and agencies

to protect and preserve wetland habitats for endangered species, waterfowl and
other wetland wUdUfe. Exotic species often drasticaUy reduce the biological capabil-
ity of publicly purchased lands which, in effect, reduces the economic benefits that
local communities receive from outdoor recreation-based activities and the quality
ot lite that all eryoy from an abundant and ecologically diverse wetland ecosystem
For more information, contact Eric Schenck, Manager Of Agricultural Pohcy (202)

^r^S?^l!^li^^J^'^' Biologist, (916) 363-8257; or Roger Pederson, RegionalBiolo-
gist, (612) 683-0441.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

We appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony to the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs, concerning the crisis of alien pest species invading Hawaii.
The dramatic nature of the alien pest invasion has been well documented. The

Nature Conservancy of Hawaii has reported that since the 1970s, an average of 20
new alien invertebrates per year were recorded in Hawaii, with the potential of

causing serious damage to the ecosystem and economy of the State. We believe that

inter-agency coordination is the key to better control of alien pests, as suggested by
two reports which studied the issue {Harmful Non-Indigenous Species in the United
States, issued by the Office of Technology Assessment, September, 1993, and The
Alien Species Invasion in Hawaii: Background Study and Recommendations for

Interagency Planning, prepared by the Nature Conservancy of Hawaii and the Natu-
ral Resources Defense Council, July, 1992).

This task is made more difficult by the need to combat a multitude of species

which attempt to enter Hawaii in a variety of ways. We are happy that we are able

to continue our assistance to a cooperative, more comprehensive effort, through our
prevention efforts involving First-Class Mail.

Our contribution to resolving this problem focuses on the problem of alien species-

contaminated mail sent to Hawaii from the mainland United States. While it is rec-

ognized that the mail is a small part of the overall alien pest problem, we want to

contribute our part toward a comprehensive solution. We believe that certain factors

are essential for the protection program to function successfully.

Our primary concern is to develop an effective protection program, which does not

impede postal operations nor violate Federal Fourth Amendment search require-

ments. Such a program must take into account that postal operations continue 24
hours per day, and minimize interference with mail processing operations.

Fourth Amendment protections governing search and seizure also must be pre-

served when dealing with First-Class Mail. The American people depend on the se-

curity and sanctity of the mail; and they rightly expect that their privacy in the

mail, as in their homes, will be protected against unlawful governmental intrusion.

This constitutional protection, requiring that a warrant be obtained for any
nonconsensual search of domestic mail sealed against inspection, is part of the

framework within which the Postal Service must operate. Proper search warrants,

based upon a finding of probable cause that a prohibited item is contained in a piece

of First-Class Mail, must be obtained in order to do a legal search. These require-

ments are met in the pilot program discussed below.

As has been suggested by State officials, an excellent model for the Hawaii protec-

tion program is tne pilot program in the Honolulu Post Office which protects mail
bound for the mainland United States from certain alien pests. This program was
established on a trial basis following the passage of the Agricultural Quarantine En-
forcement Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-574). Beginning in May, 1990, inspectors

from the U.S. Department of Agriculture have been operating a program at the

Honolulu Post Office involving First-Class Mail parcels. Items that match a "profile"

of packages likely to contain prohibited agricultural products are set aside. A
trained "sniffer" dog examines those packages, and Federal search warrants are ob-

tained for any item that the dog identifies.

This program is a success story, in that it works without interfering with postal

operations or legal restrictions on searches. Because of this success, it has been ex-

tended beyond its original time period. Recent data show that during July of 1993,

a harvest month, the U.S. Department of Agriculture detained 125 outgoing pack-
ages. Dogs targeted 19 of these packages, for which search warrants were obtained.
Seventeen packages contained contraband, including 25 contraband plants, with a
total weight of 109 pounds. Fourteen civil penalties were assessed. The prohibited

items were generally home-grown fruit such as mango, papaya, and litchi, or flowers
sent to friends or relatives on the mainland. The numbers in January, 1994, were
similar, with 110 parcels detained, 25 targeted by dogs, and 19 prohibited or re-

stricted items located.

To protect the State of Hawaii from the crisis of alien pest introductions. Senator
Akaka introduced the Alien Species Prevention and Enforcement Act, enacted in

1992 (Public Law 102-393). This act emphasized an inter-agency cooperative effort

to achieve its protective goals. One of its aims was to establish a program which
would protect Hawaii in a manner similar to the pilot program discussed above to

intercept prohibited mail bound for the mainland United States. We believe that the
approach taken by the act is appropriate and needful.
A program designed to t.r.rallel the existing pilot project in size and scope could

have a potent deterrent effect and be successful, while complying with operational
and legal requirements.
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The pilot program also involved an education effort, to inform the people of Ha-
waii regarding the dangers presented by alien species introduction, and what items

are nonmailable. This, too, could be a useful component of the program to protect

Hawaii.
Since passage of the 1992 act, the Postal Service has been involved in the coopera-

tive effort to implement this program. We believe that a program of the same type

and scope as that in place to protect the mainland is both possible and desirable.

It also seems likely that the key to the success of the program is to focus prevention

efforts on a list of items which meet certain legal and logistical criteria. First, the

items must be capable of being successfully "profiled." Under the current pilot pro-

gram, for example, there are criteria to determine the likelihood that a package con-

tains fruit. Items which meet the profile can be set aside for a dog to check. Second,

it must be feasible to train the dogs to alert to the items on the list. For example,

under the current program, the dogs can be trained to alert to fruit. These criteria

make it possible to comply with Fourth Amendment search requirements.

Of the items which meet these two criteria, primary emphasis should be given to

those items that are potentially most hazardous ecologically, and most harmful eco-

nomically. The interdiction program also must follow the legal requirement not to

delay the mail or subject it to damage.
In addition to the compilation of a targeted list of items, there are resource prob-

lems to be addressed. We understand that there are limited Federal personnel to

work on the program to protect Hawaii, and have heard it suggested that State per-

sonnel be deputized to assist with the program. We believe that this is a workable

idea, and would be willing to help ensure compliance with operational restrictions

and legal requirements. As an example, we understand that a memorandum of un-

derstanding has been developed to allow for cooperation between the State of Ha-
waii, Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service.

We look forward to working with other Federal and State agencies to make the

Hawaii program, as it involves the mail, as effective as possible, while complying

with legal restrictions and not inhibiting postal operations.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

The National Audubon Society is pleased to be able to submit this written state-

ment for the record of your hearing on the introduction of non-indigenous plant and
animal species.

Exotic introductions are a challenge to our native flora and fauna and to species

diversity in preserved ecosystems. The National Audubon Society owns or manages
over 80 sanctuaries, several of which have been invaded by exotic species. In some
cases exotic species are consuming much of the time and resources of management
of the sanctuaries.
The species of exotics invading Audubon sanctuaries, purple loosestrife, leafy

spurge, Kudzu, zebra mussel, Brazilian peppertree, and melaleuca, are currently es-

tablished in the U.S., spreading to new areas, and destroying the integrity of native

ecosystems and the organisms to which these ecosystems are home, food, and shel-

ter. These invaders are major concerns to specific bird sanctuary managers as they

are with a broader group of agriculturalists and farmers. Fortunately, with the ex-

ception of Kudzu, the exotic plants are being addressed by ongoing programs of bio-

logical control by the USDA making it possible for sanctuary managers to partici-

pate eventually in the implementation of^such programs.
Biological control agents have been found, processed through Quarantine protocol,

and colonized for leafy spurge. These successful biological control agents need to be

effectively dispersed over the extensive range of leafy spurge to gain its control.

With purple loosestrife, three biological control agents have oeen tested, approved

for release, and now the releases are being made and evaluated in selected sites.

Likewise, biological control agents are being tested in quarantine for safe release

against Brazilian peppertree and melaleuca. Pest management strategies are being

developed for zebra mussel. It is not dear whether biological control will be a viable

option for control of zebra mussel. Kudzu is not targeted presently for biological con-

trol, but it is recognized as^ a serious pest that might be suitable for biological con-

trol. Perhaps in the future it will be addressed with a long-term solution. Before

such a project will be undertaken several issues have to be resolved. There has to

be further assessment of the pest versus the beneficial value of Kudzu. Also, a con-

cern that some related, native species might be jeopardized by importation of exotic

biological control agents for Kudzu will have to be resolved scientifically.

77-812 0-94-5
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It is unfortunate there are not more sustainable, environmentally acceptable con-

trols available for exotic pests. The prevailing mind set has been to eradicate exotics

with chemical warfare for over half a century. It is only recently that budgetary con-

straints have begun to impact all government programs raising Questions as to their

cost and effectiveness. These questions may bring about the climate necessary to

foster alternative controls for exotics.

Although there were very successful biological control approaches for exotic pests

in the past, little has been done for the past 2 decades. Such long-term, sustainable

solutions require an investment today before we can expect payoffs in the future.

Successful weed biological control projects take 8 to 10 years from inception. With-

out an investment, the solutions wul never be available.

A practice such as biological control which encourages the introduction of yet

more exotic organisms, even though they are beneficial, is a legitimate concern. The
introduction of any exotic organism should be attempted only with great diligence

and caution and only by specialists who have training in the conduct of biological

control.

Biological control is not a solution for every pest situation, and it should be used

only where appropriate. Biological control has provided the most spectacular, target-

specific, and self-perpetuating control of some of our most injurious exotic species.

It is especially appropriate for use against pests in managed ecosystems for which

chemici controls and chemical eradication programs pose great threat or where, in

many cases, these approaches are not economically or operationally feasible.

Increased concern

Commerce and Transport. Today's tourism and commerce is contributing to a con-

tinual movement of biota, plants, vertebrates, insects, bacteria, fungi, viruses, and
others, around the globe. In 1988, there were over 32,000 interceptions of organisms

in luggage and market products at U.S. borders by the USDA Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Service. Best estimates are that these interceptions represent less

that 50% of the biota being introduced inadvertently or purposefully. Containerized

cargo on ships, trains, trucks, and planes, the rapid movement of cargo among these

modes of transportation, and other changes in transport methods make it easier and
cheaper to transport goods in a global economy. However, these changes make it

even easier for exotic organisms to survive transit from one region to another. These

changes in transport methods also make it more difficult to intercept exotic biota

with governmental interdiction programs, since ports of entry no longer are coastal

and centralized, but distributed inland and dispersed to where they are convenient

to commerce. Containers often are shipped to the site of use before being opened.

The global movement of goods and biota today have increased the problem, but

introduction of exotic biota lias been practiced from the time of ancient European,

Egyptian, and Asian trade, through the spread of European culture around the

world since the 15th century. The European colonists often moved promising plant

cultivars and livestock animals to their new worlds to "imorove" their agricuitiire

and shipped new world biota of potential value back to the homelands for potential

economic gain, as evidence of the bounty of the new world.

Many products that have been transported to our country are important to us

today. Products such as apples, cherries, peaches, peanuts, wheat, horses, cattle,

swine, and sheep, are examples of introductions that have become naturalized and
a part of our culture. On the other hand, many imports have been tragic. Some of

the tragic imports indude many human diseases, small pox, tuberculosis, etc.; many
agricultural pests, including Chestnut blight, leafy spurge, kudzu, Russian thistle,

gypsy moth, fruit flies, africanized honey bee, boll weevil; and nuisances of the

household and stored products, some cockroaches, et cetera.

Competitive advantage of successful invading exotic species

Some species are particularly suited to invading new habitats. Scientists cat-

egorized these species several decades ago and called them "weedy species". Most
migrant plants have characteristics of weedy species. They have very high reproduc-

tive rates. They produce many seeds, most of which do not survive unless they find

their way to locations of minimal competition. Weedy species often have seeds that

are designed to be carried long distances from their home site either by the wind,
water, on the hair or fiir coats of animals or even in the digestive tracts of birds

and other animals. Weedy species are good competitors, having extensive root sys-

tems that are very effective at extracting water and nutrients from the soil, they
can spread expansively to shade other plants and to get their sunlight, they can give

off toxic chemicals which repel or inhibit the growth of other plants, and they toler-

ate or are immune to attack of native microorganisms, insects, or vertebrate
herbivores that have not yet adapted to their defenses.
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This last attribute of invading exotic species, the fact that they usually have no

natural enemies or antagonists vet attacking them in their new home, deserves spe-

cial explanation, because one or the solutions exploits this situation. Exotic species

that have been accidentally or purposefully introduced into this country, or by es-

cape from experimentation, share one important characteristic: they lack the patho-

gens, predators, parasites, or competitors that are found naturally associated with

them in their place of origin. All organisms have competitors and natural enemies

that limit abundance and reproductive capacity. However, when a species is dis-

placed from this place of origin and established in a place where it has never oc-

curred, these competitors and natural enemies rarely accompany the new establish-

ment. Consequently, this species which innately is good at colonizing, establishing,

and distributing itself also has the added biological and ecological advantage of

being free of living organisms that have evolved with it in its natural community
of organisms and which can constrain its reproduction and growth.

Aspects of species without natural enemies and competitors

The Good. Our livestock animals, crops, and ornamental plants that were intro-

duced from abroad and which we cherish and which do not cause harm have limited

numbers of pests attacking them. Their natural pests were left behind and the only

pests they have are those that have adapted to them or "adopted" them in their new
home. For desirable species, this strategy actually works to our advantage. Citrus,

cherries, apples, peanuts, wheat, grain sorghum, horses, cattle, sheep, and many
other species are grown in the U.S. away from their natural environment. Many of

the severe pests that threaten these species were left in the place of origin. Simi-

larly, this happens in other coimtries. For example, sunflower, native to North

America, can be grown in Russia with very few pests or diseases. Cassava native

to South America, can be grown with few pests or diseases in Africa. This does not

mean plants and animals m new places do not have pests because local species can

evolve and adapt to exploit the presence of new resources to their reproductive ad-

vantage. However, this adaptation usually is a slow process; if it ever happens it

usually takes decades or centuries.

The Bad. Exotic pests of our exotic livestock and crops get introduced into this

country at later times. Codling moth was introduced from Asia and now is a serious

pest of apples and other fruits in the western U.S. Cherry bark tortrix, recently be-

came introduced from Asia and threatens cherry production in the U.S. The brown

citrus aphid has made its way to just off the snores of Florida and carries with it

severe strains of trestazia virus of citrus. Russian wheat aphid (introduced in 1987)

and greenbug (introduced in 1865) both came from the middle east and have done

severe damage to wheat. Subsequently, greenbug evolved in a host shift to attack

grain sorghum. Our exotic crops and livestock are constantly in danger of reunifica-

tion with old pests by accidental introductions.

Solutions

Solutions should seek to conserve our biodiversity, to protect agriculture, and to

avoid human health problems. The solution for the control of these exotic biota are

many faceted and depend upon the nature of the organism and the conditions of

their establishment. The solutions involve either eradication or some environ-

mentally sound way to suppress the species population or reduce it competitive and

exclusionary advantage.
Eradication: Eradication is a normal and appropriate response when pests are

first introduced or if they occur in limited discrete areas after colonization. Verte-

brate species usually are easily eradicated if discovered before widespread distribu-

tion has occurred. Immediate and well designed eradication efforts have been used

effectively to remove newly introduced species such as the Asian gypsy moth from

the Pacific Northwest, Mediterranean fruit fly from Florida, and others. An eradi-

cation program has successfully removed the screw worm fly from the U.S. and ap-

pears to have the potential for removing the pest from all of North America.

Other eradication programs such as the Mediterranean fruit fly in California, the

boll weevil in the U.S., Mexican fruit fly in California and Texas, citrus black fly.

North American grasshoppers, gypsy moth, citrus canker have either been ulti-

mately judged to be impractical and abandoned as outright failures, or have evolved

into extended quasi-regulatory programs fostering heavy pesticide usage on an an-

nual basis with no end in sight.

Population management: Eradication of exotic species is a relatively new approach

to addressing this problem. Many exotic species gained entry into this country and
became "naturalized" species. Their value often is a matter of judgment, a balance

of views from many special interests. Some are beneficial and we nave adjusted to

the damaging effects of others. For example, horses are part of Americana, but boll
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weevils, imported fire ants, European com borers, chestnut blight, nutria, etc. now
are accepted as part of our fauna and managed accordingly. The eradication pro-

gram for imported fire ant was a failure, causing more damage than good. The
eradication program against the Mediterranean fruit fly in California is a hotly de-

bated issue; and success is highly improbable. On the other hand eradication of

Mediterranean fruit fly in Florida was successful. A multimillion dollar eradication
program being pursued for citrus blackfly in Florida and Texas in the 1970's was
abandoned because the introduction of two microscopic, parasitic wasps from its site

of origin provided complete biological control in both Florida and Texas.
Some exotic species that have become major agricultural pests have been man-

aged by biological control. Typically, a biological control program is conducted only

after it has been determined that the pest warrants control and that biological con-

trol is an appropriate choice of many possible approaches. Biological control is ac-

complished Dy first identifying the geographic source of the exotic pest, its host

plant(s) or animal(s), and conducting scientific searches to find and select appro-

priate agents from its natural enemies. These species, more exotic species, are then
imported according to proper protocol and safety testing to quarantine facilities

where specialists do more work on host relationships, host specificity, purity from
contamination by other species, and suitability for release. Ujpon completing these

quarantine protocols, application is made for release permits. Ir permits are granted,

tne beneficial organism(s) is released into sites highly suited for establishment and
spread. With appropriate care and study and with a little luck, the biological control

agent establishes and perpetuates itself to provide suppression of the pest exotic

species. Between 24 and 55% of these attempts have been successful and permanent
control of the exotic pests has been accomplished in over 100 cases in the U.S. and
over 350 cases worldwide. Of the species now invading Audubon sanctuaries, leafy

spurge, purple loosestrife, Brazilian peppertree, and melaleuca are being addressed
by biological control projects. The leafy spurge program appears to be a success with

the program being limited now by effective distribution or the successful biological.

Control agents to new sites. The purple loosestrife project is in a testing phase; ex-

otic biological control agents have been evaluated in the laboratory and three spe-

cies have been released into the environment for colonization.

Transition from Eradication to Management
There appears to be a point at which an exotic species is no longer threatening

to become establish, but is established. At such a point in this introduction, col-

onization, adaptation, and dispersal continuum eradication programs becorne too ex-

pensive and too environmentally disruptive to be practically executed. This critical

transition deserves special policy and budgetary attention. Once established popu-

lation suppression and management programs become the only alternative.

The form of management should be ecologically based Integrated Pest Manage-
ment (IPM) defined as a pest and disease population management system that

makes maximum use of biological control agents and utilizes all suitable techniques

of pest suppression in a manner that is compatible with the use of these biological

agents and other techniques to maintain pest populations at levels below those caus-

ing economic injury. In the case of invading exotic organisms the IPM program
should involve consideration of importation of the exotic pest's natural enemies and/
or antagonists for its control. A sound biological control approach for control of

exotics offers a successful solution for control of exotic pests, worldwide.

Biological Control

Biological control does not eradicate pests. It establishes a new population equi-

librium level, which if fully successful, maintains the pest population below levels

that cause concern or damage. This approach seeks to introduce in the pest's new
environment one or more of its long evolved natural enemies or antagonists from
the pest's original environment so that the pest again faces biological limits to its

ability to increase and spread. The fact that introduced biological control agents de-

pend solely upon their nost(s), the exotic pest, for survival means that the abun-
dance of the pest will limit the abundance of the biological control agent. Con-
versely, the biological control agent will limit the pest in accordance to its ability

to locate and propagate on the pest. This circular, negative feedback system is self-

limiting and self-perpetuating.

What Is Needed

Most programs targeted at exotic pests have involved exclusion, interdiction, re-

search, action, and education programs of several agencies and institutions. In the
past and even now, these various components have not been coordinated for the pur-
poses of managing exotic pest invasions in a timely and scientificallv sound manner.
Conflicting demands of export market constraints, international and interstate quar-
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antine of agricultural commodities, and the need to respond with urgency have not

produced long-term solutions to the problems posed by exotic pests.

USDA needs to develop a coordinated, results oriented program that proactively

addresses pest exclusion.

1) A more effective and proactive interdiction program.
a) The USDA should keep, and publish annually, records of port-of-entry

interceptions.

b) The USDA should analyze the port-of-entry records periodically to de-

termine the most common sources and routes of exotic pests and establish

off-shore programs, and education and suppression programs (if they can be
done effectively and safely) designed to mmimize imports of exotic pests.

c) The USDA research and regulatory agencies should develop a list of

pests that threaten U.S. agriculture and hold the greatest probability of in-

advertent import.

2) Eradication programs should be initiated only when there are clear goals,

specific criteria for success to be met, full cost accounting, and there is a plan

for termination of the program.
a) These programs should be limited to 90 days from initiation at which

time an evaluation is done by a team of research scientists appointed by
the Secretary of Agriculture and the Administrator of EPA makes a deter-

mination of the program for:

i. success of eradication,
ii. nontarget impacts from the eradication,

iii. full cost of program in funds, resources and other commitments,
iv. indicators for the need to transition to management strategies,

v. justification to continue the eradication program.
3) There should be provided an automatic transition from an eradication pro-

gram into an IPM program so as to minimize environmental and public health

impacts from eradication programs.
4) USDA must separate the regulatory decisions from the operational eradi-

cation/management programs. Regulatory programs (exclusion, detection, and
elimination of exotic pests of U.S. agriculture) and the short-term (less than 90
days) eradication programs currently are the responsibility of APHIS. The oper-

ational programs for combating exotic species tnat have entered this country

and have been present for more than 90 days should be governed by a special

exotics task force formed by the research agencies of USDA, the Forest Service,

the Agricultural Research Service, and the Cooperative States Research Service

in cooperation with the cooperating State Agricultural Experiment Stations.

All operational programs, induding biological control, IPM, eradication, and
other applied research, methods and development, and "action" progranis should
be transferred to the most appropriate USDA or Department of Interior agen-
cies.

5) A clear and specific regulatoiy policy in AF*HIS that facilitates the safe and
effective use of biological control. The policy should at a minimum do the follow-

ing-

a) Provide clear procedures and guidelines for application permits to im-

port biological control agents.
b) Provide a level of oversight that is consistent with the relative risk as-

sociated with the regulated classes of organisms.

c) Provide a decision upon an application within 60 days.

d) Establish a process that may be targets for biological control with a
system of arbitration among interested and concerned parties to minimize
legal delays.

We hope this statement is helpful as the Committee reviews Federal policies re-

garding the prevention and control of alien species.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER VITOUSEK

I write as one who was motivated to become a scientist in part by the effects of

non-indigenous species (NIS) that I saw growing up in Hawaii, and now as a biolo-

gist who has worked extensively on NIS and their consequences. The recent Office

of Technology Assessment report "Harmful Non-Indigenous Species in the United
States" did an excellent job of identifying the scope of the problem represented by
NIS—and the deficiencies in our legal framework for dealing with them, and the

lack of the seriousness with which we have tackled them in the past. The Senate
could make a fundamental contribution to the solution of this significant national

and global concern.
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I have worked on the effects of NIS on the functioning of whole ecosystems in nat-

ural areas of Hawaii (Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, and elsewhere). My col-

leagues and I have published a number of scientific papers that show unequivocally

that invasion by fire tree (Myrica faya) changes the pathway of development and
the final state of the new tropical forests and soils that develop following volcanic

eruptions—^the very process a park should protect—in addition to displacing indige-

nous Hawaiian species. Similarly, we have shown that invasion by molasses grass

(Melinis minutiflora) and other non-indigenous grasses allows fu-es to spread in pre-

viously fire-resistant woodland—and thereby converts a diverse native ecosystem
into highly flammable biological desert in which only molasses grass thrives. These
and other consequences of NIS are dramatic in Hawaii—but they are far fi-om

unique there. Invasion of an area by NIS can fundamentally change the way it

looks, works, and interacts with its surroundings.
I would go farther than the OTA report in one respect. It discussed (very well)

the effects of global change on NIS. I believe that the ongoing exolosion of biological

invasions represents a significant global change in and of itself—one that hasn't

captured the attention that global climate change has, but one that is already costly

to biological diversity and to our economy (far more than is climate change, now or

for some decades to come), and one that is close to irreversible in a sense that even

climate change is not. The consequences of NIS are most dramatic—so far—in Ha-
waii and other islands, and areas that humans already have altered. However, the

rest of the Nation has not escaped. Western rangelands and our fi-eshwater systems

have been altered substantially, and even the great eastern forests have suffered

the loss or diminishment of species after species (chestnut, elm, beech, fir, and dog-

wood) as non-indigenous pests and diseases move in. The direct costs to farmers,

ranchers, fishermen, and municipal water users run to billions of dollars a year, and

the cost to our national biological heritage is incalculable.

The scope of the problem is large, and its control will ultimately be costly—but

a great improvement in how we cope with NIS could be purchased relatively cheaply

and highly cost-effectively. The States must cope with the local and regional fea-

tures of the problem—but the Federal Government could do a great deal to interdict

interstate and international movement of NIS by expanding the American Public

Health Inspection Service, and the scope of its mandate. It is also clearly a Federal

responsibility to control NIS on Federal land, one that the dedicated people in the

field are close to overwhelmed by. Tens of million of dollars per year are needed for

the National Parks system alone. Finally, changes in Federal laws and regulations

could help a great deal. For example, regulating NIS by specifying which species

may be brought into the U.S. rather than which may not would help. Without a se-

rious effort, which means a serious commitment of funds, NIS will continue to de-

grade our national biological heritage—and directly cost us much more than any
reasonable level of spending on their control.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. MARY LOU McHUGH
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this statement summarizing the Depart-

ment of Defense programs to prevent the introduction of non-indigenous species into

the United States.

Background

Historically, the Department of Defense (DOD) has cooperated with the Federal

Border Clearance agencies responsible for the prevention of the introduction of non-

indigenous species into the United States. Under the supervision of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture and the U.S. Customs Service advisors, DOD personnel have
been conducting pre-shipment inspections of personnel and materiel leaving the

overseas theaters. Although originally established to halt the flow of drugs and
other contraband into the U.S. through military controlled transportation, the pro-

gram has enforced all U.S. laws and regulations established by the border clearance

agencies. In a similar manner, the overseas military postal system operates under
the policies established by the U.S. Postal Service, which includes prohibitions on
mailing plants and animals as specified by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

The regulating U.S. border clearance agencies include the Department of Agri-

culture (tor agricultural pests and dirt), the Department of Transportation and the
Environmental Protection Agency, (privately owned vehicles), the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco, and Firearms (weapons), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (endangered
species), the U.S. Public Health Service (human disease and disease vectors), and
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (immigrants). The DOD program was
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established to meet the border clearance requirements and thereby facilitate move-
ment of miUtary cargo and personnel through U.S. ports of entry without unneces-
sary delay.

The Department of Defense does not establish U.S. entry requirements. It is DOD
policy, however, to assist and cooperate with all Federal border clearance agencies

m enforcing their laws and regulations.

The Federal Government, through the Plant Pest Act (PubUc Law 85-36) pro-

hibits the introduction of any animal, plant, or materiel which is considered harmful
to U.S. agriculture. Military vehicles, such as trucks or Ml Tanks, and other equip-

ment which have been exposed to the elements or may be otherwise subject to infes-

tation (e.g., Gypsy Moth eggs, Nematodes, etc.), are cleaned (subject to washdown
operations) and inspected prior to shipment to the U.S. to ensure compliance with
Department of Agriculture requirements.

Brown Tree Snake

In 1987, the Quarantine and Retrograde Cargo Committee of the Armed Forces

Pest Management Board, reouested the support of the DOD inspection program in

preventing the spread of the Brown Tree Snake in military cargo from Guam. Work-
mg with the guidance of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in February, 1988 via

a worldwide message, DOD outlined the impact of the Brown Tree Snake on Guam
itself and the initial changes to the DOD inspection program that would be required

to help stop the spread of the snake in the Western Pacific.

These changes mcluded:

• 100 percent examination (inside and out) of all household goods, hold baggage,

cargo shipment containers, and pallets prior to packing and loading.

• Sealing oi shipping containers after cargo loading.

• Screening of drains and windows in all warehouses and storage facilities.

• Inspection of aircraft and vessels prior to debarkation.
• Removal of ground cover in which the snake could hide from around all trans-

Bortation facilities,

development of snake traps.
• Daylignt operations and loading vice night (since the snake is nocturnal).

• Comprehensive and continuous education of all personnel involved in the move-
ment of personnel property, household goods, military c£U"go, as well as aircraft

and vessels.

This initiative placed DOD in the forefront of the fight to confine the snake to

Guam. Since February, 1988, DOD inspectors have been aggressively searching for

the snake on military ships, cargo and aircraft.

DOD Policy

U.S. military forces may he required to deploy virtually anywhere in the world.

Associated with this deployment requirement is the potential to inadvertently intro-

duce exotic plants and animal pests when U.S. forces redeploy back to the U.S. Ex-

tensive washdown and inspection operations were established for both the Operation
Desert Storm and Somalia redeployments.
Given this, DOD continues work with the government agencies responsible for es-

tablishing and enforcing U.S. Border Clearance laws and reauirements. Current
DOD procedures are contained in a tri-service regulation entitled "Quarantine Regu-
lations of the Armed Forces." In response to inquiries regarding quarantine and cus-

toms procedures as related to the military, both with ships and aircraft movements
of car^o to the U.S., the Armed Forces Pest Management Board has published a

Technical Information Memorandum: Operational Washdowns—Inspection and
Cleaning Procedures .

This manual provides guidance for conducting washdowns of equipment in re-

sponse to U.S. Department of Agriculture and public health inspections that are re-

quired for all incoming ships, aircraft and equipment returning from overseas. The
prime purpose of the washdowns is to prevent the introduction of exotic pests into

the U.S. by establishing guidelines for regulatory control of pests.

Conclusion

DOD will continue to provide full cooperation to the U.S. border clearance agen-
cies responsible for establishing requirements and procedures to prevent the intro-

duction of exotic agricultural pests into the U.S. DOD vehicles, ana other equipment
which have been exposed to elements or otherwise subject to infestation, will con-

tinue to be subject to washdown operations or other cleaning as may be necessary
prior to entry into the U.S. DOD aircraft and vessels will continue to be examined.
Although DOD has been a leader in the prevention of the introduction of alien

species into the U.S., DOD does not establish policy to implement the public law.
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Congress enacts public law and the U.S. border clearance agencies establish the pol-

icy and inspection requirements. DOD then complies within its capabilities and re-

sources.

USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) Responses to
Questions About Non-Indigenous Species

1. In the absence of new legislation to consolidate plant protection statutes, how
does APHIS intend to prevent the interstate spread of agricultural and non-agricul-
tural weeds?
With or without new legislation to consolidate plant protection statutes, APHIS

will implement a new weed policy in 1996. The weed policy document has already
been developed and cleared by the Plant Protection and Quarantine Management
Team. The policy is broken down into phase I and phase II. Phase I included inter-

views with APHIS officials, other USDA agencies, State departments of agriculture,

and key stakeholders, such as universities, seed trade and professional seed and
plant societies. The interviews identified the key issues related to weed policy and
control. We are now developing phase II which is the Implementation Manual for

Weed Policy. This policy is consistent with the existing regulations promulgated
under the plant protection statutes as they apply to weeds and can be modified so

that it is consistent with any legislation enacted in the future.

2. How could APHIS ensure that the Nation is less often surprised by new species

and novel pathways of introduction?
APHIS operates a Cooperative Agricultural Pest Survey (CAPS) system that fo-

cuses on new pest detection. The computer database is designed to draw attention

to new pests that are reported. CAPS provides for the timely collection, storage,

processing, and distribution of significant plant pest and disease information for

Federal agencies and State departments of agrictdture. We believe that use of the

system by all participants will lead to better early warning of the introduction of

new pests into the United States.

Novel pathways of introduction fi-equently develop with new commercial enter-

prises, and entry of more countries into the global marketplace. APHIS' Inter-

national Services provides an international perspective on trade and pest conditions

abroad. We believe that adopting modem data management and communications
systems is essential to define and analyze introduction pathways.
For 1995, APHIS has proposed legislation that would shift Agricultural Quar-

antine Inspection (AQI) user fees from appropriations to a reimbursable account.

The authority requested would enable APHIS to keep pace with workload demands
and cost increases on a timely basis. The improvements would include increased
staffing, equipment, and an automated tracking system. These improvements also

would enable APHIS to respond quickly to emergencies and unanticipated industry
expansion.

3. Page 244 of the OTA report cites the finding that preliminary DNA analysis

of Medflies trapped in California during the 1989 and 1991 infestations very likely

did not come from Hawaii because they genetically resemble Medflies from Argen-
tina and Guatemala.

Question. Do you agree with this assessment?
APHIS has taken the initiative to develop a comprehensive research program to

develop DNA analysis technology to determine the origin of Medflies captured in

California. Several research groups funded by APHIS and CDFA are examining a

variety of methodologies. The work cited in the OTA report was based on prelimi-

nary data and indicated that specimens detected during 1989 and 1991 in California

were more like those from Argentina and Guatemala than specimens from Hawaii.

The data should not yet be interpreted to mean that the specimens intercepted in

California did not originate from Hawaii. In contrast, anotner researcher, using a

diff"erent methodology, has shown that specimens intercepted in California during
1992 are more similar to flies in Hawaii than those in Guatemala. Additional re-

search to determine genetic markers and additional specimens from foreign sites are

needed to clarify the situation. APHIS is continuing to fund research and has estab-
lished a Medfly Germplasm Repository to encourage the exchange of specimens and
information.

4. The OTA report states that the unwillingness by APHIS to see localized prob-
lems as national concerns has been a source of continuing tension between the agen-
cy and State departments of agriculture.

Question. What changes by the Congress would clarify APHIS' role and speed re-

sponse?
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There are several congressional actions that could be considered. Once cleared and
transmitted to Congress, we believe APHIS' proposed legislative package that con-

solidates and streamlines our plant quarantme laws and animal quarantine laws
will be favorably considered by Congress. These legislative proposals, often called

the Consolidated Statutes, clarify and enhance APHIS' authority in a number of im-

portant ways that would define roles better and improve responses.

Question. What new legislation would be required to give additional funding and
adequate authority to handle emergency infestations of damaging alien species?

Quick access to funds is a key element of success in pest eradication or control

and we would be pleased to explore with Congress any new ideas for addressing dif-

ficult funding issues. In addition, changing our user fee authority to provide better

access to funds for staffing at ports of entry would enhance exclusion activities.

APHIS may consider requesting a larger appropriation for its contingency fund,

which would allow access to emergency response resources more quickly.

5. Americans generally object to inspection delays of first class mail or luggage.

Question. How would the Department of Agriculture accomplish improved detec-

tion and quarantine efforts witnout totfd inspection of incoming luggage, cargo and
mail to Hawaii?

Currently, inspections are conducted by screening luggage, cargo, and mail. Total

inspection is not practical, so APHIS concentrates efforts on risk evaluation, main-
taining data on pests, and continuously refining the information. An extremely help-

ful detection tool is our Beagle Brigade, which is comprised of specially trained dogs
that detect meat and plant materials in passenger bags and belongings. The detec-

tor dogs have a success rate in excess of 80 percent and serve a dual purpose: thev
allow program effectiveness to improve, and serve as a constant reminder to travel-

ers of the importance of our agncultural quarantine laws. Also, APHIS continues

to effectively use X-ray machines for screening air passengers' baggage arriving at

international airports. Improvements in our ongoing proCTams and the identification

of the non-indigenous species of concern would aid APHIS' effort to prevent the

spread of plant and animal diseases and pests into Hawaii.
6. APHIS failed to promptly respond to the 1987 Florida infestations of varroa

mites in honey bee colonies, only to see the pest spread to 30 States by 1991.

Question. What eu-e some of the mistakes that were made in the case of the varroa

mite infestation, and what are the economic consequences if this problem continues?

APHIS was very aware of the varroa mite and its potential impact on agriculture.

In 1982, as part of its routine program to detect exotic pests, APHIS conducted a
nationwide survey for varroa mite. More than 200,000 bee samples fi"om 44 States

were examined. All samples were negative. In addition to this survey, each year

State Apiary Inspectors examine thousands of honey bee colonies looking for honey
bee pests and diseases. All of these inspections were negative until September 1987.

ApHIS took immediate action to determine the extent of the infestation. Coopera-

tive survey efforts resulted in the detection of varroa mites in a total of 66 counties

in 9 States indicating the pest was already widespread.
APHIS worked continuously with its State cooperators and the affected industry

to develop Federal regulations which would prevent the interstate spread of varroa

mites. APHIS convened a varroa mite Negotiated Rulemaking Advisory Committee
to help develop workable proposed Federal regulations. All attempts to provide Fed-

eral regulations for v£irroa mite proved to be unworkable because of tne lack of a
method to eliminate the mites in colonies.

When varroa mites were first detected, economic analyses indicated that varroa

mites could cause a one-third drop in honey production and significant crop losses

due to a decrease in honey bee pollination services. These loss estimates have now
been greatly reduced due, in part, to cooperative efforts between Federal agencies

and stakeholders in the honey bee industry and the development of safe pesticides

that effectively deal with the varroa mite in managed colonies.

APHIS continues to work with the States to assist them in implementing the Na-
tional Honey Bee Certification Plan developed by the National Association of State

Departments of Agriculture (NASDA). APHIS also continues to work with its coun-

terparts in Canada and Mexico to restore fi*ee trade in honev bees. We were success-

ful in reopening the Canadian market to queen honey bees from Hawaii.

7. Amending the Federal Noxious Weed Act would seem to be a prudent choice

for combating these non-indigenous plants. Congress could sdso require stricter

screening for invasiveness, or could direct more funds to weed management on pub-
lic lands.

Question. Please comment on how you would approach the solution, given these

alternatives.

As funding becomes available, APHIS would be in a position to conduct risk as-

sessments for a large number of weed species coming into the United States. The
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risk assessments would provide us with the necessary information to determine if

a specific weed is harmful. Research and development could provide for devitalizing
or seed cleaning technology. These treatment alternatives could be used to rid prod-
ucts of weed contaminants. A large number of invasive weeds already plague mil-
lions of acres of public land throughout the United States and cause billions of dol-

lars in damage. Funds could be used to eradicate some infestation of new invasive
weed species recently discovered and prevent their dissemination to other parts of
the United States. Also, we believe AFHIS' proposed legislative package that con-
solidates and streamlines its plant quarantine laws will clarify and enhance APHIS'
authority in a nimiber of important ways in relation to noxious weeds.
APHIS is building a national infrastructure for monitoring and surveillance for

both plants and animeds. We are consolidating some line items into this function.

Exotic, endemic, and emerging diseases, pests, and organisms will be detected by
this system. Coordinated responses with States and other Federal agencies based
on this surveillance system must be implemented based on this data.

Section 15 of the Federal Noxious Weed Act already provides sufficient direction

to the Federal land management agencies for the prevention and control of noxious
weeds. Section 1453 of the 1990 Farm Bill requires the Secretaries of Agriculture
and the Interior to coordinate noxious weed activities for Federal land management
agencies. A result of this coordination effort will be the establishment of a Federal
inter-departmental committee on management of noxious weeds. The committee will

include agencies from the Departments of Agriculture, Interior, Defense, and Trans-
portation.

The Forest Service is also making administrative changes in its noxious weed reg-

ulations. The current noxious weed policy was published in the Federal Register in

December 1993 to receive public comments. After analyzing these coniments, a final

policy will be issued that will reflect an ecological approach to noxious weed man-
agement.
The Administration's budget proposal for the Forest Service in fiscal year 1995

includes a 25 percent increase to $2.8 million in noxious weed control over the fiscal

year 1994 buoget. The Forest Service plans to use this increase in funding to initi-

ate efforts to bring noxious weed infestations to acceptable levels. To do this, the
Forest Service will be conducting more weed control activities, including surveys
and contracting with county weed control districts.

In addition, there is $15 million in emergency pest suppression funds available

fi'om the fiscal year 1994 appropriations to meet the needs m excess of the amoimts
appropriated ($12.9 million) for Forest Pest Management Federal and Cooperative
Lands Prevention and Suppression.
These funding increases for fiscal year 1995 reflect the Department of Agri-

culture's concern for noxious weed control and other exotic pests.

Finally, the Congress could direct Forest Service research to focus on providing

new and more effective biological controls and a better understanding of ecological

amplitudes and long-term effects of exotic species.

8. The OTA reports, "Federal methods and programs to identify risks of poten-

tially harmful alien species have many shortcomings—including long response
times. Procedures vsiry in stringency throughout APHIS, risks to nonagricultural

areas are often ignored, and generally, new imports are presumed safe unless prov-

en otherwise."
Question. Do you agree with this assessment?
APHIS' authority for regulating non-indigenous species has been limited to pests

of plants. We have developed an expanded weed policy and are drafting non-indige-

nous species regulations within the framework of our current authorities. The pro-

posed Consolidated Statutes should be a mechanism for Congress to expand APHIS'
authority beyond the current limitations.

9. Preventing new introductions is oflen touted as the best line of defense against
alien pests. However, aiming for a standard of "zero entry" has limited returns, es-

f)ecially when prevention efforts come at the expense of rapid response or essential

ong-term control.

Question. How will APHIS address current port inspection and quarantine meth-
ods to better counteract this invasion threat?
APHIS is currently evaluating pathways that could allow the introduction of Med-

iterranean fruit fly into the continental United States. Surveys are in progress for

airline passenger baggage, international mail, and Federal Express. Additional sur-

veys of maritime cargo, air cargo, passengers, and freight crossing the Canadian
border are expected to begin in June 1994. These surveys involve intensive sampling
of each pathway to develop statistically valid measures of risk associated with each
pathway. The results of these surveys will be used to better focus inspection and
quarantine methods currently used by Plant Protection and Quarantine. APHIS also
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conducts preclearance inspections in foreign countries rather than at U.S. ports of

entry to further reduce the risk of introducing plant pests into the United States.

We anticipate growth in this type of inspection service.

10. Eradication of harmful alien species is often technically feasible but com-

Elicated, costly, and subjected to pubUc opposition. In the future, an increased num-
er of biologically based technologies will probably be available.

Question. Are current safeguards adequate for genetically engineered, biologically

based technologies?

Yes. Based on experience since 1987, APHIS has issued approximately 519 per-

mits for release into the environment at over 1,250 sites for 32 varieties of plants.

Under the notification alternative we have authorized 495 introductions for release

to proceed for com, cotton, tomato, tobacco, potato, and soybean at 1,549 sites.

These introductions have occurred without incident.

Thorough APHIS reviews of the introduction of genetically engineered organisms

are conducted on an organism-specific basis. Engineered organisms for which plant

pest or environmental impacts could be an issue are addressed by requiring that

such organisms be either physically or biologically contained. Further, to ensvire

that vegetative material does not persist in the envu-onment after a field test is con-

ducted under permit. Plant Protection and Quarantine officials conduct site inspec-

tions to ensure that the person conducting the field test follows standard and sup-

plemental permit conditions. It should also be noted that the regulations applicable

to the introduction of genetically engineered organisms do not supersede regulations

applicable to the introduction oi non-engineered exotic organisms.

APHIS is drafting comprehensive regulations governing the introduction (importa-

tion, interstate movement, and release into the environment) of certain non-indige-

nous organisms. We beUeve these new regulations Eire necessary because the plant

pest regulations under which the movement of certain non-indigenous organisms are

currently regulated do not adequately address the introduction of non-inaigenous or-

ganisms that may potentially oe plant pests. The draft regulations would provide

a means of screening non-indigenous organisms prior to their introduction to deter-

mine the potential plant pest risk associated with a particular introduction.

Question. How do we ensure species specificity, slow pest resistance, and prevent

harm to nontarget organisms?
Applications for the introduction of organisms regulated by APHIS, such as plant

pests and genetically engineered organisms, must include the identity of the orga-

nism to be introduced. If the information is not provided, the appUcation is inad-

equate and is rejected.

Both APHIS and the Environmental Protection Agency are cognizant of the fact

that pest resistance will develop rapidly to products such as Bacillus thuringiensis

(Bt) if appropriate integrated pest management strategies are not utilized. Both
agencies nave discussed with appUcants the necessity of developing resistance man-
agement strategies for genetically engineered plants containing products such as Bt.

For each permit that is issued we evaluate the potential environmental impacts
of each release in an environmental assessment (EA). Each EA contains an evalua-

tion of the range of impacts (including impacts on nontarget organisms as well as

on threatened and endangered species) that might occur when all the relevant fac-

tors are considered including the biology of the modified and parental plant, site-

specific information on the agro-ecosystem, the experimental protocol, and any addi-

tional conditions imposed by Federal and State authorities.

For species that are not genetically engineered, we believe the draft regulations

for introduction of certain non-indigenous organisms will provide a process for thor-

ough consideration of species specificity, pest resistance, and potential harm to

nontarget organisms and the human environment before release of non-indigenous

species into the environment.
11. Despite our best efforts, alien pests will no doubt continue to develop resist-

ance to microbial and chemical pesticides. However, the strategy of ecological res-

toration shows promise for preventing or limiting the establishment or spread of

some harmful non-indigenous species.

Question. Does the Department of Agriculture have any ongoing efforts to manage
non-indigenous species using the ecological restoration approach?

"Ecological restoration" is the base strategy for most of APHIS' weed programs.
Recognizing that eradication cannot be accomplished in most cases, we cooperate

with other agencies, such as the Forest Service; to make the site resistant to exten-

sive reinvasion by studying agricultural/grazing practices, reintroducing native

plant species, and establishing biological control systems. We are also promoting the

use of area-wide pest management, which is founded on the principle that pests are

often more effectively controlled on an area or ecosystem basis than on a field-by-

field or farm-by-farm basis.
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In addition, the Forest Service, Extension Service, Agricultural Research Service,

and Soil Conservation Service stress management practices that restore or maintain

ecologically healthy ecosystems through programs such as Range Reform and Eco-

system Management. These management practices are the very basis of integrated

Eest management programs. Important methods for effective suppression actions are

iological control and genetic resistance. Both the Agricultural Research Service and

the Forest Service have research pro-ams in these areas. These approaches can

also be defined as ecolo^cal restoration because they strive to estabUsh natural

checks and balances within invaded ecosystems.

12. Domestic and international mail is a known pathway for the spread of harm-

ful alien plants and agricultural pests. Many live organisms now are available

through catalogue sales, and nurseries and aquatic plant dealers sell several feder-

ally listed noxious weeds through the mail. Congress recently passed a law specifi-

cally addressing this problem in Hawaii, the Allen Species Prevention and Enforce-

ment Act, designed to allow the inspection of first class mail entering Hawaii.

Question. Recognizing that adherence to Federal and State laws that limit areas

to which live organisms may be shipped is largely voluntary, is a similar postal in-

spection program warranted and feasible for all mail originating fi-om outside the

contiguous 48 States?
At this time, we believe a comprehensive postal inspection program is not prac-

tical for all mail originating fi'om outside the contiguous 48 States moving into one

State or area. A search warrant must be obtained prior to opening domestic first-

class mail, but no such warrant requirement applies to the search of international

mail.
International mail is sorted at concentrated collection points, thus providing an

efficient use of inspectors and detectors to interdict prohibited plants and materials

into all States. The same is true for mail leaving Hawaii, which is concentrated in

Honolulu before shipment to the mainland.
Currently, we are working with the State of Hawaii to identify the specific pests

and inspection protocols that can be appropriately included in a functional quar-

antine program. Due to the nature of the materials Hawaii is interested in exclud-

ing, the model developed for the mail inspection program to the mainland may not

be applicable. We wiU continue to cooperate with the State and agencies involved

to activate a postal inspection program for Hawaii. We seek to provide a postal in-

spection service that would provide protection from the highest nsks.

13. How will the Forest Service's new policy of ecosystem management change its

work related to NIS?
, ..

Ecosystem management recognizes that management goals and obiectives pertain-

ing just to resource output yields are not enough to ensure that the full range of

ecosystem values and functions remain intact. This new approach aims at sustain-

ing diverse, healthy, and productive ecosystems so that people may continue to ben-

efit fi-om their management goals and objectives that relate to the health and sus-

tainability of ecosystems, and to the complex roles that the National forests and

grasslands serve in the Uves and livelihoods of Americans.

First and foremost, our professionals understand that an ecosystem management
approach requires working with, not against, the dynamic processes that shape and

sustain ecosystem health. Proper ecosystem management requires an understanding

of the importance of the dynamic ecological systems that respond to perturbations

of both natural origin and human origins, such as increased rate of introduction of

exotic species. Biological diversity is crucial to ecosystem health. A key factor in de-

termining the ability of systems to adapt to environment change is the quality and

variety of genetic raw material contained in the systems life forms. Our goal is to

maintain the composition, structure, and function critical to maintaining the ability

of ecosystems to adapt to the rigors of the environment. The result is rich and com-

plex ecosystems that are resilient to a variety of environmental stresses. An aggres-

sive approach to understanding and managing the effects of invasive exotic plants

is a critical factor in maintaining biological diversity.

14. Prevention appears to be the best approach in limiting introductions of alien

Eests, with environmental education as the key element. Still, little research has

een done on why people bring illegal plants and animals into the country, or why
they dump these harmful species outside their property.

Question. What recommendations do you have for educating our citizens on the

dangers of alien species?

The most important aspect of an educational campaign is reaching a targeted au-

dience with a specific message. To accomplish this, we involve the local media, (tele-

vision, radio, and print) and use public service announcements and topical stories

to increase the audience's awareness about the dangers of non-indigenous species.

We also distribute brochures, guidelines for travelers, and fact sheets, signs in ports,
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and work with the travel industry to keep travelers informed of Federal require-

ments.
At international airports and ports of entry throughout the country, we have a

number of mechanisms in place for educating international travelers. Inspection of-

ficers also inform travelers about the threat foreign pests and diseases pose to agri-

culture and the importance of adhering to agricultural quarantine regulations.

In addition to reaching travelers at airports, other ways for disseminating edu-

cational material are community meetings, press conferences, and the mail. Impor-

tant information can be retained by people when they can associate a particular

symbol or icon with a particular idea or action. For example, Smokey Bear has re-

Eeatedly said "only you can prevent forest fires." An image and message that go

and in hand. APHIS is pursuing the idea of developing an image and message cen-

tered on the Beagle Brigade and its effort to protect America's food supply and

ecosystems from harmful non-indigenous species. This effort could simplify the mes-

sage, yet emphasize the importance of how our mobile society can impact our food

supply and environment.
The effort to inform the public should be a cooperative effort among all concerned

parties, such as the agriculture industry, transportation industry, the States, re-

search institutions, and universities. In this way, the message will be widely distrib-

uted and the responsibility shared.

Question. What new legislation would be required in order for APHIS to respond

to new infestations of plants, animals and pathogens that are not currently subject

to quarantine status?
. , •

Once cleared and transmitted to Congress, we believe APHIS' proposed legislative

package that consoUdates and streamlines our plant quarantine laws and animal

quarantine laws will provide encompassing changes to our quarantine authority.

The legislative proposals, often called the Consolidated Statutes, clarify and en-

hance APHIS' authority in a number of important ways that would clarify roles and

improve responses.
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GARDEN CIRCLES
Hawaii Kai

Kaneohe

Lani-Kai

Waialae-Kahala

February 11, 1994

The Honorable Daniel K. Akaka
United States Senate
720 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-1103

Dear Senator Akaka:

The Outdoor Circle is increasingly concerned about the uncontrolled spread of
Coccinia grandis, commonly known as ivy gourd. This virulent pest is
growing out of control, particularly on the windward side of Oahu and
threatens to suffocate all trees and shrubs growing in its way. To see the
disastrous effects of this blight, I recommend you view the Kapaa Quarry
Road in Kailua. Extensive damage has occurred to the existing trees as a
result of the spread of ivy gourd.

Knowing of your keen interest in Hawai' i's environment and your support of
research through the National Biological Survey, we are appealing to you to
direct available federal funding to the State of Hawai' i's Department of
Agriculture. Researchers in our state desperately need the funds to find
environmentally safe measures to combat ivy gourd.

Your support is very much appreciated. Thank you.

Sincerely

Mary St^ner
C.E.O.
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FEDERAL AGENCIES WITH ALIEN
SPECIES RESPONSIBILITY

USDA
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
Agricultural Marketing Service
Agricultural Research Service
Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service
Cooperative State Research Service
Foreign Agricultural Service
Soil Conservation Service

U.S. Forest Service

Departmeni of the Interior

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Reclamation
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Biological Survey
National Park Service

Department of Defense

Directorate for Transportation Policy

Deputy Under Secretary,

Environmental Security

Army Corps of Engineers

Other Agencies

Department of Energy
Drug Enforcement Agency
Environmental Protection Agency
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Customs Service
U.S. Public Health Service

Source: OTA Report, September 1993

species responsibility
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and
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An intense debate currently rages over management of North American forests.

Curiously, the impact of exotic (introduced or alien) pests on forest ecosystems has

largely been ignored in the past, despite widespread damage. Already, numerous tree

species are seriously affected. Furthermore, between 1991 and 1993, at least four new

exotic pcsis have been discovered. Advocates of forest utilization, whether for con-

sumptive or nonconsumptive use, need to recognize the potential threat of exotic

pests to forest composition, health, and longevity. The interest in restoring the health

of North American forests represents a common ground among contending interest

and consumer groups.

This report documents the extensive impact that exotic organisms have had on
North American forests by using examples of affected tree species. Economic and

ecological consequences are presented. The mechanisms for prevention of exotic

organisms entering the U.S. and control of existing exotic pests are discussed. Two
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) agencies are primarily responsible

for pest prevention and pest control. The USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection

Service (APHIS) is responsible for inspection and, if necessary, quarantine or denial

of entry, of animals and plants imported into this country. The responsibility for con-

trol of introduced pests, and associated research, has been shifted to the USDA
Forest Service and cooperating state agencies and universities.

In addition, this report relates the current challenges and problems of importing

pcst-free wood materials, particularly from Siberia, New Zealand, and Chile. An
increase in raw wood importations will raise the probability of new, exotic pest infes-

tations. .\i present, the USDA-APIIIS is considering alternatives in pest mitigation

procedures to exclude or minimize exotic pest introductions. We recommend that

APHIS develop and apply reasonable, uniform mitigation procedures for different

wood materials, e.g., chips or logs, regardless of the species or country of origin.

Development of such procedures should have input from all forest user groups.

Fmally, this report suggests that a comprehensive national pest management program

needs to be developed within the framework of existing agencies. The growing num-
ber of exotic pests and the corresponding damage to the ecosystem dictate that a

nationwide strategy be devised. Current budgetary levels will not support all facets of

a comprehensive program, so additional funding will be required. The burden of

such fu.iding should be borne by all user groups, rather than only those groups that

generate revenue from wood utilization.
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The current debate over forest land use has involved citizen groups, local, sute, and

federal governments, and private companies. Land uses advocated range from com-

plete, permanent preservation to various utilization options, including timber har-

vesting by clearcutting. From the broad constituency involved in environmental

issues, it is evident that wise stewardship of natural resources is very important to most

Americans. Basic American values, such as landovmer rights, national heritage, right-

to-work, and appreciation of natural beauty, are reflected in articles, debates, and

other communications on North America's environment. Confrontations between

groups having consumptive versus nonconsumptive viewpoints reg;ularly occur, both

in personal exchanges and in courtrooms. In contrast, the maintenance of forest

health is one particular area where there is a general agreement among all con-

cerned citizens. Regardless of how the forest is used, a forest in poor health

—

e.g., a

forest with a high proportion of dead and declining trees—is relatively unproductive.

Declining forests have relatively low production rates of timber and mast (nuts, fruits,

and berries), which affect wildlife populations, and are not aesthetically pleasing.

Many reasons explain unhealthy forests. Some problems are related to the increasing

industrialization of the world. Other problenu are caused by biological agents or "pests"

that feed upon forest plant species. A widespread pest infestation, eg., gypsy moth

(Lymantna dispar),' can permanently alter a forest in terms of plant and animal spedes

composition. Forest-dwelling animals, as well as forest vegetation, are affected by pest-

caused devastation. In the eastern forests, the loss of American chesmut (CasUtnea

dentaUt) to an exotic fungal blight probably drastically reduced populations of black

bears and turkeys (Pelton, personal communication). Reductions in whitebark pine

(Pinus aibicauUs) populations due to another exotic fungus have impacted grizzly

bear and Qark's nutcracker populations in western forests (Kendall and Arno 1989).

Interestingly, many publications on forest problems and history do not mention or

emphasize the destruction caused by forest pests (MacCleery 1992, USDA Forest

'Appendices B, C, and D provide the common and Laijn namet of ipeciet menaoned in this report.
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Service 1984). The effects of forest fire, air pollution, logging, farming, grazing, and

homesteading arc discussed, yet devastation from major pest infestations is virtually

ignored. Pests have altered entire forest ecosystems in eastern North America and

have had a major impact on western forests in certain localities. Exotic pests from

other continents have proven to be more destructive than endemic insects and dis-

eases. Native insects, other arthropods, and fungi are part of the natural forest ecosys-

tem. Native forest trees have evolved with native pests, and have developed defense

mechanisms. Over the long term, these mechanisms keep the essential balance of the

natural ecosystem inuct. However, when alien or exotic insects, arachnids, saprophyt-

ic plants, fungi, and diseases are introduced into the forest, extensive damage or mor-

tality can occur. Natural controls for introduced pests are usually abscnL Native trees,

without a history of natural interaction with exotic pests, often have litde or no resis-

tance mechanisms. As a result, native species can be seriously damaged or eventually

eliminated.

Tht TUUurui mnge of whiubark ptru
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Exotic insects and diseases have damaged North American forests for more than 100

years (cf. Crandal] et aL 1945). In a recent forest health survey for the Northeast, Biirk-

man et at (1993) found that forest types covering more than 60 percent of the total

forested area (which covers about 165 million acres) have been seriously damaged by

introduced insects or pathogens. While the true economic costs of forest damage

caused by all forest pests are diiJCicuIt to calculate, lost timber revenue alone amoimt.

to S2 billion annually (Pimcntcl 1986). The impact on industries that are connected

with recreational forest use is more difficult to estimate. Industries associated with

hiking, hunting, fishing, and other outdoor activities can be seriously affected if the

forest is no longer suitable for a particular recreational activity. The ecological cost,

in terms of an altered forest ecosystem, cannot be adequately measured. According to

Ledig (1992), Hntroduction of exotic diseases, insects, mammalian herbivores, and

competing vegetation has had the best-documented effects on genetic diversity [of

forest ecosystems], reducing both species diversity and intraspeciCc diversity." Their

impact has been greater than that of other, more widely recognized, humanoused
factors, including forest fragmentation, changed demographic structure, altered

habitat, pollution, and favoring of certain "domesticated" species of trees. Elxotic

pests have virmally eliminated important species such as the American chestnut and

American elm (Ulmus americana) as viable components of eastern forests and have

radically altered the eastern forest ecosystem (Ledig 1992).

The majority of exotic forest pests in North America have been introduced on

imported nursery stock or logs. Past problems with imported pests resulted in the for-

mation of the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) in the United

Stales Department of Agriculture (USDA). Strict regulations on imporution of nurs-

ery stock were implemented decades ago (Plant Quarantine Act 1912).* Until recent-

ly, however, there were no specific timber import regulations to insure protection

against exotic pest introduction. APHIS relied on visual inspection of logs enterinf

U.S. ports to detect insects and pathogens. Importers were required to eliminate any

pests found prior to bringing the logs into the country for processing. This policy

reflected the fact that log shipments usually were relatively small or from countries

considered to be substantially free from pests that could damage American forests,

eg., countries with a tropical climate. Now. however, the reduction of harvesting in

U.S. National Forests and increasing controversy about logging in the United Slates,

especially in old-growth forests of the Pacific coast, have created an interest in import-

ing large quantities of logs from Siberia, New Zealand, Chile, and other countries

with similar climates and forest types as in North America.

In ihe context of this paper, the most important question raised by such proposals is the

possibility of introducing exotic pests into North America. Although USDA has

begun to lake steps to control or respond to the introduction of alien pests, their

efforts to date arc inadequate in the face of this serioiu ihreaL Pests could have ex-

tremely high economic and ecological costs if they became established in the widespread

coniferous forest ecosystems of the American west. In 1961, Boyce predicted that "(a]

virulent introduced parasite is inflnitely more destructive to pure than to mixed

stands. ... no more potentially dangerous simation for disaster can be imagined than i' e

extensive pure Douglas-fir forests of the Pacific Northwest or the far-flung pure stands

of ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine in other parts of the WesL" Unfortimately, this

prediction has been realized, as western forests arc currently threatened by exotic

pests such as the Asian gypsy moth. Some examples of past and current exotic pest

devastations are listed below to illustrate the magnitude of exotic pest problems.

* See Appendix A for a lummary of solutes governing exclusion 2nd control of alien forest pest spedes.
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American Chestnut Blight

Tlie American chestnut was once the most important hardwood species in the east-

ern U.S. The species was found in vast stands from Maine to Georgia before the turn

of the twentieth century, accounting for one-<juarter of all the standing limber in

eastern forests (USDA Forest Service 1991b). In 1904, an introduced fungal disease,

Cryphoneclna (= Endolhia) parastUca, changed the species composition of eastern

North .American forests. The disease was first observed on dying American chestnut

trees in the Bronx Zoological Gardens. Introduced to North America in a shipment

of Asian chestnut nursery slock, chestnut blight spread throughout eastern hardwood

forests at a rate of 24 miles per year (National Academy of Sciences 1975). By the

1950s, virtually all mature .American chestnuts had succumbed to the disease.

Ajncrican chesmut is now a minor understory component, existing as sprouts from

old stumps and root s)-siems (</. Burnham etat. 1986).

Tlie species proxided timber, food, and tannin that were important to early European

settlers. In recent years, the emphasis on utilization of American chestnut for wood
products has overshadowed the importance of the species in wildlife food chains

(Schlarbaum 1989). Annually, the tree would produce large crops of hard mast,

unlike the oaks, hickories, and other trees that have replaced the chesmuL It is not

known exactly how critical American chestnut was to wildlife populations. American

wildlife biology was not well developed as a science in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

No surveys were conducted before or during the demise of the chesmut that could

document the impact on animal species (Pclton, personal communication). In addi-

tion, simultaneous widespread timber harvesting in eastern forests complicates

efforts to aisess the importance of chesmut to wildlife. Howes'er, historical accounts

and old photographs clearly indicate that wildlife was much more abundant before

the blight decimated the species.

Different approaches have been used in attempts to develop a blight-resistant

American chesmut for eastern forests. These approaches include breeding within the

species, hybridization with blight-resistant .^sian hybrids and use of hypovirulent
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strains of the fungus (Diller and Clapper 1965, 1969; Thor 1976). Currently, a

promising development involves the genetic engineering of the virus that induces

hypovirulence (Choi and Nuss 1992). Regardless of the approach, the end result will

be a tree that is resistant, not immune, to the chestnut blight. Resistant trees may be

able to survive in present-day forest situations, but could be more susceptible to se

ondary attack from other pests.

Natural range ojAmtnuxn chutnul in itu UniUd States

A chestnut in North American forests will have to contend with several exotic pesL

aside from chestnut blighL There is good evidence that an exotic fungus, Phytoph-

thara annamomi had infested southern populations of American chestnut and Alle-

gheny chinkapin {Castanea pumiUa) as early as 1824 (Crandall ct oL 1945). The fungus

attacks the roots and causes mortality or decline. Infestations by the chesmut gall

wasp (Dryocosmus kunphilus) viere first reported in 1974 (Payne et oL 1975). Initially,

this insect infested Castanea species in Georgia and gradually spread to adjacent

sutes. Chestnut gall wasp larvae feed upon bud and flower tissue forming a charac-

teristic gall. Mortality can occur with severe infestations.

Dutch Elm Disease

Dutch elm disease is the most devastating shade tree disease in the U.S. (Kamosky

1979). The American elm was once the primary ornamental tree in eastern and mid-

western cities. The species was noted for fast growth and a vase-shaped form that

made it an ideal choice for shading houses and streets. From the eastern forests,

American elm provided lumber for boat building, cooperage, fiuniture, and agricul-

tural implements. After 1930, however, use ofAmerican elm in urban landscapes and

as a forest product dramatically decreased due to an exotic fungal disease. Dutch elm

disease was first recorded in Cleveland, Ohio in 1930, and rapidly spread throughout

eastern North America from three different infestation centers (May 1930; cf. Stipes

and Campana 1981). The disease, caused by an introduced fungus, Ophiostoma (-

Ceratocyslu) uimi, was brought into the country on different shipments of unpeeled

raw veneer logs from Europe (USDA Forest Service 1991b). By 1977, the disease hat*

spread to most of the contiguous 48 sutes. In the Northeast U.S. alone, 75 percent ot

the elms had died by 1979 (USDA Forest Service 1991b). Cities with large elm popu-
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lations have suffered more than an aesthetic loss. The removal of dead and dying

elms has cost up to an estimated $100 million per year nationwide (Mazzone and

Peacock 1985). The disease has also virtually eliminated American elm as a timber

species (Burkman et oL 1993). The five other species of native elms, e.g., red or slip-

pery elm (Ulmus rubra), are also vulnerable to infestation, but appear to have more

resistance. Since arriving in America, the disease has evolved more aggressive strains

which now are adding to the threat in Europe as well (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

Fungal infection usually occurs in wounds made by insect vectors and may be lethal

in a small tree within a single year. Dual efforts have been made to control the dis-

ease, targeting the fungus and its primary vector, the introduced European elm bark

beede {Scolyhis multishiatus) . The removal of dead and dying elms and any dead wood

left on the ground is essential to an effective long-term conu-ol program. This ap-

proach is feasible only in urban plantings, due to the expense of removal of the dead

materials. Unfortunately, the disease also can be spread by root grafts between

healthy and infected trees, which was particularly devasuting to urban street plant-

ings of American elms. Efforts to prevent spread of the disease by root grafts are usu-

ally frustrated by transmission of the disease by beedes (Swank and Smith, personal

communication). Pcsucides and fungicides have been used only in urban settings and

have had variable success in preventing the disease or arresung existing infesution.

^^^^
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American elm clones have been identified with good resistance to O. ulmi, and a

number of hybrid elms and Asian selections have been released for urban plantings.

Evaluadons of resistant American elms in forest setdngs have not yet been conducted.

Gypsy Moth

The European gypsy moth has the broadest host range of all exodc pests in Norti.

America. The larval stage (caterpillar) defoliates a wide variety of woody plants,

although it prefers hardwood trees. Oak species, which have dominated upland for-

ests since the chestnut blight epidemic, are a preferred food source. Understory spe-

cies important for mast production, tg., hazelnut, serviceberry, and hawthorn, are

also favored food of gypsy moth larvae (cf. Gottschalk 1993). When preferred food

sources are not available, older larvae feed on a variety of other woody plants including

coniferous species of pine and spruce, arbor-viue, and hemlock.

The insect was deliberately imported in 1869 to the U.S. in an attempt to esublish a

domesuc silk industry. Gypsy moth was first observed as a forest pest in Massachusetts

within 10 years of the original importadon date. The pest has slowly spread through-

out the northeastern states in subsequent years. By 1991, gypsy moth had infested

200,000 square miles of the Northeast, with addidonal outbreaks in North Carolina,

Tennessee, Arkansas, Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Infestations of gypsy moth

have also been reported in Washington, Oregon, California, and British Columbia, as

well as in the Rocky Mountain states.

Gypsy moth infestations are cyclical. In 1978, 643,600 acres were defoliated, but in

1981, defoliation affected 12.9 million acres. An estimated 125 million acres were

infested nauonwide in 1991. of which 4.1 million acres (3 percent) were defoliated

(Burkman et aL 1993). On the advancing front, the moth is perpetually at high popu-

lation levels (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

Defoliation induces trees to drain energy reserves in attempting to refoliate. A healthy

tree can usually withstand several consecutive defoliations of greater than 50 percent.

Extensive feeding by gypsy moth larvae affects umber and recreational industries and

alters the complexion of existing ecosystems. Mortality from defoliation can be as

high as 90 percent where gypsy moth populations are at an epidemic level (Herrick

and Gansner 1987). Although defoliation may not always result in tree morulity,

diameter and volume growth will decline (Baker 1941, Twery 1987) and wood quality

can be affected (Twery 1990).

Gypsy moth defoliation will alter the species composition of the flora and fauna in a

forest ecosystem by causing more nutritional resources to reach the remaining trees

and plants in the over- and understory (Allen and Bowersox 1989). A change in the

composition of plant species often affects certain wildlife populations and ultimately

wildlife food chains. Water yield and quality in forest rivers, streams, ponds and lakes

can be affected by gypsy moth activities. Water yield within a watershed increases after

defoliation (Corbett and Lynch 1987). The decomposition of additional detritus on

the forest floor increases the amount of nitrogen and other nutrients entering a

water system and can alter water quality (Swank et al. 1981).

Gypsy moth infestations have an adverse influence on recreational use and associated

industries. Alterations in plant and animal populations and water quality will have an

influence on forest use for hunting and fishing. Heavy defoliation will reduce the aes-

thetic quality of the forest as a whole (Hollenhorst et aL 1993) and can result in a 20

percent reduction in recreational use in the infested area (Goebl 1987).
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Various approaches have been used to control gypsy moth infestations. Pesticide

spraying and silvicullural treatments have proven to be effective in controlling or

minimizing gypsy moth damage, but have not stopped the spread of the pest into new

areas. The Forest Service spent approximately $10.6 million on gypsy moth suppres-

sion and eradication efforts in fiscal year 1993. It is currendy employing biotechno-

logical methods to engineer more effective control agents to curtail the gypsy moth.

Although the gypsy moth has encountered many native North American enemies,

native predators and parasites have not been able to stop the spread of infestauons.

Naturally occurring nuclear polyhedrosis virus (NPV) is specific to the gypsy moth and

has proved devastaung to its survival. Unfortunately, the specific NPV has relatively

limited natural occurrence. A solution containing the virus has been developed into

a spray and is being tested under opcrauonal condidons (Cunningham el al 1993).

Over 50 exouc parasites and predators have been released over the years to control

the pest (Burgess and Grossman 1929. Campbell 1975, Drost and Carde 1992). In

1989, an exotic fungus, Entomophaga maimaiga, caused high mortality in gypsy moths

in New England (Andreadis and Weseloh 1990, Hajek et al. 1990). This fungus was

originally introduced to control the gypsy moth in 1920, but previously has not had a

significant impact. Research is currendy being conducted to examine the efficacy of

this fungus as a biological control agent (Hajek and Roberts 1992, Weseloh and

Andreadis 1992).

White Pine Blister Rust

Wliiic pine blister rust is a disease that infests five needle pines (Pinus subgenus

Strobus) throughout North America. The disease is caused by an exotic fungus,

Cmnartium nbicola, that was introduced to the continent on imported nursery stock in

diree separate locauons: Kansas (1892), eastern Canada (1906), and western Canada

(1921) (Micike 1938. cf. Garrett 1986). From eastern Canada, it quickly spread

Satural range oj eoitern whtU fnru in the Unxttd SUiUi

throughout eastern white pine {Ptnus strobus) populations in the Northeast and Great

Lakes region, followed by southward migration to high-elevation populations in

North Carolina. In the Pacific Northwest, die disease spread throughout the ranges

of its host trees, moving southward through California and into New Mexico (USDA
Forest Ser\ice 1991b). Western white {P. monticola). sugar {P. lambertiana) , whitebark
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{P. albicaulis), southwestern white (P. stwbiliformii) , and bristlecone (P. aristata) pines

are subject to infestation from this pathogen (Hoffand Hagle 1989).

Damage to eastern white pine has been comparatively less than damage to western

white pine populations. The majority of eastern white pines grow in low-rust-hazarf'

areas. In addition, the species is less susceptible to blister rust than western whitt

pine (Bingham 1983). Western white pine stands can have as high as 94 percent mor-

tality caused by the disease (Hirt 1948).

Different approaches have been utilized to control blister rust. The alternate hosts

for Cronartium jibicola are species in the genus Kibes, eg., gooseberry, and blister rust

control prescriptions have recommended the removal or eradication of Biba bushes

since the early 1900s. This practice continues in eastern North America, as Ribei

removal has been shown to be a successful control mechanism in high-rust-hazard

areas (Ostrofsky et al. 1988). In the western forests of Washington. Idaho, Montana,
and Wyoming, almost 470 million Bibes bushes were removed from 1923 to 1965

(Hoff and Hagle 1989). This practice was discontinued, however, due to the limited

and, often, absence of success in controlling blister rust. Chemical control using

antibiotics was tried briefly, but was abandoned after limited success (cf. Bingham
1983).

The damage to western white pine populations was so extensive that operational plant-

ing of the species had been generally discontinued by 1968 (Ketcham et al. 196&).

However, planting of western white pine has resumed using blister rust-resistant

seedlings. Forest geneticists identified resistant trees in natural populations of west-

ern white pine, as well as other white pine species, and instituted screening/breeding

programs (Riker el al. 1943, Bingham 1983). Genetic resistance to blister rust was

found to differ among species {cf. Garrett 1986). Blister rust resistance is polygenic in

eastern white pine, controlled by a single dominant gene in sugar pine, and at leasL

two separate, recessive genes confer resistance in western white pine. Tree improve-

ment programs have developed seed orchards for eastern and western white pines

that produce seed with blister rust resistance.

Natural range of western whtte pinetn the Uruted :itaUs

10
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Most of the five needle pine species are harvested commercially, particularly eastern

white and western white pines. These two species are particularly valuable in forest

ecosystems, as they often dominate forest stands over significant areas within their

respective ranges (USDA Forest Service 1991b). Other species of white pine are not

commercially important, but occupy critical ecological niches. Some white pines pro-

duce large seeds that are extremely nutritious and important in wildlife food chains.

For example, whitebark pine seeds in the Rocky Moimtains serve as a major food

source for grizzly bear, black bear, red squirrels, and Clark's nutcracker (KMidall and

Arno 1989).

Balsam Woolly Adelgld

True firs of the genus Alnes in North America are attacked by the balsam woolly adel-

gid (Adelges piceae). The adelgid was introduced into New England in 1908 on Euro-

pean nursery stock (Kolinsky 1916). The adelgid can cause physical damage by feed-

ing, although chemically induced injury is the major cause of mortality. The salivary

secretions of the adelgid change the balance of growth hormones and inhibitors and
cause abnormal development of tissues in trees (Balch et aL 1964). The tissue is killed

by a combination of factors associated with salivary secretions (cf. Hay 1978) and the

infected tree can die within 2-7 years (Johnson 1980).

In the East, the balsam fir (,Abies balsamea) is infested from northern New York into

the Canadian Maritime Provinces and the Gaspe region of Quebec (Mitchell et al.

1970). Severe damage of balsam fir populations can occasionally occur. West coast fir

populations became infested in approximately 1928 from a separate European source

(Annand 1928). All western fir species have been infested, to varying degrees, with

the possible exception of the unique brisdecone fir (Abies bracUata) (vidt Hay 1978).

As in eastern North America, damage to western fir species can be extensive.

Tlie eastern infestation has spread south, along the Appalachian mountains. The
northern bracted balsam fir {Abus balsamea var phaneroUpns) has been almost elimi-

nated by adelgid infestation. Tliis variety of balsam fir has a very limited distribution

and was restricted to two mountaintops in northern Virginia (Langdon, personal

communication). Prcsendy the only mature population covers less than one acre.

Mature populations of Fraser fir (Abits frasm) also have been severely affected. This

species is endemic to mountaintops in the southern Appalachians. It is the codomi-
nani species with red spruce (Ptcea rubms) that logciJicr constitute the spruce-fir eco-

systems found only at high ele\-ations in this region. Adelgid infcsutions have elimi-

nated mature trees from many locations. Although immature trees still persist in sig-

nificant numbers, these will be attacked with increasing severity as they age.

Therefore, the reproductive potential of the species may have been destroyed.

Tlie North Carolina State Park Ser\icc tried intensive insecticide spraying at Mount
Mitchell shordy after the detection of the adelgid in 1957 Tliis technique proved

efTeciive in protecting indiridual trees but was ill-suited for use on a forest-wide scale.

Until recently, the National Park Service in the Great Smoky Mountains National

Park deployed an environmentally safe detergent spray to conu-ol the insect. This

spray -'so proved too cosdy and labor intensive to be employed on a large scale

(Langdon, personal communication).

Extensive research has been conducted to locate a biological control for the adelgid,

but no effective biocontrol agents have been found. All apparendy suitable insects

were field-tested in eastern Canada over a 35-year period. No single predator or
group of predators was found to be effective (Schooley el aL 1984). While some fun-
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gal diseases are known to auack the adelgid, greenhouse and field studies in Quebec

have not identified a successhil control. The potential for control organisms fi-om

other locations is unknown (Schooley et at 1984).

Scleroderris Canker

Scleroderris canker is caused by the fungus Ascocalyx abietina (= Gremmmidla aUetina,

and infests various coniferous species in North America, Europe and Asia (Stilling et

al. 1986). The fungus usually causes tree mortality by producing cankers that girdle

a large number of branches. Two strains of the fungus are knovm in North America.

One, called the "North American" strain, has caused extensive damage in the Lake

States since at least 1950 (cf. Skilling et aL 1986). This strain is thought to be native

to the Rocky Mounuins, where it causes minimal damage to coniferous species, e.g.,

lodgepole pine [Pinus amtorta) (Dorworth 1984). It attacks nursery stock, and young

plantations of red pine (ftnui rshruua). jack pine {P. barthsiana), eastern white pine

and the exotic Scots or Scotch pine {P. sylvestris). The fungus was spread by planting

infested nursery stock, and affected approximately two-thirds of National Forest planta-

tions in Michigan and Wisconsin by 1965. Approximately 40 percent of the seedlings

planted were killed. Fungicide treatment of nursery stock and silvicultural proce-

dures have now reduced the disease to manageable levels (Skilling et al. 1986.)

In 1975, GremmenieUa abietina vas observed in New York, killing red and Scots pines of

all ages (Seiliff et al. 1977). Isolates were serologically identical to fungal isolates

found in Europe (Dorworth et aL 1977); hence the strain was called the "European

strain." Studies have shown that this strain has a wider range of hosts than the North

American strain and could infest fir (Abiei) and spruce (IHcea) species as well as pine.

The European strain presently occurs in northeastern North America and appears to

be spreading (LaFlamme and LaChance 1987, Moody 1992). Intermediate strains,

with the ability to attack trees of all ages, have been identified (Skilling el aL 1986.)

The European strain can be controlled in nurseries by spraying fiuigicides and young

plantings by silvicultural practices. This strain, however, has the ability to attack

mature trees, so silvicultural control is less effective than with North American strain

infesuiions (Skilling el al. 1986).

Larch Casebearer

Eastern larch or tamarack {Larix lariana), and western larch (Larix ocddentalis) are in-

fested with larch casebearer ( Coleophora lancella). The moth was introduced into Massa-

chusetts in 1886. probably on imjjorted nursery stock from Europe (Tunnock and Ryan

1983. Ot\-os and Quednau 1984). Initially infesting tamarack, the casebearer spread

throughout the northeastern U.S. and southeastern Canada, reaching the Great Lakes

region in the 1950s. By 1970, it was present in southeastern Manitoba (Otvos and Qued-

nau 1984) . In the West, the insect was discovered infesting western larch in Idaho in 1957

and was considered lo be the spedes' most serious pest (Denton 1979). An outbreak oc-

curred in British Columbia in 1966 (Otvos and Quednau 1984), and by 1982, all the

U.S. range and most of the southern Canadian range of the western larch was infested

(Tunnock and Ryan 1983). The moth larvae feed on the internal needle tissue caus-

ing defoliation. Five years of defoliation can kill a tree or reduce potential growth by

as much as 97 percent (Tunnock el aL 1969). Younger trees growing in the open or

along the edges of openings suffer the highest mortality (Ttmnock and Ryan 1983).

Control strategies relying on a combination of natural factors and introduced para-

sites have been successful in eastern and central Canada and the northwestern U.S.

(Ot\os and Quednau 1984. Graham 1949. Ryan et aL 1987). The control organisms

12
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used include two introduced European parasites, the braconid, Agathis pumita and

eulophid, Chrysocharis laridTullae. In western North America, however, biological con-

trol using Agathis fmmila was not satisfactory. Other parasites, including Chrysochans

landneUae, -were released from 1971 into Jhe 1980s (Ryan etal. 1987). Long-term studies

are under way to evaluate the effectiveness of the parasites (Ryan 1990).

\aturat range of westfrn larch in thf Unitfd States

European Larch Canker

European larch canker disease infests species of the genus Larix and the Chinese

monotype. Pseudolanx amabilis. This disease is caused by a fungus, LachneUula {Das-

yscypha) unllkomnui, and was first reported in North America in 1927 (Spaulding and

Siggcrs 1927). The disease was effectively eradicated from Massachusetts by 1965

(Tcgcihoff 1965), but a new infestation was found in Canada in 1980 (Magasi and

Pond 1982). Subscquendy, infesutions were observed in the coastal areas of eastern

Maine (Miller-Weeks and Stark 1983). In those areas where the disease is present, the

canker has infested and damaged 50 to 100 percent of the larch in plantations or

young managed stands (USDA Forest Service 1991b). Tlie severe impact of the

canker on larch in parts of Europe and its potential impact on North American

species has prompted Environment Canada, the USDA Forest Service, and the Maine

Forest Service to issue public-information flyers urging extreme caution in transport-

ing cuttings and seedlings (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

Pear Thrips

Pear thrips {Taeniothnps income^turu) are native to Europe and were introduced to

North /Vmerica approximately in 1900 (c/ Carey et aL 1992). Tlie insect was first de-

scribed as a pest on fruit trees in California (Foster and Jones 1915), but recenUy has

become a serious pest of sugai maple (Acer saccharum) (Parker et al. 1988). Pennsyl-

vania foresters first observed defoliated trees in 1979, and pear thrips were identified

as the causal agent. A subsequent inspection of survey records indicated (hat pear

thrips were present in central Pennsylvania during the mid 1970s (Quimby 1990).

Pear thrips infestations are found in New England and (he Great Lake States and are

spreading to the midwestern region. Scientists cannot yet explain why pear thrips.
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formerly known as pests of Cniit trees, have switched host preference to sugar maples

and other forest tree species. Dam^e is highly variable by year and geographic loca-

tion. For example, Pennsylvania found 100,000 acres of heavy defoliation in 1982, vir-

tually none in 1983 and 1984, and 110,000 acres of heavy defoliation in 1985

(Laudermilch 1988).

Control methods have not been developed yeL All pear thrips identified in the U.S.

are females and are believed to reproduce by parthenogenesis (Laudermilch 1988).

Winter Moth

The winter moth {Operophtera brumata) feeds on various broadleaf trees, including

maples, hawthorns, cherry, poplar, oaks, apple, and willow, in the Canadian Maritime

provinces and U.S. Pacific Northwest forests. The moth was accidentally introduced

into Nova Scoua, probably in the 1930s (Embree and Otvos 1984). By 1952, it had

become a serious pest over much of Nova Scoda. Hardwood foresis, particularly those

containing northern red oak and wild apple, were severely defoliated. Two exotic par-

asites, CyiCTiii albicans and Agrypon JUweolatum, were released from 1955 to 1959, and

moth populauons subsequendy collapsed (Embree 1991). Moth populations in nauve

forests of the Maritime provinces now appear to be controlled by a combinadon of

life history factors and the two introduced parasites (Embree and Otvos 1984;

Embree 1991). Sporadic outbreaks are now associated with early-leafing tree and

shrub species, with litde infestadon of oak species (Embree 1984).

The winter moth was first reported in western North America in 1976 (Gillespie et aL

1978), but evidence indicates it had been established in Oregon for many years (Kim-

berling et al. 1986). It is unknown whether western infesutions were due to a migra-

tion from eastern Canada or to a separate introduction from Europe (Kimbcriing et

aL 1986). The distribution rate of the insect in Oregon has been slow, imlike the ex-

perience in Nova Scotia. The reason may be the lesser abundance of host plants oi.

which leaf buds open sufficiently early for the moth to uke best advantage

(Kimberling et al. 1986). It is suU too early to determine whether the parasites will be

efTecuve in British Columbia and Washington State (Kimberling elaL 1986).

Winter moth has a broad host range and is adaptable to different temperature regimes.

It is widespread in Europe and will probably continue to expand its range in North

America.

Butternut Canker

Butternut or white walnut (Juglaiu dnera) is a highly valued hardwood species. The

tree is closely related to black walnut (Juglans nigra), but can grow on a poorer, drier

site. Butternut is harvested for veneer and lumber for furniture and carvings. The

hcartwood of butternut is lighter than black walnut and has a beautiful grain.

Butternut is a hard mast species, producing nuts that are a component of many

wildlife species' diets. The nut is palatable for human consumption, and 21 cultivars

have been selected for orchard production (Millikan and Stefan 1989).

Butternut populations have been infested by the fungus Siracoccus clavigignenti^glan-

daaxtrum. that causes multiple branch and stem cankers. Cankers produced on the

main stem will eventually girdle the tree and cause death. The disease was first discov-

ered in 1967 in southwestern Wisconsin (Renlund 1971), but is believed to have origi-

nated lix>m the eastern coast (Anderson and LaMadeleine 1978). Butternut canker

has spread throughout much of the species' range. The 1991 Forest Insect and

Disease Conditions in the United States survey (USDA Forest Service 1992) reports

U
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new infestations in Vermont and emphasizes that "[butternut canker] disease has

eliminated most of the butternut in the Southern region." Unlike chestnut, butternut

will not sprout from the root crown when the top is killed by cankers. Seedlings and

young sprouts are killed by the disease in addition to mature trees (Prey and Kuntz

1982). Therefore, when butternut canker destroys a population, that particular gene

pool is lost forever as there is no possibility for reproduction.

rvalurat range oj butternut in ttu UnttM ^tat£i

Tl>c dev-astation of butternut is occurring so rapidly that the species is currendy a Fed-

eral Category 2 candidate for listing under the Endangered Species AcL In the north-

ern National Forests (Forest Service, Region 9), it has been listed as a sensitive

species. In soudiem slates (Forest Service. Region 8), die National Forests in Mississippi

consider buiicrnui a sensitive species, and other southern National Forests have reconi^

mended the tree for sensitive species status.

No known cures exist for the disease. Research to develop a disease-resistant tree be-

gan in 1989. years after the first infestation was documented. A few putative resistant

trees have been found in various locations and are presently being evaluated

(Anderson, personal communication).

Beech Bark Disease

American beech (Fagus grandifolta) is an important species in climax forests of eastern

North America. The tree is utiUied for lumber and pulp, and provides hard mast for wild-

life species. Beech populations in the northeast have been infested with a disease com-

plex that has caused extensive mortality or reduced productivity. This disease has now

been found as far south as the Great Smoky .Mountains National Park (Rhea, personal

communication). The disease complex is composed of tj e exotic beech scale (Crypto-

cocnis fagisuga) and fungi of the Nectna genus. ;V. galhgma and/or N. coccirua var. /agi-

nata. The fiingi enter the tree through holes in the bark caused by scale infestation. The

resulting cankers can kill or dis6gure the infested tree (Houston and Valentine 1988).

The beech scale was inadvertenUy imported into North America on European beech

(Fagus sylvatica) nursery stock (Hawbolt 1944). By 1932. a survey in Maine revealed
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that many forests were infested (Ehrlich 1934). In many northeastern stands, the dis-

ease has killed more than 50 percent of the beech population (USDA 1985). Along

the "killing" front {smsu Shigo 1972), the disease is causing extensive mortality.

Beech bark disease also kills sprouts from disease-killed trees (Burkman et oL 1993).

Natural range of beech m Sorih Amenea

Chemical controls and detergent scrubbing have effectively controlled the scale on

individual trees, but such measures are cost-prohibitive in forests. The scale has several

natural enemies, the most prominent of which is the ladybird beetle (Oiilocorus stigma).

A fungus, Nematogonum ferrugineum, is a natural parasite of the Nectna fungus. The ef-

ficiency of this fungus, however, in curtailing the spread of the disease has not been

adequately evaluated. Some beech trees are resistant to scale infestation (Shigo 1964,

Cammermcyer 1993) and can be integrated into breeding programs.

Dogwood Anthracnose

The flowering and Pacific dogwoods (Camus florida and Comus nuttalUi respectively),

are highly valued aesthetic components of eastern and western forests. Although dog-

woods (Comus species) are not important as a timber species, they are important as a

mast supply for mammals and birds (cf. Mitchell et al 1988). The fruit is high in pro-

tein and is a valuable food source for many migratory birds. The leaves and twigs of

the dogwood provide browse for many herbivores, including deer. Fallen leaves from the

dogwood contain a large amount of calcium and act as a major soil builder (Hepting

1971). In addition, the springtime floral display has not been ignored by the commer-

cial nursery industry. Dogwood cultivars are extensively used in landscape plantings.

The opportunity for viewing the natural beauty of forest dogwoods may be limited in
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some areas. An anthracnose disease is plaguing both the flowering dogwood in east-

ern forests and the Pacific dogwood in the Pacific Northwest. It has killed over 80

percent of the trees in some areas (US Forest Service 1991a). First discovered in

Washington State in 1976 (Byiher and Davidson 1979) and subsequently in New York

in 1978 {cf. Pirone 1980), the disease has spread rapidly throughout eastern and west-

ern forests (Britton 1993). In southeastern North America, an estimated 5.7 million

acres of forest were affected by 1990 (Chellemi et aL, in press). The fungus is most viru-

lent in cool, continuously moist conditions, eg., high elevation dogwood populations

proximal to water.

rr

,\anirat mngf oj Jlouienng aogu^ooa

Dogwood anthracnose is a leaf and twig disease that is initially detected by leaf necro-

sis. The fungus Discula destructiva is now recognized as the causal agent (Redlin

1991). Wliilc the exact origin of the fungus in North America is uncertain, many sci-

entists believe that ilie disease was Introduced as it was first discovered near large

port cities. Once infested, a tree will eventually become defoliated and mav take sev-

eral years to die. Occasionally u-ees are killed by annual cankers that can girdle the

stem. Studies by Anderson et aL (1993) suggest that acid rain may predispose dog-

woods to infestation and increase the severity of the disease. Contrary to forest-

dwelling dogwoods, well-maintained trees in landscape plantings with full sun expo-

sure often can 5ur\-ive (Swank and Smith, personal communication).

Public concern for the species' existence was increased when research failed to show

resistance in population samples from 20 different sutes (Santamour et aL 1990). As

a result, certain southern universities and the Forest Service have become extensively

involved in assessing the spread, impact, and conu-ol of this pesL Surveys in Catoctin

National Park have located puuiive resistant u-ecs in areas where dogwood popula-
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tions have been decimated (Langdon, personal communication; Windham, penonal

communication). Qones of these trees have shown varying degrees of resistance

under greenhouse and Celd test conditions (Windham et aL, unpublished) and have

been integrated into a breeding program.

Hemlock Woolly Adelgid

The hemlock woolly adelgid (Addges Isugiu) attacks eastern hemlock {Tsuga canadensis),

a commercially important species in eastern forests. The insect is believed to have

been introduced into the U.S. from Asia {cf. McClure 1991) and was first reported in

the Pacific Northwest more than 65 yean ago (Annand 1924). The insect was first

observed in eastern forests approximately 40 years ago in Virginia. The hemlock

woolly adelgid has spread north into southern New England. The adelgid thrives in

colder temperatures and is, therefore, likely to infest eventually the entire Northeast

and eastern Canada (McQure 1989). A rapid increase in infested acreage was report-

ed in New York in 1990. and northern New Jersey has 26,000 acres of infested hem-

lock. Apparently it is not spreading south as rapidly, as it has not yet been found in

North Carolina (Langdon, personal communication).

i&S^
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live in forest settings. The National Arboretum is presently engaged in obtaining seed

source collections of different hemlock species to evaluate for resistance to this pest

(Garvey, personal communication).

Port-Orford-Cedar Root Disease

Port-Orford-Cedar (Chamaecypans lawsoniana) is endemic to a limited range along the

Pacific Coast from Coos Bay, Oregon to northern California. Port-Orford-Cedar-dom-

inated forests are floristically diverse communities and are considered to be uniquely

beautiful landscapes by recreational visitors. The species is valuable for its highly aro-

matic wood and is commercially widely used as a landscape planL Native Port-Orford-

Cedar populations have been decimated by a root disease caused by die exotic fungus

Phytophthara lateralis. The disease was first reported in 1923 in a nursery near Seatde

(Hunt in Zobel et aL 1985). The origin ot Phytophthara lateralis remains unknown, al-

though the partial resistance of Asian Chatnaecypans species has led some to speculate

that it is Oriental in origin (Roth et al. 1987). The disease inidally infests fine roots

by direcdy penetrating into succulent ussues, and eventually colonizes the enure root

system. Mortality occurs in seedlings widiin a few days, while a large u-ee may take sev-

eral years to die. The fungus grows only in living tissue and is not found independent-

ly in the soil (Ostrofsky et aL 1977).

1
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By 1970, the disease had spread throughout the tree's range at lower elevations in

Oregon (Kliejunas and Adams 1980). It is easily spread by movement of infested

plant stock (landscape plants), including other species of CJtamaayparis. Zobel et aL

(1985) conclude that the root disease "probably never would have emerged in epi-

demic form without the widespread planting of ornamental Chamaaypans in north

western Oregon and Washington." It is also spread through movement of spore-con-

taminated soil by machinery and animals. The spores germinate in water-saturated

soil. Zobel et at. (1985) estimated that approximately 60 percent of the young regen-

eration has been killed by the disease. They concluded that without management

techniques, or development of resistant stock, there is a limited future for commer-

cial harvesting of Port-Orford-Cedar.

The restoration and/or preservation of Port-Orford-Cedar has been addressed by sev-

eral different approaches. A project to hybridize Port-Orford-Cedar with more resis-

tant Chamaecyparis species has been initiated (Roth et aL 1987). Control strategies, such

as cleaning soil off of logging equipment, have also been implemented. To minimize

the spread of infestation, recommendations have been made for strict management

ofhuman and animal (including wildlife) access to Port-Orford-Cedar stands in addi-

tion to removing trees proximal to water courses, road edges, and moist sites (Klie-

junas and Adams 1980, Zobel et aL 1985).

Larcti-Poplar Melampsora Rust

Black Cottonwood (Popuius trichocarpa) and quaking aspen (Populus tnmuloides) are

imporunt components of Pacific Northwest forests. These species and various poplar

hybrids are planted for fiber and ornamental uses (Newcombe and Chastagner

1993a) and are considered as a potential source of biomass for conversion to energy

(Abelson 1991). In 1991, rusts were observed in several hybrid poplar plantations in

western Washington and Oregon. The rusts were identified as Melampsora medusae

f.sp. delloidae, a species endemic to eastern North America, and Melampsora land-pop

ultna, a Eurasian rust not previously reported in North America {cf. Newcombe and

Chastagner 1993a). By December 1992, M. larid-populina infesutions had been iden-

tified in an area about 30 miles wide along the lower Columbia River (Chastagner et al.

The Tunge oftht black cottonwood u fnm Alaska to loulhtm Califrmia, along the coast arta

20
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1993) and from urban plantings and nurseries in many areas of California (New-

combc and Chastagner 1993b). The widespread nature of the infestation indicates

that the rust has been present along the Pacific coast for years.

Mdampsora ianci-popuUna rust requires two hosts, a Populus species and a coniferous

species, to complete its life cycle. In both hosts, poplar leaf rust can cause severe

defoliation that reduces growth and may induce physiological disorders (Newcombc

and Chastagner 1993a).

Other Exotic Pests

The preceding summaries of infestations represent examples of exotic pests that have

caused notable destruction to a particular species or ecosystem. Forest Service staff have

compiled lists of all exotic pests, insects, and diseases that have been introduced to North

American trees, tree nurseries, and wood products. These lists now total over 300 spe-

cies (Millers et aL, unpublished manuscript and personal communication). Some of the

pests cause as much damage as die examples presented in this paper, e.g., European

spruce sawfly (Gilpinta hercymae). Other pests damage trees in a less obvious manner, re-

ducing vigor through feeding/parasitism or providing an environment for a secondary

pest to invade the tree. A good example of a pest that probably causes widespread,

but not lethal, damage is the Asiatic oak weevil (Cyrtepistomm castaneus). Larvae of

this pest overwinter in the ground, feeding upon root hairs of the host planL Adults

feed upon the foliage of the host plant after emergence. Ferguson el oL (1992) sus-

pected that damage from Asiatic oak weevils may negatively affect oak regeneration.

New pests are continuously being imported, despite APHIS regulations and quaran-

tines. The common (or larger) pine shoot beede (Tomicus (= Blastophagus) pimperdia)

was first discovered in July, 1992 infecting Scotch (Scots) pine near Qeveland, Ohio

(Kucera 1992). Since the initial discovery, infestations have been found in New York,

Pennsylvania, Illinois. Indiana, and Michigan. This pest has attacked a variety of

Eurasian and North American pine species. APHIS has quarantined movement of

logs, Christmas trees, and nursery stock of coniferous species from the infested states.

Eleven specimens of another exotic pest, the spruce beetle (Ips typographus) , were

captured in pheromone traps near a dunnage pile in the port area of Erie,

Pennsylvania in sprmg 1993 (Hofacker 1993). Wliile the Siberian risk assessment

states dial this insect normally utilizes dead wood (USDA Forest Service 1991b),

Snuth (personal communication) states that "[t|his insect is one of the most destruc-

tive pests of spruce in Europe; one outbreak destroyed an estimated 30 million cubic

meters of wood. The bceUe also killed millions of trees in Japan." .-VPHIS and the

Forest Service have placed numerous additional traps to document the spread of this

pest and are searching for potential breeding areas to determine whether the bcetie

has become established in the area (Hofacker 1993).
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The increased controversy over cutting America's remaining old-growth forests has af-

fected North American timber supplies in western forests and generated interest in

importing logs from foreign countries. The dissolution of the Soviet Union and asso-

ciated trade restrictions have opened the forests of Siberia to utilization by western

nations. Other countries, such as New Zealand and Chile, also have raw materials

available for the North American market In relation to this paper, the most importar

question raised by imporution of logs are the possibilities of introducing new exotic

pests into North America and reintroduction of existing exotic pests at new locations.

Siberian Importations

In response to pressure by scientists and politicians, APHIS requested the Forest

Service to conduct an assessment of the risk of importing pests on logs from Siberia

in 1991. The assessment team consisted of 43 forest scientists from federal and sute agen-

cies and universities. The team concluded that "the close similarity between [Siberia

and similar latitudes of North America] promises to produce many taxa from Siberia

that will find suitable hosts in various parts of the forests of Western North America....

Some species are likely to become serious pests" (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

Siberian larch (Lanx siberica) was assumed by the team as the primary species to be im-

ported. The assessment team determined that 175 species of arthropods, nematodes,

and fungi were associated with Siberian larch. They identified and reviewed 36 "rep-

resentative" species from each of three groups that could be imported on logs with

attached bark: pests residing on the outer bark, found inside the bark, or within the

wood (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

An economic analysis predicting revenue losses was conducted, based on the assump-

tion of infestation by the above 36 representative species. The analysis estimated the

net present value of potential losses at between $24.9 million (best-case scenario) and

$58 billion (worst-case scenario). These figures represented only the potential im-

pacts to commercial timber species in the western U.S.; they did not consider ecosys

tem damage, impacts to nonconsumptive industries associated with forested land, or

harm to agriculture.

22
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Six of the "representative" pest species were examined in detail. The findings on

these six pests are briefly summarized below.

Asian gypsy moth

The Asian strain of the gypsy moth (which belongs to the same species

—

Lymantria

dispar—^as the European insect) feeds upon more than 500 species of plants (Gibbon

1992), including many conifers and hardwood species. The Asian gypsy moth has a

"moderate" potential to kill keystone hardwood tree species in healthy forests, and a

"high" potential in stressed forests. The potential for extensive infestation of conifer

forests is largely unknown but probably ranges from moderate to high (USDA Forest

Service 1991b). Furthermore, unlike the European gypsy moth, the female Asian

moth can fly up to 24 miles, carrying 600 to 700 eggs (USDA Forest Service 1991b,

Gibbon 1992).

The Asian gypsy moth reached various Pacific port cities in North America in 1991 as

egg masses on ships transporting grain. The United Sutes and Canada immediately

implemented an emergency control program. Aggressive spraying of the biopesti-

cide. Bacillus thunngiensis ("Bt"). near the affected ports has apparently controlled

the infestations. Meanwhile, Canadian authorities banned all ships that had visited

potentially infested Siberian harbors from Canadian waters during the spring months

when the eggs were likely to be hatching (Oliver, personal communication). The United

States has relied on a voluntary agreement along the same guidelines. Both countries

are monitoring gypsy moth population cycles near Siberian and North American

ports. Asian gypsy moth infestations, however, would probably become extremely dif-

ficult to control if infestation repeatedly occurs at various Pacific ports.

An outbreak of gypsy modis in North Carolina in July 1993 was found to include

Asian and European types, but predominantly hybrids between the two. This lime, the

insects had arrived on military equipment being shipped from Germany. Germany

and other European countries are experiencing heavy infesutions of gypsy moths this

year, which apparently include hybrids. Shipments of all types of cargo from Europe

could carry the insects to the United Sutes (USDA Forest Service and APHIS 1993).

Nim moth

Tlie nun moth {Lymantna monacha) is similar to the Asian gypsy moth in habits,

development, and host utilization. If introduced, it is likely to attack all western

conifers except pines. Tree mortality "is likely to be high." The potential area affected

is 172 million acres in the United States and additional areas of Canada (USDA For-

est Ser\ice 1991b).

Pine wood nematode

Se\eral Asian species of pine wood nematode, including Bunaphelendius mucronatus

and B. kolymmsis, are beliex-ed to pose the greatest threat to the Jeffrey and ponderosa

pines (Pinus ponderoia) and other hard pines (USDA Forest Ser\ice 1991b). Ponderosa

pine occupies nearly 5.7 million acres from British Columbia south into Mexico

(Lattin. personal communication; Skilling et aL 1986).

Larch canker

If introduced in the west (it is already present in eastern Canada and Maine), larch

canker (LachneUula wiUkommii) "could have a major impact on the 2 million acres of

western U.S. forest with 50 percent or more larch cover" While the western larch's

natural range is far from ports of entry, the canker might be spread on ornamental

larches (USDA Forest Ser\ice 1991b)

2S
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AnnoEus root disease

Some Annosus root diseases are already causing damage on dry areas in western

North America. If an exotic strain were to be introduced, it would have "a high

potential to infest extensive areas of true fir and dry pine forests. Mortality in infested

areas would probably be high.* Other trees would suffer addidonal stress, becomin;

more vulnerable to odier introductions or stresses (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

Spruce bark beetle

During epidemics, the spruce bark beede {Tps typographus) spreads from dead or fallen

spruce to standing spruce and somedmcs pines and larches. The beetles carry vari-

ous fungi, some of which are extremely pathogenic. The risk of introduction would

be high in areas with spruce lumber or naturally dead spruce near coastal ports.

Once introduced, the beeUes could disperse by flight, eventually throughout the

Pacific Northwest (including Alaska) and east along the boreal spruce forests to the

AUantic. If the bceUe were accompanied by a more virulent fungus, such as Ophio-

stoma polomca, and nauve beedes also spread the fungus, "it could ... be as disastrous

to North American spruce as the Dutch elm disease was to elms." (USDA Forest

Service 1991b).

In analyzing the threat posed by the polendal introducdon of Asian and Siberian tree

"pest" organisms, the authors of the Siberian assessment stated,

...It is impossible to state the probability of extensive infestadon.... However,

since the risk of spread of these pests is high, large-scale infestauons and tree

mortality are likely to occur.... Loss of a significant proporuon of living trees

within stands would trigger complex changes in food supply and habitaL...

Detrital food chains—fueled by dead organic matter—^would be favored,

while food chains that depend on living trees would collapse unless the sys-

tem recovered very quickly.... (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

The Risk Assessment authors predict that mycorihizal fungi, several species of voles,

flying squirrels, and spotted owls could not make the U'ansition to a detrital food

chain. Deer and elk would be further limited by the increased scarcity of closed-

canopy forests, which provide winter forage and shelter Western yew, accipitcr hawks,

and salmonid fish would also decline (USDA Forest Service 1991b).

New Zealand Importations

In contrast to the size of the Siberian Risk Assessment Team, a risk assessment team

for logs imported from New Zealand consisted of only five scientists, assisted by 1

1

experts from New Zealand. In a fashion similar to the Siberian assessment, this report

gave deuiled attention to only a few of the potential introducuons: two diseases and

five insect species. The toul economic losses associated with introducdon of the

seven pesu evaluated are esumated to fall between $52 and J364 million, exclusive of

the costs of suppression, job loss, watershed damage, recreadon, or ecological dam-

age (USDA Forest Service 1992).

Latlin (personal communicadon) has severely criridzed the assessment as being too shal-

low and hurried. He notes that die report ignored several European pests now estab-

lished in New Zealand. The assessment team originally failed to consult die major source

on insects found on Monterey pine {Pinus Todiata). Although this publicadon is in-

cluded in the list of references, inspection of the report's text shows that the relevant

informadon was not incorporated. Below are short sununaries of the potential dam-

age that two introduced pests from New Zealand could perpetrate on western forests.

24
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WoodwaspnAmylosterelun complex

The woodwasp Sirex noctilio and associated fungus Amylostmum areolatum can cause

tree mortality. The wasp is native to Eurasia and North Africa, but it has become

established in New Zealand, Australia, and southern South America. Sirex noctilio fe-

males fly (100-mile range) to locate physiologically stressed trees to deposit their

eggs. The wasp primarily infests pine species, but has been recorded as infesting fir

and spruce. During oviposition, the Amylosiereum lungus with a toxic mucus are inject-

ed into the tree (USDA Forest Service 1992). In Australia and South America, this

complex causes significant tree mortality. New Zealand controls the pest by biological

control agents and improved stand management (USDA Forest Service 1992).

While the assessment ranks the risk of shipping infested Pintis radiata logs as low,

there is a possibility of larval survival deep within the logs. If importation were to

occur, the assessment considers that S. noctilio would probably become established

and spread throughout the western United States. The authors estimate the econom-

ic costs resulting from establishment of the S. noctilio-A. areolatum complex at between

$24 and $131 million in timber revenues alone (USDA Forest Service 1992).

Lepiographium truncatum

The pathogen Lepiographium truncatum is found on two North American endemic spe-

cies, Monterey pine and eastern white pine, in New Zealand. The pathogen is consid-

ered by some to be the same as L lundbergii, which attacks eastern white and loblolly

(,Pinus taeda) pines (USDA Forest Service 1992). The vector(s) for the fungi are not

known with certainty, but bark beedes are suspected (USDA Forest Service 1992).

No effective method of conu-olling this fungus in logs is available. The assessment

team considers that debarking would reduce the risk of transporting vectors from

New Zealand, but North American beedes may be able to carry die fungus. Suitable

u-ee hosts are found near the Pacific ports where imports are proposed (USDA Forest

Service 1992) (as well as near Gulf Coast ports). Increased tree mortality in commer-

cial forests, ornamental plantings, and Christmas tree plantations would be possible,

with the greatest impact on native stands of Monterey pine (USDA Forest Service

1992).

Two pests already present in Nortli America might be rcinu-oduccd from New Zealand.

Diplodia shoot blight (Dtplodta ptnea = Sphaeropm sapinea) and the previously dis-

cussed Melampsora poplar rust arc pests in New Zealand forests. Importation of New

Zealand logs without proper quarantine protocols presents the possibility of introduc-

ing more virulent strains or spreading infestation of these two pathogens to new

areas.

New Zealand has had the reputation of applying stringent pest-exclusion programs

for several decades Since adoption of The Forests Act in 1949, the owner has had to

pay the cost of inspections, searches, seizures, required treatment or destruction, etc.

when importing raw wood. Experts considered that such precautions had helped

limit establishment of new wood and bark boring insects to an average of one per

year, despite increasing trade. They admitted, howevt., that "no method is available

to estimate accurately how effective quarantine has been in preventing the establish-

ment of forest pests" and that "[t]he effecuveness of New Zealand's quarantine pro-

cedures against fungal and other pathogens is difficult to evaluate because intercep-

tions cannot be related to establishments" (Anonymous 1982).

Governmental surveys, carried out in the late 1970s and 1980s, focussed particular
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concern on importing raw wood via "full container load* shipping containers. Nearly

50 percent of containers at the Port ofAuckland during 6 months in 1978 had incor-

rect information on manifests as to wood content and 14 percent had no code. For-

estry ofEdals feared shippers had been deliberately miscoding the contents to avoid

quarantine delay (Foley 1980). In consequence, a committee recommended mor
stringent controls on cargo shipments. The committee also recommended that the

Ministry of Agriculture "automatically hold for inspection all foresters entering New
Zealand, and should require formalised cleaning of boots, drydeaning of clothing

worn in forests, etc.' It further recommended inspecting and cleaning all camping

gear used in foreign forests (Anonymous 1982).

New, stronger regulations were recently adopted. The Forest Produce Import and

Export Regulations of 1989 require prior notice to the quarantine officer of esdmat-

ed time of arrival of any vessel importing forest produce, and provision of a full mani-

fest (including any pallets). Forest produce is defined to include timber and dun-

nage; dunnage does not include packing cases or pallets. If a quarantine injector

suspects infestation, he or she may require quarantine and treatment according to an

appropriate prescription. The costs of inspecdon, excluding dunnage inspection,

such as transport to a quarantine facility, treatment, etc., are paid by the importer.

Chilean Importations

A third risk assessment was conducted to address potential introducdons of exotic

pests on wood importations from Chile of Monterey pine and two indigenous hard-

woods, coigue (Nothofagus dombeyi) and tepa {Laurelia philippiana). A six-member

team assisted by both U.S. and Chilean experts conducted individual assessments of

arthropods and diseases that have a probability of being introduced into this country.

This report was released in September 1993 (USDA Forest Service 1993). The team

examined the risk of introduction for ten insects and four types of diseases associated

with Monterey pine. Risks associated with six major arthropods on coigue and tWL

diseases common to both coigue and tepa were assessed by the team. Only "limited

consideration" was given to other harmful pests, e.g., nematodes, that "conceivably"

could be associated with logs from Chile (USDA Forest Service 1993). No overall esti-

mate of costs associated with these possible introductions was made.

After considering both risk of introducdon and probable impacts in the spheres of

economics, ecology, and public percepuon, the team ranked the risk from only one

of the insect pests found on Monterey pine as "high." A bark beeUe, Hylurguj ligniper-

da, could be a vector for the fungus Leoptographium spp., which causes black stain root

disease (USDA Forest Service 1993). A group of pathogens, classified variously as

Ophwstoma or Ceralocystis spp., were ranked as "moderate to high" risks overall. Risk of

introduction was considered "high." Economic and ecological damage were consid-

ered to be significant, however, only if Chilean strains of the fungi prove to cause vas-

cular wilt (USDA Forest Service 1993). "Moderate" risks were assigned to ten species

or groups associated with Pinus radiata, six found on coigue (USDA Forest Service

1993).

Comparison of the Assessments

A comparison of the Siberian, New Zealand, and Chilean risk assessments raises a

number of troubling questions. The authors of the Chilean assessment note two dis-

turbing tendencies not adequately addressed in the Siberian and New Zealand assess-

ments. The first is the prevalence of bark-inhabiting insects on de-barked logs (USDj*

Forest Service 1993). We suggest that these reports confirm doubts about the effec-

tiveness of de-barking as a phytosanitary measure. Second, the Chilean assessment
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refers to the apparent frequenqr with which pests are transported in dunnage or

crates (USDA Forest Service 1993). These data indicate the need to incorporate such

material into phytosanitary controls on wood imports. Midgation procedures for dun-

nage associated with imporu from Siberia and New Zealand were not discussed in

their respecuve risk assessments.

Another inconsistency among the reports is the level of risk assigned to a particular

pest or pest complex. The risk can vary considerably without an apparent explana-

tion. As an example, the New Zealand assessment assigned a high risk to the wood-

wasp and its associated fimgus (USDA Forest Service 1992). In contrast, the Sinx/

Amylostereum complex is only briefly mendoned in the Siberian assessment (under a

different generic name for the wasp, Paururus), and no risk is assigned (USDA Forest

Service 1991b). In addiuon, several reviewers of the draft assessments expressed con-

cern over the level of risk assigned to possible reintroductions of pests already pre-

sent in North America. Their comments focus on the possibility that an introducuon

of a different genetic strain or variety would increase damage to current host species

and/or expand the host range.

The lack of knowledge of foreign tree species' biology and interactions with pests in

their native environment was emphasized in the Chilean assessment. In several pas-

sages, (he authors complained that the paucity of informaiion on most indigenous

pests of the hardwood species hampered the assessment of their impact in North

America. Without this information, assessments could underestimate potential pests

and associated damage to North American forests.
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The current and future demands on forest resources for multiple uses make it essen-

tial that a comprehensive national program on integrated pest management be devel-

oped and funded. The program should be designed to address exotic pests presendy

within the country and to prevent or minimi2e the introduction of new pests from

abroad. The framework for a national integrated pest management program already

exists under the authorizing statutes for both APHIS and the Forest Service: the

.

Federal Plant Pest Act (7 U.S.C. §§ 150aa -ISOjj); the Organic Act (7 U.S.C §§ 147a

147e): the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Research Act (16 U.S.C §

1642); and the Coopcrauve Forestry Assistance Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 2101, 2102, 2104).

(For brief summaries of these statutes' provisions, see Appendix A.)

Prevention of Exotic Pest Introduction

For many years, it has been recognized that the most efficient method to elimin'^te

exotic pest infestation is to prevent the organism from entering the country (cf.

Boycc 1961). The responsible agency is APHIS. APHIS has tradiuonally concentrated,

however, on the prevention of new agronomic and horucultural crop-related pests. As

discussed in the Introducuon, there are no general plant health (phyiosanitary) reg-

ulations that specifically govern timber imports. APHIS has relied upon a visual

inspection of logs at U.S. ports to detect insects and pathogens. This inspection poli-

cy is now antiquated with the advent of large-scale timber importations from other

countries. The Siberian Risk Assessment analysis clearly illustrates that visual inspec-

tion is insufficient for adequate protecdon against introduction of foreign pests.

Regulatory controls intended to prevent the introduction or spread of exotic pest

species are not completely effective. An additional measure of protection could be a

quarantine. Unfortunately, APHIS is not adequately financed or staffed to manage

the large quarantine program that would be needed for raw wood products. Another

approach is to organize a defense strategy prior to introduction (Boyce 1961). We be-

Ue\-e that a much more aggressive prevention program is needed to increase protec-

tion for North American forests. APHIS should not wait until the foreign organism

has been introduced to begin an emergency eradication or control campaign. In-

21
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stead, virulent pests in foreign countries that have a potential to attack Nortn

American trees should be studied to obtain informadon to prevent or delay introduc-

tion to this continent. Potenual pests can be evaluated by planting North American

species in infested areas of foreign countries to measure suscepnbility. Alternately,

pests can be imported into a USDA-approved quarantine facility and evaluated under

controlled conditions.

While APHIS has not yet adopted a comprehensive policy, as above, it is willing to

increase the effectiveness of its pest exclusion efforts through new regulations. In

September 1992, APHIS announced an intent to propose general reguladons that

would govern "unprocessed wood" products that could transport nonindigenous or

not previously introduced pests (see 57 Federal Regisler, No. 184, pp. 43628-43631).

The agency sought input on mitigation measures for different "unmanufactured

wood products' exported from different coimtries. APHIS also invited suggestions as

to whether the agency should have considerable flexibility in the future to revise

import requirements, or whether it should be required to seek public comment
before adopdng any fumre revisions.

Twenty-eight wood importers and trade associations responded to the APHIS nodce.

Many of the importers and trade associations recognized the risk of pest introduc-

tion, but all argued that any regulation must be a reasonable response to "real* rather

than "imaginary" risks, economically feasible, and in compliance with free-trade prin-

ciples. The association of Northwest Independent Forest Manufacturers argued that

such high-value wood products as Siberian larch should be imported under less strin-

gent regulations as part of balancing risk against benefit

Many companies and associations supported adoption of a "universal' rule, but then

argued that their particular import, e.g., wood chips from Canada or Mexico, should

be subject to less resuiciive regulation or exempted completely. Several asserted that

tropical woods posed no dircat as pests would be killed by winter freezes. However,

some firms plan to import chips from pine and other species from planutions in the

tropics to Gulf Coast or California ports which are near native pine forests and plan-

tations where freezing temperatures are relatively infrequent

The assertion that importation of logs from neighboring countries belonging to

species native to the United States should cause less concern was expanded by the Amer-

ican Forest Council to include Monterey pine plantations in distant countries. Argu-

ing that Monterey pine planutions "may not be subject to the same insects and pests

as exotic [tree] species[,l" the Council concluded that Monterey pine imports should

be subject to less stringent phyiosaniury regulation than imporu of species not

native to North America. The American Forest Council has failed to recognize that

imporuiions of North American tree species grown in another country should be
more stringendy regulated than nonnaiive species. A greater probability of successful

infestation exists when the imported host species is native to the area of introduction.

Recommendations Re: Raw Wood Imports

The authors of this paper firmly believe that quarantine procedures should be devel-

oped for all categories of raw wood imports, including logs and wood chips. However,

we are not suflicienUy expert to determine the most effective quaranune measures to

ensure exclusion of forest pests. The reports by the three risk assessment teams and
the Siberian midgation advisory team are good examples of the interdisciplinary

cooperauve effort needed to analyze a specific importation situation with a potential

to cause pest problems, and then to develop reasonable protocols to insure against

29
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the introduction of exotic pests. We suggest that APHIS, in cooperation with other

governmental agencies and the private sector, define the different categories of raw

wood products and correspondingly develop new inspection procedures and quaran-

tine protocols for each individual category.

New APHIS regulations regarding raw wood importation should be uniformly ap-

plied to imported materials regardless of the country of origin, with the possible ex-

ception of Canada. It is conceivable that infested raw wood materiab could be shipped

to a country and infest that country's forests, and that the newly infested forests could

be in turn harvested and the infested materials shipped to the United States. Indeed,

many of the pests now of concern on New Zealand logs are exotic to that island

nation. Alternately, any country exempted from phytosanitary restrictions has the

potential to become a laundry" for raw wood materials entering the United States

indirectly or under false pretenses as in some New Zealand importations. As indicated,

the exemption of Canada from new APHIS regulations could be a possibility. Canadian

importation regulations are stringent and our forests are contiguous, complicating

efforts to prevent cross-border infection. (However, regional quarantines applying to

infested species in either or both countries are appropriate.)

After considering expert advice, APHIS should draft a set of procedures and, in compli-

ance with standard regulatory procedures, publish it for public review. All interested par-

lies should be given an opportunity to submit comments on specific provisions as well as

general issues and any conflicts among viewpoints should be resolved in the public forum.

Stringent regulation of raw wood imports may not be sufficient. At least seven pests of

native tree species discussed in this paper were introduced on nursery stock, and two

other pests were dispersed within North America on such material. APHIS has exist-

ing authority in this area and may need to review regulations regarding importatic

of all woody plants.

Management of Current Exotic Pests

Under the broad wording of the Federal Plant Pest Act and the Organic Act, APHIS

has the primary responsibility to ensure that imported plant and animal species do

not contain pests "which can direcUy or indirectly injiu-e or cause disease or danuge

in any plants or parts thereor and to detect, eradicate, control, or retard the spread of

plant pests. Within the United States, however, APHIS has largely ceded this authority

for forest pests to the Forest Service. APHIS lacks adequate funds to participate in

eradication or conu-ol measures of all exotic pests. The agency currently spends about

$2.25 million on tree pests, 70 percent of it to prevent csublishment of the Asian

gypsy moth (McGovern. personal communication).

The Forest Service may conduct research and experiments to obtain, analyze, develop,

demonstrate, and disseminate scientific information about protecting and managing

forests for a multitude of purposes, under the auspices of the Forest and Rangeland

Renewable Resources Research AcL Forest protection specifically includes addressing

insect and disease problems, i . second statute, the Cooperative Forestry Assisunce

Act, authorizes the Forest Service to protect fixjm insects and diseases trees and wood

products in use on National Forests or, in cooperauon with others, on other lands in

the United States. Such assistance may include surveys and determination and org^i-

zation of control methods. The Forest Service is fiirther authorized to provide assistance

to state foresters to develop and distribute genetically improved tree seeds and to ir,

prove management techniques aimed at increasing production of a variety of forest

products, including wildlife habitat and water.
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Funding for management of exodc pest infestations is unfortunately crisisoriented.

Seventeen yean ago, a National Academy of Sciences (1975) report found that, In

the area of pest control research, priorities have often been set under political pres-

sures for immediate answers, with too much regard for short-term problems and too

little consideration for broader management objectives. Part of this problem arises

from portions of the Forest Pest Conu-ol Act of 1947 thaL..tend[s] to promote an

'action' attitude that may inhibit solutions other than short-term, direct chemical

control" (National Academy of Sciences 1975). Butternut canker and dogwood an-

thracnose are good examples of diseases that were allowed to decimate tree populations

with litde attention, until recently, to conu-olling these pests or breeding resistant

tree varieries.

Total expenditures by agencies of the USDA to combat exotic pests of trees in fiscal

year 1993 approached $19 million. The vast preponderance was spent by the Forest

Service: $11.8 million by the Forest Pest Management program (Lorimer, personal

communication). $1.23 million by Forest Insect and Disease Research (Smith, per-

sonal communication), and $1.45 million by the Timber Program tree improvement

program (Miller, personal communication).

Two other agencies of USDA also contributed to the effort. Expenditures by APHIS

vary considerably from year to year because it responds to introductions when they

are detected. Thus, in fiscal year 1992, APHIS spent $20 million on efforts to eradi-

cate the Asian gypsy modi. In fiscal year 1993. APHIS allocated only $2.25 million for

preventing the dissemination of inu-oduced exotic n-ee pests into the counu-y. This

figure does not include APHIS' port inspection program effort devoted to wood

imports (a small proportion compared to inspections of fruits, vegetables, live plants,

etc.) or administrative costs (including APHIS' costs associated with preparing either

the country-specific risk assessments or the more general regulations to govern

imports of "unprocessed wood" products) (McGovern, personal communication).

Finally, the Agricultural Research Service is spending $350,000 on research on dog-

wood anihracnose and $1.9 million on gypsy moth research (Faust).

Over two-thirds of all USDA tree pest control funds ($13 million from the Forest

Service's Forest Pest Management program and Agriculture Research Service) are

devoted to efforts to suppress or eradicate the European gypsy moth. An additional

$1.8 million is being spent, largely by APHIS, to monitor Asian gypsy moth popula-

tions in Siberia and ships entering our ports to prevent a re-introduction of this

insect. In sum. over three-quarters of all USDA uee pest control funds were gypsy

moth-related.

Pest control in the white pine group received a total of over $2 million dollars in

Forest Service funds. The bulk of this amount funds a western white pine blister rust

breeding program. Several introduced pjests or pathogens received funding at levels

between $600,000 and $700,000. These included the European pine shoot beede,

which viras discovered in the Lake Sutes in 1992; and dogwood anthracnose. Dutch

elm disease control efforts received $544,000. The only other pest control program

receiving more than $100,000 was the hemlock woolly adelgid. Other trees threat-

ened by exotic pests, fungi, or disease pathogens — Port-Orford-Cedar, butternut,

beech, and chestnut— were funded at levels of from $52,000 down to $14,000.

Recommendations Re: A Comprehensive Program

We see no need to create new institutions to implement a u-uly comprehensive pest

prevention and management program for America's foresu. The various tasks should
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be conducted by existing institutions under existing legal authorities. However, these

agencies must act out of a new appreciation for forest ecosystems, not Just concern for

timber production. Cooperation and coordination among the various agencies must

improve. Fmally, funding for APHIS, the Forest Service, and cooperating state agen-

cies will have to be increased substantially.

We envision that APHIS will retain its emphasis on exclusion; expand quarantines to

prevent spread of incipient infestations; where possible, eradicate incipient infestar

tions; continue funding some research; and conduct research on pests and control

measures in countries from which raw wood products and nursery stock would be

imported.

The Forest Service would continue to lead research and application of control mea-

sures in the United Sutes. The work should be in active collaboration witii state for-

estry divisions and universities. Other interest groups which are affected by the de-

cline of America's forests or contribute to the threat by importing items which could

carry pest organisms should contribute knowledge, funds, public education efforts,

and other resources to improving our understanding of and efforts to contain exotic

pests of trees. These interest groups would include the forest industry, nursery indus-

try, recreation industry, ecologists, and wildlife management and conservation organ-

izations. Wider involvement of the conservation movement would augment efforts by

citizen organizations such as the American Chestnut Foundation.

In testing and adopting control methods, all parties must recognize the environmental

impacts of those methods. It is important to emphasize that environmental and finan-

cial costs are associated with both courses of action—applying pest control measures

and allowing the exotic pest to damage tree species and their associated ecosystems.

A difficult, careful balancing of these countervailing environmental costs is inheren

in adopting our recommendations.

As we noted earlier, funds must be considerably increased over current levels. As the

continuing damage to native forests by exotic pests and new dangers posed by poten-

tial importation of raw wood products prompted this paper, it is tempting to con-

clude that expanded pest management programs should be funded by timber and

paper industries' revenue. Yet if forests are to be truly managed as ecosystems, i.e., for

multiple use, the burden of costs must be shared by all users, including timber pro-

ducers and consumers, conservationists, recreationists, and preservationists. Because

the identification, testing, and application of mitigation and control measures for

introduced pests require years of dedicated effort, it is essential that funds also be st*

ble, to prevent interruptions of long-term projects.

We support the Forest Service's recent initiative to create an emergency fund of up to

$3 million to enable rapid start-up of research on newly introduced pests which

threaten native forests. In just the past two years, the Asian gypsy moth, European

pine becde, Melampsara fungus, and European spruce beede have been discovered at

our ports or in our forests. A prompt response is necessi,-y to minimize damage from

the pest, but, since the occurrence and size of such introductions cannot be anticipat-

ed years in advance, the amount of funding needed cannot be determined during

the normal, lengthy, budget-development process.

Another Forest Service initiative, the National Center of Forest Health Management,

is an encouraging step toward comprehensive pest managcmcnL The Center's goals

are: 1) "with partners, promote and facilitate development and use of technologies to
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sustain or enhance forest health," and 2) "advance understanding of forest health

and effects of forest health technologies on forest ecosystem and management goals."

Three work areas will be focused upon: 1) biorational methods, 2) biological control,

and 3) nontarget effects.

A comprehensive pest prevention and management program for America's forests

will be expensive, but it is an investment well worth making. At stake are financial

oudays by the Forest Service and APHIS, lost fiber production, and the ecological

health of some of the most treasured elements of our natural heritage.

U
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Summary of Statutes (laws and Treaties) Governing Introductions of Allen Species Which

May Attack Native Tree Species

International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) < 1 95 1

)

[Article 14 of the Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations) establishes international system under which inspections and quai

antines are implemented to prevent dissemination of pests affecting plant resources.

Federal Plant Pest Act (1957) [7 U^.C. §§ ISOaa-lSOjj]

prohibits knowing importation or interstate transportation (except with a permit

issued by the Secretary of Agriculture) of any plant "pest"; "pest" is defmed as any liv-

ing stage of invertebrates, bacteria, fungi, parasitic plants, viruses, infectious sub-

stances, etc.. "which can directly or indirectly injure or cause disease or damage in

any plants or parts thereof, or any processed, manufactured, or other products of

plants' (emphasis added] .

Organic Act (1944) [7 VS.C. §§ 147a-147e]

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, alone or in cooperation with the sutes or

local jurisdictions, farmers' associations, governments of Western Hemisphere coun-

tries, and international organizations, to detect, eradicate, control, or retard the

spread of plant "pests." (See defmition of "pest" under the Federal Plant Pest Act.

above.)

Plant Quarantine Act (1912) [7 J.S.C. §§ 151-164a, 167]

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to regulate imports or interstate shipments of

nursery stock or other plants and plant parts and propagules when necessary to pre-

vent introduction of injurious plant diseases and insect pests.

Agricultural Quarantine Enforcement Act (1989)

prohibiu the shipping of any plant, fruit, vegetable or other mauer quarantined by the

Department of Agriculture via first-class mail; search warrants required to open pack^es.
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Forest & RangeUnd Renewable Resources Research Act (1978) [16 U^.C. § 1642]

authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct research and experiments to

obtain, analyze, develop, demonstrate, and disseminate scientific information about

protecting and managing forests for a muldtude of purposes; § 1642(a)(3) specifies

protecting vegetarion. forest, and rangeland resources from insects, diseases, noxious

plants, animals, air pollutants, and other agents.

§ 1642(b) requires the Secretary to maintain a current comprehensive survey of the

"present and prospective conditions of and requirements for renewable resources of

the forests and rangelands...and means needed to balance the demand for and sup-

ply of the^e renewable resources, benefits, and uses in meeting the neetls of the peo-

ple of the United States...."

Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act (1978) [16 U.S.C. §§ 2101, 2102, 2104]

§ 2101(a) recognizes that "efforts to prevent and control...insects and diseases often

require coordinated action by both Federal and non-Federal land managers;...*

§ 2102(b) authorizes the Secreury of Agriculture to provide assistance to state

foresters to develop and distribute genetically improved tree seeds and to improve

management techniques aimed at increasing production of a variety of forest prod-

ucts, including wildlife habitat and water.

§ 2104 authorizes the Secretary to protect fixjm insects and diseases trees and wood

products in use on National forests or, in cooperation with others, on other lands in

the U.S.; such assistance may include surveys and determination and organization of

control methods. Programs on non-federal lands can be instituted only with the con-

sent of, and with a contribution of resources from, the owner. The Secretary may also

prescribe other conditions for such cooperative efforts.

Executive Order 11987 (1977)

directs federal agencies to restrict the introduction of exotic species into natural

ecosystems under their jurisdiction and to encourage sutes to do the same; directs

the Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture to restrict the introduction into any natural

system of animals or plants designated as injurious or noxious under the Lacey Act

and Federal Noxious Weed AcL
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Deciduous

Allegheny chinkapin

American chestnui

Castanea pumiUa Mill

Castanea dentata (Marsh.) Borkh

American elm

red or slippery elm

Ulmus ammcana L.

Ulmus rubra Muechl.

oaks

sugar maple

butternut or while walnut

black walnut

American beech

European beech

Chilean beech or coigue

Querais spp.

Attr sacchanim Marsh.

Jufiarts dnera L.

Jugians nigra L.

Fagus pandifolia Ehrii.

Fagus sylvatica L.

Nothofagus dombeyi (Mirb.) OersL

flowering dogwood

Pacific dogwood

Chilean tepa

CamusyZori/Ja L.

Comtu nuttalUi Aud.

Laurdia philippiana Looser

black Cottonwood

quaking aspen

Pofnilus trichocarpa Torr. Sc Gray

Pofndus traruiloides Michx.

Conifers

pines

eastern white pine

western white pine

sugar pine

whitcbark pine

southwestern white pine

Anus spp.

Pinui strobus L.

Pinus monticola Dougl. ex D. Don

Anus lambertiana Dougl.

Pinus aUkcauIis Engelm.

Pinus strxMifomus Engelm.

42
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limber pine

Rocky Mountain bristlecone pine

loblolly pine

red pine

jack pine

ponderosa pine

Jeffrey pine

lodegepole pine

Monterey pine (radiata pine)

Siberian pine

Scotch pine

Siberian Scotch pine

coastal Siberian pine

AnusyZoEt^James

Pinui aristata Engelm.

Anus taeda L.

Pinus Tcsinosa Ait.

Pinus banhiiana Lamb.

Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws.

Pinus jejfreyi Grei. & Balf.

Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud.

Pinus mdiata D. Don

Pinus sibetica Ledeb.

Pinus sylvestns L.

A'ntu sylvestris mongolica Litv.

Pinus koraiensis Sieb. et Zucc

firs

balsam fir

northern bracted balsam fir

Abies spp.

Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.

AInes balsamea (L.) Mill. var. phaneroUpsis Fern.

Fraser fir

bristlecone fir

subalpine fir

spruce

red spruce

Abiesfraseri (Pursh.)

Abies bracteata D. Don

Abies lastocarpa (Hook.) NutL

Ptcea spp.

Picea rubens Sarg.

eastern hemlock Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr.

larch

eastern larch or tamarack

western larch

Siberian larch

Chinese pseudolarch or golden larch

Port-Orford-Cedar

Lanx spp.

Lanx landna (Du Roi) K. Koch

Lanx occidenlalis NutL

Larix siberica Ledeb.

Pseudolanx amabilis (Nelson) Rehder

Chamaecyparis lawsomana (A. Murr) Pari.

Sources
Bumi. R.M. and B.H. Honkala, lech, wordi. 1990. Silvia of North Amehcx Volume 1. Conifen. Agricultural

Handbook eS4. USDA. Forni Service. Wuhinglon. DC Vol. 1.675p

Burnt- R.M. and B.H Honkala. lech. viordi. 1990 Silvics ofNorrh America: Volume 2. Hardwoods. Agnculniral

Handbook 6S4 USDA. Foreil Service. Washington. DC Vol 2. 8r7p

Bumi. R.M. and B.H. Honkala. 1976. Atlas of United Suies Trees. Volume 4. Minor easier hardtraods.

Agricultural Handbook 6S4 USDA. Forest Service. Washington. DC 1S42. 17p. 2S0 maps.

Litde. Ll^ Jr. 1976 Atlas of United Stales Trees. Volume S. Minor wcstem hardwcxxls- U.S.DA Misc. PuW.

DM 13 p 290 maps

United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 1993 Pest Risk Assessment of the Imporouon of /Vnui

mduda, Nodwfagui dombtjx, and Lavrwb^ phikppuma Logs from Chile Miscellaneous Publicauon No. ISl 7.

Sepu;mber 1993 248 pages
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smaller European elm bark beetle

(native) elm bark beetle

bark beetle introduced in Chile

spruce bark becde

spruce becde

European bark beede

gypsy moth

nun moth

larch casebcarer

wnter moth

balsam woolly adelgid

hemlock woolly adelgid

pine bark adelgid

red pine adelgid

beech scale

elongate hemlock scale

circular hemlock scale

European pine sawfly

European pine sawfly

pear thrips

basswood thrips

Scolytus viultistriatus (Marsham)

HyluTgoptnus rufipes

Hylurgus ligniperda (F.)

Ips typographus L.

Dendroctonus rufipennis Kirby

Tomicus piniperda (L.)

Lymantria dispar (L.)

Lymantria monacha L.

CoUophora laricella (Huebner)

Operophtera brumata (L.)

Adelgu piccae (Ratzeburg)

Adelga tsugae Ai\nand

Piiteus stwbi (Hartig)

Pineus boemeri Annand

Cryptococais fagisuga Lindinger

Fiorima externa Ferris

Nucuhpis tsugae (Marlatt)

DipTton similis (Hartig)

Neodiphan serbfer (Geoffroy)

Taeniothnps inconsequens (Uzel)

Thrips calcaratus Uzel

woodwasps

chestnut gall wasp

European spruce sawfly

Asiauc oak weevil

Srcxspp.; S. noctilio F.

Dryocosmus kuriphilus Yasumatsu

Gitpinia hercymae (Hartig)

Cyrtepislomus castanais

U
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BuTsaphelendnis mucwnatus

Mamiya & Enda

B. kolymensis Korentchenko

braconid that parasitizes larch casebearer

euplophid

parasite ofwinter moth

parasite ofwinter moth

beede that attacks beech scale

Agathis pumila Latrielle

Chrysocharis laridneUae (Huebner)

Cyzenis albicans Robineau-Dcsvoidy

Agrypon flaveolatum (Gravenhorst)

Chilocorus stigma (Say)

United Statei Depanment of Agriculure, Forest Service. 199S. Pest Risk Assessment of the Imponation of Pmui
radiata, Noihojagai dombtyi, and Launka phmppiarui Logs from Chile. Miscellaneous Publication No. 1517.

September 1993 248 pages.
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chesuiui blight

Dutch elm disease

white pine blister rust

scleroderris canker

European larch canker

metampsora leaf rust

butternut canker

beech bark disease

beech bark disease

dogwood anthracnose

Port-Orford-Cedar root disease

ink disease

Annosus root disease

CrjphoTuctria parasitica (Murr.) Barr (= Endothia

parasitica (Murr.) And. Ic And.)

Ophiosloma ulmi (Buis.) Narruf.

(= Ceratocystu ulmi Buis.) C Moreau or

:= Ceralostomella ulmi Buisman)

Cronartium ribicotaJ.C. Fisch.

Ascocaiyx abietina (Lagerberg) Schlaepfer.

(= Scleroderris lagnberpi (Lagerberg) Gremmen)

(= Gremmeniella abietina)

Lachnelluia (= Dasyscyphi) wiUkommii

(R. Hariig) Dennis

(= Dasyscypha willkommii (R. Hartjg) Rehm)

Mdampsora laria-populina Klebahn & M. medusae

Thuem. f.sp. ddtoidae

Sirococcus davigignenH-ju^ndacearum

Nair. Kostichka, Sc Kuntz

Nectna cocdrua (Por.:Fr.)

Fr. V3s.faginala Lohman, A. M.Watson, and Ayers

Nectria galligerui Bres. in Strauss.

Discula destrucUva Redlin

Phytophlhora lateralis Tucker & Milbrath

Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands

Heterobasidton annosum (Fr.:Fr.) Bref.

(= Fames annosus (Fr.:Fr.) Cooke
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one of fungi associated with

Siberian spruce beetle

fungus on Siberian pines,

fir, spruce introduced in

New Zealand

fungus on Monterey pine,

eastern white pine,

loblolly pine

diplodia shoot blight

fungus which attacks

gypsy moth

"Bt" fungus which attacks

gypsy moth

fungus that parasitizes Nectria

Ophiastoma poUmica

Amylostmum areolatum

Leptographium trunaitum

(= L. lundbergti)

Sphaeropsis sapirua (Fr.:Fr.) Dyke & Sutton in Sutton.

(= Diplodia pinea ( Desnaaz. ) J. Kickx fil.

)

Enlomophaga mmmaiga Humber, Shimazu & Soper

Bacillus thuringiensis Berliner

Nanatogonumfa-rugimum (Pen.) S.J. Hughes
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In Reply Refer To:

FWS/TE/93-3428

Hr. Tom Cannon
Chairman, Maui County

Cultural Resources Commission
250 South High Street
Wailuku, Hawaii 96733

Dear Mr. Cannon:

Your August 5, 1993, letter to Secretary Babbitt, regarding protecting
Hawaii's environment from non-native species, has been referred to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) for response.

Your comments regarding the impact
environment are most appropriate,
species in Hawaii exceeds that in a

alien species is a significant fact
Endangered Species Act are impacted
plants. All listed bird species in

introduced mosquitoes that carry av

predators that prey on the birds, 1

native species with which the birds
competitors and carriers of disease
native habitat. For these reasons,
Inspection requirement for wildlife

of nonindlgenous species on Hawaii's unique
The number of threatened and endangered
ny other State, and the introduction of
or. All Hawaiian plants listed under the

by introduced ungulates, insects, and
the State are endangered or threatened by

ian diseases. Introduced mammalian
ntroduced plants that take the place of the
evolved, introduced birds that act as

, and introduced ungulates that destroy
the Service supports a stringent
and plants entering Hawaii.

The Service is r

Into or exported
We have a team o

conduct these wi

statutory author
Hawaii, except 1

injurious wild!

1

an endangered or
of an Endangered

esponsible for inspecting wildlife and some plants imported
from the United States, including several injurious species,

f wildlife inspectors at the Honolulu International Airport to

Idlife import-export inspections. The Service does not have
ity to inspect flights from the United States mainland to
n instances involving a required permit (e.g., transporting
fe under the authority of a Lacey Act permit or transporting
threatened species in interstate commerce under the authority
Species Act permit).

.The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has the authority to inspect
shipments for agricultural pests only. The current practice of inspecting all

luggage leaving Hawaii for the mainland may have been brought about by the

fruit fly threat to mainland agriculture. Although California is certainly a

irajor destination point from Hawaii, all luggage headed for the mainland,
regardless of the destination State, is inspected. The U.S. Customs -Service

also supports the efforts of the USDA. the Service, and the State of Hawaii by

being watchful for imported plants, animals, and soil.
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Mr. Tom Cannon Z

The State of Hawaii does have the authority to inspect incoming luggage,

cargo, and mail for plant and animal pest species, and customarily each State
regulates plants and animals entering or leaving its borders. As you mention,

all arriving passengers must complete a form delineating plant and animal

species they are bringing into Hawaii. Except for first class mail, which
States have no authority to inspect or open, Hawaii inspects luggage, cargo,

and mail for plants and animals. Currently, Hawaii uses four dogs to conduct
inspections. One dog is trained to detect only brown tree snakes; three other
dogs are cross-trained for different animal and plant species. In addition,

the State has a mobile X-ray machine used randomly to Inspect incoming

luggage.

The State of Hawaii. USOA, Service, and the U.S. Postal Service are working
together to study ways to enhance inspection methods in Hawaii. The State
plant quarantine administrator supports providing more general authority to

the USOA to inspect for any biological entity, not just agricultural pests.

The Service would support such legislation and any stronger measures the State

can Implement. As you point out in your letter, the need is critical.

We encourage you to contact the Federal and State departments of agriculture
to express your concerns, as these agencies would be responsible for

implementing stricter inspection measures. If we can provide any further
information regarding the impact of alien species on Hawaii's native species,
please contact Robert Smith, Field Supervisor, Hawaii State Office, at

808-541-2749- We appreciate your Interest In protecting Hawaii's unique flora
and fauna.

Sincerely.

RICHARD N. SMITH

£«l5Vi. DIRECTOR

cc: FWS/Region 1

Field Supervisor, Honolulu. Hawaii
6229-MIB-ES (1)
3012-MI6-FWS/CCU
3012-MIB-FWS/Directorate Reading File
3012-MIB-FWS/OOChron
3024-MIB-FWS/AES Reading File
520-ARLSQ-FWS/LE
320-ARLSQ-FWS/BCI Reading File
452-ARLSQ-FWS/TE

•FWS/TE

Edited by:8CI:AHaas":3S8-Z166:12-03-93:ad:CANNON:93-3428 and ES-82989
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while Americans get their information from

TV, they don't necessarily trust that me-

dium: They place the highest tnjst m doc-

tors, articles hy scientists, and reports from

the National Institutes of Health, and de-

scending levels of trust in newsmagazines.

TV news, newspapers, and TV talk shows.

Not surprisingly, the single most powerful

influence on scientific literacy was educa-

tion. Ranking second was regular reading of

magazines and newspapers. Age showed up

as an independent influence: People over 65

had a poorer grasp of biomedicine than

younger people, even when other factors

such as education were held cot\stant. That is

"problematic." says Pifer, since older people

are more likely to need biomedical knowl-

edge to deal with their own health problems.

The overwhelming message of the study,

says Miller, is that "education drives the sys-

tem" of understanding science. He adds that

"in order to change... the proportion of Am-
ericans who understand scientific inquiry,

we must do it in our schools. If we miss that

boat, we aren't going to change very much."

-M.B.

Flood Flexes Its Mussels ^^^m

A new and unlikely item has been added to

the list of problems stemming from the Great

Rood of 1993, which soaked the midwcstem

United States: zebra mussels. As climatolo-

oist Stanley Changnon of the Illinois State

Water Survey explained at the AAAS meet-

ing, the flood moved great numbers of these

destructive mollusks down the Illinois River

almost to the point where it joins the Missis-

sippi. And while the impact of the mus-

sel migration may pale in comparison

to 30 lives lost, 17 million acres sub-

merged, and trar^sportation systems

cnppled. Changnon warned that the

spread of the zebras isn't a trivial prob-

lem. "This may turn out to be truly an

ecological disaster." he said.

This disaster is one aquatic biolo-

gists have feared, though they didn't

expect It so soon. The tiny, stnped Eu-

ropean Zebra mussels {Dreissena poly-

morpha) were first found on U.S. shores

in 1988. probably hitchhiking into

Lake St. Claire on a ship from Europe. Water
The problem with the invaders is that spread

they breed quickly and live in dense

clumps, clogging pipes that carry water to

cool ship engines and power plant condens-

ers. In addition, they glom onto and destroy

native mussels, clams, and snails—-and de-

plete water oxygen levels, threatening all the

marine life in areas they infest

Until recently, the zebra invasion hadn't

advanced alt that far The zebras have largely

been confined to the Great Lakes and been

found mostly in baseball-sized clumps. But

in August 1993, divers for the Illinois Nat-

1226

ural History Survey (INHS), a state-run sis-

ter agency of Changnon's Water Survey,

found them carpeting the Illinois River 300

miles downstream of Chicago. 5 miles from

where the river merges with the Missis-

sippi. T^e carpet was 2 inches thick and

contained an estimated 94,000 mussels per

square meter—in a spot where fewer than

1000 per square meter had been found the

year before. "There hasn't been an explosion

like this yet. even upstream." says INHS's

Richard Sparks, an aquatic ecologtst. This

means that the critters are now poised to

overrun the Mississippi itself.

A few lines of evidence lead Changnon
and Sparks to believe that the masses of for-

eign shellfish were washed dowiistream by

the flood. For one thing, populations found

in the Illinois River closer to Chicago's Lake

Michigan, the likely source, were not as

der\se as the populations downstream near

the confluence of the Illinois and the Missis-

sippi. This suggests that heavy rains carried a

"pulse of larvae" downstream, where they

settled on the bottom. In keeping with this

theory, the mussels found downstream were

smaller than the ones found upstream.

Preliminary evidence gathered by INHS
suggests the zebras may already be depleting

oxygen levels in the Illinois River. Sparks

says aquatic life is stressed when oxygen lev-

els fall to less than 5 parts per million, and

already levels as low as 3.2 have been found

in areas heavily infested with zebras. "One of

the most dramatic effects is they could wipe

out native species of mussels and snails," says

Sparks. The oxygen depletion. Sparks argues,

could also have "drastic" effects on sewage

s^n. The Great Rood ol 1993 seems to have
the zebra mussels downsiream.

treatment plants that are permitted to dump
oxygen-depleting organic wastes into the riv-

er- If these plants are forced to cut back on the

wastes they can discard, he reasons, the in-

creased coses will be passed on to consumers.

To prevent such consequences. INHS has

proposed a scheme to slow zebra mussel mi-

gration. If larvae do not float dowrutream

and repopulate the mats of mussels now in

the Illinois Rivet, chey will naturally die out

in 4 to 5 years. One way larvae could be

SCIENCE • VOL, 263 • 4 MARCH 1994

exterminated upstream is by warming the

water in the canal system that links the

Great Lakes to the Illinois River at Chicago.

INHS proposes heating the water tn the ca-

nal system with waste heat from municipal

and industrial sources. Though this strategy

will not prevent existing populations from

sending larvae further downstream in the Il-

linois and into the Mississippi, INHS be-

lieves the overall damage could be signifi-

cantly lowered by breaking the chain.

Ifnothing is done to slow the zebra mussel

migration, INHS predicts hordes of larvae

will float downstream in the next 2 years,

carpeting much of the Illinois River and

some of the Mississippi. And if that happens,

the Great Flood of 1993 will become greater

still, as It continues to wreak havoc in the

unlikely form of a striped freshwater invader

that displaces everything in its path.

-Jon Cohen

Quantum Baseball With Lasers

Physical chemist Kent Wilson of the Univer-

sity of California. San Diego, refers to his

work as "controlling the future of matter."In

his talk at the AAAS meeting, he used a

photoof Babe Ruth to explain this enigmatic

phrase, saying that when the baseball star

wanted to control the future of the base-

ball—say, to make it clear the right field

fence at Yankee Stadium—he applied just

the right driving force with the bat. Wilson is

trying to do something simitar, not with

baseballs but with the denizens of the

microworld: atoms and molecules. And his

tool IS nothing as crude as 36 ounces of hick-

ory or ash—it's a laser system producing pre-

cisely crafred pulses.

Ever since the invention of lasers. 30

years ago, researchers have wanted to use

them to control chemistry. But all attempts

so far have failed, because energy applied to a

particular bond would leak to other bonds in

a molecule, explains Wilson's Princeton col-

league, chemical physicist Warren Warren.

It didn't matter how finely tuned the laser

pulses were, says Warren, "we couldn't do

anything that can't be done with an ordinary

bunsen burner " As a result, many people still

consider laser-controlled chemiscrv a pipe

dream or a joke, he adds.

But several recent advances have made
this idea seem less whimsical. The first came

in the mid-1980s, when scientists learned to

create laser pulses short enough to deal with

chemical reactions on their own time

scale—a quadrillionth ofa second or less. But

since then, people have only used laser pulses

to observe—not to control chemistry. Now,
says Wilson, he is learning to use high-speed

computers to calculate a laser pulse with just

the right frequency-versus-iime profile to

achieve a specific goal, such "as stretching a

bond or controlling an electron's position.
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OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT U.S. CONGRESS

REPORT brief

The Nation

can

further

cut the

costly

effects of

non-

indigenous

species

armful non-indigenous species (NTS)—those

plants, animals, and microbes that are found

beyond their natural geographical range

—

annually cost the Nation millions to billions

of dollars and cause significant and growing

environmental problems, says a new report

from the Office of Technology Assessment,

Harmful Non-Indigenous Species in the United

States. At the same time, beneficial MIS form

the backbone of American agriculture and are

important in horticulture, fish and wildlife

management, biological control, and the pet

industry. OTA's work takes a comprehensive

look at the damaging species.

WHAT'S WHERE

The movement of plants, animals, and mi-

crobes is much like biological roulette. Once

in a new environment, an

organism may die. Or it

may take hold and repro-

duce with little noticeable

effect. But sometimes a

new species spreads, with

devastating results.

Almost every part of the

country faces at least one

highly damaging NIS

—

like the zebra mussel,

gypsy moth, or leafy spurge

(a weed). They affect many

national interests: agricul-

ture, industry, the protec-

tion of natural areas, and human health. The

melaleuca tree, for example, is rapidly de-

grading the Florida Everglades system by

replacing sawgrass marshes, forests, and other

natural habitats with single species stands. In

Hawaii, NIS are responsible for extinctions

and replacements of indigenous species; they

now make up at least one-half of the State's

wild plants and animals.

Naturally occurring movements of species

into the United States are rare. Most organ-

isms arrive with human help. Numerous NIS

entered the country as unintended contami-

nants ofcommodities, packing materials, ship-

ping containers, or ships' ballast. Others were

intentionally imported as crops, ornamental

plants, livestock, pets, or aquaculture spe-

cies—and later escaped. For example, at least

36 of the West's 300 weeds escaped from

horticulture or agriculture. A number of NIS

were imported to improve soil conservation,

fishing and hunting, or biological control but

caused unexpected harm.

THE GOOD, THE BAD,

THE 'WHO KNOWS?"

Some NIS (like soybeans

and most pets) are clearly

beneficial; some (like

gypsy moths, Russian

wheat aphids, and crab-

grass) are clearly harmful.

Some are both, depending

on location. And value is

in the eye of the beholder.

Purple loosestrife, for ex-

ample, is an attractive

garden plant and a major

wetland weed.

At least 4,500 NIS of foreign origin have

established free-living populations in the

United States, a much larger number than

were present 100 years ago Approximately

15% of the total species trigger severe harm.

Most species' economic impact is not
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Purple loos«stnte ILifthrum selcana)

State by State

spread of

two harmful

non-indigenous

species

Tfie Office of

Technology

Assessment

is an analytical arm

of the U.S. Congress.

OTA'S basic

function is to help

legislators anticipate

and plan for the

positive and negative

effects of

technological

changes.

recorded. However, from 1906-1991, just 79

MIS caused documented losses of $97 billion,

mostly in control costs and losses of market-

able goods. A worst case scenario for 15

potentially high-impact NTS adds another $ 1 34

billion in future economic losses. This figure

likely represents only a fraction of the total

costs because many species and kinds of

effects are uncounted. Harmful NIS also have

exacted a significant toll on U.S. natural

areas, ranging from wholesale changes in

ecosystems to more subtle ecological alter-

ations.

The rate of harmful introductions fluctu-

ates in response to social, political, and tech-

nological factors. This rate does not appear to

be increasing, although it is far higher than the

natural rate of introductions. The cumulative

number of foreign NIS in the United Stales,

however, is climbing steadily and swiftly

—

creating an ever greater economic and envi-

ronmental burden. Just since 1980, ovei 200

foreign species were first introduced or

detected and at least 59 of these are expected

to be harmful.

Uncertainty in predicting types and levels

of risk remains a problem. Past intentional

and accidental fish and wildlife introduc-

tions, for instance, have had about equal

chances of turning out badly. Uncertainty can

be reduced, or at least be made explicit, using

methods such as risk analysis, benefit/cost

analysis, environmental impact assessment,

and decisionmaking protocols. The central

issues for NIS and genetically engineered

organisms, a special subset of this group, are

the same: how to match an organism's poten-

tial for harm to pre-release scrutiny, how to

treat high-risk species, and how to anticipate

effects in new environments.

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION?

For some species, prevention is the best

strategy. However, port inspection and quar-

antine are fallible, with diminishing returns

above a certain point. Also, some organisms

are more easily controlled than intercepted.

So aiming for a standard of "zero entry" is

unrealistic, especially if prevention comes at
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the expense of control. When prevention fails,

rapid response is essential. So far, such quick

action has prevented establishment of the

Asian gypsy moth, a major threat to Pacific

Northwest forests. Managing non-indigenous

pests presents hard choices because funds,

technology, and other resources are often

limited. Sometimes this means not control-

ling already widespread organisms, or those

for which control is very expensive, or those

having lower impacts.

Chemical pesticides play the largest role

now in containing, suppressing, or eradicat-

ing MIS and they will remain important. An

increased number of biologically based tech-

nologies can be predicted. Genetic engineer-

ing will increase the efficacy of some. Those

who develop biological and chemical pesti-

cides face the same difficulties—ensuring

species specificity, slowing the development

of pest resistance, preventing harm to non-

target organisms, clearing regulatory hurdles,

and providing profits for manufacturers.

A PATCHWORK OF POLICY

The Federal Government has responded to

harmful NIS with a largely uncoordinated

patchwork of laws, regulations, policies and

programs. Many only peripherally address

NIS, while others address the more narrowly

drawn problems of the past. At least 20 Fed-

eral agencies are involved, with the U.S.

Departments of Agriculture and Interior play-

ing the largest roles. Federal laws leave both

obvious and subtle gaps that most States do

not fill adequately. Significant gaps exist for

fish, wildlife, animal diseases, weeds, species

in non-agricultural areas, and vectors of hu-

man diseases. Many of these gaps also apply

to genetically engineered organisms because

they are commonly regulated under the same

laws.

Federal agencies manage about 30% of

the Nation's lands, many with grim NIS prob-

lems. Yet management policies are often

inconsistent or inadequate. Even the National

Park Service, with fairly strict rules, finds

invasions threatening the very characteristics

for which some parks were founded.

Federal and State agencies cooperate on

many programs related to agricultural pests,

but their policies can also conflict, e.g., when

agencies manage adjacent lands. Sometimes
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A more stringent national policy

Managing non-indigenous fish,

wildlife, and other diseases

Growing problems of non-

indigenous weeds

Damage to natural areas

Environmental education as

prevention

Emergencies and other high

priority actions

Funding and accountability

Gaps In legislation and regulation

Federal law preempts State law, more often

regarding agriculture than fish and wildlife.

Conflicts between States also occur, often

without forums for resolving disputes.

State laws are relatively complete for ag-

ricultural pests but spotty for invertebrate and

plant pests of nonagricultural areas. The Slate

role is most critical for the import and release

of fish and wildlife. These laws use a variety

of approaches and vary from lax to exacting.

While many fish and wildlife laws are weak

and inadequately implemented, others present

exemplary approaches. Harmful NIS have hit

Hawaii and Florida particularly hard because

of their distinctive geography, climate, his-

tory, and economy. Cooperative efforts have

sprung up in both places. Increasingly, Stale

and Federal agencies, nongovernmental or-

ganizations, agricultural interests, and uni-

versities See hannful NIS as a unifying threat

and public education as an important tool to

alleviate it.

CONGRESSIONAL CHOICES
Congress can select many ways to better

protect U.S. resources. Specific actions might

include amendments to the Lacey Act and the

Federal Noxious Weed Act. Congress might

require stricter screening for invasiveness for

federally funded efforts using NIS. Congress
could direct more funds to weed management
on public lands and to resource management
in the national parks. Congress could expand
environmental education and provide Federal

agencies with adequate authority for emer-
gencies.

Imposing new responsibilities without pro-

viding money for them does not work. En-

trance or user fees could fund more rigorous

and scientific decisionmaking and additional

control. Fines, levied on those who bring

hannful NIS into the country or spread them

to new Slates, could more closely match the

real costs of publicly funded management.

Federal policy cannot succeed without State

help. Model State laws or national minimum
standards could ensure that all States have

authority to regulate harmful NIS adequately.

NIS are here to stay and many of them are

welcome. Problems due to harmful ones are

likely to worsen, however. Human migration

and population growth, increasing trade and

u-avel. and. possibly, climate change propel

species" movements. Countervailing trends

—

toward stricter screening and more sophisti-

cated control—are weaker. We can envision

a future in which harmful NIS are so wide-

spread thai economic costs snowball and one

place looks much like another. Or we can

imagine a future in which beneficial NIS
contribute much to human well-being, harm-

ful ones are effectively limited, and indig-

enous species are preserved. Choosing this

vision, rather than another, is ultimately a

cultural and political choice—a choice about

the kind of world we value and in which we
want to live.
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